








CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

i. Duchess of Fife 2, Walter Jackson. 3. Phoebe. 4. J. Bryant (Picotee). 5. Mrs. R. Sydenham (Picotee). 6. Germania,

7. Mephisto. 8, W. C. Miller.





CANNAS.
i. Egandale. 2. Kdnigin Charlotte. 3- Comte de Bouchard. 4. Cheshunt Yellow. 5 Madame Crozy,





HARDY PHLOXES.
I. Avalanche. 2. Miss Tennant. 3. Matadoi 4. Eugene Danzanvilliers 5. L'Ornement.





ALDBOROUGH ANEMONES.
Sent originally from Greece to A Id borough ; probably natural hybrids between Anemone coronaria and A. fulgens (horlensisi.
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PANSIES AND VIOLAS.
Fancy Pansies.— I. Tamworth Yellow. 2. Robert White. 3. Ralph Wardlaw.
Violas.—4. Archie Grant. 5 (central flower). Laverock. 6. Marchioness of Tweeddale. 7. Ardwell Gem.





ATTRICTJLAS.

i. " Achilles " (Simonite). 2. " Bull's Eye " (Horner). 3. " Miranda " (Homer). 4.
" Midnight " (Horner)

Green-edged. Grey-edged. While-edged. " Self."





TRUMPET DAFFODILS AND POET'S NARCISSUS.
i. Golden Spur. 2. Empress* 3. Emperor. 4. minimus 5 Narcissus poeticus ornalus. 6. N. Burbidgei Falstaff.

7. N triandrus aibus.
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pyeethhums.
I. Agnes Mary Kelway. 2. Warrior 3. Frincsss Marie. 4. Paricles. 5. Beatrice Kelway. 6. James Kelway.
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ROSES.—INSECTS AND DISEASES. 177

straw or bracken shaken among their heads and then the whole loosely tied to-

gether. It is more necessary to protect at the point where rose and stock join than

the extremity of growths. All dwarf or bush rose plants should have the surround"

ing soil drawn up to and among their base. This vital part will then be absolutely

safe from frost, and should the upper wood be affected, the plants will break out

again from the base and soon be in full vigour. A few pieces of fir, gorse, or

laurel, may be stuck in the ground around and among the wood of the more tender

varieties, and will generally afford ample protection.

It is not advisable to encase the plants in straw or hay similar to myrtles,

magnolias and other half-hardy kinds. Only an exceptionally severe winter, or

one of sudden extremes, will materially injure the majority of roses now cultivated,

and most of our trade growers allow their young plants to take all winter risks in

open fields.

INSECTS AND DISEASES.

These are very numerous, but few of them are really serious provided we take

precautions in due time. To neglect cleansing the plants simply because the insect

foes or such insidious diseases as mildew have only just made an appearance is

unwise. Not only are our plants easier freed when early measures are employed,

but we save the plants from permanent injury.

Eose Aphis or Green Fly.—This is the most common insect foe of the rose. As

soon as growth commences, whether under glass or in the open air, the insects usually

appear. Fortunately, they are not difficult to destroy, but the young growths of roses,

upon which the pests chiefly feed, is notoriously tender, so that we have a special

reason why the insects should be destroyed early, and before it becomes necessary

to use strong solutions. A frequent use of the syringe with a weak solution of some

insecticide is always a safe check to the ravages of insects. Where so many amateurs

err is in waiting for a horde of insects, and then using a strong mixture, and thus

injuring the plants. This is often the case. A much wiser plan is to act sooner

when the insects are few, young, and tender, as they are then easily banished. At

the end of these notes a few recipes will be given that are safe and effectual if they

are applied as directed.

The rose aphis feeds on young growths by sucking out the sap from the tiny

punctures thus made. The little sap they rob the plant of would not matter very
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much, but they also choke the pores of the lower growths by their sticky secretions

which retain any dust or dirt that may come into contact with them.

Bed Spider, or Mite.—This very minute, but highly destructive pest, spins a

web over the lower portions of a leaf and proceeds to drain the life out of the foliage.

A dry atmosphere will soon bring on this terrible pest. Syringing, damping down,

or sprinkling water about in the house to obtain a moist atmosphere, are the best

natural checks. A little sulphur mixed into a paste and spread over the hot-water

pipes will give off fumes, but the pipes must not be allowed to get too hot, nor should

any of the sulphur be applied close to the boiler. Out-doors we must depend entirely

upon the syringe.

Thrips.—These long, thin, greyish-black insects are among the worst pests of the

rose, and soon make the leaves look starved, thin, dirty, and altogether out of

condition. A larger and blacker type attacks the blooms out of doors during a very

dry season.

Brown Scale.—The most difficult of all to kill, and we know of no solution

powerful enough to destroy it, and still be harmless to young rose growth. Trim

away as much of the growth as possible while dormant, then dress the remainder

with a solution that will be advised. This will destroy existing pests, and at the

same time prevent others from gaining a footing.

Green fly has been mentioned, but there is a white insect that feeds upon the

lower cuticle of the foliage, giving the leaves a spotted appearance. It jumps to a

considerable distance when disturbed, and is rather larger than the fully-grown

green fly.

The Eose Maggot.—This, the larva of Tortrix Bergmanniana, is a most injurious

grub. It is prevalent early in the season, feeding upon the young leaves and shoots,

also the flower buds as soon as they form. A short time before retiring to undergo

their change into the rose-leaf saw-fly, these maggots wrap themselves up in a rose-

leaf, and whereArer the curled leaves are found—a very little experience will soon show

whether the leaf is curled from this cause or simply undeveloped—they should be

pressed between the finger and thumb. Kill the first few, and you will be clear for

the season. After looking over the plants for curled leaves, give the stem a smart tap.

Any maggot that may have been missed will drop towards the ground suspended from

a silken thread. Capture these at once, or when quiet again they will soon work their

way up to their original quarters.
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Stem-boring Saw-fly.—The larva of this is quite distinct. It is a much smaller

maggot than the preceding, and when ready to pass into the pupa state burrows into

the pith of young shoots, also taking advantage of any injury or crevice. The shoots

die at the point, or if the maggot has penetrated lower down, the growth above droops

over and succumbs. The same maggot eats into the pith of briar stems used for

standard roses, starting from the top, and often killing the briar below the part

budded with roses.

Very destructive, indeed, are a few of these flies, as a single insect will deposit an

egg in the piths of many briars. The flies may be seen during early morning and

evening, flitting from plant to plant, and with a little alertness a number may be killed

at this time. With briars it is always well to smear a little grafting-wax over the

top, also at the end of budded branches, when trimmed back in the spring. Two parts

of pitch, one of resin, and two of a composite or tallow candle, melted together,

make an excellent and cheap wax for the purpose. Apply in a lukewarm state. We
now pass to a few maladies.

Mildew.—This is the worst and most prevalent enemy of the rose. A dry

atmosphere, a chill after a spell of hot weather, in fact any great atmospheric change,

will almost invariably bring on mildew. We cannot avoid it in the open, but a judicious

syringing directly a great change is noticed will have a beneficial effect. Under glass,

however, there is little excuse for its presence to any alarming extent, as here we have

the atmosphere comparatively under control by care in heating and ventilation.

Avoid the conditions favourable to the growth of mildew, which is a parasite and fungus,

and then resort to the precautionary measures named under the heading, "Recipes."

Eed Rust and Orange Fungus.—Rust is an early condition of mildew within the

plant, and, on reaching maturity, bursts through the epidermis. They are increased

by spores, and affected leaves should be gathered and burned. Fortunately, they

seldom become very troublesome until late in the season, and then chiefly upon the

summer-flowering roses that are of little further use the same, season. The leaves turn

brown and spotted, have the appearance of premature ripening, and soon fall, leaving

the plant as bare as during winter, while those not attacked are still in full growth and

health.

Canker.—This affection is not often found except upon Marechal Niel, William

Allen Richardson, and a few more very strong growers. Occasionally an injured

plant will develop it, and it is more frequent when the rose-growth foster or stock

a a 2
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roots have not thriven in equal proportions. For example, one of these roses may be

growing in a border inside a greenhouse or conservatory, with some of the roots

established beyond the protecting influence of the house. Growth commences early

under glass, but the roots in the cold outside soil do not move sufficiently to meet the

requirements of such growth. This is often the first start of canker.

Canker usually forms at the junction of rose and stock. As time goes on, a knotty

and warty excrescence forms, arresting the sap, and the plant consequently lingers and

dies. Many so-called remedies have been tried, but rarely with effect. As experience

has proved that a healthy young plant placed in the same soil and position with the

one attacked will not be at all certain to be affected, such plant is often procured, and

it advances ready to take the place of the old one when the disease has rendered it

useless.

Eecipes.

Those for the destruction of insects are many. Most of the insecticides upon the

market are good, if users of them would pay a little more care to the directions for

mixing. It is better to use a little weaker solution than advised, and give two

syringings at an interval of a few hours, than to apply a strong solution once. Many

persons fail to keep the mixture stirred sufficiently while using, or omit to well shake

the bottle before adding the insecticide to the water. We cannot recommend one

proprietary insecticide over another ; it is simply a question of attending to directions

given with each.

Soft Soap, Sulphur, and Petroleum.—The solution we use is made as follows :

—

add 1 lb. of soft soap to a gallon of water. Boil this steadily for about ten minutes,

and, while still hot, add half a pint of paraffin oil (petroleum), and a quarter of a pound

of flowers of sulphur. Stir the whole thoroughly, and boil again. Then, when cold,

bottle off for future use. A quarter of a pint of this will make a gallon of solution

at any time when needed. Use it at a temperature of 70° to 75°, and always keep

the mixture moving during application. It is a splendid remedy against all insect

pests, and if used at half this strength every time the roses are syringed, very few

insects or mildews will attack them.

There are few instances in which the old adage of prevention being better than

cure is more applicable than in the case of plant pests and diseases, and a weak

insecticide used even when no insects are visible does an enormous amount of good.
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The solution above-named will banish green-fly, and also cripple red spider. But

to kill that pest and thrips it may be used a little stronger. For scale, reduce the

original mixture to four times its bulk, and apply with a brush.

Mildew may be prevented, checked, and possibly killed with the weaker solution if

a little more sulphur be applied. This is by far the most effectual and cleanly way of

applying sulphur. In any other form of application we do not cover the whole of a

plant so evenly, and the unsightly appearance of uneven coatings is almost as bad

as the disease itself. For mildew outside, the weaker [solution is used with more

sulphur still.

Caustic Soda and Potash for "Winter Use.—For dressing roses when they are

leafless in winter, for cleansing them from moss or other incrustations, also destroying

scale, as well as the eggs of aphis, red spider, or other pests, dissolve \ lb. each of

caustic soda and commercial potash (pearlash) in 5 gallons of water, and apply in

the form of spray, or through a very fine syringe. If this were done systematically

and effectively, no parts of the stems being missed, there would be fewer insects to-

combat in summer, as the eggs producing the first broods would be destroyed.



FLOWER GARDENS.

II TTJCH has been advanced concerning the important work of designing and laying

out pleasure-grounds and the general arrangement of trees, shrubs, and flowers,

and no good purpose would be served in repeating the various hints given. There

are, however, a few points requiring to be emphasised and a few fresh ideas to be

communicated—more especially in relation to flower gardens—before treating upon the

various classes of plants used in their embellishment.

It is becoming more generally acknowledged that the most beautiful gardens are,

as a rule, those in which there are no set designs, that is to say, no geometrical

arrangement of beds. Formal designs after the various old-time styles borrowed

from Holland, Italy, and elsewhere, are not out of place in some of the large grounds

connected with the mansions of our wealthier aristocracy, and may be in keeping

with the architecture of many of the buildings with which they are associated, but

even in such cases they can easily be, and frequently have been, overdone. Excessive

formality destroys the repose and mars the enjoyment of a garden. It must also

be borne in mind that these elaborate designs, whether the beds are broadly margined

with yew or not, entail a great amount of labour in maintaining them in the perfect

condition they ought always to be seen, and swallow up thousands of tender plants

that have cost much in labour and fuel to produce. Grand masses of colour, such

as are annually to be seen at Hatfield House, Longleat, Wilton House, Witley Court

and Mentmore, are decidedly effective but by no means indispensable.

Owners, or those responsible for the beautification of smaller pleasure-grounds,

will do well, then, to avoid laying down any elaborate or complicated arrangements of

flower-beds. Not only does the less formal style commend itself on the point of

economy, but what is even more to the purpose, such gardens are the most satisfactory

in the end. Instead of concentrating all the available stock of half-hardy plants in

one spot, it is far better to dispense with formal designs and to distribute flower-beds

about the grounds more as shown in the illustration on page 54. Even these

isolated beds should not be fanciful in design; plain circles, ovals, parallelograms

and the like, being much more effective when properly filled, and the least trouble
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to keep in their proper form. By distributing them, throughout the grounds at

points where they would be seen to advantage, opportunities are afforded for

employing a greater and more pleasing variety of hardy as well as half-hardy plants,

not forgetting the hardy or herbaceous sections of bedding-plants, thereby relieving

the strain upon the resources of an establishment, at a time when relief is most

needed. When the beds are thus arranged and planted all the flowers in a garden

are not seen at a glance, but the interest and pleasure is well sustained throughout

the survey.

Those long " ribbon " borders, so called from the ribbon-like arrangement of

colours used in filling them, are no longer fashionable. Showy lines of purple ver-

benas, yellow calceolarias, scarlet, pink, and variegated zonale pelargoniums, rich blue

salvias, and scarlet and crimson dahlias, have to a large extent given place to mixtures

of herbaceous plants, of which there is a great and excellent variety, admirably adapted

for the purpose—something to cut from as well as to admire where growing.

Carpet beds are fast becoming obsolete. For a time this form of filling beds was

popular, crowds of visitors to Hampton Court, Battersea, Hyde, Yictoria, and other

London parks, collecting round and wearing out the turf about such beds. The perfect

way in which the designs were laid down, the brilliancy of the colouring of the plants

used in filling the panels, with a more sober groundwork, reminding onlookers of a

beautiful Turkey carpet, all contributed to sustain the enthusiasm. For a time, or

while the novelty held its sway, artificiality and cost were overlooked. A limited

number of these beds will probably always meet with favour, especially when their stiff-

ness is relieved by the introduction of elegant " dot " plants. One or, at the most,

two carpet beds are enough in a private garden, and, unless they can be well done,

ought to be omitted altogether.

Judging from what is taking place in various parts of the country, not much

prompting in the direction of turfing down fanciful flower-beds, and breaking up

elaborate designs where these can be well spared, is needed, as evidently a free expanse

of perfect, closely-shaven turf is more appreciated than ever. It is equally satisfactory

to note that stiff terraces are giving way to gentle grass slopes, and terra-cotta vases

to ordinary flower-pots and tubs, containing plants that are worthy of the prominent

positions assigned them. Another outcome of this welcome change in fashion is a

greater recognition of the merits of alpine and other rock plants, herbaceous plants, hardy

ferns, also bog and aquatic plants, better facilities for the cultivation of which are
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now afforded. The reign of scarlet " geraniums," yellow calceolarias, and other gaudy-

tender flowers that will not stand rain or frost, is practically over, and the more

serviceable, if scarcely so showy, kinds are having full justice done them. At the

same time, the tender plants will never be wholly discarded, nor is it desirable they

should be. Less formally planted than of old, and associated with a variety of sub-

tropical plants, very beautiful effects can be created by them in summer, and by the

time frosts have rendered such plants unsightly an assortment of well-prepared spring

flowering plants ought to be ready to take their place.

SPRING BEDDING.

With fewer beds to fill, and more time to devote to the preparation of suitable

plants than in bygone years, there is every likelihood of greater attention being

Fig. 88. Increasing Plants.

a, Cutting; b, slip; c, division.

bestowed upon hardy annuals, biennials, perennials, and bulbous-rooted plants, with

shrubs and conifers for imparting a pleasing appearance to flower-beds during the dull

months of the year. Only those who have seen some of our best examples of spring

bedding have a true conception of what can be accomplished at a comparatively small

outlay in money and labour. So very gay can beds be made with the aid of alyssums,

aubrietias, daisies, forget-me-nots, polyanthuses, primroses, silenes, and various other

plants, in April and May onwards, that they contrast most favourably with the best

that can be done in the summer. Naturally, it is during April and May when the
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beds are the most gay, but long before that time bulbous-rooted and a few of the

earliest flowering perennials will have done much towards relieving the dulness of the

garden, while dwarf shrubs, conifers, and hardy, fme-foliaged plants, as well as those

plants to flower in the spring, clothe the beds with greenery of a more or less

ornamental character. Bare soil, that is to say, empty beds and borders, especially

when these are in a conspicuous position, are the reverse of attractive, and should

therefore be avoided where possible. We have first to take the various classes of

plants in detail, giving concise cultural notes, and then show how the different kinds

may be effectively arranged in beds or borders.

The plants to be noticed, though several of them may be raised from seed, are

usually increased by (1), cuttings; (2), slips; (3), divisions. A stem "cutting"

(a, Fig. 88) is a portion of a plant severed with the knife above the ground. The end

of the stem should be cut transversely, close under a joint, with a sharp knife ; a

smooth, clean cut facilitates rooting; a bruised end retards or prevents root-production.

A " slip," b, is the stem of a plant torn or slipped off ; if within the ground a few roots

may be retained; should the end of the slip ("heel") be much torn, it is well to trim

it to a smoother surface. A "division," e, is composed of more than one stem, usually

with roots attached. All ought to be inserted deeply, quite up to the leaves, and

it is of great advantage that this be done quickly, while they are still fresh, as the

greater the extent of leaf drooping the longer is rooting delayed. Illustrations, showing

how cuttings and slips should and should not be inserted, will be shown under the

the heading of " Reserve Gardens " (page 196).

Hardy Perennials for Bedding.

Ajuga reptans rubra (Creeping Eed Bugle).

—

Britain. Height 4 inches; grown for its deep

crimson foliage, and is one of the most reliable

edging or carpeting plants. Should not be

allowed to flower, as this spoils the foliage.

Succeeds in ordinary garden soil. Increased by-

division when moved from the beds in the

spring, every small piece soon growing to a good

size. Summer quarters ought to be cool and

moist.

rough treatment. Common garden soil. In-

creased on removal in the spring by a free

division or splitting up of the plants, each piece

having a few roots attached. Replant firmly

across a cool border, 6 inches apart in rows 1

foot asunder. Cuttings may also be made of

young shoots in May, dibbling these firmly and

quite up to the tuft of leaves in sandy soil and

covering with hand-lights. When rooted, care-

fully transplant to nursery beds, and pinch off

any flowers that form on either these or the

divisions in the autumn. Cuttings or slips not

properly sunk into fine soil and well fixed, either

fail to grow, or develop into miserabls "leggy '

})lants, that cannot possibly give satisfaction (see

pp. 198, 199).

Alyssum (Madwort).—A. saxatile, Eastern Europe.

The beautiful variegated form of this, known as

A. s. variegatum, together with A. s. nana, are

among the showiest of spring bedding -plants.

Height 6 to 9 inches ; flowers rich yellow
;
per-

fectly hardy, and will bear a fair amount of
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Aeabis (Bock Cress).— Very hardy and popular

white flowering edging or carpeting plants. A.

albida attains a height of 6 to 9 inches, and

flowers from January to May. A. albida vari-

egata is a pretty variegated form. A. lucida

variegata, a handsome form of A. lucida, has

green leaves broadly margined with yellow, and

is an effective edging plant. A. mollis is some-

what late in flowering, but the variegated form is

worthy of culture. Ordinary garden soil suits

those that are to flower, but the variegated

forms should have comparatively poor soil,

and not be allowed to bloom. They may be left

undisturbed for two or three seasons, as they

are effective for summer bedding. Arabises are

easily increased. Old plants when lifted in the

spring may be pulled in pieces, each little

division or tuft having about 3 inches of stem

attached. Dibble them in firmly in moderately

rich soil and a cool position. Old plants may

also be divided in the autumn and replanted.

Cuttings of the variegated forms to be dibbled

out in good sandy soil, covered with hand-lights

and shaded from bright sunshine. Neat little

plants can also be had by sowing seeds in jians

during April or May, these germinating quickly

in a cold frame. Prick out the seedlings on a

cool border.

Aubretia (Purple Eock Cress).—This class of plants

may be briefly summed up as good purple flower-

ing companions to arabis. From A. deltuidea

have originated several greatly improved forms,

the best of these being A. Campbelli, large deep

violet-blue flowers ; A. grandiflora, only slightly

differing from the preceding ; A. Leitchlini, extra

fine and deserving of general culture ; and the

variegated form of A. purpurea. Increased by

division, cuttings, and seeds, similarly to arabis,

or as shown in the illustrations.

Bellis (Daisy).—Common double daisies (B. per-

ennis) are too well known to need any eulogy

here beyond the remark that they are admirably

adapted for spring bedding. Some of the best

garden varieties are B. p. conspicua, red; Crown,

pink; Eliza, purple; Eubens, red; and Snowflake,

white ; while aucubsefolia should be grown for

the beauty of its yellow-veined foliage and

crimson flowers. All are suitable for edging or

carpeting purposes, and succeed in good garden

soil. Hot and dry summer quarters are injurious

to daisies. After flowering, lift, divide, and firmly

replant the divisions 5 inches apart in rows, 9

inches asunder, in a cool damp border. Keep

these and all other newly-planted divisions well

supplied with water in dry weather.

Cardamine (Lady's Smock).—Though not often seen

in beds, this class of plants is yet well worthy of

inclusion. C. pratensis flore pleno, the double

form of the wild Cuckoo Flower or Lady's Smock,

attains a height of 12 inches, is pale purple in

colour and flowers during March and April.

With this, C. trifolia, height 9 inches, white,

flowering in March and April, may be grown.

Plant in rich garden soil. Increased rapidly by

dividing ; should be grown in a cool, moist posi-

tion during the summer. Plant thickly for effect

when in flower.

Cerastitjm (Mouse-ear Chickweed).—C. Biebersteini

and C. tomentosum have silvery foliage and

white flowers. Both are well adapted for form-

ing edgings or for carpeting, and are suitable for

summer as well as spring bedding. The plants

may either be pulled in pieces when the beds are

broken up in May, and replanted where they are

to remain another year, or fresh neat plants can

be prepared specially for autumn planting. In

July or August sufficient growths for this pur-

pose may be drawn from the old plants, and

planted deeply in lines, box-edge fashion. Al-

ways replant these divisions deeply and firmly

and clip into shape whenever necessary.

Ciieiranthus (Wallflower).—The common wallflower

(C. Cheiri) will be included under the sub-head-

ing "Biennials," but the double-flowering forms

other than the German strain have to be treated

more as a perennial, increasing or perpetuating

the stock by means of cuttings. Not later than

May select short young shoots, slip these off with

a heel, and lightly trim only. Half fill a hand-

glass with equal portions of fresh loam and leaf

soil, with sharp sand added. Make this firm, then

dibble in the cuttings 2 inches apart each way,

well fixing them, afterwards giving a gentle

watering and putting on the cover. The north

side of a wall is the best position for the purpose,

and if disposed more in the open, shade from bright

sunshine must be afforded. Wallflower cuttings

will also strike root without the aid of glass, in

gritty soil and a cool shady position. When the

cuttings are rooted, transplant to a well-manured

border.

Coeykalis (Fumitory).—C. nobilis grows to a height

of 16 inches, and produces racemes of pale

yellow flowers in April and May ; and C.

tuberosa, Europe, 8 inches, flowers purple, pro-

duced iD March and April, are the only species
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recommended for spring bedding. The last-

named is suitable for edging medium-sized to

large beds. They succeed in ordinary soil, may
be increased by division after flowering, and

transplant readily.

Dactylis glomerata (Cock's-foot grass). — The

variegated form of this is perfectly hardy and

well adapted for either spring or summer bedding.

It attains a height of 8 inches, and may be used

either for edging purposes or as a groundwork for

taller-growing plants. In the autumn lift from

the beds, divide, and replant where it is to remain

all the winter, surrounding the roots with a little

rich soil.

Dodecatheon (American Cowslip). — This pretty,

moisture-loving section of the great primula

family is very attractive during the late spring

months. Those most generally grown are D.

integrifolium, the North American species, height

9 inches, flowers rosy crimson ; and D. Meadia,

height 9 inches, flowers purple and lilac, with the

varieties, D. M. giganteum, and I). M. Jeffreyi.

Either a peaty soil, or a mixture of loam leaf mould

and sand suits them, and division should take

place in the autumn. Move from the beds with a

good ball of soil about the roots, and replant in a

cool position

.

Doronicum (Leopard's Bane).—The doronicums are

not often seen bedded out, but two of the species

are in every way worthy of a trial. These are D .

austriacum, Europe, height 12 to 18 inches,

flowers yellow, spring; and D. plantigineum,

Western Europe, height 2 to 3 feet, flowers

yellow
;

spring ; of easy culture. Divide after

flowering, and plant in ordinary garden soil.

Euonymtjs radicals variegata.—This belongs to

the Japanese section of euonymuses, and is per-

fectly hardy, as well as effective all the year

round. It is of a neat habit of growth, and can

be kept compact by clipping. Leaves small and

silver variegated. Easily increased by cuttings,

short and firm, under hand-lights in the summer,

or in heat in spring, using a mixture of loam,

leaf soil, and sand.

Gentiana (Gentian).—G. acaulis, commonly termed

gentianella, is remarkably effective as an edging

plant or massed in a small bed. It is to be found

in the Alps and Pyrenees, and the prevailing

colour, varying slightly in the different forms, is a

rich blue. Height 6 inches
;

flowering season

April to June. G. verna, a British species, is also

used as a bedding plant, and only grows to a

height of 4 inches ; colour azure blue
;
flowering

season April and May ; should have a sunny posi-

tion and a deep, moisture-holding, loamy soil.

Does not transplant well. Increased by division

just when growth commences in the spring and by

seeds, sowing these in well-drained pans filled

with sandy loam, and covering very lightly.

Place the pans in a cold frame, and do not be in

a hurry to throw away the soil, as the seeds are

very slow in germination . Transplant the seed-

lings when small in boxes filled with sandy loam,

and keep them in a cold frame till the plants are

large enough for the open ground.

Hedera (Ivy).—Any of the moderately strong-grow-

ing ivies may be used for either edging or

carpeting beds, keeping them pegged down.

" Tree " ivy, Hedera helix arborescens, forms neat

sturdy bushes, and the golden form, H. aurea

maculata, if planted in poor soil, retains its rich

colouring fairly well. This is usually grafted on

commoner species, and healthy young growths of

it and other ivies, duly shortened to 6-inch

lengths, and firmly fixed in good soil in a cool

position during the autumn, strike root readily.

They can also be rooted in gentle heat in the

spring.

Hepatica triloba.— This species of old-fashioned

flowers belongs to the anemone family and is

frequently termed Anemone Hepatica. There are

several distinct forms, the best of which are alba,

pure white
;

coerulea, double and single, blue

;

rubra, reddish pink, double ; and Barlowi, sky

blue. Height 6 inches, flowering season February

to April. They succeed the best in partially cool

2">ositions and either a peaty soil or a mixture of

loam, leaf soil, and sand. Increased by division

after flowering, taking care to well fix the

divisions and to keep them cool and moist. Seed

sown in July and August in pans and placed in

cold frames will germinate in gentle heat during

the following spring. Transplant the seedlings

in larger pans, and when large enough plant out

in a cool position.

Helleborus.—H. niger, the Christmas Eose, of which

altifolius maxima, and augustifolius, are distinct

forms, flower freely in the open during January

and February, sometimes lasting much longer.

All are white in colour. H. colchicus, the Lenten

Eose, grows to a height of 18 inches and produces

bright purple flowers during February and March.

They should be prepared in a deep, rich, freely

worked loamy soil, division taking place after the

young leaves are fully developed. Seeds sown as

soon as ripe germinate freely in a cold frame.

B B 2
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Strong plants move safely in either the spring or

autumn. See index for coloured plate.

Iberis (Candjiiuft).—L sempervirens, the Evergreen

Candytuft, is the best of the iberises for spring

bedding, and should be largely grown for that

purpose. It is of a compact habit, attaining a

height of 9 inches, while the pure white flowers

are produced in great profusion from March to

May. I. s. superba is an improved form. I.

saxatilis, the Rock Candytuft, is more of a shrub,

but only grows to a height of 3 to 6 inches, and

flowers freely during the spring and early summer

months. They require much the same treatment

as recommended for alyssum, cuttings striking

the most surely in hand-lights. Directly they

are well rooted transplant to a cool border, giving

them the benefit of moderately rich soil, and water

frequently in dry, hot weather. Neat plants will

be obtained the first season, and these are suit-

able for the margins of bods. Iberises trans-

plant readily, but the old plants when moved out

of the beds in the spring should be temporarily

replanted in a cool spot at once, afterwards

dividing and replanting where they are to remain

all the summer. Undue exposure and serious

damage to the stock is thus avoided.

Iris fcetidissima (Stinking Gladwin) is evergreen,

the variegated form being the best for bedding, and

particularly serviceable for dotting among other

dwarf plants to relieve their stiffness. The leaves

grow to a height of 2 feet. If the plants are not

wanted in the flower-beds all the year round the

summer quarters assigned them ought to be cool

and moist. Clumps divide readily, and this may be

done either in the spring or in the autumn when

the beds are refilled.

Lysimachia numhularia aueea.—This, the golden-

leaved form of Creeping Jenny, is hardy and

effective as an edging plant. Increased by divi-

sion in either the autumn or spring ; suitable also

for summer bedding.

Myosotis (Forget-me-not).—The biennial section (see

page 191) is the most extensively grown for spring

bedding, but the perennial species, M. alpestris

and its improved form, Queen Victoria, ought also

to be cultivated. It grows to a height of 4 to 6

inches ; flowers late in the spring; colour rich blue,

with a small yellowish eye ; should have a cool,

moist position during the summer. Increase by
division after flowering and by cuttings under

hand-lights.

Omphalodes verna.—This is another pretty little

blue flowering plant from the south of Europe,

and may be used for edging beds. It flowers

during March and April, and grows to a height

of 6 inches. It ought to have a shady position

and leaf mould mixed with ordinary garden soil.

Increased by division after flowering, and rooted

runners can be had from strong well-established

plants.

Hardy Auriculas.—Alpine auriculas are particu-

larly well adapted for spring bedding. They are

originally raised from seed in the manner that

will be described, transplant readily, are perfectly

hardy and flower freely in the spring. Old plants

should be moved from sunny beds directly after

having flowered when they may be divided and

re-planted in a cool border and rich soil. Cut-

tings with a short length of hard stem attached,

inserted singly in thumb-pots and gritty loamy

soil, will strike root in a greenhouse, cold frame,

or hand-bght. Directly they are well rooted

harden off and plant out. It is a great mistake

to leave auriculas in hot sunny positions all the

year round, this having a weakening effect upon

them. A narrow border on the north side of

wall, fence, or hedge, is the best place for them.

Primroses and Polyanthuses (see index for col-

oured plate).—Primrose flowers are solitary on

small peduncles, polyanthus are borne in umbels

on a stout scape. Seedling primroses frequently

develop into polyanthuses as the plants gain

vigour-

.
Seedlings are the most vigorous, and

produce the finest flowers in great profusion

during April and May, but good strains may be

propagated by division. This should be done in

June, when the old plants may be pulled in

pieces, and every division, with a few or many

roots attached, be planted firmly and deeply,

though not to the extent of burying the hearts,

in a cool border and good soil. Keep them sup-

plied with water till well-estabbshed, and strong

plants for flowering the following spring will

result. The double white, pink, lilac, and crimson

forms of the common primrose are increased in

the manner described. Plant in rich loamy soil,

and the less direct sunshine that reaches them

the better.

Phlox subulata (Ground or Moss Pink), Florida.

—Of a tufted habit of growth; height 6 inches;

flowers light pink ; abundant in April and May..

Of this little gem for spring bedding there are

improved forms that are superseding the type.

Two of the best of these are P. s. frondosa, and

P. s. Nelsoni. They succeed well in ordinary

soil. Increased by division after flowering.
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Polygala (Milkwort).—P. Chamfebuxus, known as

Bastard Box, a native of the mountainous parts

of Europe, height 6 inches ; flowers white, May

Fig. 89. A Good Viola Cuttino. (Solid stem.)

and June ; and P. C. purpurea, a form having

purplish leaves and dark brown flowers, are of a

compact, bushy habit of growth, and well worthy

of a place among spring bedding plants. Sunny

positions
;
peaty or good garden soil, with leaf

soil and sharp sand freely added. Increased by

cuttings in sandy peat under a hand-light or cold

frame in the autumn.

Pyeethkum aureum (Golden Feverfew).—This well-

known summer bedding plant, if prevented from

flowering in the summer, may be pulled in pieces

and replanted in the autumn. It would then

serve to brighten up the beds during most winters,

or young plants could be had by sowing seed in

July.

Santolina chamjECYPakissus incana, usually abbre-

viated to S. incana, is a silvery leaved, neat-

growing plant, good alike for either summer or

winter bedding. It is suitable for edging and

carpeting small beds, succeeds in ordinary soil,

and is easily increased by division in the autumn

or spring ; or neat plants may be had by striking

cuttings in heat in the spring.

Saxifbaga.—Several species of this large genus are

spring flowering, and good for bedding out. S.

cotyledon synonym pyramidalis, an Alpine species,

forms neat tufts of handsome leaves, and produces

large pyramidal spikes of white flowers in April

to June. Height I to 2 feet. S. granulata (so-

called from its grain-like roots) and the superior

double form, S. g. flore pleno, attain a height of

9 inches ; flowers white
;
April and May. S.

umbrosa (London Pride) needs no description.

It grows well in smoky districts. Saxifrages are

not particular as to soil or position. The first

and last named species are easily increased by

division, and every root grain of S. granulata will

develop into a plant. These should be planted,

somewhat thickly where they are to flower.

Sempebvivum calcabeum, Synonym S. californi-

cum, is a handsome hardy house leek suitable for

the margins of flower bods, and for hardy carpet

beds generally. Increased by off-sets, which may
be grown thickly in ordinary garden soil till large

enough for the beds.

Stachys LANATA.—This distinct species of hedge

nettle is of sturdy yet free habit of growth and

has large silvery woolly leaves, which render the

plant most suitable for edging large beds. "Will

grow in any soil, is perfectly hardy and easily

increased by division in the autumn or spring.

Vinca minor.—Both the silver and golden variegated

forms of this, the lesser periwinkle, are suitable

for forming temporary edgings to large shady

beds or borders. They grow freely in ordinary

soil, and can be increased by division, cuttings of

firm wood, or by layering the points. Established

plants are amenable to clipping or pegging down,

and can, therefore, be kept in a neat condition.

Viola.—For an effective display in April and May
onwards no better plants than the close-growing

floriferous violas can be found. Preference is

usually given to plants raised from cuttings.

The best cuttings (a, Fig. 89) are obtained from

Fig. 90. Faulty Viola Cutting. (Hollow stem.)

the succulent water-cress-like shoots that are

formed at the base of healthy plants, flowering

tops (6, Fig. 90) being taken only as a last resort.
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It is true these hollow tops will grow, but the

plants will never equal those resulting from a

young flowerless shoot, shortened, trimmed, and

inserted as shown at a. If these cuttings can be

found in June or July they may be taken then

and rooted under hand-lights in a cool position in

the garden, subsequently transplanting 6 inches

apart in nursery beds of good soil. In this manner

excellent plants will be ready for the beds in the

autumn. Cuttings are generally the most plenti-

ful in September, and that is a good time to insert

them, under hand-lights in a mixture of fine loam

,

leaf soil, and sand ; or fill the bottom of a shallow

frame or pit placed in a sheltered sunny position,

with partially decayed material, making this firm,

and covering with 5 inches of the mixture of

soil described. Make this level, firm, and smooth,

and face over with sharp sand. The cuttings to

be inserted 3 inches apart, deeply as shown, well

fixed, and watered. If kept somewhat close and

shaded rooting will soon take place, and then all

the light and air possible must be afforded in

favourable weather. Roughly protect during very

severe weather. Violas are raised in the manner

described for summer bedding, but if instead of

leaving them standing thickly spoiling in the

frames or beds till the middle of May, they are

transferred to the beds in April, planting in rich

soil, they will commence flowering at once and

continue gay through the summer. Old plants

may be divided and replanted in the autumn,

either where they are to flower or in reserve beds.

Violets.—Russian violets, notably the Czar, are suit-

able for spring bedding, and their fragrance is

delightful. The Italian section, including, Marie

Louise, blue ; Comte de Brazzi, white ; and

Neapolitan, lavender blue ; are liable to succumb

to sharji frosts, but after a mild winter they are

quite gay in the spring. Plant the divisions or

newly-rooted plantlets early in May in good

garden soil, keep them properly supplied with

water, also free from weeds and runners, and

transplant to the . beds with a good ball of soil

adhering to the roots.

Spring Flowering Plants from Seed.

There are a limited number of biennials and perennials suitable for the adornment of

beds and borders in the spring that can be raised from seed, and this will be found the

most expeditious method of propagation. In addition to being easily obtained, seedling

plants are invariably more robust than those raised from cuttings or by division,

the strains as supplied by seedsmen of repute are good, and the varieties usually come

sufficiently true to name for the purpose for which they are desired. Thousands of

plants from the best of seed are spoiled by overcrowding and drawing them up spindly,

whereas it is perfectly easy to have them dwarf, bushy and satisfactory. See Fig. 91

and text under "Myosotis."

SELECTIONS AND CULTIVATION.

Haudy Auriculas.—Alpine auriculas are originally

raised from seed, and many beautiful varieties

have been thus cheaply added to collections.

Seeds should be sown during February or March

in well-drained pans filled with fine rich soil,

covering lightly. Place in cold frame or on

greenhouse shelf, cover with squares of glass,

shade heavily, and keep the soil uniformly moist.

The seed is apt to germinate very irregularly, and

some of it may be six months or more before

starting. There ought, therefore, to be no undue

haste in discarding pans of soil in which auricula

seed has been sown, while if only a few seedlings

come up, these, when large enough to move,

should be lifted out with the point of a label,

leaving the rest of the soil undisturbed, and filling

up the small holes made with fine soil. Place the

seedlings either singly in thumb-pots or in pans

or boxes of soil, using a compost of two parts of

fine loam to one of leaf soil with a sprinkling of

sifted cow manure and sharp sand added. Return

them to cool light quarters, a shallow cold frame
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answering well
; ,

keep properly supplied with

water, and shade lightly from strong sunshine.

On no account subject these auriculas to fire-heat,
j

and finally plant out in a cool position.

Myosotis.—The best of the forget-me-nots for spring

bedding are M. dissitiflora, blue, and M. d. alba,

white. These come true from seed, are of a com-

pact habit of growth, and flower grandly early in

the year. The seed should be sown during the

first fortnight in June, not later unless early

sowings are partial failures, either in boxes of

good soil or on a well-prepared, partially-shaded

border, but not under trees. Moisten the soil, if

needed, prior to sowing thinly, and scatter the seeds

broadcast, covering lightly with fine sifted soil.

If sown in boxes, these may be either set in a cool

Fig. 91. Raising

a, Plant sj

position outdoors, covered with glass and shaded,

or in a cold frame. The seed germinates readily

in moist soil in the open ground, but in some

seasons seedlings can be taken better care of

when in boxes. Before they crowd and spoil each

other, transplant them in nursery beds in which

leaf soil has been freely forked, disposing them

3 inches apart, and give a gentle watering. If

hot and dry weather prevail, shade lightly and

sprinkle them every evening ; also give an

occasional heavy watering to soak below the roots.

From these nursery beds the greater portion will

have to be moved to the reserve garden or other

plots of well-prepared ground in a moderately

cool position, disposing them 6 inches apart in

rows from 10 to 12 inches asunder.

Seedlings fob Transplanting.

ailed ; b, as it should be.

Seedlings are generally raised too thickly, and

when they come to be moved, are spindled and

weakly, as shown in Fig. 91 , a. Such are slow in

recovering from the check of removal, and seldom

become so sturdy and floriferous as is desirable.

When the seed is sown thinly sturdy plants

result, and these are soon large enough to move

direct to the reserve garden, ultimately develop-

ing into stocky, strongly-rooted, serviceable

plants similar to that illustrated (at b).

Pansies.—Such effective varieties for bedding as

Cliveden Blue, Cliveden Yellow, Imperial Blue,

King of Blacks, and modern improvements on

these old favourites, come true from seed, and if

this is sown in June or early in July in

boxes, or in the open damp borders, most of it

will germinate. Moisten the soil prior to sowing

thinly broadcast, and cover lightly. When the

seedlings are large enough to handle, transplant

them 4 inches apart, and do not let them suffer

by want of water. Transfer to the beds in the

autumn, and they will flower profusely in the

spring. Mixed varieties of pansies with large

many-coloured flowers may be raised in the same

way, and the Belgian or fancy kinds produce an

extremely gay effect early in the year.

Primroses and Polyanthuses.—For all ordinary or

bedding-out purposes seedlings of these are prefer-

able to plants obtained by dividing old stock.

Beds of seedling polyanthus make a grand feature

in some gardens during April and May, while prim-

roses are equally effective as edging plants, these
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flowering somewhat earlier. A packet of seed of

either kind should contain a considerable number

of varieties, all more or less showy. New seed

sown directly it is ripe, in the open, germinates

the most surely and strongly in uniformly moist

soil. If the soil is of a somewhat heavy nature,

add leaf mould, freely forking this into the

surface. After all has been made fine, smooth,

and level, give a gentle yet liberal watering, and

soon after sow the seed thinly broadcast covering

half-inch deep with light sifted soil. Shade in

bright weather and keep the soil constantly

moist. The seedlings may not be large enough

to transplant the same season, and can safely be

left where they are. In the following spring

dibble them 6 inches apart in rows from 10 to 12

inches asunder in a cool border, and without

much further attention they will develop into

fine plants for the beds when these are ready

for them in the autumn.

Primroses and polyanthuses can also be obtained

in quantity by sowing seed in February or March,

and if kept steadily growing will attain to a

flowering size by the autumn ; whereas, if the seed

is sown a month later or if a serious check is

given to the progress of those earlier raised, very

few of them will reach a serviceable size the same

year. Sow the seed in pans of light soil, place ia

Fig. 92. Seedling Wallflowers.

a, Plants raised too thickly and spoiled
;

b, spindled plants drawn from the rows
;

c, unsatisfactory result.

gentle heat and keep darkened and constantly

moist till it germinates. The seedlings will grow

slowly and must not be forced. Directly they are

large enough to handle, prick them out in other

boxes of good loamy soil, and at distances

previously advised; in June transplant in a cool,

open border. If properly attended to they will

become neat plants, the strongest of them being

fit for the flower-garden in the autumn, and all

would be extra fine for the following season.

Stocks.—The East Lothian, Brompton, and Queen

types of stocks can all be had in great beauty in

the spring, but, unfortunately, the majority suc-

cumb to severe frost. A few or many of them

ought to be grown in most gardens, and they well

repay for all the trouble taken with them. In-

stead of coddling the seedlings under glass, sow

in the open very thinly towards the end of May.

When the plants are 2 inches high transplant

them 6 inches apart. Shade from strong sunshine

till they are rooted afresh, and keep the soil

moist. By the middle of September they ought

to be touching each other all round, at which time

every other plant should be lifted and placed

singly in 5-inch or 6-inch pots, using moderately

rich loamy soil, potting firmly, and placing them

in a cool shady position to recover from the check

of removal. They should be wintered in cold
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frames or rough pits, affording all the light and

air possible when the weather is favourable, giving

littlo water, and protecting from severe frosts.

Directly the spring weather permits transfer to

the beds, when the plants will quickly produce a

mass of red, white, or purple sweet-scented flowers,

according to variety. The other half of the plants

may be left where they are, and if they survive

the winter a good display of flowers will be pro-

duced. Stocks prove the hardiest when planted

in firm soil in moderately dry beds or borders.

The London Intermediate and East Lothian

types are sometimes raised in the spring, but

more frequently in July, subsequently potting

and wintering the plants in frames. These

moderate-sized plants endure more frost than

those which are larger and more succulent, and

are in great demand for window-sill decora-

tion as well as for planting in beds. For econo-

mising space, many thousands are raised early in

August, transplanted two or three inches apart in

boxes, stored in frames for the winter, and placed

in beds or borders in the spring. This method is

extensively adopted in some of the London parks

with satisfactory results, the Lothians flowering

throughout the summer. Stocks succeed well in

town gardens.

Single Wallflowers.—These delightful flowers are

indispensable for spring bedding, and large

numbers of the best strains are raised from seed

yearly. If partial failures occur, this, in most

cases, is mainly due to either sowing the seed

too late or too thickly. The method of over-

crowding the seedlings, and the results of it, aro

shown in Fig. 92 as examples to be avoided. Firm,

bushy, hardy plants are just as easily obtained

;

Fig. 93. Seedling Wallflowers.

d, Eaising plants thinly
; e, the same shortly after transplantation in the " reserve garden " (see page 19G).

but thejr can only be had by starting with sturdy

seedlings (see Fig. 93), the result of thin sow-

ing ; and this applies not to wallflowers alone, but

equally to many other seedlings. Wallflowers

should be raised and grown as there represented.

This is not done by sowing in pans or boxes, but

in an open position in the garden early in May

;

some good growers sow still earlier. Open shallow

drills G inches apart, water if at all dry, and sow

the seed so thinly that, when the plants appear,

they are at least half an inch apart. If the rule

as to thin sowing is disregarded, the least that

can be done is to transplant the seedlings before

they become drawn and spoiled, in the first

instance, 6 inches asunder, eventually moving

every other row and every second plant in the

reserved rows elsewhere. This second removal

checks exuberance, promotes hardiness, and in-

cites the most fibrous roots. Pinching out the

points of early-raised plants, as marked at g, in

Fig. 94, tends to promote a stocky free-flowering

habit of growth, especially in firm soil.

German Wallflowers.—These grow from 12 to 18

inches in height, form few or no side shoots,

and produce extra fine spikes of apparently

double flowers. They are raised from seed in

precisely the same manner as ordinary wall-

flowers, and, if early, may also be topped, each

plant so treated producing three to five good

spikes of bloom. Late-raised plants ought not

to be headed back. Perfectly double wall-

flowers cannot produce seed, so must bo raised

from slips or cuttings as described on page

186.

VOL. I. C C
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Annuals for Spking Bedding.

Although there are a goodly number of annuals that are caj)able of creating a

brilliant effect in the spring, it is yet unwise to depend largely on them. They succeed

best in the warmer and drier localities, cold damp positions not unfrequcntly proving

fatal to many of them during an unfavourable winter. A point in favour of these

annuals is the fact that they can be easily and cheaply raised, this bringing them

well within the reach of all classes. When each kind should be sown will be seen at

a glance on reference to the appended table, but a few cultural details applying

to all of them will first be offered.

The one great drawback in the case of

most annuals is their tendency to deep root-

action, many of them forming a long tap root

and only comparatively few root fibres. This

renders it difficult to transplant direct from the

seed beds without giving them a severe check.

If all moved so well as the silcnes and sapo-

narias there would be no real ground for com-

plaint, as these can usually be moved in the

autumn with a compact ball of soil and roots

attached. Not so the collinsias, candytufts,

nemophilas, Virginian stocks, and the like.

Baising them early and pricking out to a

certain extent obviates this difficulty, but is

not often practised. Shallow well-prepared

seed beds, of a depth of 3 inches of fine soil

resting on a hard bottom, are recommended as

the least conducive to deep fibreless root action; and the avoidance of sowing the

seed thickly or of crowding the plant are points to be particularly observed. Not only

are the sturdy stocky plants (see Fig. 91, page 191) the least trouble to transplant,

but they also suffer the least from frosts and damp, and are the most effective when

in flower. These remarks apply with great force to wallflowers that are raised from

seed, as advised on the preceding page ; and the illustrations, Figs. 91, 92 and 93,

teach important lessons on the raising of these and practically all other plants from seed.

Choice of site for seed beds is another important detail. The border chosen should

Fig. 94. A Well-grown Wallflower.

The point to be pinched off at g.

(Compare with c, page 192.)
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neither face the north nor south, and the preference ought, where possible, to bo given to

a site gently sloping to the west, this suffering the least from either scorching sunshine

or severe early autumn frosts. The seeds may be sown broadcast and covered with

sifted soil, or, better still, sown in drills. Beds 4 feet wide may be formed and drills

drawn across these at intervals of 5 or 6 inches. Whether these shall be one-quarter,

one-half, or a full inch in depth, must depend upon the size of the seeds as small,

medium or large. Seeing that the majority of the seeds have to be sown during the

hottest and driest months in the year, the soil in the drills or beds should be thoroughly

watered prior to sowing, and not after the seeds are covered with soil.

Eoughly shading with branches of trees is also advisable. After the seedlings

appear, remove this shading, and in showery weather dust the plants occasionally with

soot and lime to save them from slugs. Thin out where needed in good time, leaving

the plants from 3 to 4 inches apart. This method of raising and growing hardy annuals

cannot be successfully practised in town gardens or confined suburban enclosures.

Selection of Annuals for Spring Flowering.

Names. Height in

inches.
Colour. When to Sow.

*Alyssum, sweet. 9 White. Middle of August.

Calandrinia speciosa. 9 Magenta. End of August.

*Candytuft. 12 White, purple, and crimson.

*Collinsia, bicolor. 9 Lilac and white.
> » > >

*
,, grandiflora. 12 Dark purple.

> » j )

Erysimum arkansanum

.

18 Yellow. M >

,

,, Perofskianum. 18 Orange.

Eschscholtzia, in variety. 12 Yellow, orange and white shades. End of July.

Eucharidium concinnum. 12 Lilac purple. End of August.

Larkspur, Dwarf Eocket. 18 Various.
> 1 > j

*Lasthenia californica. 12 Yellow.

*Limnanthes Douglasi. 6 Yellow and White.

Lupinus nanus. 12 Blue. Middle of September.

„ „ albiis. 12 Crimson, white-tipped.

*Neinophila insignis, in variety. 6 Blue shades and white. End of August.
*

, , atoniaria. 4 White, black spots.

*Saponaria calabrica. 6 Bose. Middle of August.
*

,, ,, alba compacta. 4 White.

*Silene pendula, in variety. 4 to 12 Pink and white. Middle of July.

Venus' Looking-Glass. 9 Blue and white. End of August.

*Virginian Stock, in variety. 6 to 9 Crimson, red, and white.
» > )

»

Viscaria cardinalis. 12 Bose and crimson.

Whitlavia grandiflora. 12 Violet.
i) i j

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are the most suitable for beds. The rest should be

sown as much as possible in borders, or where they are to flower. It ought to be remem-

c c 2
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bered that too thick sowing and too late thinning are fatal to success. The plants

individually should scarcely touch each other till the spring, then will they be stocky,

hardy, and capable of resisting a large amount of frost.

RESERVE GARDENS.

Whether only a dozen or many hundreds of plants are required for furnishing

the beds in the autumn or spring, it is next to impossible to do full justice to their

preparation unless a plot of ground is set apart for that particular purpose. Curiously

enough, much as these " Reserve Gardens" are needed, they are rarely met with, not

even where most wanted, notably in the large public parks of the country. Instead of

various plants and shrubs being scattered in odd corners and plots of ground, not

thought good enough to grow cabbage plants, they ought to be concentrated where

they would receive the attention they require and fully deserve. Coolness, without

excessive shade, these plants must have during the summer, and poverty of soil is

objectionable : borders shaded by overhanging fruit and other trees, are unsuitable for

the purpose of preparing spring bedding plants. Another point in favour of open

outside borders is their near proximity to a cart road, this rendering them con-

venient either for the removal of plants in large numbers, or for the hauling of

frequently much-needed heavy supplies of water.

Too often irreparable injury is done to the perennials, shrubs, and conifers lifted

from the beds late in May owing to their undue exposure to hot sunshine and drying

winds. They ought not to be tossed from one spot to another, the outcome of having

no plot of ground in readiness for their reception. If a reserve garden is formed, it

should be prepared for the plants during the winter, or sufficiently early in the spring

for the thorough pulverization of the soil before May. Strong manure is not desirable,

but if leaf soil or the finer portions of a large heap of decayed leaves and other vegetables

were freely forked into the surface, all plants would revel in it. According as the

plants are brought from the flower-garden in May, or whenever the beds are broken

up, they ought to be temporarily laid in, taking care that a fair amount of soil is firmly

pressed against the roots, after which a watering should be given. A delay of a few

weeks in dividing, under such conditions, may not prove injurious, but, on the con-

trary, be a gain. Alyssums, iberises, myosotises, saxifragas, primulas, and the like,

brought from the dry, exhausted soil of the flower-garden, relaid deeply in good soil
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and kept moist, will quickly form numerous fresh root-fibres, then slips or rooted

divisions (see page 184, Fig. 88, b and c) will be more plentiful when wanted.

There is yet another very important point in relation to the extra pains taken in

the preparation of the ground in the reserve garden. When the soil is poor, hard,

and lumpy, few plants take readily to it or move kindly out of it. It is in the

moderately rich, freely-worked, finely-divided soil in which they form the most

root-fibres, and also lift with a good mass of soil and roots attached, this making all

the difference between success and failure. The advice, then, to reserve a plot of

cool ground specially for the preparation of plants that are wanted for the flower-

beds and borders during the late autumn, winter, and spring months, and to prepare

this well in advance of the time it will bo filled, is the best that can be given.

That portion of the border immediately at the foot of a wall, fence, or hedge, should

be lined off to a width of about 3 feet, a narrow foot-path dividing it from the rest

of the border. This will to a certain extent obviate the necessity of digging in-

juriously close to the fruit-trees usually grown against garden walls, and also provides

the best position that can be found for propagating various perennials.

Hand-lights may be arranged on part of this narrow border and half-filled with a

mixture of two parts of yellow loam to one of leaf soil with sharp sand added, a sur-

facing of sand also being given. In these hand-lights can be dibbled short cuttings

properly made, taking care that these are not "hung," but each must touch the

bottom of the holes made with a blunt rather than a pointed dibber, and firmly fixed

in their positions, following with a gentle watering. Unless cuttings are inserted

firmly and deeply with their ends resting on sand or soil, most of them will fail to

root. Fig. 95, a and c (next page), shows the wrong way to insert cuttings and

slips, with resulting plants, b and d, while the illustrations in Fig. 96 give a clear idea

of how they should be inserted, and the much better plants, / and h, resulting. The

hand-lights ought to be kept closed during the daytime, or when the atmosphere is

heated and dry, but may be set slightly open during the nights. The soil must not

be allowed to become dry, and bright sunshine ought also to be excluded. As

will be gathered from the preceding brief paragraphs, the perennials that can be

readily propagated by cuttings in June are alyssums, arabis, aubrietias, euonymus,

iberis, myosotis, and wallflowers
;

cuttings of pansies, violas and sweet-williams also

striking root freely under similar treatment.

All of these, together with auriculas, daisies, gentians, grasses, hepaticas, hellebores,
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primulas, saxifragas, violets, and a few other kinds, can also be increased in a more

or less satisfactory manner by dividing in May or June or at the times stated in

the references to each. Dividing is, perhaps, the simplest method of propagation,

but the neatest, the most readily transplanted and eventually the best plants, are

those raised either from cuttings (see Fig 96, /), or in some cases from seed. As

previously intimated, large old plants, or those that are suitable for dividing, are

as a rule in the best condition for this method of propagation when first moved out

of the bed or borders. Especially is this so when the late spring months have been

comparatively hot and dry. Sinking them deeply in fresh rich soil, taking care to

spread out the stems clear of each other, and keeping them constantly moist for two

Fig. 95. Eeeoes in Practice.

a, Cutting not inserted deep enough ; b, result ; c, slip badly planted
; d, result.

or three weeks, induces the stem to emit roots freely, and when this has taken place,

the plants may be lifted and pulled in pieces.

Every division well furnished with roots, much as shown in Fig. 88, c (page 184),

may be planted quite in the open or clear of the walls or hedges, while those with few

or no roots attached should either be shortened, made into cuttings and dibbled in

hand-lights, or retained their full length and properly inserted in a well-prepared border.

Bootless divisions disposed quite in the open would largely fail, and so they will when

shaded, unless properly inserted. We repeat that it does not suffice that they be lightly

stuck in the ground after the manner indicated in Fig. 95, but should be sunk in deeply,

or fully up to the leaves, as shown at e in Fig. 96, and firmly fixed to their full

depth. When not planted sufficiently deep, many will fail to grow. In the illustrations

of the right and wrong methods of increasing plants the examples are drawn from life.
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Both rooted cuttings and thickly planted divisions ought to have the benefit of

additional preparation for the flower garden. Directly they are strongly rooted, and

before they crowd and weaken each other, lot them be transplanted in nursery beds.

It will be an advantage to arrange all, whether large or small, in lines from 10 to 12

inches apart, to allow space for a free use of the Dutch hoe, this doing good service in

keeping down weeds and preventing the surface of the ground cracking. The distances

apart in the rows may be governed by the size of the plants and their known habit

of growth. For instance, daisies may be disposed from 5 to inches asunder, but

hellebores and strong growers generally need twice that space. The important work

Fig. 96. Coeeect Methods.

e, Cutting properly inserted ; f, result
; </, rooted slip rightly inserted

; h, result.

of transplanting ought to be done as much as possible in dull showery weather ; all

should be firmly fixed in their positions, little, if any parts of the stems showing above

the soil, and there must be no neglect in giving water when it is required. A mulch

of leaf soil, or well-decayed manure, would not be wasted on spring flowering and

other plants in their summer quarters.

BULBOUS AND TUBEROUS-ROOTED PLANTS.

Spring flowering bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants are seen to great advantage

in flower-beds, and Avherc a brilliant early display is desired are indispensable.

Properly planted they are not injured by the severest frosts and the majority are at

their best at a time of the year when few or no other flowers arc to be seen. Many
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of them can be advantageously interspersed among either shrubs or ordinary spring

flowering plants, the bulbous-rooted section not interfering or being injured by

association with the other occupants of the beds. Winter aconites, snowdrops, and

crocuses are the earliest to brighten the beds and borders ; anemones, scillas, tulips,

hyacinths and narcissi following closely upon these, ranunculuses being the latest to

flower, all imparting colour to the garden when most wanted.

Much might be said in favour of planting a variety of bulbous-rooted plants

about the lawns in positions where either the mowing machine or scythe are not used

early in the season. Anemones, bulbocodiums, colchicums, irises, leucojums, narcissi,

scillas, snowdrops, sternbergias, and winter aconites arc all well adapted for this

phase of spring flower gardening. They ought not to be mixed indiscriminately

nor thickly planted
;
group the different kinds in as natural a manner as possible,

forming colonies in positions where they will be seen to advantage, and where there

will be no real necessity to mow before the foliage has died down. Plant thinly

in order that the leaves may not unduly damage the grass, and deeply, or at the same

depth that will be recommended for those bedded out in the usual manner. Any

special preparation of the soil, unless it is done and the bulbs planted before grassing

down those parts of the lawn, is out of the question. It can be dispensed with.

Open holes with either a trowel or dipper, and let each choice bulb or tuber have a

little sharp sand to rest upon. Cover with fine soil. Nothing further need be done

till in the course of a few years it may be found necessary to lift, divide and replant

crowded masses of bulbs.

Bulbous and Tuberous-Rooted Plants for Gardens.

Axemoxes (Windflower). — A. apennina
;

height 6

to 9 inches
;

pale blue ;,i March and April.

A. ncniorosa, the common wood anemone, best

represented by ecerulea; blue; flore pleno,

double white ; and Robinsoniana, bright azure

blue. Heights 6 to 8 inches
;
flowering period

March and April. A. coronaria (poppy ane-

mone), of which there are several varieties,

double and single, in different shades of colour,

the most serviceable and popular of all the

anemones
;

flowering season from March to

June; height 9 to 12 inches. A. pulsatilla

(Pasque flower) in variety is also suitable for

spring bedding and planting in turf
; height

6 to 12 inches; April. With the last-named A.

vernalis, violet and white, may be associated. A
sandy soil suits anemones, and they should be

disposed 6 inches by 4 inches apart, surrounding

the tubers with sand, and covering with 2 inches

of soil. If an early display is desired, plant late

in September or the first week in October. They

succeed best when not often disturbed, but have

to be lifted out of flower-beds late in May, when

the tubers ought to be well harvested prior to

storing in boxes of sand and a cool dry shed.

Propagate by division and seed, the latter method

admitting of the most rapid increase. Seed should

be sown directly it is ripe. Pirst get rid of the

cottony down adhering by rubbing the seeds in

dry sand, and then sow thinly in either well-
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prepared pans or borders. Cover lightly with fine

soil, and shade from bright sunshine. The seed

germinates quickest under glass, but sowing in

an open border is the easiest way of raising

anemones, this obviating the necessity for trans-

planting till the tubers are largo enough to place

in the beds or borders.

Bulbocodium vernttm.—This, the spring-flowering

meadow saffron, produces dark purplo crocus-like

flowers in March. It is suitable for either massing

or for the margins of beds. Plant in good soil

not later than October, and from 2 to 3 inches

apart each way in broad drills 4 inches deep.

Buried thus deeply they need not be disturbed

annually, but may be lifted, divided, and replanted

every second or third autumn.

Chionodoxa Lucille (Glory of the Snow).—There

are few prettier spring-flowering plants than this

little gem. It is a near ally of the scillas
;

height 6 inches ; colour deep blue, shading to

white. Plant in bands 2 inches apart each way
and to a depth of 4 inches. Increase either by

offsets or by seed sown in an open border as soon

as ripe, not disturbing the bulbs obtained in this

way for three years.

Crocus.—There are numerous varieties of crocus that

can now be bought] cheaply, all of which are very

effective in masses or bands. Height 4 inches

;

colours various
; flowering period February to

April. Plant and treat much as advised in the

case of bulbocodium. The advice to plant deeply

in rich soil ought particularly to be observed, and

the bulbs disturbed only when it is desirable that

the stock shall be increased. Lifting and dividing

may take place either when the leaves are wither-

ing or early in the autumn. Any lifted from the

beds after the foliage is dead may be dried and

stored in sand till October.

Cyclamen (Sow Bread).— Though not extensively

employed for filling the flower beds during the

winter and spring owing to their liability to suffer

from excess of moisture while at rest, they are so

very charming as to merit a trial. Foliage and

flowers alike are attractive. The red and white

forms of C. Coum, when fully grown, are only 3

inches high, and the flowering period is from

January to April. C. ibericum may be briefly

described as an improvement on C. Coum, while C.

repandum, synonym C. hederaefolium, is also very

dwarf. This flowers from March to May ; colour

rose-red. A mixture of loam leaf soil and sand

suits these cyclamen, and it is suggested that the

stock be kept in small pots till the worst of the

VOL. I. D

winter is past, when they may safely be planted

out. When the flowering is over return them to

either pots or beds where they can be kept some-

what dry when at rest. Easily raised from seed,

sowing this directly it is ripe
;
seedlings to bo

placed singly in small pots, and shifted when

well rooted into 4 inch or 5 inch sizes, or pricked

out in beds, and protected. They are of slow

growth.

Eranthtts hyemalis (Winter Aconite).— This is

chiefly remarkable for its earliness, and owing to

the short duration of the flowers is more often

seen in mixed borders than flower-beds. It may be

used as an edging, and, if planted similarly to

crocuses, need not be disturbed often. Height

4 inches ;
yellow

;
January and February ; in-

creased by division of the crowns and by seed

early in the autumn.

Erythroniuji.—E. americanum, height 3 to G

inches ; colour bright yellow. E. dens-canis

(Dog's-tooth Violet), 6 inches
;
purple, rose, and

white forms. E. grandiflorum, cream colour, and

E. g. giganteum, white, with a yellow base, are

all lovely spring flowering plants, at their best

during March and April. They are perfectly

hardy, and should have either a peaty soil or a

mixture of loam, leaf-soil, and sand. Plant

close to the edges, and moderately close, in

single rows. In these positions they need not

often be disturbed, or they may be moved to the

reserve garden late in May. Increased by offsets

taken directly the foliage dies down.

Galantiius nivalis (Snowdrop). —The ordinary

single and double forms are too well known to

need any description here, while the less common

varieties are not, as yet, much bedded out.

Snowdrops transplant readily, but if planted

4 inches deep near the edges of beds they will go

on improving, an occasional lifting, dividing,

and replanting taking place when they become

too crowded. The bulbs can be lifted soon

after they have done flowering, and stored in

sand ;'or soil till wanted again, but the best

results attend the practice of not often disturbing

them.

Hyacinth.—If not exactly the most beautiful of all

spring-flowering bulbous-rooted plants, hyacinths

undoubtedly rank among the most showy and

imposing of them. Bulb catalogues contain

descriptions ot all the best varieties for bedding-

out purposes, and it only remains to be added that

an effective display cannot be depended upon from

old bulbs. A fresh stock should be purchased
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every season, relegating the old ones to mixed

flower borders, where, if undisturbed, they may

flower freely every spring. Plant during October,

not later, in separate colours rather than in an

indiscriminate mixture, and in well-manured,

deeply-dug, freely-worked soil. Avoid undue

trampling of the ground, and plant the bulbs

8 inches apart, but if they are to be associated with

carpeting plants, another 3 inches should be

allowed. The bulbs ought to rest on silver sand,

and be covered with 3 to 4 inches of soil. Too

late or shallow planting, and especially both, end

in failure
;

early and deep planting, in success

(see d and e in the illustration). What are known

Fig. 97. Increasing and Planting Bulbs.

e
erences

:

—a, old Hyacinth bulb
;

Z>, offsets removed
;

c, method of producing bulblets
;

d, result of too shallow

and late (spring) planting; e, result of deeper early (autumn) planting.—N.B. Daffodils and Tulips are

increased by division in the same way as Hyacinths.

as miniature hyacinths are simply young bulbs of

the ordinary varieties. These may be planted

closer together. All should be supported by neat

stakes before the wind can break them down.

Hyacinths are increased by division (see a and b,

Fig. 97), in this country, but the bulk of those

imported are raised from seed, or from bulblets

which are induced to form from the base of the

scales (c) by cutting the bulbs before planting.

Feather hyacinth (Muscari comosum monstrosum),

grape hyacinth (Muscari botryoides) and musk

hyacinth (Muscari moschatum) are all showy during

March, April, and May, but are more often seen in

borders than flower-beds, as they do not bear
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frequent removal so well as most bulbous- rooted

plants. If planted either in groups or along the

fronts of borders and not often disturbed, they will

continue to improve, especially if given an annual

top-dressing of rich compost.

Iris.—The majority of irises are too late in flowering to

be used for spring bedding, but exceptions may be

made in favour of I. persica in variety. Height 6

inches; flowering period April and May; and I.

reticulata, 9 inches
;
deep violet purple

;
February

and March ; both belong to the bulbous-rooted

section. Plant any time from September to De-

cember in a sandy, loamy mixture or good garden

soil, 3 inches deep and 6 inches apart each way.

They succeed best when not disturbed oftener than

once in three years, but may be lifted, harvested

and stored in sand till wanted again ; increased

by division and seed.

Narcissi.—This large and deservedly popular family

will be found treated under the heading Herba-

ceous and Border Plants, as it is in mixed and

other borders where they are principally grown.

If used for filling flower-beds they would of necessity

have to be moved soon after flowering, and this

spoils them for the following season. N. tazetta,

or Polyanthus Narcissus, in variety, is the only

section largely bedded out, and fresh bulbs are

bought for the purpose every season. They should

be treated in every respect similarly to hyacinths.

April and May is the flowering period.

Ranunculus.—It is the Turban section of R. asiaticus

that is bedded out, and of these there are a dozen

Fig-. 98. Planting Ranunculus Tubers.

a, Incorrect
;

b, correct method.

or more varieties, the colours comprising carmine,

crimson, scarlet, black, orange, yellow, and white.

D D

The tubers ought not to be planted before January,

or as early in the year as the ground can be got

into a fit condition for their reception. If planted

early in February the flowering season would be

April and May. A moderately rich, freely-worked

soil is needed, and the tubers should not be spread

out and planted near the surface as shown at a,

Fig. 98, but planted claws downwards as shown at

b, in cavities two inches deep, with fine soil and

sharp sand about them. They are liable to fail in

lumpy soil. Ranunculuses may be disposed 6 to 8

inches apart, and should be heavily mulched with

leaf soil, or receive a light covering of short manure.

Propagated by division of the tubers.

Scilla.—For edging purposes S. trifolia and S. sibirica

are most effective. Both attain a height of 3 to 4

inches, are rich blue in colour, and at their best in

March and April. Planted 3 inches deep in light

sandy soil, they may be left undisturbed for several

years. S. hispanica, synonym S. campanulata, a

species that bears a strong resemblance to the

wild blue bell, only stronger in growth, forms

flower spikes from 6 to 9 inches long; colours

white, pale blue, and flesh
;
May. In this instance

the bulbs may be lifted soon after the leaves die

down, and after drying, store in boxes of sand.

Suitable for margins of large beds. Plant in broad

bands. Scillas can be increased by division.

Triteleia tjniflora (Star Flower). — Height 6 to 9

inches ; colour pale lilac
;

April and May. A
charming companion for the smaller scillas, and

should receive similar treatment. Ought not to be

often disturbed.

Tulips.—During April and the early part of May the

beds can be made very gay with single tulips, the

double flowering varieties expanding later. In-

tending planters of these cannot do better than

consult a bulb catalogue, and be guided in their

selection by the reliable descriptions there given.

It is only the comparatively cheap varieties that are

extensively bedded out. Groups or bands of one

colour are more effective than mixtures, and tulips

in common with hyacinths and narcissi may be

dotted among dwarf annuals and perennials. The

dwarf early flowering Van Thols may be planted 4

inches apart, and 3 inches deep, but the larger

varieties should be 6 inches asunder. In heavy re-

tentive ground surround each bulb with fine sandy

soil. Tulips are not often raised from seed in this

country, but are principally increased by offsets

(see Fig. 97), detaching these when the foliage

is dead, and they may be planted at once or stored

till the autumn.
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Spring Flower Beds—Planting.

A poor, hungry soil is not suited to the majority of spring bedding plants. If

moved into poorer ground than that in which they were prepared, root action will

be slow and progress generally unsatisfactory. Strong manure is not needed, but

if road-side trimmings, and sweepings, leaves, grass from the mowing machine, and

soft vegetable refuse generally were stored together and turned sufficiently often to

insure steady decay, a valuable heap of compost would be available for the beds.

This would be further improved if all hard, consumable, rubbish were reduced to

ashes in a slow fire and added to the heap. Such material would lighten heavy

soils, making them work better at all times, and also enrich poorer ground. All

bedding plants thrive where it is used. The flower beds should be planted late in

September or the early part of October, but not in wet weather. After digging,

break down the soil into a fine state, and make it firm. Before moving the plants see

that they are in a thoroughly moist state at the roots, and bo content to save a

moderate-sized ball of soil about them rather than attempt to retain a large one, and

the greater part of it break away in transit.

If plants are sufficiently plentiful, they should be disposed rather thickly or only

just clear of each other, as it is not possible for them to make much further growth

before flowering time ; if scarce, thin planting may be resorted to, and bulbs inserted

between them. Plant firmly, and unless the ground is already moist enough, give a

watering afterwards. If severe frosts are experienced during the winter, these will

have the effect of upheaving many of the plants, and they must be refixed directly the

state of the ground permits, subsequently lightly loosening the surface of the beds with

a Dutch hoe.

The arrangement of the various sections of spring bedding plants must always

depend upon the stock of each kind available, due regard likewise being paid to the

rules regulating the harmonizing or blending of colours. There is also another phase

of bedding out to be taken into consideration, namely, that of largely using dwarf

handsome conifers, fine-foliaged shrubs, and a few other plants for effectively furnish-

ing flower-beds during the winter, and which will be discussed under an appropriate

heading. The best results are obtained by a combination of conifers, shrubs, fine

foliaged plants, perennials, biennials, annuals and bulbous-rooted plants. Perfect little

specimens of conifers and shrubs may be placed in the centre of circular beds, or dotted
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thinly over the surface with a view to relieving the stiffness that would otherwise

prevail. When bulbs alone are planted, there is an objectionable bareness about the

beds all the winter, and either carpeting plants with ornamental foliage or flowering

plants that would harmonize with their colours should be associated with them.

SUMMER BEDDING.

Much of the brightness observable in the majority of flower gardens and pleasure

grounds during the summer is due to the employment of many, more or less beautiful,

tender plants in their adornment. As already intimated, the rage for formal bedding

has subsided in favour of a freer and bolder arrangement of plants generally.

Zonale pelargoniums and calceolarias will never be wholly banished from the flower

garden, as they are considered essential for giving the requisite amount of colour for

its enlivenment. They are in great demand for the frontages of suburban villas in

summer, as colour is blended with neatness in habit, and the flowering is continuous

during the season. There is room for them in gardens generally, though in less over-

whelming numbers than of old, and if they do not oust out other beautiful, if scarcely

such showy kinds, no harm will result. The aim should be to cultivate a selection of

plants that will comprise some that are the most reliable in hot and dry seasons

;

such, for instance, as zonale pelargoniums, petunias and antirrhinums, and also others

that are to be seen at their best during a dull, showery summer, in which category

tuberous begonias, fuchsias, verbenas, and violas may be placed. "With the flowering

plants ought to be associated a variety of fine-foliaged kinds, these affording an

agreeable contrast, and imparting additional interest to the garden. The majority of

the most serviceable summer bedding plants are raised from cuttings, and a portion

of these can, as will be shown, be raised from seed.

Flowering Plants frOxM: Cuttings.

These will be taken in alphabetical order, and the fullest cultural details given those

to which the greatest importance is attached.

Ageratum mexicanuji.—Mexico. The type attains

a height of 18 inches : colour lilac blue. Im-

provements in the direction of dwarfing the plants

are constantly forthcoming. The following are

good forms :—Cupid, height 3 inches, colour rich

blue ; Enfant de Paris, compact, white
;
Lady

Jane, an improvement on Imperial Dwarf, por-

celain blue ; and the Queen, silvery grey, each

9 inches
;
Swanley Blue, 6 to 8 inches, deep blue

;

and Snowflake, 6 to 9 inches, white. Ageratums

are largely used as edgings for beds of taller-

growing plants, the most compact varieties being

also occasionally used for carpeting purposes.

They are of extremely easy culture. Soft young
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shoots strike in brisk heat in about four days, and

in the spring the plants so raised should not be

pinched or disturbed till the tops are large enough

to make into other cuttings. Transfer the young

plants to boxes or pans of good soil, in preference

to placing singly in small pots, disposing them 3

or 4 inches apart. Let them be hardened for

bedding out late in May or early in Juno. Old

plants are extremely floriferous, and cannot be

depended upon to give cuttings in abundance in

August or early in September; but if a few

plants are grown in rich garden soil, and pre-

vented flowering, they will afford cuttings freely.

For rooting at that season in close, warm frames,

the plants should be kept growing steadily in a

warm greenhouse all through the winter, and they

will yield cuttings plentifully for spring propaga-

tion, in the manner above described.

Antirrhinum majus (Common Snapdragon). —
Naturalised in England. What are known as

bedding varieties are from 12 to 15 inches in

height, and remarkably free and continuous in

flowering : colours white, crimson, and yellow.

The Tom Thumb section, height 9 inches, colours

various, are also serviceable. Antirrhinums

thrive and flower freely in both dry and wet

seasons. Although all can be raised readily, and

come fairly true from seed, the surest way of

having them uniform in growth and colour is to

propagate by cuttings of short, flowerless shoots,

inserting them 2 inches apart in a bed of sandy

soil, surfaced with pure sand in a frame, in Sep-

tember or early October, giving a gentle watering.

They must be kept close, and shaded from bright

sunshine, to keep the leaves fresh, and expedite

rooting. When this is effected, admit air freely

on mild days, with a view to keeping the plants

sturdy and hardy. Protect them from severe

frosts, and in March harden, and transplant to

temporary beds of rich, loamy soil, and protect

with mats, then fine plants will be ready for the

beds in May. A few dozen cuttings may be rooted

in handlights, and the plants prepared for the

beds and borders in boxes of good soil. Cut the

early or central spikes for decoration, and a wealth

of side flower spikes will quickly follow. Allow-

ing the plants to form seed pods militates against

continuous flowering. Sturdy plants in borders

survive moderately severe frosts, and flower pro-

fusely in May.

Begonias (fibrous).—Several fibrous-rooted varieties

of these are admirably adapted for summer bed-

ding, and ought not to be wholly passed over in

favour of the more showy tuberous-rooted kinds.

Some of the best of the former are Princess

Beatrice, 6 inches, white tinged with pink

;

floribunda rosea, dwarf rose
;

semperflorens,

white ; atropurpurea, rich red, purplish foliage

;

Crimson Gem, red, bronze foliage, all growing

to a height of 9 to 15 inches ; and weltoniensis,

rosy pink, 9 inches. B. Carrieri is taller, this

and weltoniensis being increased by cuttings of

flowerless shoots, inserted in sandy soil, in brisk

but not very moist heat in the spring, the others

also by cuttings as well as by divisions and seeds.

The plants can be prepared in either boxes or

small pots of rich light soil, keeping them steadily

growing in gentle warmth till the first or second

week in May, then harden off in time to plant

out during the first fortnight in June. The kinds

named are suitable either for edging large-sized

beds or occupying the centres of smaller ones,

forming a charming groundwork for small standard

Fig. 99. Propagating Tubeeotts Begonias.

a, Divided tuber in spring
;

b, cutting in summer.

and pyramid fuchsias, abutilons, or other elegant

"dot" plants. Lift all that maybe wanted for

stock purposes before they are damaged by frost,

those plants flowering well in warm greenhouses

or conservatories.

Begonias (tuberous).—Tuberous begonias, including

the showy B. Worthiana, can be increased by

division of the tubers, after growth has com-

menced in the spring, also by cuttings in summer,

as shown in Fig. 99. Start the tubers in boxes of

loam and leaf soil in gentle heat, and after root

and top growth have commenced split them up,

coat the wound with sand and return the divi-

sions to the boxes to recover from the check.

As a rule spring cuttings are too succulent, but if

the firm, flowerless side shoots are taken off and

made into cuttings during the summer, these will

root freely and form serviceable tubers before

dying down. The earliest may be inserted in open

sunny borders, similarly to zonale pelargoniums,

and are as easy to strike. In August and later
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they must bo placed in boxes, beds, pans, or pots,

of sandy soil, under glass, and not subjected to a

very moist heat or they will damp off.

Calceolarias.—What is known as the shrubby sec-

tion are extensively used for summer bedding.

The most popular varieties are Aurea floribunda,

6 to 9 inches, yellow; Gaines' Yellow, 9 to 12

inches, rich deep yellow, and reliable ; General

Havelock, 12 to 15 inches, crimson scarlet;

Golden Gem, 12 inches, yellow; Sparkler, 12 to

15 inches, crimson and gold; and Sultan, 12 to

15 inches, dark crimson. With these may be

associated C. amplexicaulis, of somewhat loose

habit of growth
; colour, a pleasing soft yellow.

Calceolarias are liable to die off wholesale if they

receive a severe check at or about planting time,

and they also fail in a very hot and dry position.

The most failures occur with plants turned out of

pots, and late planting is a mistake. The autumn

(September to November) is the best time to take

cuttings. As a rule, young, nowerless shoots are

plentiful then. Prepare beds in either pits or

frames, or for handlights, as advised for antir-

rhinums ; also insert the cuttings, and treat and

protect in the same way. In the spring, top

early, and temporarily bed out, 6 inches apart,

where the young calceolarias can be roughly pro-

tected when necessary. If kept properly supplied

Fig. 100. Raising Calceolakias.

a, Cutting for insertion
;

b, plant spoiled in pot ; c, plant well prepared, as advised in text.

with water, strong, bushy plants will be ready for

the beds by the second or third week in May,

when they ought to be bedded out. They will

transplant with a good mass of soil adhering to

the roots, and prove greatly superior to plants

prepared in small pots, see Fig. 100. Calceolarias

should be planted in deeply dug moderately rich

soil, and be kept constantly moist at the roots.

Cannas.—See Sub-tropical Garden.
Chrysanthemums.—Early varieties of chrysanthe-

mums are fast and deservedly becoming popular

as bedding plants. Novelties are being added to

the lists yearly, but the following very floriferous

varieties will not be quickly superseded :—Fiberta
and Flora, 18 inches, yellow ; Little Bob, dwarf,

crimson
; La Petite Marie, 9 to 12 inches, white

;

Mrs. Cullingford, blush white, 10 to 12 inches;

Piercy's Seedling, 1 foot, bronze—all belonging to

the pompon section ; Madame Desgrange, white ;

G. Wermig, lemon yellow ; Mrs. Hawkins, rich

yellow—each 12 to 15 inches; Lady Fitzwygram,

12 to 15 inches, white; Harvest Home, 12 inches,

red tipped with gold ; Eoi de Precoces, 12 inches,

crimson
; and Eyecroft Glory, 12 inches, bronze

and yellow—all Japanese varieties. They com-
mence flowering in some instances as early as

July, and are very gay in September, the display,

weather permitting, lasting till November. If

beds or borders cannot be given up to them
during the summer, prepare plants in pots and
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plant out or plunge in succession to ten-week

stocks or other plants that cease to be gay in

August. They ought to have good soil to root in.

No dependence can be placed upon old plants left

in the open all the winter, either for flowering or

stock purposes, slugs preying upon the shoots,

and the cuttings that are obtained are apt to

damp off under glass. "Winter a sufficient number
of stock plants in pots in cold frames or houses,

and in March root the cuttings in gentle heat.

Top soon after they are struck, and then place

them 4 inches apart in boxes of good soil. Grow
them in cold frames till large enough to harden off

and plant out where they are to flower, or they

may be transferred to 7 -inch pots, and in these be

Pig. 101. Raising Bedding Chrysanthemums.

Plant starved in small pot; b, well prepared for

planting.

prepared in the open for the beds when ready for

their reception. Striking the cuttings early and

keeping them starving in small pots does not

answer nearly so well as the plan recommended.

(See Fig. 101, a and b.) In any case what topping

of the growths is necessary should be done early,

a few strong, early-formed shoots branching and

flowering freely. Protect late beds with a light

framework of stakes and canvas.

PHEA platycentra (Mexico).—An old-fashioned but

pretty bedding plant, 6 to 9 inches high, producing

red tubular flowers in the greatest profusion

;

suitable for either margins of large beds, centres

of smaller ones, or for a groundwork among sub-

tropical plants. Cut back old pot plants in

January, and the young growths resulting will

root freely in heat. Place the young plants in

2ij-inch pots and light soil, keep them growing in

gentle heat, and top sufficiently often to make
them bushy. Harden off and bed out early in

June, planting rather closely, as the growth is

compact rather than spreading.

Daiilias.—The more floriferous of the Cactus section

are effective when either massed in large beds or

arranged along the back of mixed borders. For

the smaller beds, the dwarf bedding pompons,

and dwarf single-flowering varieties are suitable.

Novelties of these are constantly superseding

the old varieties, and a responsible nursery-

man or specialist selection would meet all re-

quirements. For cultural details see Florists'

Flowers.

Fuchsias.—Free-flowering varieties succeed well in

the flower garden. They are charming as stan-

dards, with clear stems 2 or more feet high, dotted

among tuberous begonias ; also as pyramids,

many of which are employed with effect in the

London parks. If plunged in pots, and allowed

to root out of the drainage and over the rims

into good soil, also kept well supplied with water

and liquid manure, they will prove continuous

flowering, and can be lifted, rested in a cool house,

pruned, restarted, shaken out of the soil, and re-

potted the following spring, in readiness for

another sojourn in the open beds. Fuchsias may
also be plunged in the turf among the flower-beds

or on lawns, and will do well, provided they

never suffer by want of water and liquid manure.

How to form standards and pyramids will be duly

set forth when fuchsias are treated upon under

the heading Greenhouse Plants. Cuttings of

soft, young shoots, taken off old plants in Feb-

ruary or March, root freely in moist, sandy soil

in heat, and if these are first placed singly in

thumb pots, and duly shifted into the 5-inch

size, topping the growths once or twice, good

bushy plants will be ready for the beds late in

May. Plant in moderately rich soil, and a moist

rather than a hot and dry position. Dunrobin

Bedder is recommended as a dwarf variety. It is

of compact growth, 10 to 15 inches high, and pro-

duces bright red flowers abundantly.

Gazania splendens.—Cape of Good Hope. Not so

much bedded out as of old, but still worthy of a

place in most collections, and is grown in the

London parks. It is suitable for trailing over

the margins of raised beds, where the large,

single yellow flowers are seen to advantage. Un-

less planted in the most sunny positions poor
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S

—LANTANAS—LOBELIA S.

soil is advisable, or few flowers will be produced.

Cuttings may bo either rooted in pits and frames,

and treated similarly to antirrhimims, or tops may
be taken off stock plants in the spring, and rooted

in heat. The young plants move well out of either

pots or boxes.

Heliotropiitms. — These are deservedly popular

bedding plants, and valuable alike for their colour

and fragrance. They look well in masses, also in

mixed borders. Some of the best varieties are

Fleur d'Ete, dark purple ; Jeanne d'Amour, dark

lilac
;
Mina, light purple, very free ; President

Garfield, bright mauve purple; Eoi des Noirs,

deep maroon purple, white eye, distinct and

good
; Swanley Giant, bright blue, large trusses

;

and White Lady, nearly white, free. Heights

12 to Id inches. Cuttings of young shoots in-

serted not later than August, and given the

benefit of gentle bottom heat, emit roots freely,

and may be wintered in a warm greenhouse.

The common practice is to lightly prune old

pot plants in January, and to start them into

active growth in a forcing house, abundance of

soft young shoots resulting. These made into

short cuttings root quickly in brisk heat. If a

large number of plants are wanted, do not pinch

off the points of the young plants till the tops

are long enough to be made into cuttings ;
and,

soon after topping, place the plants singly in

2^-inch pots, as they move out of these better

than they do from boxes. Heliotropes are

decidedly tender, and must be carefully hardened

prior to planting out during the first or second

week in June in warm positions and good soil.

Pyramids and standards, either planted thinly

among dwarf bedding plants, or plunged in the

turf, add considerably to the attractiveness of a

flower garden. These, in common with fuchsias,

are apt to die when lifted out of the beds, and

fresh plants should be prepared during one year,

and used for conservatory decoration, planting

them out the following season.

Lantanas.—These verbena-like plants from Jamaica

and other tropical countries succeed well in the

flower garden during the summer. The following

varieties are good :—Diademe, rose, yellow centre

;

Distinction, bright orange scarlet ; Eclat, reddish

crimson and orange
;
Eavourita, yellow, changing

to dull scarlet; La Neige, pure white; Majenta

King, bright purplish scarlet; Eayon de Soleil,

deep yellow, changing to rose violet ; and

Eutilant, deep yellow. Plants may bo propa-

gated for stock purposes in August. Take off

young shoots and shorten to the third joint.

Insert four or five of these in well-drained 4-inch

pots firmly filled with a mixture of two parts

of light loam to one part of leaf soil, with sharp

sand added. Give a gentle watering, and place

the pots in a frame over a mild hot-bed, keeping

the frame closed and shaded from sunshine till

the cuttings are rooted, then admit air. Winter

the plants on a warm greenhouse shelf. In

February give these stock plants a shift into

6-inch pots and transfer to a warmer house,

where they will produce young shoots in abun-

dance. Take these off 2 inches long and insert

in boxes, pans, or pots filled with light soil surfaced

with sharp sand, and place in a briskly heated close

frame to root. When rooted afford the plants

more light and air, and soon after place them

singly in 2i-mch pots. Strong bushy plants

should be ready for hardening by the middle of

May to be planted in the beds early in June.

Plant firmly in light free-working soil.

Lobelias.—The dwarf section so largely used for

edging flower beds comprises several excellent

strains, among which may be noted Brighton

Blue, light blue
;

pumila magnifica (synonym

Emperor William), deep blue
;

Swanley Blue,

speciosa, blue
;
King of the Blues, dark blue, white

eye, effective ; and The Bride, white. All come

true from carefully-saved seed, but are more

reliable when the stock is propagated by division

or cuttings. A few plants grown in the reserve

garden and not allowed to flower may be lifted in

the autumn, placed in 5-inch or slightly larger

pots, and kept on a greenhouse shelf through the

winter. They must not be subjected to much
fire-heat—only enough being given to ward off

damp and frosts—nor be kept dry at the roots, as

this induces the young shoots to flower prema-

turely, and they are then worthless foi propa-

gating purposes. In the spring or directly

the stems emit roots, divide into as many pieces

as there are shoots (Eig. 102, next page), and

insert 2 or 3 inches apart in boxes of rich loamy

soil in preference to placing them singly in thumb

pots. If kept growing in gentle heat the tops

will soon be long enough to make into cuttings,

and two or three later supplies of shoots may
be had for a similar purpose if required. Only

sappy growths will strike root, those running

to flower failing. Treat rooted cuttings similarly

to the divisions. Harden off early and plant out

at the end of May or early in June. Lobelias

move well out of rough pits and frames where
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they have been temporarily bedded out instead

of keeping so many in boxes or pots. They

ought to be finally planted in moderately rich

soil, and be kept supplied with moisture till well

established.

Tall Scaelet Lobelias.—These are very beautiful

and suitable alike for beds or mixed borders.

The plants attain a height of 2 to 3 feet, have

dark green or bronze foliage, and produce hand-

some spikes of rich scarlet flowers. The most

popular are L. cardinalis, L. fulgens, with the

varieties Mulberry, Firefly, Prince Arthur, and

the attractive Queen Victoria. They present a

Fig. 102. Raising Lobelias.

a, Stock plant
;

b, divisions
; c, cuttings.

showy appearance, either massed in the centres of

beds or thinly dispersed among a groundwork of

white alyssum, or white, yellow, or blue violas.

These tall lobelias may be raised from seed and

increased by division of the roots and crowns.

In the latter case lift and store old plants in

boxes of rich soil, kept moist but not saturated,

and winter them in pits, keeping them steadily

growing. In the spring, pull in pieces and place

the root divisions in small pots or boxes of good

loamy compost. They must not be subjected to

much fire-heat, and ought to be finally planted

out in rich soil before they become root-bound in

the pots.

Marguerites, or Paris Daisies.—These are the

popular names for varieties of Chrysanthemum

frutescens. The plants are admirable for beds

and borders. Good marguerites are Etoile d'Or,

yellow
;
grandiflora, white, and Halleri,white—all

growing 18 inches to 3 feet high, according to

soil and season, and are continuous flowering.

Short firm cuttings, preferably from plants in

pots free from leaf-mining maggots, root quickly

in moist sandy soil, in gentle heat during August

and early in September. They may be placed

either singly in thumb pots, or an inch or two apart

in pans or shallow boxes, and must be kept close,

and lightly shaded from bright sunshine till rooted;

top early and place those in pans or boxes singly

in 2|-inch pots, wintering them on greenhouse

shelves. Duly hardened and planted out early,

these would be the first to flower in the summer
;

but if cuttings of firm young shoots are rooted in

heat during March and April, these would move

well out of small pots late in May. Plant in

comparatively poor soil with a view to checking

exuberant growth.

Pelargoniums.—The old term " Bedding Geraniums,"

if the more popular is yet incorrect. They are

Zonale Pelargoniums. No good pmpose would

be served in dwelling at length upon the clas-

sification of these pelargoniums, nor, owing to the

changes constantly taking place, in giving

selections of varieties. Suffice it to say that those

having green leaves with a well-defined horse-

shoe zone are termed green Zonales, and these

are further divided into either silver, or silver

variegated
;
golden or golden variegated ; bronze

zonals, or golden bicolors if there are only two

colours ; silver or golden tricolors, if there are

three distinct colours, as the case may be. Henry

Jacoby is a grand example of the green zonal

;

Boule deNeige a good silver variegated form; Crys-

tal Palace Gem, a favourite golden-leaved variety;

Black Douglas, a good type of bronze zonal
;

Mrs. Laing, a handsome silver tricolor, and Mrs.

Henry Cox, a fine type of golden tricolor. There

are double-flowering varieties, but singles are the

best for flower-gardens. New varieties are raised

from seed, but many freaks of nature (sports)

have been "fixed " and propagated by cuttings.

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are excellent for beds, vases,

and window boxes. Only the best of the single

and semi-double varieties should be grown, the

flowers of the extra double forms damping

seriously in wet weather. Pelargoniums gene-

rally are most gay during dry hot summers

;
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the different sections require almost idontical

treatment, the variegated forms being the most

delicate, and must have the greatest attention

during the winter.

Propagation may commence early in August, choosing

shoots which are firm and short-jointed, those very

sappy or spindly usually failing to emit roots.

Cuttings of robust growers may be 8 to 9 inches

long, weaker growers 5 to 6 inches. Cut them
smoothly across just below a joint, trim, not break,

off the lower leaves and remove all scales or

bracts. If the cuttings are sappy spread them in

the sun for a few hours to dry the wounds. The

free-growing varieties may be inserted in well-

drained boxes 30 inches long, IS inches wide, and

4 inches deep, a box holding from 60 to 70 cut-

tings ; or in large pots or pans holding a fewer

number. The more delicate varieties are best

Fig. 103. Young Zonale Pelargoniums .

a, Kept too long in boxes
;

b, drawn and spoiled plant.

in 4-inch pots, placing five or six cuttings in

each. The soil used may consist of two parts

loam to one part of leaf soil, with sharp sand or

road-grit freely added. Place some of the rougher

portions over the crocks and fill the boxes or pots

firmly, covering the soil with silver sand. Use a

blunt, rather than a sharp-pointed stick, for

inserting the cuttings, taking care that they rest

on the soil, not being merely suspended in it, and

well fix them in position. During August they

may be set out in a simny position outdoors,

housing them before much wet, cold weather is

experienced. Winter them in heated pits, green-

houses or other light, dry, airy structures from

which frost is excluded, and give water sparingly.

Early in the spring pinch out the points, but

avoid taking cuttings, as this spoils the young

plants. As many as possible should be placed

singly in small pots ; others may be given more

room in boxes and pans, and if the roots of each

plant be surrounded with soil enclosed in fresh

moss, they will be the better for transplanting.

Gentle heat is of great value in starting the

newly moved plants into growth. Too often the

plants are not moved out of the cutting boxes till

bedded out, and they are then in the miserable

condition shown at Fig. 103, these contrasting

unfavourably with those grown either in pots,

mossed and afforded adequate room in boxes,

or established in turves in which the cuttings

Fig. 104. Mossed Pelargonium foe Planting.

(See text.)

were inserted. As the season advances gradually

harden the plants so that they sustain no check

when planted out towards the end of May. For

Mossing as above described, see Fig. 104.

Preserving old Plants. — These if taken up and

kept safely through the winter yield a good

supply of cuttings in the spring. Before they

are injured by frosts, fork up the requisite

number, pick off all the old or fully-grown leaves,

leaving only quite the youngest, lightly trim the

roots, and pack the plants thickly together in

E E 2
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either boxes or well-drained 8-inch pots, or they

may be placed singly in pots as small as the roots

can be crowded into, in each case packing a little

soil firmly about them. Give a watering at the

time, and afterwards keep them, in common with

all other bedding pelargoniums, rather dry than

wet, in cool, airy houses, dry pits, or even dry

rooms. Spring propagation must not commence

before active top growth has taken place, hard

dry cuttings failing to form roots. The cuttings

may be inserted singly in 2|-inch pots, or several

in boxes or large pots and placed in small sizes

afterwards. Old plants are sometimes lifted, cut

hard back, much as a tree might be pollarded,

the roots also being freely shortened, and then

packed closely together with soil pressed about

the roots in large pots or boxes in which they

may be wintered. They should be kept dry at

first, afterwards only giving enough water to

prevent shrivelling. When growth starts freely

in the spring place them singly in pots, and bushy

plants will be read}' for bedding out in May and

June. Zonale pelargoniums should not be

planted, if it can be avoided, in rich, heavy

ground, as this is apt to promote rank growth at

the expense of fioriferousness. They succeed

the best in moderately fertile soil and sunny

positions.

Pentstemons (Beard tongue).—Selected varieties of

pentstemons are admirably adajnted for summer
bedding as well as for mixed borders. Originally

raised from seed, choice varieties are in after

years propagated by cuttings. Select short

flowerless shoots in the autumn, prepare and treat

exactly as advised for antirrhinums (page 206).

If only a few cuttings are available place these

round the sides of 4-inch pots under hand-lights

;

winter in cold pits or frames, and pot singly in

the spring. Plant as early in May as possible.

Petunias.—The majority of single petunias bedded

out are raised from seed, but named varieties and

any selected seedlings found to be superior may
be increased by cuttings. Double petunias are

also showy bedding plants, especially during a

dry summer. These are propagated by cuttings.

For stock purposes root young shoots in August,

treating these and the plants during the winter

similarly to ageratums (page 205). Old pot plants

pruned and started into active growth in February

will give abundance of cuttings which root quickly

in brisk heat. The plants move best out of small

pots.

Salvia (Sage).—Two species of this large family are

fairly popular for flower garden decoration.

S. fulgens attains a height of 2 to 3 feet, and

produces long spikes of showy scarlet flowers

freely during the summer. There is also a

variegated form. Both are suitable for the

centres of large beds and the back lines in

borders. Cuttings of young shoots taken off in

August and early in September root in gentle

heat as readily as verbenas, and these will give

more cuttings in the spring. If large plants are

desired lift some of the old stock in the autumn,

shorten the tops freely, and either place singly

in pots or pack them closely together in boxes.

Winter in a warm greenhouse and establish them

in larger j:>ots in April. S. patens, a tuberous-

rooted Mexican species, grows to a height of

2 feet, and produces long spikes of exceptionally

rich blue flowers throughout the summer. It is

very attractive, either massed in the centres of

moderately large beds or mixed with other plants.

Lift and winter the tubers with a short length of

stem attached in boxes of light soil, kept just

moist enough to keep the tubers plump, in frost-

proof pits, start in heat in February, and the

young shoots resulting may be taken and inserted

in small pots similar to dahlias. They root freely

in brisk heat, but after the young plants are well

established, transfer to cooler quarters, hardening

and bedding out late in May. Salvias should

have a moderately rich freely-worked soil to

root in.

Trop^eolums (miscalled Nasturtium). — The dwarf

compact varieties are handsome bedding jilants,

succeeding during either wet or dry seasons.

They are largely raised from seed, but superior

forms and double-flowering varieties can be

treated as perennials, and a good stock easily

raised from cuttings every spring. Insert young

tops in August or September, and treat similarly

to heliotropes (page 209). Cuttings will be plentiful

in March and April, and these root freely in heat.

Establish them singly in small pots, as they move

best out of these, using moderately good loamy

soil. Harden off and plant out in June. Plants

raised from cuttings are less vigorous than seed-

lings but more floriferous.

Verbenas.—What are known as garden varieties of

verbenas are not so much in favour as of old for

bedding purposes, owing to their liability to failure

from disease and insect pests—notably thrips and

red spider. Seedlings, as being the more robust

and the least likely to fail, are frequently grown,

but are not so showy as named varieties from
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cuttings. If pains were taken with the prepara-

tion of the plants and the ground for them, there

would be fewer failures, and verbenas would be

more frequently seen in flower-gardens. It is of

the greatest importance that the start be made

early in August with healthy flowerless shoots,

treating these exactly as recommended for Lantanas

(page 209). Keep the stock plants growing slowly in

a cool greenhouse or pit through the winter. Give

a shift in February and gently force them into

active growth. The soft young growths freely

produced by healthy plants in the spring, will root

quickly in a brisk heat, a gentle hot-bed being

recommended, and these in their turn will give

more cuttings. As soon as rooted place either 3 inches

apart in "geranium boxes," or singly, in 2\ or 3-

inch pots, using a rich but not heavy compost. In

this manner healthy plants can be provided for the

beds. Plant towards the end of May, in good soil,

allow plenty of room, mulch with leaf mould or

cocoa-nut fibre refuse and keep the soil moist,

then growth will be free and flowers plentiful

throughout the summer.

Verbena venosa, nearly hardy, of somewhat loose

habit of growth
;
height 18 inches ; flowers bluish

lilac and freely produced. This species mixes

prettily with silver variegated pelargoniums, and

is particularly effective in mixture with Veronica

Andersoni variegata. Plants may be raised from

seed. In the autumn store the long fleshy roots

in boxes of soil and keep moist. In February cut

them into short two-joint lengths and insert closely

half their depth in boxes of light sandy soil,

place in heat and every little piece will grow

and the plants may be prepared more thinly in

boxes for the beds.

Violas.—These are among the most attractive of

summer bedding-plants, but fail if not planted

early in April, or if starved at the roots. New
varieties are introduced every season, some of them

superseding older favourites, but Archie Grant,

dark purple ; Ardwell Gem, soft yellow ; Blue

Cloud, white, blue edging
;
Bullion, deep yellow

;

Niphetos and Countess of Hopetoun, white ; Gold-

finder, yellow, margined purplish lilac ; and

William Kiel, mauve, are of proved excellence.

Instructions upon the propagation of the plants in

the autumn, and their preparation for the beds,

were given on page 189, but it is repeated for

emphasis, that Violas are easily spoilt by being

kept too long crowded in a cutting frame. See

Illustrations. They are moisture-loving plants,

Fig. 105. Viola good foe planting eaely in Apeil.

and ought to have the benefit of deeply worked,

moderately rich ground, and are equally beautiful

whether used as edging plants, for carpeting beds,

Fig. 106. Viola spoiled by retention in fbame till

THE END OF MAY.

or for mixing with silver, golden and bronze-

's leaved __pelargoniums.
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Bedding Plants fkom Seed.

In no other way can such a largo number of plants be obtained for making beds and

borders gay in summer at such small cost as by raising them from seed. Some of the

most admired of summer flowers cannot be provided in any other way. This is the case

with what are known as half-hardy annuals, such as stocks, asters, Phlox Drummondi,

African and French marigolds, zinnias, and others that will be briefly described.

There are also plants other than annuals that are raised in the same way and grown

for the same purpose; for example, antirrhinums, golden feather, lobelias, petunias,

pentstemons, and verbenas among others, the plants of which, raised under glass in the

spring, afford beautiful masses of colour in the summer, and are cleared away in the

autumn with the remains of tender bedding plants generally.

Most of the kinds that will be mentioned are raised from seeds in February, March,

and April. With suitable glass structures in which different temperatures are main-

tained, February-raised plants may be kept steadily growing healthfully and sturdily till

they can be removed to cold frames preparatory to planting in due course ; but when

amateurs have, perhaps, only one frame, in which they grow cucumbers, or a solitary

greenhouse, it would be a grave mistake to sow so early, as the plants would be drawn

and spoiled long before the time for planting in the beds, and much better results would

follow by sowing towards the end of April. Where only a greenhouse temperature can

be maintained, strong plants of lobelias, petunias, pentstemons, and salpiglossis can be had

for planting in May, by sowing thinly in August in seed-pans, covered with squares of

glass, in a shady place in a frame or outdoors (not under trees), wintering the seedlings

on a greenhouse shelf suspended from the roof, and transplanting them an inch or two

asunder in boxes in the spring.

KINDS AND VAEIETIES EOE SOWING.

Ageratttms.— Imperial dwarf blue, imperial dwarf

white, and Cannell's dwarf blue, are good dwarf

ageratums, all 9 inches high, and come true

from seed. Early in February, fill pans with a

mixture of fine loam, leaf soil and sand, making
this firm and perfectly level. Give a gentle

watering, and three hours later sow the seed, over

which lightly sprinkle fine soil. Place in a brisk

moist heat, cover the pans with squares of glass,

and shade heavily till the seedlings appear ; then

gradually expose thean to light and air, eventually

placing them near the glass on the shelf of a warm

greenhouse. Before they overcrowd each other,

prick out the seedlings two inches ajiart in boxes

of good light soil, and return to gentle heat. Any
that have come up thinly may be left till they are

2 inches high, and be then transplanted 3 to

4 inches apart in boxes. To]) them all once,

and those pricked out closely will need moving

into other boxes or beds of soil in pits and

frames. Harden off and plant out as advised

on page 206.
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Alonsoa Warscewiczi.—The compact form of this

species heds out admirably, succeeding well in

sunny positions, where the plants produce their

spikes of orange scarlet Chorozema-like flowers

abundantly throughout the summer. Height

:

1 foot. Arrange in masses. Raise the seedlings

and treat the plants much as advised in the case

of ageratums.

Fig. 107. Raising. Antirrhinums.

a, too thick sowing, and b, spindled plant
;

c, thin

sowing, and d, sturdy plant
; e, the result of a and b

;

/, the result of c and d. N.B.—These lessons from

experience apply to raising various other plants from

seed.

Antirrhinums.—Antirrhinums are attractive in mixed

borders, utdising the Tom Thumb section for the

front rows. The white, crimson and yellow

bedding varieties alluded to on page 20(3 will, if

the seed is saved from plants grown in masses of

each, widely distant from other antirrhinums,

come true to name. Hundreds of plants can be

obtained from a small packet of seed. Sow as

soon as ripe in the autumn, keeping the seedlings

on a cool greenhouse shelf, or in a pit in the pans

in which they were raised till the spring, or seeds

may be sown in February, treating first the seed

pans and then the plants similarly to ageratums.

Harden and plant out early.

Asters.—These are principally flowered in mixed

borders, but are also showy in beds, and can, if

desired, be cleared off in time for early-flowering

chrysanthemums to succeed them. Bedding

asters can be had in separate colours—crimson,

delicate rose, rosy carmine, dark blue, light blue,

and pure white
;
they grow to a height of 10 to

12 inches, branch freely, and flower grandly in

August. Other varieties of branching habit,

described in catalogues, are suitable for massing

in beds. Unless early flowers arc particularly

desired, avoid sowing the seed before the first

or second week in April. Sow in either boxes,

pans, or beds of rich light soil, previously

moistened, covering lightly with sod, and this

with thick paper. Gentle heat is favourable to

germination. Keep the soil uniformly moist,

and protect from mice. Directly the seedlings

appear, expose them to more light and air. There

must be no undue delay in pricking them out

3 to 4 inches apart in boxes or beds of rich light

soil, sinking the plants up to the seeddeaves, but

not burying the hearts. Keep them somewhat

close and warm tdl well established ; then give

air freely, hardening and planting out in a

moderately rich soil about the third week in May.

The stronger growers may be arranged 9 inches

apart, and the dwarf varieties 6 inches, moving all

with sod adhering to the roots, and keeping them

properly supplied with water. Fine plants can

be had for late flowering by sowing seeds in free

sod in a sheltered position in the open ground at

the end of April or beginning of May.

Balsams. — The best double-flowering forms of

balsam are capable of making a good display in

gardens if very stout plants are put out after the

middle of June. For this purpose sow the seeds

an inch or two apart in boxes early in May, and

raise the plants in a frame, keeping them close to

the glass. When 2 to 3 inches high, transfer

to 4-inch pots, using rich soil and sinking the

stems down to the seed leaves. Keep them in

frames till late in May. Gradually harden, and

plant during warm weather in June.

Begonias.—Tuberous begonias for flower beds are

principally raised from seed, and the B. semper-

florens family, described on p. 206, can also be

raised in a similar way. Seed may be sown in

August in pots or boxes of fine soil kept uniformly

moist and shaded in a frame. The seedlings, if

left undisturbed in the pans or boxes till early in

the spring, will be well ahead of any raised from

seed sown in January or February. The months
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just mentioned are, however, mostly preferred for

seed sowing, and by good culture plants large

enough to bed out the same season can be had.

Well-drained pans should be filled with a mixture

of fine loam and leaf soil (free from worms) made

firm and level, but not surfaced with sand,

as this affords no support to the seedlings, and

they perish before their first roots can reach

the soil underneath. Gently moisten the soil,

and when the water has drained away, sow

the begonia seed as regularly as possible, not

covering with soil or sand. Place the pans in

brisk moist heat, cover with squares of glass, and

shade heavily. The soil must be kept uniformly

moist, and when approaching dryness, re-moisten

by partial immersion of the pans in a pail or tub

of tepid water, the soil then becoming moist

upwards, and without disturbing the seed—a very

Fig. 108. Seedling Begonias.

a, the result of faulty

—

b, of sound practice.

important consideration. Directly tiny specks

of green can be seen, gradually expose to more

light, but sunshine must be excluded. Prick out

the seedlings when it is only possible to move

them with a small-pointed stick, transferring

them with the forked point of another dibber to a

ready-prepared pan of fine soil, in which carefully

insert them an inch apart. Give a gentle watering,

still keeping the plants in moist heat, and shade

carefully. Before they press against each other,

replant into boxes filled with a mixture of loam,

leaf soil, decayed manure, and sand. If they are

disposed 4 inches apart they may remain in the

boxes till bedded out, but finer plants are had by

growing them in beds of rich soil over a mild hot-

bed in pits or frames. Never prepare begonias in

small pots. In these they become stunted and

starved (a), whereas stronger, better-rooted plants

can be moved out of either boxes or beds of soil,

these (6) thriving and doing well from the first. (See

Pig. 108.) Any raised late or which are not large

enough for the flower beds should be planted in

the reserve garden, and they will form serviceable

tubers for another year. Begonias succeed in a

rich, freely worked soil. Mulch early with cocoa-

nut fibre refuse, leaf soil, or fine, well-decayed

manure, and give water freely in dry weather.

Pibrous-rooted varieties may be thrown away in

the autumn or a portion may be potted before

frosts damage them, for winter flowering. The

tuberous-rooted section should be lifted directly

frosts have damaged the tops, leaving a little

soil about the roots. Dry them thoroughly, and

when the tops come away freely, rub off more of

the soil from the tubers, and store them out of

reach of frost. The larger tubers may be kept

thinly in cool dark places similarly to potatoes,

but the smaller ones should be surrounded by

sand or fine soil. April is early enough to start

the tubers. Just bury them in leaf soil in boxes

and place in gentle heat, or even in a protected

frame. When growing strongly afford more

room in boxes or beds of rich soil, and do not

finally plant out till there is no danger of frosts

occurring.

Celosia pyramidalis (Feathered Cockscomb).—The

value of these bright and elegant plants for

summer bedding is not yet fully appreciated.

In some of the London parks celosias are freely

and effectively employed in beds, but are not

often so grown in private gardens. They can be

had in separate colours, yellow, orange red,

scarlet, and crimson, or mixed. They must not

be raised early and drawn up in warm houses.

Sow the seed in April in a pan of fine sandy soil,

covering lightly and placing in gentle heat to

germinate. Before the plants become drawn

transfer to warm greenhouse shelves, and soon

after place them singly in 3-inch pots, using good

loamy soil. Still keep them near the glass in

gentle warmth, and when well rooted place them

in a frame, gradually preparing them for out-

door exposure where they can be protected from

late frosts. By the end of May these dwarf

plants ought to be showing their flower heads,

and if planted in good soil in June, will develop

large, rich plumes. Celosias may be dotted

among trailing plants or grouped in the centre

of beds, in either case producing a beautiful effect

during the summer.

Centattrea.— The silvery-leaved centaureas, C.

ragusina, C. Clementei, and C. gymnocarpa, can
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be easily raised from seed. Sow in August in

frames, in preference to waiting till the spring,

in j)ans of light soil, covering with squares of

glass and shading till tho seedlings appear. Place

these singly in 2-inch pots, and keep in a cold

pit or frame. In the spring shift into 5-inch pots,

using a mixture of loam, leaf soil, and sand.

Bed out early. Smaller plants for edgings can be

raised from spring-sown seed.

CHAMiEPEUCE (the Fishbone Thistle).—C. Casabonao

grows to a height of 10 to 12 inches, and forms

green leaves covered with spines. C. diacantha

(see Pig. 109, p. 220) has white foliage margined

with green, furnished with white spines. Both

are effective " dot" plants, the green -leaved form

being interspersed among light-coloured carpeting

plants, and the silvery-leaved form among dwarf

lobelias, alternantheras, and the like. Seed can

be sown in pans early in the autumn, and placed

in a frame or pit to germinate ; or sowing may be

deferred till February, in which case heat will be

needed. A mixture of loam, leaf soil or peat,

and sand suits these thistles, and the seedlings

should be lifted out of the pans early and placed

singly in 2A-inch pots, kept in gentle heat till

well established, then transferred to cooler

quarters, bedding out late in May. Keep a few

plants in reserve to fill up possible blanks.

Cockscomb (Celosia cristata).—Dwarf cockscombs are

not extensively bedded out, but where variety is

desirable, they are attractive when planted among
silvery-leaved trailing plants. Eaise the plants

with the other celosias, and grow them strongly,

shifting them into 5-inch pots. For producing

very dwarf plants take the tops off the seedlings

when the " combs " are showing, placing singly in

3-inch pots, and root in brisk heat. When well

rooted, gradually harden and plant out in June.

Dahlias.—Both single and double flowering dahlias

are easily raised from seed, and the plants will

flower freely the same season. Seedlings are not

sufficiently reliable for filling prominent flower-

beds. Mixed borders and thinly-planted shrub-

beries are the best places for them. Sow the seed

thinly in pans of sandy soil in February, and

place in heat to germinate. When the seedlings

are large enough either prick out thinly in boxes

or place singly in 2|-inch pots, using good loamy

soil. Grow them near the glass, and gradually

harden them for planting out early in June. Place

a stake to each plant at once, and protect from

slugs.

Dianthus ciiinensis (Indian Pink).— Single and

double varieties of this section of the pink family,

though not gorgeous, are pleasing in beds,

especially, perhaps, the lioddewigi groups

:

height 9 to 12 inches ; colours various. They may
be treated as biennials, but are the most satis-

factory when grown as annuals. Sow in March,

in other respects treating similarly to asters.

Bed out early, devoting the centre of small beds

to them, or group in mixed borders.

Lobelia.—If seed is obtained from a reliable source,

the strains may be depended upon to come true to

description, and if an early start is made, stocky

plants can be ready for the beds by the end of

May. Sow in January on the surface of pans of

soil prepared as recommended for, and treat

similarly to, begonias. Transplant the seedlings

in boxes, and give the same treatment as advised

for cuttings (see page 209). As previously

indicated, these lobelias may be raised in tho

autumn, wintered on a greenhouse shelf, and

pricked out early in the spring—a practice that

ought to commend itself to persons who have not

the requisite facilities for raising seedlings in heat

early in the year. Tall-growing or herbaceous

lobelias can also be easily raised from seed. Sow
in June or July in pans of fine loamy soil, and

place in a cold frame or hand-light. Pot the

seedlings when large enough to handle, winter in

protected frames, and plant out in May. These

lobelias should have deep, moderately rich, freely-

worked soil, and they enjoy moisture.

Marigolds (Tagetes).—These half-hardy annuals are

very showy. African lemon and orange types

grow to 2 feet, the dwarf forrns 18 inches, and all

produce fine double flowers freely throughout

the summer. They are suitable for massing in

the centres of beds. French striped are also

showy; height 18 inches ; colours, orange shades,

brown and yellow. Dwarf forms 1 foot high can

be had, and the miniature yellow and brown

varieties (good substitutes, in common with

Tagetes signata pumda, for calceolarias) are

6 inches high. The middle of April is soon

enough for sowing, and the seed will germinate

in a warm frame or on a greenhouse shelf. If it

is sown thinly in boxes of good sod, the plants

may be moved direct from these to the beds, but

if the seedlings are crowded, they must be early

pricked out in other boxes, in either case harden-

ing and planting out early in June.

Mignonette.—The common large flowering variety

succeeds well among summer bedding plants, and

is more particularly recommended for carpeting

VOL. I.
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the ground occupied by thinly-planted fuchsias,

heliotropes, gladioli, roses, and the like. Either

sow the seed thinly early in April, where the

plants are to flower, or in 2^-inch pots, and plant

out during May. Avoid crowding mignonette,

one good plant easily surpassing three or four

crowded together.

Mimulus.—Strains of spotted miniulus are very beau-

tiful during the early part of the summer, but

they are liable to fail in July, and ought to be

either interspersed among verbenas or other trail-

ing plants, these occupying the whole of the

ground by the time the mimulus are over, or else

be succeeded by chrysanthemums. Sow in March

in pans of light soil, and gentle heat. Place

singly in 2A-inch pots, duly harden, and plant

out late in May.

Musk (Mimulus moschatus).—The common musk and

the new compact form are suitable for edging beds,

mixing well with dwarf lobelia. Sow the seed in

heat during March, and move small patches of

seedlings out of the pans into thumb pots. Grow

in cold frames, and bed out in May.

Nasturtiums (Tropteolums).—The Tom Thumb and

other dwarf, compact varieties can be had in

separate colours or in mixture, and if grown in

firm ground, also given adequate room, they will

develop into handsome plants, and flower pro-

fusely in either wet or dry weather. Sow in April

where the plants are to flower, or raise the

required number in small pots, and plant out late

in May or early in June.

Nkmesia steumosa Suttont.—A comparatively new

annual, producing wallflower-like heads of bloom

all the summer : height 9 inches
;
colours, white,

pale yellow, crimson, and intermediate shades.

Looks well massed in the centre of small beds

edged with dwarf blue lobelia. Sow the seed and

treat the plants exactly as advised for asters, and

plant out 6 to 9 inches asunder.

Nicotiana affinis. — This sweet-scented tobacco

grows to a height of 3 feet, and produces large

pure white flowers till late in the season. It is

good for the back lines in borders and for mixed

beds. Sow the seed on the surface of pans of

light soil, covering very lightly with fine soil or

not at all, and otherwise treat similarly to lobelias.

The plants move well out of boxes, and thrive in

common soil. The flowers close under the influ-

ence of hot sun, and ex2)and in the evening.

Pansies.—The Peacock, Cliveden purple, yellow, and

white, also other strains of pansies, come true

from seed, and bed out admirably. For a summer

display sow the seed in March, in pans, and

gentle heat. Prick out the seedlings in boxes of

rich soil, grow in frames, harden, and bed out

early. Treat similarly to violas, see page 213.

Pansies raised by sowing thinly in July or

August, and transplanted early a foot apart in

the open ground, often pass the winter, and flower

early the following year.

Pentstemons.—As pointed out on page 212, pent-

stemons are well adapted for summer bedding,

and fully deserve to become popular. Raise the

plants early in the same manner as antirrhinums,

and, if strong when put out in May, a good dis-

play will be had the same season. They could be

dotted among mignonette, small white begonias,

musk, white alyssum, and such-like plants, with

good effect. They may also be raised in the

autumn, as advised for lobelias.

Petunias.—For poor soils and hot positions, includ-

ing sloping banks and borders, single petunias

from seed are strongly recommended. They

also associate well with white and yellow mar-

guerites, planted thinly among them. Sow the

seed and treat the seedlings similarly to ageratums.

They move best out of small pots. Seeds may

also be sown in the autumn, and the plants win-

tered on a greenhouse shelf.

Phlox Dkummondi.—There are grand strains of

these charming half-hardy annuals. Seed of

separate colours can be had, or good mixtures

may be sown. The plants are of a trailing habit

of growth, and to be seen at their best in well-

drained, sunny, open beds, not overshadowed by

other plants. Sow the seed in March, and treat

similarly to Dianthus chinensis.

Poppies.—Beds are sometimes filled with the Shirley

strain of poppies, and while they last are very

gay. Seed can be sown early in April, thinly,

where the plants are to flower, and these may re-

quire to be thinned out early and severely. Crowd-

ing spoils them. They may also be raised under

glass, and planted out of small pots. Chrysan-

themums or asters form a good succession, and

shoidd be planted directly the poppies cease to

be attractive.

Poetulaca. —Double and single flowered forms of

portulaca are suitable for bedding out in hot, dry

positions and light soil, or where many kinds of

plants other than those of a succulent nature are

apt to fail. They are of dwarf-spreading habit,

height 3 to 6 inches, colour's various. Sow in

March, either in small pots or pans ; in the latter

case subsequently placing the seedlings in small
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pots. Keep the plants steadily growing, harden,

and plant out late in May. Seed may also be

sown in May thinly, where the plants are to

flower.

Pyrethrum (Golden Feather).—P. parthenifolium

aureurn, laciniatum, and selaginoides are popular

forms of this familiar plant. Sow in boxes

during March or April in gentle heat, prick out

the seedlings 2 inches apart in larger boxes,

harden, and bed out any time in May. Ought

not to be planted in a rich soil, and flowering

growths should bo kept pinched out.

Salpiglossis.—A class of annuals fully meriting a

bed to themselves, or they may be mixed among

other plants. Height 1 to 2 feet ; colours various

and rich. Sow in March, and otherwise treat

similarly to asters. Plants may also be raised in

the autumn (August), as advised for lobelias,

pentstemons, and petunias, in the absence of

warm structures for raising them in early spring.

Scabious.—The dwarf varieties being showy, are yet

suitable for bedding out. Height 1 foot ; colours

principally dark shades, some nearly black, and

velvety
;
may be raised with salpiglossis, and

similarly treated. The flowers are in demand for

cutting for vase decoration.

Stocks.—Dwarf German Ten-week, height 1 foot.

Large flowering German ten-week stocks can

be had in six to twelve distinct colours, and are

the best for early flowering, but fail by the end

of August. They may be planted thinly among

verbenas, and no blanks occur when the stocks

are removed. We have had a natural succes-

sion of flowers by planting in mixture early

raised stocks and late raised asters in equal

numbers, about 9 inches apart. The earliest

flowering autumn or intermediate stocks, in-

cluding East Lothian, Emperor, and Giant Cape,

heights 12 to 18 inches, when sown in spring com-

mence flowering in July, and carry on the dis-

play till severe frosts intervene. Princess Alice,

height 18 inches to 2 feet, white and perpetual

flowering, beds out admirably, and the plants

should be staked. Sow in March or early in

April, and treat as advised for asters.

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus). — Tall - growing

annual sunflowers are suitable for the back rows

of long borders, and for shrubberies. They may
either be raised under glass in April, and planted

out in May, or the seed can be sown in April,

where the plants are to flower, thinning out

severely. The newer miniature (H. cucumcri-

folius) is very different. It grows to a height of

3 feet, branches and blooms continuously ; flowers

small, yellow, with dark centre: This variety

may be planted in the centres of large beds, or in

mixed borders. Raise in pans thinly, not sowing

before April, and plant out direct to the garden.

Sunflowers grow and flower excellently in town

gardens.

Sweet Peas.—Tall-growing varieties are effective

in isolated groups, and separate colours, in

borders. Sow five to seven seeds in 3-inch pots

under glass in March, hardening the plants, and

putting them out early in rich, deeply-worked

ground. One pot of plants is enough for a

group. These plants ought to be staked early,

and kept free from seed pods, or a long con-

tinuance of flowers cannot be expected. The

improved named varieties of sweet peas are very

beautiful, and rank as fashionable flowers. A
mixture of ordinary varieties sown in a row •in

the open garden early in April yields abundance

of delightfully fragrant flowers for cutting.

For prolonging the supply, every fading flower

should be clipped off the plants.

Verbenas.—Scarlet, blue, and white varieties can bo

had true from seeds, and mixed packets give

numerous colours. The seed is uncertain in

germinating, consequently the pans containing it

must not be too hastily discarded. Sow in Feb-

ruary or early in March in light, sandy s6il,

covering lightly. Place in brisk heat, shade

heavily, and keep the soil uniformly moist till

the seedlings appear. When large enough, either

place them singly in small pots or prick out in

boxes of rich soil. Stop the more forward ones,

and plant all out late in May or early in June.

Seedlings grow strongly, and should have ample

room.

Violas.—If these, in common with pansies, are sown

in heat during February or early in March, in

pans or boxes, and the plants duly pricked out in

larger boxes, they will be large enough to bed

out in May. Under good treatment (see Violas,

page 213) they will continue flowering all the

summer.

Zea ja:ponica (Japanese Maize).—The variegated form

is noble and handsome. Height 3 to 5 feet, but

may be kept down to 30 inches or less by planting

in poor soil or by occasionally half lifting or

severing some of the roots. Z. gracillima is not

so coai'se, but the variegation is less constant.

Both are effective dotted among begonias,

verbenas, petunias, and other low-growing plants

in mixed borders. Sow the seed late in April,

p p 2
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singly in 2|-inch pots in gentle heat. Plant out !

late in May.

Zinnias.—Z. Haageana imbricata flore pleno is a

dwarf branching variety with small bright orange

flowers, and showy in masses. The double large-

flowering robusta grandifiora and other varieties

grow to a height of 12 to 18 inches, are continuous

flowering, and very beautiful ; colours various.

Pine for sunny beds or borders. Sow late in

April in very little warmth. Prom pans transfer

the seedlings to boxes, and plant out in good

ground late in May.

CARPET BEDDING.

" Carpet bedding " is a term that was popularly applied some twenty years ago when

beds were occupied with close-growing plants arranged in panels, colour being imparted

Fig. 109. Combination Cakpet Bed.

Planting.—Raised centre : Dracoena indivisa in a yellow cushion of Mesembiyanthemum (p. 223), encircled

by dark Alternanthera (p. 221), and dwarf Pcheverias (p. 223), then a broad grey band of Sedum glaucum (p. 223),

containing scarlet-berried Nerteras (p. 222), margined with "Pcheverias. Dark saucer-shaped groundwork : Her-

niaria (p. 222), with Pcheveria mounds and Chamsepeuce diacantha (p. 217). Eaised outer rim : a broad band of

Sedum glaucum, with Nertera, margined with Pcheveria secunda glauca.

by the foliage of such plants rather than by flowers. The patterns varied extensively,

and some of them closely resembled those of carpets, the colours also being similarly

suggestive. The term " mosaic " was also applied to some of the beds, but did not

" catch on." The designs, simple at first, became more elaborate, and eventually coats
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of arms, birds and butterflies were made the chief feature. These with other " fantastic

tricks " eventually led to something like ridicule, not a few of the forced attempts at

novelty being laughed at instead of extolled. Carpet beds then decreased in number,

but never became obsolete, those in which refined taste was displayed finding many

admirers, and so it is to the present day.

A few small carpet beds or one or two large ones, well planted and properly tended,

in appropriate positions, add to the attractiveness of a flower garden, without entailing a

serious amount of labour. A great point in favour of these beds is the fact that they are

showy from the first, and as brilliant in colouring after a long spell of wet weather as

they were at its commencement, Very complicated designs ought not to be attempted

and the panels and figures generally should be kept well apart, filling in the spaces

between with close-growing green or grey-foliaged plants, such as Sedum lydium and S.

glaucum, Hemiaria glabra, and Antennaria tomentosa, all of which, with several others

employed, are hardy.

Elegant, fine-foliaged plants of the sub-tropical order (which see), including drachmas,

chamsepeuce, grevilleas, and small acacias, also the larger kinds of succulents used as

isolated, central plants, relieve the stiffness and formality that would otherwise prevail.

Succulents are freely used in these beds. The combination is well shown in Fig. 109.

This represents a beautiful bed as once arranged in Mr. Ealli's garden in Clapham Park,

S.W., by Mr. George Legg, Florist, Worple Road, Wimbledon. Plant all beds

devoted to carpeting purposes somewhat closely, both for immediate effect and also

because it is the only way in which perfectly regular surfaces can be formed. Trace out

the designs, marking them with thin lines of silver sand early and fill in with the

hardy kinds of plants as soon as the ground is in suitable condition in the spring. Late

planting of these, which usually have to be much divided, is inimical to free growth.

Tender kinds must not be planted until June.

PLANTS EMPLOYED IN CARPET BEDS.

Alternanthera.—These Brazilian plants are compact

in growth and highly coloured. They are admir-

ably adapted for carpeting and for margins of

beds. A. amabilis, loaves rose coloured ; A.

amoena, orange red ; A. a. tricolor, vivid rose,

green edge ; A. paronychoides magnifica, orange

red ; A. p. aurea, golden yellow ; and A. versi-

color, rosy pink and crimson, shaded with green,

are all variously used. Stock plants, whether

lifted from the open ground or, better still, newly

raised from cuttings in heat, must be wintered on

shelves in a stove temperature, all perishing in an

ordinary greenhouse. Young shoots should be

plentiful in March and April, and every small

piece will quickly root in moist sandy soil in

brisk heat. The plants may be placed in small

pots or, if large quantities are wanted, prepared in

pans and shallow boxes, out of which they trans-
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plant readily. Use a mixture of loam, leaf soil,

and sand. Keep them in heat till May and

harden carefully, particularly avoiding exposing

them to cold saturating rains. Bed out during

the first fortnight in June, and where used for

edging purposes, plant in double lines.

Antennaria tomentosa (synonym A. Candida).—The

silvery leaves and close-growing habit of this

plant render it suitable for either clothing the

raised margins of beds or for carpeting. It is per-

fectly hardy, and increased by division in spring.

Cerastium.—C. Biebersteini and 0. tomentosum,

besides being employed for edging beds during

the summer, are also suitable for carpeting large

beds, but ought to be divided and replanted once

a year early in the spring.

Fig. 110. Diagram of Caepet Bed.

Planting.— 1, Sedum acre elegans (p. 223) ; 2, Leu-

cophyton (opposite)
; 3, Sedum glaucum, dotted with

Pachyphytum (next page), curved round the rays of

the star (4) and centre of Alternanthera
; 5, Sedum

lydium, dotted with Cacalias (next page).

Coleus Verschaffelti.—This has long been popular

and is extensively grown. It is of compact

growth with dark crimson leaves. It may be

used either as an edging or for a groundwork, in

the larger carpet as well as sub-tropical beds, for

taller, erect-growing variegated plants. Stock

plants established in pots during the summer may
be wintered on shelves in a temperature of 55° to

60°, care being taken not to overwater them.

Take off the tops early in the spring, rooting

these and every side shoot as fast as produced in a

brisk heat. Place the young plants singly in

small pots, harden them carefully, and plant out

during the second week in June rather closely in

light, free-working soil.

Herniaria glabra.—As before hinted, this close-

growing, green-leaved plant is used for filling in

the spaces between the figures, and is also suit-

able for clothing the ground occupied by succu-

lents. Perfectly hardy and increased by division,

replanting thickly every spring, pressing down

with the hand occasionally to keep the surface

regular.

Iresine.—I. Herbsti, a native of South Brazil, was

one of the first of these tender, highly-coloured

bedding-plants to be extensively grown in gardens.

The variety brilliantissima is an improvement on

it. Both are too strong-growing for the majority

of carpet beds. I, Lindeni, narrower pointed

leaves, colour also deeper or blood-red ; but

I, Wallsi is thought the best for carpet-bedding.

Plants wintered as advised for coleus may be

propagated from in a similar manner in the

spring.

Leucophyton Browni.—A hardy trailing New Hol-

land plant, with fine wire-like silvery leaves,

height 3 to 4 inches, and well adapted for dividing

lines. Propagated by division or by cuttings

under hand-lights in spring. Fire heat is fatal

to it.

Lobelia.—Only the extra dwarf varieties raised from

cuttings or by division are suitable for carpet

beds, and, as a rule, may be advisedly dispensed

with, as they impart to such beds a rough appear-

ance before the season is over. For cultural

details, see page 209.

Lysimachia.—L. nummularia aurea, a golden-leaved

form of the old Creeping Jenny, good alike for

summer and winter bedding. Suitable for edgings

to raised beds or for clothing the ground among
clear-stemmed plants.

Nertera depressa (miscalled Fruiting Duckweed).

—

This grows in dense tufts, 1 to 2 inches high, and

when clothed with coral red berries is most

attractive in carpet beds. Increased by division

in spring or by seed sown in gentle heat in March.

Insert the divisions or seedlings somewhat thickly

in small pots or boxes filled with a mixture of

loam, leaf soil and sand. Grow on a greenhouse

shelf, keeping the soil uniformly moist. Should

be well furnished with berries when either plunged

or planted thinly among close-growing silvery

carpeting plants such as Sedum glaucum.

Pyrethrum. — The golden-leaved forms if planted

thickly and kept closely pinched are suitable for

lines in carpet beds. Increased by division or

seeds under glass in gentle heat. Prick out three

inches apart where the plants are to grow. The

familiar golden feathers originated as a chance
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seedling in a garden near Norwich in 1802, and

was preserved by the gardener, Mr. Seaward.

Santolina incana.—Neat, silvery, nearly hardy
;

cuttings in spring.

Stellaria gramminea atjrea (Golden Chickweed).

—

This hardy moss-like golden-leaved plant is some-

times used for covering spaces between panels in

carpet beds. Division in the spring. Must be

kept shorn of flower heads.

SUCCULENTS.

Agave.—A. americana has broad green or variegated

recurving spiny leaves ; this and the handsome

variegated form are effective "dot" plants. Of

slow growth, and increased by taking off the rooted

suckers constantly forming. Loam, leaf soil,

mortar rubbish and sand. Avoid over-potting.

Winter the plants in a greenhouse or conservatory

,

watering sparingly. Magnificent specimens may
be seen every summer in Victoria Park, London.

Fig. 111. Raising Echeveeias.

a, leaves inserted
;

b, rooted leaf, with jtlantlet

;

c, established plant.

Cacalia.—C. atriplicifolia and C. articulata (Candle

Plant) are suitable for grouping in carpet beds,

a groundwork of reddish or green carpeting plants

showing them to the best advantage. Increased by

division in spring or autumn. Keep them in small

pots on greenhouse shelves. Avoid over-watering.

Echeverias.—A few species of this family are par-

ticularly well adapted for carpet bedding. E.

secunda glauca and improved varieties are largely

used for closely covering the margins of raised

beds, facing them outwards, and also for filling

in between the figures or panels. E. Peacocki

is distinct by its bluish leaves; E. metallica

and others of strong growth are suitable for dis-

tributing thinly among carpeting plants that afford

a good contrast in colour. The two first-named

are nearly hardy, increasing freely by rooted off-

sets, and may be wintered closely together in beds

or boxes, in pits or frames, where the plants can

be protected from the wet and severe frost.

Larger species may be raised from seed sown on

the surface of pans of fine sandy soil in March, or

by cuttings, or leaves taken off and treated as

cuttings in the summer in a greenhouse or frame

(see Eig. 111). The leaves must not be inserted

deeply, and all root the most surely in a dry

heat. Place the seedlings and cuttings in small

pots at first, and gradually shift into larger.

Winter on warm greenhouse shelves, and avoid

over-watering.

ILvworthia cymbiformis.—Of compact growth and

good for lines. Increase by division, and winter

in small pots on greenhouse shelves.

Kleinia repens.—Tin's succulent is principally used

in caipet beds. Erect growth, height 3 to 4 inches,

glaucous leaves. Effective either in lines or

masses. Increased by division in spring or by

cuttings in the autumn. Winter in small pots in a

warm dry pit or greenhouse, and give little water.

Mesembryan'I'IIEMUM.—A considerable number of

species are suitable for carpet beds, but M. cordi-

folium variegatum is the most popular. Loam,

leaf soil, and line lime or brick rubbish. Division

in spring or cuttings in the autumn in dry heat.

Pot singly, and winter on shelves in a warm

greenhouse. Habit procumbent, and colour soft

yellow, pleasing.

Opuntia Rafinescrtiana.—A hardy or cactaceous

plant, that may be employed with good effect in

carpet beds. Increased by cuttings of branches

under glass, but will root in the open ground

during the summer. Usually wintered in a dry,

cool position under glass.

Pachyphyttjm bracteosujt.—Somewhat largely used

in filling carpet beds. Raised from seeds or leaf

cuttings similarly to echeverias.

Rochea falcata.—Strong young plants of this

glaucous-leaved succulent can be used in flower

beds during the summer, and flowered the fol-

lowing year under glass. Sandy loam, leaf soil,

and brick rubbish. Cuttings of side shoots

obtained from headed-down old plants. Dry by

exposure on warm shelves and strike in heat,

giving only enough water to keep them from

shrivelling. Plants may also be had by sowing

seed in pans and heat in March.

Sedum (Stonecrop).—This hardy family conijnises

three or more species of good service in carpet

beds, forming a dense carpet of green or grey, as

the case may be. S. lydium, green, S. glaucum,

grey, and S. acre elegans, pale silvery grey, are
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the most commonly grown. Division in March

or April, every little piece pressed into the ground

growing. Plant thickly, in single pieces rather

than in bunches.

Sempervivdms.— S. californicum, in the way of but

superior to S. tectorum (common houseleek), and

S. montanum, are hardy species well adapted for

clothing the raised margins of beds, while the

small cobwebby species, S. arachnoideum, is suit-

able for clothing small mounds around a central

elegant plant. S. tabulaeforme is a greenhouse

plant, but effective on raised margins in large

beds. Common soil improved by the addition of

fine brick rubbish. Hardy kinds produce side

growths freely, which may be taken off in the

spring and replanted in the open. S. tabulseforme

is increased by offsets and leaves in a dry heat

and by seeds sown in heat during March.

SUB-TROPICAL AND ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS.

Sub-tropical and "a variety of hardier, fine-foliaged, and flowering plants of stately-

habit can be employed with good effect in the beautification of pleasure grounds, for

relieving the formality and adding to the attractiveness of beds, borders, and lawns gener-

ally. In some instances they associate well with the ordinary summer bedding plants, or,

if preferred, large beds may be wholly filled with a class of noble plants that in bygone

years were kept constantly under glass. It is also possible to make sheltered nooks still

more delightful by grouping a few graceful palms, musas, tree ferns, and other ornamental-

leaved plants in these positions, not, however, in the way they are often seen in conser-

vatories, but rather thinly and artistically arranged, much as shown in Fig. 112, page

225, plunging the pots in the turf with a view to conveying the impression that the

plants are actually growing in the positions. If properly attended to in watering, and

housed before cold weather sets in, many tender plants used in this way do not suffer,

but some are improved by the change, and are again available for conservatory and

house decoration. Brief descriptions are given of several that are well suited to the

purpose, and cultural details appended.

SELECTIONS AND CULTURE.

Abutilon.—Varieties with handsome golden blotched

leaves are generally preferred. A. Darwini tesse-

latum, A. Sellowianum marmoratum, and A.

Thompsoni are all good and of an erect growth,

as is Souvenir de Bonn, margined; while A.

vexillarium igneum is of a trailing habit of growth,

but if grafted on stems of common abutilons at-

tractive standards are formed. Tops and side

shoots, taken off with a heel, root readily in a

brisk heat during February and March. Pot

singly, using ordinary soil, but do not top them,

as plants with single stems, 12 to 18 inches high,

are the most effective. They are greenhouse

plants.

Acacia lopiiantha.—A New Holland species with

elegant green fern-like leaves. Young plants

are the most serviceable, but older ones are suit-

able for large mixed beds. Eaised from seeds

only, which must be soaked in very warm water

till swollen and soft, afterwards sowing in pans in

brisk heat. Place the seedlings singly in small

pots, giving one shift before they become root-

bound, using a mixture of loam and leaf soil or

peat and sand, and do not top the plants. Winter

in a greenhouse or conservatory.

Acalypha.—A. musaica and A. tricolor have large

handsome leaves, blotched or mottled with bronzy

green, orange, red, and crimson. Showy but not
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proof against rough weather. Cuttings of tops

and side shoots root quickly in strong heat, and

plants should be grown with single stems. Soil

:

equal parts loam, and peat with sand. Stove

or hothouse plants. Winter temperature 60° to 6o°.

Acanthus. — A. latifolius is principally used, this

forming noble leaves, and is effective in isolated

groups on lawns. Increased by division
;
ordinary

soil
;
hardy herbaceous.

Agave.—See Succulents (page 223).

Alsophila excelsa.—This Norfolk Island tree fern

attains noble proportions. Good for grouping in

sheltered positions. See Fernery.

Amaranthus.—A. caudatus (Love-lies-bleeding).

—

Grown for the beauty of its arching crimson flowers.

Sow seed thinly in April where plants are to grow,

and thin out early and severely. A. tricolor, bicolor,

melancholicus ruber, versicolor and salicifolius are

cultivated for their elegant habit of growth, and

bright colouration of the leaves. Sow in heat

Fig. 112. S03-TEOPICAL Plants in Sheltered Nook.

References to Numbers.— 1, Gunnera scabra
; 2, Aralia canascens; 3, Bambusa falcata

; 4, Iris fcetidis-

sima variegata ; 5, Dracaena indivisa
; 6, Arundo Donax

; 7, Tree fern (Dicksonia)
; 8, Asplenium

nidus-avis; 9, Cham?erops excelsa; 10, Musa ensete ; 11, Acanthus latifolius
; 12, Phormium tenax

;

13, Monstera deliciosa
;

14, Yucca filamentosa variegata
; 15, Melianthus major. (All described in the

paragraphs.)

during April, pot the seedlings singly, using ordi-

nary soil. Plant out during the second week in

June. Tender Annuals.

Anthericum variegatum.—An easily grown lilia-

ceous plant with narrow leaves, green striped with

white
;
height, a foot to 1 8 inches

;
grown between

tall green-leaved plants, such as Ficuses, in

the London parks. Increased by division and

wintered in a greenhouse.

Aralia.—A highly ornamental family. A. canescens

and A. spinosa are hardy North American species,

and when confined to a single stem very handsome.

A. edulis, A. Sieboldi, A. S. variegata, and A.

papyrifera, evergreen shrubs from China, are

VOL. I. Q G
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worthy of inclusion in select lists. Propagated by

cuttings of the roots in March or April. Loam leaf

soil, or peat and sand. Greenhouse plants.

Areca sapida.—A New Zealand Palm, suitable for

plunging in the turf during summer. See Palms.

Arundo.—A. conspicua, New Zealand. Somewhat

resembles, and is a worthy companion to the

Pampas Grass. A. Donax, a tall reed from the

South of Europe, grows to the height of 10 feet,

and the strikingly handsome variegated form

A. D. versicolor, which is less vigorous, should

also be grown. Division of the roots in the spring.

Loamy soil. Eough protection needed in the

winter.

Asplenium nidus-avis.—Strong plants of this massive

East-Indian fern are most suitable for grouping on

the turf in sheltered, shaded positions. See Ferns.

Bamuusa.—Most of the Bamboos are elegant and

desirable, though all are not alike hardy. The

most reliable are B. metake, Japan, 5 to 7 feet

;

B. edulis, North China, 8 to 10 feet; and B.

viridi glaucescens, synonym B. nana, North China,

7 to 12 feet ; B. aurea, China, 6 to 10 feet ; B.

falcata, Himalayas, 7 to 15 feet, and other highly

decorative species may be wintered in a cool house

or conservatory, and turned out in April. Increased

by division of the plants in March. Loamy soil.

Beet.—The dark or crimson-leaved varieties with

edible roots are sometimes used in connection with

both ordinary or sub-tropical bedding plants. The

Chilian species are coarser, colouring variable, and

are the most suited to the sub-tropical garden.

Seeds may either be sown in April, thinly, where

the plants are to grow, or plants may be raised

under glass and planted out late in May.

Blechnum brasiliense.—One of the smaller tree

ferns suitable for grouping on the turf. See Ferns.

Bocconia cordata.—China. A hardy, herbaceous

species, with strong, handsome growths, 5 to 8

feet in length. Cuttings of young shoots under

hand-glass from June to August, or by suckers.

Plant in groups in rich, loamy soil.

Caladium esculentum.—A New Zealand species,

with noble green leaves borne on long stout foot-

stalks. Start the tubers in March in heat,

divide, grow the plants to a good size, and plant

out in June. In the autumn lift, dry, and store

the tubers in a dry place, and protect from frost.

Cannas (Indian Shot).—There are a large number of

these, mostly obtained from South America and

other warm countries. Some are grown solely for

the beauty of their leaves, while the later addi-

tions, notably Crozy's Hybrids, are valuable alike

for the beauty of their foliage and spikes of

gladioli-like flowers. Effective in masses. In-

creased by division of the crowns after growth

has commenced, and by seeds. The latter are

remarkably hard, and must be treated similarly

to those of Acacia lophantha (page 224) . In the

autumn lift and pot the best varieties, as they

will continue to flower in warm conservatories.

Store the commoner kinds in moderately warm,

dry positions. See index for coloured plate.

Cannabis sativa (Hemp Plant).—A tall-growing

annual from India and Persia, with elegant foliage,

height 4 to 9 feet. Sow in April where the

plants are to grow, and thin out the seedlings

severely. May also be raised under glass and

planted out from 3-inch pots.

Caryota sobolifera.—This tall-growing palm is good

for grouping in the open air in summer. See Palms.

Centaureas.—Clementei, candidissima, and ragu-

sina are elegant silvery-leaved perennials from

the south of Europe. In a young state they are

effective among ordinary summer bedding plants,

while the larger plants are suitable for mixed

beds. Seeds and divisions. Sow in heat during

January, prick out the seedlings in small pots,

keeping them in gentle heat long enough to attain

a serviceable size. Side shoots and stem cuttings,

inserted singly in small pots, and plunged in ashes

under hand-lights in September, kept close and not

over-watered, will emit roots. Winter in cold

frames or pots and bed out early.

Chamtepeuce. — C. Casabonse with green and C.

diacantha with silvery spiny leaves are handsome

thistle-like plants, and the last-named is most

ornamental. Good for either carpet or sub-

tropical beds. Sow in pans in a cold frame in

September, and winter the plants singly in small

})ots on greenhouse shelves, or sow in heat during

February, and plant out of small pots in May.

Chajvlerops.— C. excelsa and C. Fortunei are stiff-

growing palms and nearly hardy. Suitable for

lawn decoration.

Cineraria maritima.—This and C. acanthifolia are

both elegant silvery-leaved forms, easily raised

from seed sown in heat during March, or from

side-shoots slipped off old plants kept through

the winter in a greenhouse. They move well out

of either pots or boxes. Evergreen perennials,

and good substitutes for Centaureas.

Corypiia australis.—A somewhat bold and service-

able palm. Good for lawn decoration.

Cyathea dealbata.—This noble tree-fern is highly

effective in groups or isolated in sheltered nooks.
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Cycas revoluta.—A change from conservatories to

a sheltered 'position outside in summer bene-

fits rather than injures this distinct cyadaceous

plant.

Cynara.—Cardoon (C. cardunculus) and globe arti-

chokes (0. scolymus) are stately plants for pleasure

grounds, attaining a height of 3 to 5 feet, and
when grown in good soil develop large spiny

leaves. Either sow seeds in April, where the

plants are to grow, thinning out early and severely,

or raise the requisite number of plants under glass

from seed, and plant out from pots in May. Seed-

lings are more vigorous than plants obtained by
dividing old stools in the spring.

Cyperus natalensis. — An elegant species with

gracefidly recurving green leaves and tall branch-

ing flower-heads. Height 18 inches to 2 feet.

Sow in pans, in heat, early in March, and movo
small patches of seedlings into 3-inch pots in pre-

ference to using single plants. Ordinary soil.

DlMORPHANTHUS MANDSCHURICITS.—Height 6 to 8

feet
;

large, handsome, spiny leaves ; good for

isolated permanent groups, and also for associ-

ating with tender plants. Eequires plenty of

room. Increased by cuttings of the roots, 2 inches

long, placed singly in small pots, and plunged in

brisk bottom heat during March. Ordinary soil.

Hardy deciduous shrub from North America.

Dracaenas.—D. australis, Draco, and indivisa (see

page 220) are the best for the open air during the

summer, heat-loving species not answering well.

The taller plants, or those with clear stems, 4 feet

and upwards in length, are the most imposing in

appearance, and can be used with good effect in a

variety of positions, plunging the pots. See

Greenhouse Plants.

Erythrina.—E. Crista-galli (Brazilian Coral tree)

and forms of it are ornamental flowering plants,

whether massed together or in mixed beds. Height

3 to 4 feet. Cuttings of short, young growths,

taken from old root-stocks, may be rooted in

brisk heat ; or seed, treated exactly as advised in

the case of Acacia lophantha (p. 224). Loamy
soil. Greenhouse deciduous shrub.

Eucalyptus.—E. globulous (Blue Gum tree), Aus-

tralia, and E. Gunni (Cider tree of Tasmania)

are of quick growth, and effective the same

season as raised from seed. Sow in August,

place the seedlings singly in small pots, winter in a

greenhouse, and give a shift early in the spring.

Plant in ordinary sod. Not proof against severe

frosts.

Eulalia japonica.—The striated and zebra-leaved

forms of the Japanese species are handsome and

effective in groups. Height 2 to 3 feet. May be

planted permanently in ordinary soil. Division.

Hardy grass.

Farfugium grande (synonym Ligularia Ksempferi

aureo maculata), Japan.— 1 to 2 feet ; forms large

yellow blotched or spotted leaves. Division in

spring
;
plant in masses

;
ordinary soil . Green-

house herbaceous plant.

Ferdinandia eminens.—Tall, rapid growth, 6 to 8

feet
;
elegant green foliage ; suitable for massing

or as central plants in large beds. Cuttings of the

root stalk in heat. Plant out of small pots about

the end of May in rich soil. A Mexican plant

that must be winterep in a greenhouse.

Ferula (Giant Fennel).—F. communis, South of

Europe, 5 to 10 feet, and F. tingitana, North

Africa, 6 to 8 feet, are both ornamental and

suitable for planting in shrubberies. Raised from

seeds sown in the autumn on a warm border,

transplanting in May, and by division of roots after

the tops die down. Hardy herbaceous.

Ficus elastica.—The familiar indiarubber plant, and

ornamental by its large glossy foliage. Plunge

the pots over their rims in tho beds. Increased

by leaf cuttings in brisk heat in the spring.

Winter in a warm greenhouse.

Funkia Sieboldiana.—A glaucous-leaved Japanese

species, producing spikes of pale lilac flowers

freely during the summer. Good for bordering,

large beds, or massing. Division in spring. Bich

garden soil. Hardy herbaceous.

Gunnera scabra.—This Chilian plant produces grand

foliage and curious spikes of flowers. Most

effective isolated on lawn. Eequires shelter and

rich moist soil. Division in the spring. Protect

the crowns in the autumn.

Gynerium argenteum (Pampas Grass).—Too well

known to need description or praise. Plant per-

manently on lawns and in other sheltered posi-

tions, in rich deep soil. Seed should be sown in

gentle heat in February or March. Prepare the

seedlings singly in small pots and plant out before

they become root-bound.

Hedyciiitjms (Fragrant Garland Flower). H. auran-

tiacum, and H. Gardnerianum, handsome flowering

species. Height, 4 to 6 feet. Fine in beds. See

Greenhouse Plants.

Helianthus orgyalis.—North America, 6 to 10 feet.

Elegant foliage, small yellow flowers. Sucker

growths should be thinned out freely. Division

of the roots in March or April. Hardy perennial.

Heracleum (Giant Cow Parsnips).—H. sibiricum,

G Q 2
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Siberia, and H. villosum (synonym H. gigan-

teum), Caucasus, grow 10 to 12 feet high and

wide-spreading. Suitable for the background or

semi-dressed portions of a sub-tropical garden.

Seeds in the open ground in April. Division in

spring. Hardy herbaceous.

Hujiea elegans.—Forms graceful branching pyra-

mids of small flowers. Height 4 to 9 feet. At-

tractive in the centres of beds, or isolated and

plunged in the turf. Sow in June. Shift the

seedlings from small pots into larger sizes, winter-

ing strong plants on greenhouse shelves or stages.

Flower stems will develop the following spring.

Good loamy soil. Greenhouse biennial.

Melianthus (Cape Honey Flower).—M. major, Cape

of Good Hope, 8 to 5 feet, handsome glaucous

foliage, and M. minor, a dwarfer form, are good

for isolated groups. Seeds in August or March in

gentle heat. Cuttings in sandy soil under hand-

glass at the same time and under similar condi-

tions. Ordinary rich soil. "Winter in a green-

house. Half-hardy shrub.

Monsteha deliciosa.—A stout strong-growing Mexi-

can trailing plant with large highly ornamental

leaves. Seen to advantage against tree stems.

Montanoa heracleifolia (Polymnia grandis).

—

Mexico. Height 5 to 7 feet, grand foliage, and

effective in isolated groups. Seeds and stem

cuttings or shoots in April, kept close, till rooted

in a heated frame. Loamy soil. Warm green-

house perennial.

Musa (Banana).—M. ensete, Abyssinia, 12 to 15 feet.

One of the noblest of sub-tropical plants, and of

all the Musas is the least liable to be torn by

winds. This and other species should be planted

or plunged in sheltered nooks. See also Stove

Plants.

Nicotiana (Tobacco). —The common species, N. taba-

cum, develops into a stately plant, 6 feet high

;

but N. wigandioides, Columbia, 6 feet, a green-

house shrub, is the most ornamental. Seeds in

March, on the surface of the soil. Plant from

boxes or pots in June.

Onopordon acanthinum (Common Cotton Thistle).

—A native plant ; 4 to 5 feet ; a vigorous,

handsome perennial ; recommended for the out-

lying parts of pleasure grounds. Sow in March
or April thinly in patches where the plants are to

grow. Thin to single plants.

Ophiopogon (Snake's Beard).—The variegated form

of O. jaburan, better known as 0. spicatus, is

suitable for either ordinary summer bedding or

the sub-tropical garden. Height 6 to 8 inches
j

division
;
sandy soil, with mortar rubbish added.

Greenhouse perennial.

Paulownia imperialis.— Straight young plants,

well furnished with bold foliage down to the

ground, are most effective in either beds or

groups. Seeds in cold frame in either April or

August. Short cuttings of firm shoots under

hand-lights during the summer. Young plants

may be prepared in the open ground. Hardy

deciduous tree from Japan.

Pennisetum latifolitjm.—Also known as Gymno-

thrix latifolia, a perennial grass from Montevideo,

and admirably adapted for the sub-tropical garden.

It forms bold handsome green leaves, while the

cane-like flower stems attain a height of 6 feet

and upwards. May be either massed or distri-

buted thinly among other kinds of plants with

bolder, coloured leaves, and dwarfer in habit.

Division of roots in the spring is the readiest

method of propagation, but plants may be had by

sowing seed in gentle heat during March. Plant

in rich ground and keep well supplied with water.

"Winter old clumps in boxes or pots filled with

rich moist soil, in a greenhouse temperature.

Perilla nankinensis (synonym P. ocymoides

crispa).—A tender annual from China, with dark,

bronzy purple leaves. Height 12 to 15 inches.

Eaised similarly to amaranthuses.

PncENix reclinata.—A stately yet elegant green-

house palm, and one of the best for garden deco-

ration in summer.

PnoRMiusi (New Zealand flax).—P. tenax and P.

t. variegata have stiff flag-like leaves, and are

suitable for grouping on lawns. May be per-

manently planted in warm locabties, but in cold

districts should be kept in pots and wintered in

conservatories. Eaised from seeds in a green-

house temperature in March and by division in

spring before top growth commences. Loam, leaf

sod (or peat), and sand. Evergreen perennial.

Polygonum (Knot Weed).—P. cuspidatum (synonym

P. Sieboldi), Japan, 3 to 6 feet; and P. sacha-

liense, Sachal, 10 to 15 feet, are the best of their

kinds for the sub-tropical garden. To be seen

at their best in isolated groups. Seeds in gentle

heat in March, or by division of roots in October

or March. Plant in deeply dug well-enriched

ground, and allow ample room.

Eheum.—All the rhubarbs if grown strongly are

ornamental, and none more so than E. emodi, a

Himalayan species. Eaised from seed in March

or April on warm border, and increased by division

of roots when top growth commences.
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Rhus glabra laciniata (Fern-leaved Sumach).

—

Height 4 to 7 feet, but most ornamental in a

young state. Cuttings of firm shoots, G inches

long, in sandy soil under hand-lights, in October

and Novembor. Root cuttings and layering at

the same time. Ordinary soil. Hardy deciduous

tree from North America.

Ricinus communis (Castor Oil plant).—Height 3 to j

feet. All the varieties are ornamental, R. Gibsoni,

a comparatively dwarf variety with purple leaves,

meeting with most favour. Easily raised from

seed sown in heat during April, singly, in 3- inch

pots and good light soil. Plant out of these in June

in beds of moderately rich soil. Tender annuals.

Seaforthia elegans.—A tall-growing palm suitable

for grouping in sheltered positions. See Green-

house Palms.

SoLANUMS.—Species with bold foliage are used effec-

tively in largo beds. Some of the best are S.

marginatum, Abyssinia, 2 to 3 feet, silvery, spiny

leaves ; S. robustum, Brazd, 3 to 4 feet, large,

prickly, reddish-brown leaves; and S. Wars-

cewiczi, 4 feet, stems and leaf stalks reddish in

colour, leaves large and prickly ; a fine variety.

Seeds in heat, March. Plant out of 5-inch pots

in June
;
good garden soil. Tender annuals.

Stachys lanata.—Serviceable for edging large beds.

See Spring Bedding Plants (page 189).

Veronica Andersoni variegata.—Handsome silver

variegated greenhouse shrub, good for either

ordinary or sub-tropical beds. Side shoots under

hand-lights in July and August, also in heat in

March. Ordinary soil.

WigandiA.—W. niacrophylla, better known as AV.

caracassana, is the species principally grown.

Stiff, erect growth, 3 to 4 feet, with large,

thick leaves. Sow on the smoothed surface

of a pan of soil in February, and place in brisk

heat. Transplant the seedlings early, and keep

them growing in heat, planting out in large

beds in June. Tender annual.

Yucca (Adam's Needle).—A large family comprising

numerous ornamental species; some hardy, and

others requiring protection in winter. Y. lila-

mentosa, hardy ; Y. f. variegata, greenhouse

;

Y. gloriosa recurva, hardy, are among the

best for sub-tropical grouping. Divisions and

offsets in March and April; root-cuttings in

the spring, in gentle heat. Loam, leaf soil and

sand.

Zea japonica. — See Summer Bedding Plants.

Easily raised and grown (see page 219).

GEOUPING AND PLANTING.

Where large flower gardens, laid out in a geometrical design (such as is repre-

sented in Fig. 113, next page), have to be planted annually, plans should be drawn

every summer when the garden is in its best floral dress, and coloured according to

the arrangement it is proposed shall be adopted the following May. By deciding thus

early what it is desirable to plant, a sufficient number of the different kinds and

varieties selected can be propagated accordingly, and there will be no space wasted

under glass in wintering such plants as may not after all be required. Even when

there are only a few large isolated beds and borders to fill, it is well to act in the same

manner
;

deferring the summer arrangements till spring is a much too common

mistake.

"Where the beds are grouped they must be so filled as to agree with each other, a

good balance being maintained both as regards the habits of the plants employed and

their colours. Uniformity is desirable, but it does not follow that painfully neat planting

and training ought always to prevail. The flower gardens that give the greatest amount

of satisfaction are those which comprise an extensive variety of effective plants, not
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arranged in an indiscriminate mixture, but in sufficiently large quantities to be imposing.

Thus we would have beds of showy Zonale pelargoniums, edged or margined with other

flowering and coloured foliage plants ; more of the gold and silver variegated sections in

mixture with purple or blue violas or contrasted with iresines and coleuses
;
yellow

calceolarias in moderation, or good substitutes in the form of tall and dwarf marigolds
;

verbenas either in mixture or in masses or bands of one colour ; tuberous begonias used

similarly to pelargoniums, with the fibrous-rooted kinds for edgings. With those

named a variety of other hardy and sub-tropical plants may be associated ; and two or

three carpet beds may also be included if thought desirable.

Fig. 113. Mes. Myees' Flowee Garden, Benham Paek, Newbury.

Naturally the dark bronzy purple and reddish shades of iresines, coleuses, beet, and

perilla form a good contrast to white flowering or silvery-leaved or variegated plants,

such as pelargoniums, centaureas, Cineraria maritima, begonias, white violas, white

verbenas, and cerastiums
;
they also associate well with yellow calceolarias, yellow violas,

and golden and bronze-leaved pelargoniums. Pink and white, yellow and pink, yellow

and light blue, red and green, white and yellow, with gradations of the same shades,

harmonise admirably, and white may be safely used anywhere for dividing, breaking,

and showing off colours generally.



PLEASING COMBINATIONS.

In addition to avoiding glaring contrasts, due regard must be paid to the habit of

growth of the various kinds of plants. It is true much can be done towards regu-

lating the various heights by topping, pegging down, or training, but the less this

kind of work is needed the better. Where the beds have also to be kept filled during

the winter, a free use of hardy edging plants, including Santolina incana, Antennaria

tomentosa, Stachys lanata, Fcstuca glauca, Dactylis glomerata, and Cerastium

tomentosum, should be made, as these will answer the same purpose during the winter.

Much the same rule holds good in the case of carpet beds, the spaces between the

figures or panels, as previously indicated, being filled with hardy plants of close growth.

Good positions for a variety of sub-tropical and other plants of a hardier nature that

associate well with them have already been pointed out, and it only remains to add that

a happy combination of these and ordinary bedding plants never fails to give pleasure to

the beholder. For instance, a large bed might be planted with Acacia lophantha, 2 to

3 feet high, disposing the plants 3 feet apart, and between them coloured celosias,

Ophiopogon spicatus, and Begonia semperflorens rubra, covering the rest of the soil with

Alternanthera paronychoidcs, and edging with blue lobelia. A companion bed might

have either Eucalyptus globulus or Ficus elastica as prominent plants, filling in thinly

between with white begonia, carpeting with Alternanthera amoena, and edging with

blue lobelia, just inside of this appearing a few widely-disposed plants of Anthericum

variegatum or white centaureas. Tall fuchsias, trained heliotropes, and ivy-leaved

pelargoniums are admirably adapted for this style of bedding, employing them freely

among violas, verbenas, ageratums, and other trailing plants that afford a good contrast.

Large beds principally devoted to ricinuses, cannas, solanums, wigandias, and others of

stately habit, thinly planted, with a few trailing plants by way of a carpet, may be said

to be both cheaply and effectively filled.

Sub-tropical plants ought not to be confined to the flower beds. Very pleasing

effects can be produced by plunging a variety of palms, ferns, dracaenas, musas, and

other plants used for conservatory decoration, in partially-shaded and sheltered nooks,

much as shown in Fig. 112, p. 225. The pots or tubs containing these should be plunged

for the sake of appearance and the well-being of the roots, while partial shade prevents

burning or discolouring of the foliage in the case of plants that will not bear strong

sunshine owing to not having been much exposed previously, while shelter is needed to

prevent the foliage from being torn by strong winds. Added to this a background of

trees serves to set off the plants in front to the best advantage, the whole forming a
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delightfully cool and attractive retreat. In the foreground may be permanently planted

such hardy ornamental plants as yuccas, gunnera, acanthus, bambusas, melianthuses,

and grasses in variety. The hardier palms, notably chameerops and coryphas, will

also stand uninjured through a gale. If kept well supplied with water, the plunged

plants will, in some instances, be improved by their temporary change of quarters, but

they must be housed before rough, cold weather sets in.

Nothing ought to be in a dry state at the roots when transplanted or bedded out,

and if the ground is found to be dry, hard, and lumpy when the time has arrived for

tilling the beds, give it a good soaking of water a few hours prior to planting—this

greatly facilitating operations, the work being also better done. After planting avoid

overwatering. Nightly watering chills the ground in spring by the consequent evapora-

tion under bright morning sun and tender roots are injured. The difficulty of keeping

the plants fresh if the weather is hot and dry during the first few weeks after

planting can, to a certain extent, be obviated by affording temporary shade to those

requiring it by means of a few branches of trees fixed over them during the hottest

part of the day. When water is applied let it be in sufficient quantities to thoroughly

moisten the ground. Surface hoeings will tend to conserve this, and rapid loss of

moisture will also be prevented by a timely mulch of either leaf soil, fine peat, decayed

manure in a finely divided state, or cocoanut fibre refuse. Moisture-loving plants,

including begonias, verbenas, violas, and calceolarias, ought to be planted early in well-

enriched, deeply-worked soil, and if the surface of the ground is mulched, they will thrive

and flower freely in the hottest of seasons. The least crowded beds give the greatest

satisfaction after the first few weeks. When water is needed during hot weather in

summer it is best given copiously in the evening.

VASES, SILL, AND BALCONY DECOEATION.

Vases can be disposed in positions that could not be otherwise brightened by

flowers, and in any case they relieve the monotony and give variety to the garden.

Works of art or statuary are not now under consideration—their uses having already

been treated upon—but plain, serviceable terra-cotta (duly made to appear like stone),

and stone vases. Anything of a fantastic nature ought to be avoided, and too many vases

are equally objectionable ; but whether they are few or many, the same rules as to

filling holds good. A few small plants are lost in an average-sized vase, and appear

ridiculous in a large one (see Fig. 114). Not only ought the plants used to be
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extra strong, with some taller than the rest for the centre (as shown in Fig. 115, next

page), but they must have the benefit of fresh, rich, loamy compost. They starve in the

old soil when this is unwisely used a second time. Very rarely do plants in much

exposed vases receive enough water at all times, hence the necessity for a rich compost

or a mixture, say, of two parts of fresh loam to one of leaf soil and decayed manure

—

preferably that from a cow-yard, as being the coolest. It should be used in a moderately

moist state and pressed down firmly.

Portable vases, made in the form of baskets or trunks of trees, may be filled early in

the spring, and the plants given a good start under glass,

but the majority arc furnished late in May or early in

June. Whether they shall be irregular, uniform, or

in pairs, must depend upon the surroundings. Several

vases furnished with scarlet Zonale pelargoniums are

sometimes favoured, and they arc showy. More often

two colours are employed, in addition to an outer fringe

of trailing plants. Kinds most favoured for the centres

are Zonale pelargoniums, heliotropes, Calceolaria am-

plexicaulis, white and yellow marguerites, tuberous

begonias, and fuchsias. These massed in the centre,

somewhat highest in the middle, are fringed with ivy-

leaf pelargoniums, petunias, lobelias and pendulous

begonias. Mixtures are " taking " at times ; for

instance, the calceolaria named associates well with

crimson, rose or pink Zonale pelargoniums, and helio-

tropes with white or yellow marguerites. Fill the vases

moderately full at the outset, and with the help of

water and surfacings of artificial manure, the plants

will flower continuously all the season, provided decaying flowers are removed to

prevent the formation of seed.

Yases that are liable to suffer from the action of frosts ought to be emptied of soil

in the autumn, but those that will withstand them may be filled with shrubs and conifers

similar to those recommended for winter bedding.

Much that has been advanced concerning filling vases also applies to window boxes.

The selection of plants need not be confined to the kinds named, but may include
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Fig. 114. Vase and Balustrade

INSUFFICIENTLY FURNISHED.
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asters, candytuft, eschscholtzias, godetias, mignonette, sweet alyssum, scented stocks

and other annuals. If any of these are sown where they are to flower they must be

early and freely thinned out, crowded plants soon failing. It is desirable in many

instances that a few quick-growing showy climbers be also planted or sown at the ends

of window boxes, these being trained up rods or strings on each side for festooning the

windows. For this purpose such plants as the yellow Tropa3olum peregrinum, the

scarlet T. Lobbianum, Convolvulus major and sweet

peas are suitable. During the winter these boxes can

be filled with ornamental-leaved, berry-bearing and

flowering shrubs, also small conifers, as recommended

for the beds, and in the spring their places may be taken

by a variety of flowering plants, bulbous rooting or

otherwise. See "Winter Bedding.

Balconies likewise admit of beautification by plants

in tubs, boxes and pots. In the warmest positions

there may be grouped, during the summer, several

of the hardier palms and ferns mentioned in connec-

tion with the sub-tropical garden, also fuchsias, Zonale

pelargoniums, begonias, marguerites, heliotropes,

Nicotiana affmis, musk and stocks—some of these

largely on account of their perfume. For very cold,

shady balconies neat conifers in tubs are to be pre-

ferred, and these may be effectively arranged in the

warmer balconies during the winter, associating tree

box, hollies in variety, aucubas, euonymuses, mahonias

and other hardy evergreens with them. Tubs are preferable for those positions,

because they absorb or part with moisture less readily than do pots, and also owing

to their being frost-proof, which cannot be said of pots. It should also be remem-

bered that abundance of water and occasional surfacings of artificial manure are

needed during the summer, and water ought to be given at least once a week during

the winter, unless frost prevail. The balcony pillars and exposed trellis and lattice

work ought to be covered with hardy and tender flowering climbers and ivies, all of

which will be found to succeed best if planted out as advised in the chapter on Climbers

(page 147). In pots and boxes they quickly become starved, not infrequently becoming

objects to be pitied rather than admired.

Fig. 115. Vase and Balustrade

ATTRACTIVELY FURNISHED.
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WINTER BEDDING.

Bare beds in prominent positions during the dullest months of the year are, to say

the least, anything but pleasing. If they are filled in the autumn with hardy spring

flowering plants, amongst which bulbs may be inserted, the bareness is to a

certain extent obviated, but it is not till March and April that the beds present an

attractive appearance. When the " family goes up to town for the season" they

frequently miss the best effects of the spring displays, and, all things considered, it

is very desirable that an attempt bo made to beautify the beds during the winter.

For this purpose there are numerous dwarf-growing shrubs and conifers available,

many of which are sufficiently ornamental to remain in the beds in association with

summer flowering and other plants. Leading nurserymen prepare them specially for

the purpose, and they may either be arranged in various designs, or dotted thinly

among spring flowering plants, relieving their primness and giving the beds a better-

filled appearance. These evergreen shrubs and conifers may, if desired, be kept in

pots, plunged over the rims ; but this is not necessary, as they will be found to

transplant readily, either in the spring when the beds are broken up, or in the

autumn, when moved from the reserve garden to the flower beds once more. When

thus often lifted there is little likelihood of their quickly becoming too large for the

beds, and they are also less likely to suffer by want of moisture at the roots than would

be the case if their roots were confined, to pots.

The best effects are produced by a large number of a few kinds or varieties rather

than by the employment of fewer plants in greater variety, and for this reason a long

list will not be given. Among conifers of glaucous or bluish tint, Abies Engelmanni

glauca and Picea pinsapo glauca are most effective. Yellow tints are provided by

Biota orientalis aurea, B. 0. elegantissima, Thuia occidentals Vervfeniana, Golden

Junipers, notably Juniperus chinensis aurea, Golden Yews (Taxus baccata aurea, and

T. b. elegantissima) ; while the golden and variegated forms of Irish Yews (Taxus fasti-

giata aurea and T. f. variegata respectively) are strongly recommended for interspersing

among other plants to relieve their flatness. Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea is very

bright ; C. L. erccta viridis is distinct and pleasing by its close columns of rich green

;

while Cryptomcria elcgans and the dwarf form, C. e. nana, change to a bronzy hue

every winter, and should not be omitted.

Most of the rctinosporas are suitable for massing in beds, some of them being hand-
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some enough to associate with summer bedding plants. The best for the purpose are

E. plumosa argentea, E. p. aurea, E. pisifera, and E. ericoides—the last named changing

to a purplish colour in the winter, and is most elegant. Thuiopsis dolabrata variegata

also deserves recognition as a good winter bedding conifer.

Of evergreen shrubs those principally bedded out are Aucuba japonica in variety, these

answering well in large beds, and Tree Box, notably Buxus japonica aurea, B. semper-

virens aurea, and B. argenteo marginata nova. Euonymuses are less hardy, but the

Japanese species should be tried on account of their bright appearance. E. radicans

variegatis is a good edging plant, while E. aurco-variegatis and E. latifolius-aureo-

marginatis are suitable for massing or inner lines.

Osmanthus ilicifolius luteus and 0. argenteus are handsome holly-like evergreens

that may be used thinly or in masses with excellent effect, while the Tree Ivies, Hedera

arborea argentea, H. a. aurea, and H. a. elegantissima are among the best of winter

bedding plants. Vinca elegantissima is effective along the margins of large beds.

For relieving the flatness frequently prevailing in the flower garden during the

winter, or for interspersing thinly among carpeting plants, Yuccas gloriosa and recurva

have no superiors, and are worthy of a place among summer bedding plants.

A few flowering shrubs can also be turned to good account in the decoration of flower

beds in winter. Neat bushy plants of laurustinus well set with flower buds when

planted become showy during mild weather, and the same may be said of Andromeda

floribimda, Kalmia latifolia, and Ehododendrons dahuricum, myrtifolium, ovatum and

Wilsoni. Erica herbacea carnea, E. vagans alba and E. vagans carnea are particularly

desirable for edging beds and for planting in panels, as they are of neat growth and

showy when in flower. Skimmia japonica and pernettyas well furnished with fruit are

also attractive.

The least that can be done towards furnishing beds during the winter is to choose

neat bushy tops of aucubas, box, variegated and berried hollies, tree ivy, or other ever-

greens ; if the stems are thrust deeply and firmly into the soil, these cuttings will

resemble young plants and remain fresh and green till late in March.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, have long made a speciality of this class

of plants, and strongly recommend such varieties as those named, not only for the

purpose of garden decoration in winter, but also for the formation of permanent beds,

and for grouping. Their dwarf and compact habit, together with their capability of

being kept so by being pruned to almost any extent, and the many pleasing shades of
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colour that may be selected from among them, render them peculiarly suitable for carpet-

like beds and other devices not less effective than those formed by summer bedding

plants, and to the brilliant hues of which they give an agreeable contrast, while well

chosen specimens judiciously employed, introduce a now feature in summer bedding.

The combination is beautifully represented by Mr. Owen Thomas in Her Majesty's

flower garden on the east terrace of Windsor Castle, while beds furnished with

ornamental conifers and shrubs alone, instead of flowers, are highly effective on one of

the terraces of Drumlanrig Castle, as arranged by Mr. D. Thomson, gardener to the

Duke of Buccleuch. Winter bedding, on the lines indicated, is successfully carried out

by the Eev. W. Wilks, Secretary of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, in his garden

near Croydon ; and more extensively by Mr. George Stanton (for Mrs. Noble), at Park

Place, Ilenley-on-Thamcs.



HARDY BORDER PLANTS.

T)RILLIANT as is the display afforded by the bedding-out system at some seasons, a

*J garden entirely given over to this method of adornment has several defects.

Much labour and expense are involved in protecting the necessary plants during winter,

and for a considerable part of the year the garden is unattractive and uninteresting.

This is even felt where both spring and summer bedding are attended to, as there is

necessarily a gap between the spring and summer flowers, and frequently the former have

to be cleared away while still in beauty, in order that the later flowering plants may be

put in their places. It is thus questionable if the brilliant display at certain seasons is

not infrequently secured at too great a cost, and at the expense of lessening the enjoyment

of the garden by its owner. There is no reason why the average garden, large or small,

should not be so perpetual a source of pleasure and interest that a lover of flowers

may enter it at any season of the year with the certainty of finding in it some plant to

attract attention and give enjoyment from its beauty of form or colour.

At no time more than the present was there such a possibility of doing this. When

the herbaceous border became neglected and its occupants were banished to make room

for " geraniums," calceolarias, and other bedding plants, it was very different from the

border of the present day. There were, of course, several gardens in which there existed

a great variety of plants, some of which are almost lost, and which we should be glad to

recover to make our modern gardens of hardy flowers still more attractive. As a rule,

however, the choice of plants was limited. Communication was not so easy, nurseries

were fewer, and the parcel post and railway deliveries did not assist distribution as

they now do. All this is changed
;
plants are being brought from all parts of the world,

nurseries are more numerous and better stocked than before with good and cheap plants,

and besides the convenience of the railways, the parcel post virtually brings every garden in

touch with the best nurseries of the time. All these things combined aid the movement in

favour of hardy flowers, and there is still another and very powerful force at work. This

is the improvement effected in many genera by the work of the hybridist and the seedling-

raiser. Think of the phloxes, the asters, and many other flowers as they were even in

comparatively recent times, and it will be seen how many are the advantages now offered
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to the present-day grower of hardy flowers. The improvement has been immense, and

this, with the many new introductions, is an important factor in the present revived taste

for these flowers.

In order to secure permanent favour for hardy flowers, there must be no narrow-

minded exclusion of those which are not, strictly speaking, herbaceous plants, but

instead a full recognition of the beauty and value of others which do not fall within that

category. Annuals, biennials, evergreen plants, roses, and other shrubs, bamboos,

grasses, and bulbous plants may all be admitted into the border with advantage to both

the flowers and their owner. Hardy

annuals arc particularly appropriate in

the border, and among them are many of

the greatest beauty which are rarely seen

in any garden. Several of these will sow

themselves after the first season and come

up from year to year, forming as truly

permanent occupants of the garden as the

pseony, monkshood, or the evening prim-

rose. The merits of these hardy flowers

are many, and though they have their

faults, their beauty, permanence, and

hardiness make them more and more

appreciated as they become familiar to us.

There are the flowers of winter—the

snowdrop, the crocus, the scilla, the early

irises, the Greek and Apennine windflowers, and many others. There are those of the later

season, when the daffodil, the Crown Imperial, the tulip, the doronicum (Fig. 116),

and a host more of greater or lesser beauty, come to give us pleasure. There are the

campanulas, the evening primroses, the preonies, the irises, and the other and almost

countless plants of early and mid-summer, and when autumn comes the procession still

moves on until the sunflowers pass to their rest, leaving behind them the asters,

chrysanthemums, the meadow saffrons, or autumn crocuses, and a few others, including

the Christmas Eoses (Hellebores), to touch us with their beauty in the short days.

They are of all statures and of all forms, these hardy flowers. Some are almost as

dwarf and as close-growing as the lichens or the mosses on the wall, some tower far

Fig. 116.—DOEONICUM PLANTAGINEUM.
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above us as we stand beside them
;
others, again, climb the wall or the hedge, and hang

in festoons and clusters ; some form towering spires, some have cup-like blooms, others

have flowers of daisy-like shape, while there are also stars and saucers, and quaint

flowers resembling some dragon's head. Then there are among them flowers for every

position and soil, flowers for sun or shade, dust-like soil, or stiffest clay. What more

can we want ? The choice is a wide one, wider even than can be recorded in these

pages ; which it is hoped, however, will be helpful and suggestive.

There are many ways of forming a collection of good hardy flowers. The simplest of

all is to give an order to a reliable nurseryman for a selection, stating the position for

which they are required, also the width of the border, and the sum the purchaser is

prepared to give for the whole of the plants together. This is, in some respects, a good

plan for a beginner who does not wish to go to top great expense, and who has little

knowledge of the plants. Frequently the nurseryman is enabled to include in the

collection, at a reduced price, plants of which he may happen to have an unusually large

stock. Such selections should, it is as well to say, only be left to a dealer who is largely

growing this class of plants, as one who only keeps a small stock is not likely to have

the necessary variety, and will often send plants already possessed by the purchaser, or

which are too common to be much appreciated, or are inferior varieties of flowers which

have been considerably improved. It is a cheap plan, and this is, perhaps, its greatest

advantage, as a hundred or more distinct plants can be obtained for a comparatively

small sum.

Another way is to send for the catalogues of nurserymen who make a speciality of

hardy flowers, and go over them carefully, marking such as may seem of merit. The

selections that will be given in this chapter are, however, recommended as giving a good

basis upon which a beginner should proceed, taking care to add a proportion of some of

the flowers now generally recognised as " florists' flowers," of which selections will be

found under their proper headings. For spring flowering a large proportion of bulbous

flowers should be included, and gladioli, autumn-flowering crocuses and meadow

saffrons will be found a valuable aid in the decoration of the borders or beds in autumn.

For large gardens or borders in which masses of any flower are required, a cheap and

useful way of providing these is by means of raising them from seeds, unless they are

absolutely required for the first season, as few hardy perennials flower the first year from

seed. Raising from seed is also convenient and economical in the case of many new

plants, of which seed is frequently offered by seedsmen making a special feature of this
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class of seeds, and effects considerable saving in the way of carriage, a few packets of

seeds costing only a trifle for postage compared with the cost of the carriage of the

plants either by parcel post or rail, and also saving packing material. There are, it is

well to mention now, some seeds which will not germinate the first year, and it is thus

necessary for a beginner in hardy-flower growing to provide himself at first with a

sufficient number of plants to make the garden interesting. Any gaps may be filled up

by the use of hardy or half-hardy annuals, or even of some of the ordinary bedding

plants now offered at such a cheap rate. In planting these among the hardy flowers,

there must be no formal effect aimed at, but a free and natural appearance should be

studied. This part of our subject will, however, be treated subsequently, and a few

simple directions for raising hardy flowers from seeds may, for convenience, be given

here.

The simplest way of raising herbaceous and border flowers from seeds is by sowing

the latter in rows, in small raised beds of light soil composed of loam and leaf-mould

with the addition of some sand. April is sufficiently early for outdoor sowing and

small seeds should be only lightly covered with soil, larger ones requiring more in

proportion to their size. Some seeds, such as those of lathyri, dictamnus, orobus and

others of similar nature, do better if planted from 2 to 3 inches deep than if more

lightly covered. The danger of sowing seeds in the open in this way is that the soil

occasionally becomes dry at a critical stage in the germination of the seed, with the

result that the young plants do not appear. In order to prevent this it is desirable to

shade the seed beds and to water carefully. Some cover with moss ; but in districts

where slugs are numerous they harbour under the moss and destroy the seedlings as

they appear, so that it is necessary to watch carefully for these marauders and destroy

them at once.

"Where the necessary conveniences are at command the seeds can be raised in 6-inch

pots or seed pans, with about one-third of drainage and the remainder of the pot filled

to about half an inch of the edge with fine loam, leaf-mould and sand. As good a plan

as any is only to fill the pots to the level upon which the seeds are to rest, and then

to give it a gentle watering, afterwards allowing it to remain for about two hours, when

the seeds should be sown and covered to the necessary depth, as advised in the case of

those sown in the open. A cold frame is a good place in which to stand the pots,

keeping them shaded and the soil moist until the seedlings appear, when they should

have a lighter position and a greater supply of air—currents of the latter being, however,

VOL. I. II
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avoided. It is sometimes found that amateurs and even gardeners are not so careful in

attending to seedlings in frames as they should be, and many persons might succeed

better if they placed the pots in a cool greenhouse, where they would be less likely

to be overlooked in respect to shading and watering. Great care should be taken in

this case to place the seedlings near the light as soon as they appear, or they will

become drawn and damp off. When the seedlings have made their true or second

leaves, they may be transplanted into small nursery beds or other pans or boxes, placing

them 2 or 3 inches apart. Methods for avoidance and adoption are shown on pages

26, 192-3 and 115.

The ideal situation for the hardy flower garden is one open to sun and air, but

sheltered from high winds. In the south, a west or north-west exposure is very desirable

for many plants, but in the north a south or south-west one is preferable. There are

few who possess a garden who can make a choice, and the majority have to make the

best of the position at command. It is thus encouraging to know that there are hardy

flowers available for all positions, although the number which will grow and flower well

under overhanging trees, and exposed to the drip from their branches, is very limited.

It is hopeless to expect very satisfactory results under these conditions, and such places

should be devoted principally to the cultivation of some of the hardy ferns (pages

110 and 111). Bulbs also thrive under the dense shade of trees, such as scillas, snow-

drops, and most other hardy kinds which are out of flower before the trees assume their

foliage. Some of the early anemones, such as A. apennina or the varieties of A.

nemorosa, are also very useful for such places.

The difficulties to be encountered in a hot and dry situation may be more easily

overcome, and the requisite shade secured for shade-loving plants by growing them

among taller, sun-loving flowers or shrubs, or by the provision of a low trellis, which

may be made ornamental by covering it with a choice rose, a clematis, a perennial pea,

or one of the many other climbing plants easily grown. A hot, dry corner where such

expedients cannot be adopted, may be made very attractive by growing in it some of the

stonecrops, which vary very much in height and appearance, houseleeks, encrusted

saxifrages, or a specimen or two of the few cacti which arc hardy enough to withstand

our climate. In such a place Zauschneria californica, or Plumbago Larpentse, do well and

may flower regularly, which is not the case if they are grown in the ordinary border.

The half-shaded situation is one which is a favourite with many flowers and some,

e.g. many of the campanulas, last much longer in bloom in such a position than when
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planted in full sun. There is, in fact, no garden, even in a town, which cannot be made

to grow a few hardy flowers whatever its soil, aspect, or surroundings.

The soil of the garden, like the situation, is seldom a matter of choice, and, as a rule,

the flower-grower has to make the best of it, improving it gradually by the addition of

such materials as experience has proved to be of value. Neither a very stiff nor a very

poor soil need deter any one from growing hardy plants. There are some which luxuriate

in stiff clay, and others which like light sandy soil, in addition to a not inconsiderable

number which can adapt themselves to either with more or less success.

Where a choice of soils can be made, a good loam, rather inclining to stiffness, is the

best for the majority of hardy flowers, especially those of strong growth. For the lower

growing plants, a rather lighter one is to be preferred, but the addition of sand and leaf

-

mould, or even ashes, will make even stiff soils suitable for these plants. Lighter soils

may be improved by the addition of clay, preferably dried and crushed, if necessary, but

much may be done to ameliorate them by treating them liberally with the manure from

cows, or better still, from stall-fed bullocks.

Wet soils should be drained, and those which are constantly full of moisture utilised

for growing plants flourishing in wet positions, such as Kcompter's and other irises,

primulas of various kinds and hardy orchids. In forming the beds and borders

bastard-trenching (page 50) should be followed, and a liberal supply of manure incor-

porated with the soil as the work proceeds, in order to insure that the flowers should

be lifted as seldom as possible.

The beauty of the garden and the welfare of the flowers it contains depend largely

upon the manner in which it is enclosed. Hedges of a good height make a suitable

background, and may be rendered attractive by being garlanded with climbers, but they

possess the drawback of robbing the soil near them and thus weakening the growth of

the plants. Wooden fences are perishable, but where they exist should be made more

ornamental by the free use of climbers. The best of all enclosures is, however, a stone

or brick wall, which may become a most interesting feature of the garden by being

covered with choice climbing or creeping plants and by having planted along the top

irises, pinks, linarias and other plants which can thrive in the limited portion of the

soil to be placed on the walls for the purpose. A background of evergreen shrubs,

separating the flowers from other parts of the pleasure grounds, forms an admirable

setting to border flowers, the glossy leaves of the shrubs adding to the effect of the

flowers when in bloom.
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Speaking generally, hardy flowers have more attractions for the owner and his friends

when grown in large borders than in beds. Beds entirely filled with one flower are

often very beautiful, however, when in bloom, and various other styles are followed

with considerable success. Planting the beds in circles of flowers of different colours is

not so much followed as was at one time the case, and the same may be said of another

method in which flowers of various kinds were dotted here and there. It will be found

that simple beds, filled with one kind of plant free and long-flowering in habit, is the

most attractive way of growing hardy border flowers in beds in the grass. It does not

necessarily follow that these beds should be of a formal design, and the effect of a

hardy flower garden on grass will be much improved by informal groups of bamboos,

kniphofias, sunflowers and other plants. Informality should be carefully studied, and

on no account must single plants be dotted here and there at regular intervals.

The borders should be of good width, and their form is not of so much consequence

as the way in which they are planted. Single plants at regular intervals should

not be permitted, nor even small groups of the same flower at regular distances.

So arrange the flowers that a constant variety is seen ; no one part of the border

entirely resembling another. A few plants of one kind grouped together always look

much better than the same number arranged singly in a straight line. When the latter

plan is adopted one of the drawbacks of the bedding system is repeated, and uniformity

with lack of interest follows.

The older herbaceous borders were generally planted so that all the tall plants were

at the back, the others being so planted that there was a regular slope from back to

front. This is not so much followed now, though the idea must naturally predomi-

nate, and a more informal system, better suited for long borders in particular, is being

adopted, by which the outline is broken by the introduction of some of the taller plants

nearer the front. When this method of arrangement is carried out special care is

necessary in preventing the strong growers unduly encroaching on and spoiling many

of the weaker or choicer kinds, not a few of which have been lost through forgetfulness

or the want of timely aid for ensuring their preservation.

As the border of hardy flowers is, as a rule, intended to be attractive throughout the

year, it is important in planting to remember to arrange them in such a way that at no

season should all the bloom be confined to the back, centre, or front of the border. A
common error is to plant crocuses and snowdrops near the front alone. A better effect

will be produced if they are planted in clumps in various positions. It is the same with
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daffodils, tulips, lilies, gladioli, and others, which gain much in effect when mingled

with the fresh green of the herbaceous plants. Some care is required in doing this, as it

is easy to fall into the error of so placing these early or late plants that they are screened

from view by others in leaf only.

The colours, again, require careful consideration. Some prefer to have a number of

plants of one colour and blooming at the same time, but of various shades together

;

others arrange the colours so as to contrast strongly, and others, again, so plant the

flowers that in one portion of the border throughout the year the same colour is seen.

Thus snowdrops would be followed by white crocuses or arabis, which, again, would be

succeeded by, say, anemone sylvestris or a white aquilegia or candytuft, followed succes-

sively by Lilium candiclum and Anemone japonica alba. To many, however, a change

would be more welcome, especially if the border is one not having a straight line but of

irregular outline, where the constant appearance of blue or white or pink in one corner or

part of the border might become wearisome. Nothing affords greater opportunity for the

exercise of individual taste than planting such a border, and the only other point

regarding colour which may be mentioned is to take care that any two flowers near each

other, and flowering at the same time, do not produce an unpleasing effect from the way

in which their colours fail to harmonize. An instance may be given of this by mention-

ing the difficulty of producing harmonious effects where Oriental poppies are associated

with scarlet or crimson flowers.

Another change from former practice in planting hardy flower borders is that of the

space between the flowers. At one time the plants were placed at regular distances from

each other, and the space between kept, or supposed to be kept, free from weeds or other

plants. A great change has been made in this, and now there are few vacant spaces in

the border, as it is carpeted with low-growing annuals, myosotis, dwarf campanulas, and

others, through which the taller plants rise. This is generally more beneficial to the

flowers than having them surrounded by bare soil. These remarks upon the subject of

arrangement are, as will be seen, more by way of suggestion than intended to deal with

a wide question in tedious detail. In order to secure the most effective results a border

of 10 or more feet wide will be found more suitable than a narrower one, but so great a

width cannot always be had, and on account of this and for convenience of access to the

plants considerably narrower borders have to be laid out in many gardens.

Though wide borders are desirable, they should be accessible from both sides, in

order that (when not carpeted) the Dutch hoe may be used between the plants for pro-
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moting growth, preventing weeds, and disturbing slugs ; also for convenience in attend-

ing to the plants. If a border run parallel with a fence or wall covered with roses

and other climbers, a narrow path should be provided for attending to them as well as to

Fig. 117. Portion of Mixed Flower Border.

Planting.— 1, Delphinium; 2, Lilium tigrinum splendens ; 3, Kniphofia Rooperi: 4, Verbascum

olympicum ; <3, Pklox ; 6, Anemone japonica alba
; 7, Eryngium amethystinum

; 8, Aster ericoides

;

9, Trollius Fortimei fl. pi.
; 10, Pyrethrum

; 11, Monarda didyma; 12, Helenium pumilum
; 13, Trades-

cantia virginica ; 14, Campanula persicifolia
; 15, Gentiana

; 16, Saxifraga
; 17, Sedum oppositifolium

;

18, Campanula turbinata ; 19, Arabis albida; 20, Aubrietia Leichtlini ; 21, Sempervivum
;

22, Plilox

subulata Nelsoni ; A, Daffodils ; B, Tulips (tall)
;

C, Tulips (dwarf) ; D, Snowdrops
;
E, Crocuses. The

positions of bulbs marked by pegs. Plants Nos. 16-22 growing over a rough edging of stones. Tall

unnumbered on the extreme right, Lilium candidum ; others nearer the front, carnations, pansy ; and in

front of E, yellow viola.

the flowers on the opposite side (see Fig. 117). It is a mistake to plant a very wide

border flush up to a wall.

The best season for planting is a very debatable one, but, as a general rule, planting

in spring will be found safer than autumn planting, except in mild districts where the

winters are not so severe. September is a good month for planting many border flowers,
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as they have an opportunity of becoming established before protracted frost sets in.

The end of February is a good time also should the season be mild, as difficulty is often

experienced with plants placed in the borders during the trying east winds prevailing in

March. So much depends on the nature of the climate of each district, that no hard-

and-fast rule can be laid down. Planting should be carefully done, the hole being made

large enough to permit of the roots being properly spread out, and after the soil has

been replaced about the plant it should be made firm by treading or pressing.

"When properly prepared and planted, the borders or beds may not require much

attention for several years. Top-dressings of soil and manure may be added when

necessary, or a little artificial manure applied to the plants and borders according to the

directions on the packages of those sold in this form. These artificial manures should

not be too frequently used, as on some soils they are very exhaustive, and would soon

impoverish the border. When this becomes the case lifting and replanting will be

found needful, a thorough supply of manure being given, as in the case of the first

preparation of the soil. Where it is not desired to lift the whole of the plants, any

showing signs of weakness may be raised, the soil about them dug, a little fresh mould

with manure added, and the plant again restored to its place. The fine hardy flower

borders in the gardens of W. H. Myers, Esq., M.P., Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham,

are entirely cleared, trenched, enriched, and replanted by the gardener, Mr. E. Molyneux,

every three or four years. Early (not late) autumn, or when signs of growth are

apparent in the spring, are favourable for such renovation.

Some plants which increase by means of underground runners or suckers, require

attention to keep them from encroaching upon others, and it is well at times to raise

fresh plants from these young growths to occupy the place of the old ones, which are apt

to become weakened by age. Others which increase in the ordinary way, but more

quickly than the majority, may be divided or diminished in size, but care should be

taken that the part retained have, at least, a proportion of the young exterior growths,

and should not consist only of those which are enfeebled or worn out.

Frequent attention in the way of weeding and clearing away withered foliage and

flower stems is a great part of the work required to keep the border in order. The

foliage of the bulbs should remain until it is yellow before it is cleared away. Staking

and tying plants are necessary evils which cannot be avoided, although many flowers

look much better when left to grow in a natural way. Unfortunately they become

tangled if left to their own will, and strong winds blow down and break some and thus
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Fig. 118. Ill PBOPEHIiY SECURED PLANT.

disfigure them. Thus we must see that stakes

are provided for the plants that require them,

and that they are properly secured by means of

stout yet soft and unobtrusive ligatures.

It is pitiable to see, first, the neglect and

then the slovenly manner in which this work

is often done, the stems being either bundled

round an insufficiently firm stake, as in Fig. 118

;

or allowed to fall down and then reared up in

the ludicrous fashion shown in Fig. 119. How

more pleasing they appear when subjected to

no deformity as some may be, like the Gen-

tiana in Pig. 120, page 249 ; or naturally and

attractively associated like the Phlox and Iris

(Fig. 121, page 249), which impart suggestive

lessons on this subject.

There is a great temptation to delay staking until some gale comes and blows down

many of the finest plants, when an effort is made to repair the damage done. Another

extreme is to begin staking early and to insert

supports long enough to uphold the plant

when at its full height. This is not an im-

provement to the border, as a number of plants

which are yet a long way off attaining their

full height are not very attractive when above

each one is a long bare stake. Where time

will permit a useful compromise is, first to

place a shorter stick to the plant and tie the

latter to it, and afterwards, when it has grown

a little above the short stake, to put in a

longer one. The stakes should be stout, but

not heavy-looking, and are best painted a dark

green.

In tying the plants to the stakes raffia or

bass will be found as good as anything, except Fig. 119. a Bublesutje in tying Plants.
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Fig. 120. Ge.ntiana asclepiad.ha.

in the case of very tall flowers much exposed

to high winds, where cords may be substituted

with advantage. In tying, again, plants are

often neglected and then tied into an ugly

bunch. Where time will permit a great many

of the taller flowers, such as delphiniums,

helianthuses, phloxes and others, should have

each stem attached separately to the stake.

Any one who tries this will soon find how

much more elegant the flower spikes look than

if they were all crowded together in a bunch.

Where it is a desideratum that the borders

and beds should be kept in the finest possible

condition, decayed flowers, seed pods and heads

should be removed as soon as they become fit.

It is, however, advisable to retain those which

produce berries or even the seed pods of some of the irises, which are often very in-

teresting. It is not always possible to keep borders in such a careful way, and many

prefer to allow the plants to seed in order that

they may have the opportunity of raising

natural hybrids and crosses without the trouble

of collecting and sowing the seeds.

In some gardens, where particular care is

taken to have the borders always unusually

attractive, large numbers of plants are grown

in pots, so that when one flower goes out of

bloom it is removed from the border and

another inserted in its place. This system

involves a great deal of labour and expense.

The choice of an edging for border flowers

is an important one. Beds on grass, if they

are formed of mixed flowers, may have an

edging of stones firmly fixed in the soil. Be-

hind these, flowers of dwarf or trailing habit

vol. 1. k K

Fig. 121. A PLEASING ASSOCIATION PhLOS

and Ibises.
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may be planted, so as to cover the stones : aubrietias, saxifrages, stonecrops, erysimums,

dwarf campanulas, and others of similar growth being very desirable. There must,

however, always be a clear space left between the stones and the grass, or the latter

will find its way among the stones and become very troublesome. A simple bed on

grass, planted with one flower only, should have no edging of this kind.

Box is frequently used for borders of hardy flowers, but it is not a success in many

gardens, and its liability to injury by being overgrown by the plants makes it less suitable

for an edging to a mixed border, where an informal arrangement is preferred. Box is,

however, the best of all live edgings, other substitutes generally proving unsatisfactory.

A very satisfactory edging is that formed by means of stones placed as suggested in the

case of small beds. They may, however, be a little larger, and the plants which

overgrow them allowed to grow into larger specimens. Such an edging may, of course,

be formed with one plant, but it will be found much more pleasing and interesting at all

seasons if considerable variety is introduced.

It is always desirable to have a spare plant or two of some of the choicer flowers

in a reserve border, to take the place of any which may die or become enfeebled beyond

hope of recovery. The majority of border flowers are readily propagated by division

or from seeds, for raising which directions have already been given. Others, such as

gaillardias, Oriental poppies, and eryngiums, can be propagated by cuttings of pieces of

the roots inserted in pots or boxes, with the upper portion immediately under the surface

of the light soil with which the receptacles are filled. Many can also be grown by cut-

tings, which often succeed best if taken off with a " heel " of the old wood attached, or

by layers, (For illustrations see pp. 150 and 198. Also see u Carnations.")

FLOWERS FOR THE SEASONS.

There are so many genera with species and varieties of plants suitable for borders

that it is difficult to submit a list of reasonable length, and to be able to say of it with

confidence that it contains the " best" hardy flowers. The lists that will follow have

been carefully compiled with the view of giving a representative collection of plants

which possess beauty or interest either in flower, in foliage, or both, and which are at

the same time quite hardy in all but exceptionally severe winters and cold, clamp

gardens.

The reader is particularly requested to observe that it is intended that the lists
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given in other chapters, of annuals, bulbs, roses, shrubs, florists' flowers, foliage plants,

and grasses should be freely consulted, aud an ample addition of plants from the

best in the respective classes made in planting the

borders. Among herbaceous plants included in the

lists of florists' flowers, delphiniums, phloxes, both

early and late, and pyrethrums should, in particular,

be largely included in the borders or beds. To be

made as attractive as possible the border of hardy

flowers should not be restricted to herbaceous plants

in the scientific meaning of the word " herbaceous "

(see page 13), but should include the best plants of

all classes which can be grown in our climate

in the open air, even if only during a portion

of the year.

For convenience, the selections have been

divided into flowers suitable for various seasons,

and it must be remembered that many of the plants

remain in bloom for a prolonged period, and thus,

many are in flower in the succeeding season to

that for which they are given. The flowering time

is also dependent upon climate, soil, and exposure,

in addition to the mildness or severity of the season.

The heights given are average ones, and the flowers

will be found to vary according to the soil and the

weather.

WINTER AND EARLY SPRING FLOWERS.

December to March.

Even in these dull months the garden may

give a great deal of pleasure by a free use of ever-

green shrubs and bulbous plants. Snowdrops, in-

cluding G-alanthus Elwesi, the double and single varieties of the ordinary Or. nivalis, and

several of the rarer species and varieties are of very great value. There are also large

k k 2

Fig. 122. Iris reticulata.
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numbers of crocus "species" which can be had in addition to the well-known Dutch

crocuses ; and such as C. Imperati, C. Sieberi, C. Korolkowi, with others which flower

in advance of the Dutch varieties, are highly appreciated. Then daffodils must, of

course, be largely grown, also early flowering irises, such as I. reticulata (Fig. 122),

I. Bakeriana, I. sophenensis, and I. histrioides. which are indispensable from their rare

beauty and brightness. Anemones blanda and apennina, the early squills, and the

chionodoxas largely supplement the variety of flowers at command, and with the

doronicums, the aubrietias and the other plants named in the selections give the

garden types of beauty much appreciated so early in the season. Most of the winter

and early spring flowers prefer rather light soil and a sheltered position, and should be

planted in early autumn at latest ; the aubrietias and some others hardly being at their

best until they have been established for a year or more. In order to prolong their

beauty some of the crocus species which flower very early in the season should be

protected by a sheet of glass firmly fixed a little above them so as to keep off

wintry showers. Christmas and Lenten Roses should also be similarly protected for

keeping their beautiful flowers pure and clean.

SELECTIONS.

Anemone (Windflower).—Various species
;

light but

rich soil for A. coronaria and A. apennina, but a

heavier one for A. blanda. A. apennina (Apen-

nine Windflower), blue or white; 6 inches.

A. coronaria (Crown), various; 1 foot; generally

flowers about May, but will, in mild seasons,

continue through the winter. A. blanda (Winter

or Greek "Windflower), blue or white; 6 inches;

sometimes flowers with the snowdrop and re-

sembles A. apennina, which succeeds it. Seeds

ur division of the tubers.

Arabis (Wall or Bock Cress).—Border, beds, or edg-

ing. A. alpina or albida, white ; 6 inches ; rather

trailing; light soil. A. lucida variegata, pretty

foliage; 6 inches; heavy soil. A. belhdifolia,

white ; 9 inches. The best are A. alpina and A.

lucida variegata.

Attbrietia (Bock Cress).—Beautiful trailing plants

for borders, beds, or edgings
;
hght soil ; March.

There are now a considerable number of varieties,

and seedlings vary. A. purpurea grandiflora,

purple. A. Hendersoni, purple. A. Leichtlini,

rose. Boyal Purple; Wm. Marshall; and other

varieties are good. Seed. Layers or division

after flowering
;
height 6 inches.

Corydalis (Fumitory).—Neat but not showy plants,

useful for borders and rock gardens
;

light soil

.

C. cava (syn. tuberosa, tuberous), white ; 6 inches.

C. bulbosa (bidbous), purple, rose, or white

;

6 inches. Seeds or division.

Doronicxjm (Leopard's Bane). — Showy yellow,

Marguerite-like flowers for beds or borders.

Several species or varieties, one, D. plantagineum

excelsum, flowering twice in the year
;
good soil.

D. austriacum (Austrian), \\ feet. D. caucasi-

cum (Caucasian), ] foot. 1). Colunmce (Columna's),

6 inches. D. plantagineum excelsum (Tall Plan-

tain, 2g feet. Seeds or division.

Erythronittm (Dog's-Tooth Violet).—Exquisite little

bidbous flowers, generally with spotted or

marbled leaves, and pretty pendent flowers.

Varieties numerous ;
moist, sandy, or peaty soil

;

sun. B. americanum (Yellow Adder's Tongue),

yellow, shy flowerer ; 8 inches. E. Dens-canis,

purple, white, or rose colour ; 6 inches ; one of

the most reliable. E. giganteum, white ; 9

inches. E. grandiflorum, white ; 9 inches. E.

Hartwegi, yellowish ; 6 inches
;
very early. E.

Hendersoni, purple ; 6 inches. E. Howelli,

yellow ; 6 inches ; and E. sibiricum, pale purple

;
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6 inches. Seeds or division of the root-stocks after

three or four years. Plant as early as obtainable

after the leaves wither in early summer.

Gentiana (Gentian).—Brilliant flowers for borders,

edgings, or rockwork. They like sun and moderate

moisture. G. acaulis (Gentianella), beautiful

blue ; 6 inches. There is also a scarce white

variety. Succeed best in stiffish rich soil, or soil

mixed with gravel, and made firm. G. verna,

exquisite blue ; 3 inches. Plant between stones.

More difficult to grow than G. acaulis. Seeds or

division.

IIellebortjs (Christmas and Lenten Eose).—Very

beautiful border flowers, and expand when few

large plants are in bloom. Occasionally flower

in late autumn, and continue till April. Of white

Christmas roses the following are usefid varieties

:

—H. niger, 6 inches ; H. maximus, 1 foot ; Bath

Christmas Rose and St. Brigid's Christmas Rose.

Lenten Roses are numerous, good sorts being H.

abchasieus, claret purple
;

Apotheker Bogren,

purple, spotted ; H. colchicus Otto Froebel,

purple-crimson ; Commerzienrath Benary, white,

spotted crimson ; Dr. Hogg, deep rose ; Gertrude

Jekyll, pure white ; IT. guttatus Leichtlini, white,

spotted crimson ; Mrs. Lambert, blush-white,

spotted crimson ; H. olympicus Professor Schlei-

cher, white ; H. superbus, pure white. Varieties

of the viridis section are also admired by some for

their greenish flowers ; H. purpurascens, green

and purple, and H. torquatus, dove-coloured,

being good in their way. H. fcetidus, a native

plant, is of striking appearance, and has small

green flowers. Seeds or division. Shade, mois-

ture, and a stiff soil. Plant in early spring or

early autumn.

Hepatica (Noble Liverwort). — Attractive early

flowers, included by botanists under Anemone.

H. angulosa, single, sky blue ; G inches. This is

a shy bloomer. H. triloba has many varieties,

blue, white, red, bright red, purple blue, and

flesh colour ; (5 inches. There are also double red

and double blue varieties, as well as very rare

double white. Seeds or division. Half shade in

rather light but rich soil.

Myosotis dissitiflora (Early Forget-me-not).

—

Beautiful light blue or white. Only a biennial

but sows itself ; 9 inches. Seeds or cuttings.

Shade or sun, and suited for borders or edgings.

Orobus vernus.—Spring Vetch. A very beautiful

erect-growing border plant with purple and blue

flowers, lo inches high. Any soil, in sun or

shade. Division or seed. There is also a pretty

white variety.

Primtxla. — Very beautiful flowers
;

deservedly

popular in gardens. P. vulgaris, the common

primrose, and its many varieties need no re-

mark except that they prefer a rather strong soil

and shade. The double varieties require more care

and a rather lighter soil. The latter are now more

numerous than at one time. For a selection P. vul-

garis alba, flore pleno, white; P. v. lilacina, fl.

pi., lilac; P. v. lutea, fl., pi., yellow; P. v. platy-

petala plena, plum purple ; and P. v. sulphurea,

fl., pi., sulphur-yellow, may be named. These

must be increased by division, the others by seeds

or division. P. denticulata (Toothed Primrose),

lilac in globular heads ; 1 foot. P. d. cash-

meriana (Cashmere Primrose), 1 foot ; allied to

P. denticulata, but with deeper coloured flowers.

There is also a white variety of P. denticu-

lata. Sun or shade in moist peaty soil. Seeds

or division. P. rosea and P. v. grandifloia,

bright rose ; 9 inches. Moist peat, in sun or

shade. Seeds or division.

Sanguinaria canadensis (Blood Root or Puccoon).

—

A charming plant ; 9 inches
;
white. Moist posi-

tion in sun or shade. Seeds or division.

Tussilago or Hojiogyne alpina (Alpine Coltsfoot).—

Not very effective but early. Pink ; 9 inches.

Division.

For Eranthis hyemalis (Winter Aconite) and other

early bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants, see

Bulbs, page 200.

SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER FLOWERS.

Apeil and May.

A well-stocked garden of hardy border flowers is exceedingly attractive in these

months. The beanty of the early flowers appeals to all, and in April and May it is

perhaps seen at its greatest perfection. Some of the flowers in the preceding list still

remain in bloom and add to the effect presented by the later ones. Masses of golden
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alyssum with sheets of purple aubrietia and white arabis are very fine at this season,

and many beautiful effects are presented by mingling bulbous plants with the other

border flowers. With daffodils, tulips, crown imperials, daisies, violas, myosotis,

aquilegias, irises, pseonias, wallflowers, and the other flowers so plentiful at this

season there is no lack of variety. The use of carpeting plants, through which tulips

and other bulbs rise when in flower, will be found to add much to their appearance.

Blue myosotis and purple aubrietia with white tulips or daffodils spearing through

may be given as suggestive of many equally pretty effects which a little study will

reveal to the flower grower.

SELECTIONS.

Adonis.—A. vemalis (Fig. 123), Spring (yellow),

1 foot; A. pyrenaica (Pyrenean), yellow, 18 inches

later than A. vemalis ; A. wolgensis (Wolga),

Fig. 123. Adonis vernalis.

yellow, 1 foot. Good soil, sun or half shade;

seed or division.

Alyssum (Madwort).—Masses of small flowers. A.

saxatile (rock madwort), yellow, li feet ; A. s.

compaction, yellow, 1 foot; A. s. Tom Thumb
(dwarf madwort), yellow, 6 inches. Light soil,

sun ; seed or cuttings.

Anemone (Windflower).—Beautiful border flowers.

A. alpina and A. a. sulphurea (Alpine wind-

llower), white and sulphur, 9 to 18 inches; seeds

or division. A. coronaria (crown or poppy)

;

splendid border flowers, or for beds ; various

colours ; 1 foot ; rather light but rich soil ; sun
;

division of tubers or seed. St. Brigid strain of

poppy anemones recommended. A. fulgens

(scarlet windflower), scarlet, 1 foot ; brilliant and

beautiful flowers ; warm and dry situation in full

sun and Ught soil ; division or seed. A. Pul-

satilla (pasque flower), purple, 1 foot ; chalk or

limestone in soil; sun; seeds. A. palmata,

yellow, and A. p. alba, white (palmate), 1 foot

;

shade, seed or division. A. nemorosa (wood),

white, 6 inches ; A. n. flore pleno, double

white ; A. n. bracteata, white, green bracts; A. n.

coerulea, and A. n. ccerulescens or Bobinsoniana,

blue ; division, shade, any soil. A. sylvestris

(snowdrop), white, 1 foot
;
good soil ; division.

A. rivularis (river), white and blue, 2 feet

;

division. A. narcissiflora, white, 15 inches.

Half shade
;
good soil ; seed or division.

Antirrhinum (Snapdragon).—Various colours ; 9

inches to 3 feet ; self-colours are most effective in

mixed borders. Seed or cuttings ; sun.

Aquilegia (Columbine).—Attractive and well-known

flowers. A. alpina (Alpine), blue, 1 to 2 feet

;

A. coerulea (Bocky Mountain), blue and white,
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9 to 15 inches ; moist and well-drained soil. A.

canadensis (Canadian), scarlet and yellow, 12 to

18 inches ; A. chrysantha, yellow, 2 to 3 feet

;

A. glandulosa (glandular), blue, 8 to 12 inches ;

well-drained sandy loam. A. pyrenaica (Pyre-

nean), blue, (i to 9 inches ; A. Skinneri (Skin-

ner's), red and yellow, 2 to 3 feet. A. vulgaris

(common), various ; 1 to 3 feet. Many beautiful

hybrid columbines can be had from seed. Or-

dinary soil unless where mentioned. Seeds or

division

.

Armeria (Thrift).— A. plantaginea (Plantain-leaved),

pink or white, 12 to 15 inches ; seed or division.

A. vulgaris laucheana, bright pink thrift, pink,

4 inches. Division ; common soil.

Arnebia eciiioides (Prophet Flower).—Choice plant,

yellow, 6 inches
;
ordinary soil ; division ; seeds

;

slow of germination.

Asphodeltjs (Asphodel).— Tall and effective border

flowers. A. luteus, yellow A., 2 to 4 feet; A.

ramosus (king's spear), white, 3 to 5 feet
;
good

soil. Division.

Bellis perennis pi. fl. (Double Daisy).—Many

varieties of various colours ; 3 to 9 inches.

Division after flowering.

Cardamine pratensis pi. fl. (Double Cuckoo-flower)

(ladies' smock). — Pink or white, 1 foot; pretty

little plant. Division.

Centranthus (Valerian).—Showy plants ; C. albus,

white ; C. ruber, red, 2 to 3 feet. Seeds or

division
;
any soil.

Chrysogonum yirginiantjm.— (Virginian), yellow,

1 foot ; valued for its prolonged period of flower-

ing ; division
;
good soil, sun or shade.

Conyallaria Majalis (Lily of the Valley).—White,

9 inches. The variegated leaved forms are pretty

in clumps in the border. Division ; shade
;
good

soil.

Corydalis (Fumitory).—Good border flowers. C.

nobilis (noble), yellow, 1 to 2 feet ; C. lutea,

yellow, 1 foot. Seeds or division
;

light, rich

soil.

Dicentra. — Graceful border flowers. D. eximia,

purple, 1 foot; D. spectabilis, and D. s. alba (lyre

flower), rosy crimson or white, 2 to 3 feet
;
light

soil ; a sheltered position. D. canadensis (Fig.

124), white, tinted purple, 6 inches. Division.

Dodecatheon (American Cowslip, Shooting Star).

—

Very beautiful plants with reflexed petals. Shade

and moisture, peaty soil. D. integri folium, rosy

crimson ; 6 to 9 inches. D. Jeffreyanum (Jeffrey's),

rose, 18 inches ; D. rneadia, American, various,

12 inches. Seed or division.

Epimeditjm (Barrenwort).—Pretty plants for shady

position. E. alpinum (Alpine), red and yellow

;

9 inches. E. musschianum, white, 9 inches. E.

pinnatum (pinnate), yellow ; 1 foot. Division.

Peaty soil.

Fritillaria (Snake's Head Lily).— Quaint-looking

bulbous flowers, useful to give variety to the

border. F. iinperiahs, the Crown Imperial, being

Fig. 124. DlCENTEA CANADENSIS.

very showy. F. meleagris, a native species, is also

easily grown ; white to brown. Others are F.

pallidifiora, F. recurva, F. pudica, F. Ehrharti,

and F. Burnati. Good soil, not too dry. Plant in

early autumn.

Getjm montanum (Mountain).—Neat yellow flowers
;

yellow, 1 foot ; common soil.

Iberis (Candytuft).—Effective plants for borders or

rockwork. I. eorresefolia (late), white ; 1 foot.
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I. sernpervirens fl. pi. (double evergreen), 18 inches,

white. Latter by cuttings
;
former, seed or cut-

tings. Light soil.

Iris.—Well-known favourite plants of great beauty.

I. biflora (two-flowered), purple; 9 inches. I.

cristata (crested), blue, 6 inches
;
dry soil. I.

germanica, Flag Lis in variety, see Florists'

Flowers. I. pumila (dwarf), in variety, 6 to

9 inches. I. ruthenica, blue, 6 inches. Any soil.

Prefer warm situation. Division.

Lithospermum (Gromwell).—Valued for their colour.

L. prostratum (gentian), blue ; 6 inches. Cut-

tings. Sun and sheltered position. L. purpureo-

eoeruleum (creeping), blue ; 1 foot. Division.

Cut off barren runners to induce flower
;

light

soil.

Myosotis sylvattca (wood forget-me-not).—Blue

;

1 foot. Seed or cuttings. Shade, any soil.

Onosma taurica (Golden Drop).—Beautiful plant

with long, drooping, almond-scented yellow

flowers ; 9 inches. Sun, dry soil ; shield from

rain in winter. Cuttings.

P^lonia (Peony).—Magnificent border plants with

double or single flowers. See Florists'

Flowers.

Pentstemon procerus (Whorled).—Blue ; 9 inches.

Phlox.—The early flowering varieties of P. subulata,

and P. divaricata, etc., are very beautiful. See

Florists' Flowers.

Polyanthus in variety. See Florists' Flowers.

Primula.—Beautiful flowers for borders. P. japonica

(Japan primrose), various ; H to 2 feet ; moisture.

P. Sieboldi, see Florists' Flowers. P. sikki-

inensis (sikkini cowslip), yellow ; 2 feet. Seed

and division ; well-drained moist soil.

Pulmonaria (Lungwort).—Several varieties of P.

officinalis are sold under various names. They

have drooping flowers of various colours, and

leaves more or less '

' splashed " with white. 1 foot

;

common soil. Sun or shade. Division.

Eantjnculus (Crowfoot).—Some pretty plants are

included among the hardy Banunculi, but only a

few are given here. B. aconitifolius, fl. pi. (fair

maids of France), double white button-like

flowers ; 1 to 3 feet. Division. Moist but light

soil. B. acris, fl. pi. (upright meadow butter-

cup), double yellow flowers ; 8 inches to 2 feet.

Division. Any soil and position. B. amplexi-

caulis (snowy or stem-clasping crowfoot), white,

very beautiful ; 4 to 12 inches. Moist loam.

Division.

Saponaria ocymoides (Basil-leaved soapwort).

—

Pretty trailers for edging or near front of border

;

pink, best vars., S. o. splendens, and S. o. splen-

didissimus. Type from seed, others cuttings.

Dryish soil and sun.

Saxifrages (Bock-foils).—Indispensable plants for

various positions. See Bock Plants.

Thalictrum (Meadow Bue).—Plants with elegant

foliage. The most desirable are T. minus, 12 to

18 inches
; grown for its foliage, and T. aquilegi-

folium (columbine meadow rue), with pretty

plumes of yellow or rose flowers and graceful

foliage; 2 to 4 feet. Any soil. Division.

Tiarella cordifolia (Foam Flower).—Beautiful

little plant with creamy white flowers. Moist,

well-drained soil. Partial shade. Division.

Trillium (American Wood Lily
;
Trinity Flower).

—

Very beautiful flowers, requiring partial shade

with some moisture, T. grandiflorum being the

best. T. erectum (birth root), purple; 1 foot.

T. grandiflorum (wood lily, trinity flower),

white ; 1 to \\ feet. T. sessile, purple ; 6 to 12

inches. T. stylosum, rose and crimson ; 1 foot.

Peaty soil. Thrive well partially shaded by trees.

Division.

Trollius (Globe Flower).—Showy border flowers,

growing best in moist, rich soil. T. asiaticus

(Asiatic), deep yellow
;

!§ feet. T. europoeus

(globe-flower), yellow
; \\ to 2 feet. T. napelli-

folius (napeUus-leaved), orange yellow ; 1 to 2 feet.

Some pretty hybrids of good colour can now be had.

Division or seed; latter slow of germination.

Verbascum PHC3NICEUM (Violet MuUein).—Pretty

flowers on long spikes
;
purple, pink, white, and

intermediate shades. Light soil ; seeds or divi-

sion. Sun or half shade.

Veronica (Speedwell).—Favourite border flowers, the

early species here given being of dwarf habit.

V. nummularifolia (moneywort-leaved), blue

;

6 inches
;
creeping habit. V. prostrata (prostrate),

deep blue, spreading habit ; 6 inches. V. repens

(creeping), white and blue ; 3 inches
;
creeping

habit, good carpeter. V. saxatilis (rock), blue
;

3 to 6 inches. V. s. Grievei, pink ; 3 to 6 inches.

The above like a little shade and moisture
;

light

soil. Division or seeds.

Violas. See Florists' Flowers.
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SUMMER FLOWEES.

June to end of August.

At this season hardy border flowers are perhaps at the zenith of their beauty, and the

difficulty of selecting the best among so many choice kinds is very great. Those in

bloom are as a rule of more imposing beauty than earlier flowers, although there are

many of dwarf habit which are well suited for planting near the front of the borders or

for small beds or groups on grass. From the wealth of flowers at command it is impossible

to give a limited selection without omitting many good flowers of great beauty, but the

list given will be found to yield considerable variety of form and colour. Eoses,

pentstemons, phloxes, delphiniums, pinks, carnations and picotees and other florists'

flowers add much to the attractions of the borders at this season, and the Spanish and

English Irises, Galtonia candicans, Montbretias, and early and late gladioli should be

largely employed. Clematises and other perennial or annual climbers ought not to be

neglected where suitable positions offer. The lists given in other parts of this

work should be studied for the most suitable and best plants in each of the above

classes.

SELECTIONS.

Achillea (Sneezewort, Yarrow). — Useful border

flowers valued highly for cutting and of easy

growth in ordinary soil with a sunny exposure.

A. argentea (silvery), white, silvery foliage ; 9

inches
;
dry soil. A. millefolium roseum (red),

crimson; H- feet. A. ptarmica fl. pi. (double

sneezewort), white; 2 feet. "Pearl" and "The

Bride" are good varieties of this. A. sibirica

(syn. mongolica) (Siberian), white; 2 feet. A.

Tourneforti (Tournefort's yarrow) (syn. A. segyp-

tiaca), yellow, in flat corymbs ; 1 to 2 feet.

Division.

Aconitum (Monkshood).—Fine border plants indis-

pensable in the garden, but poisonous. Grow in

good soil in sun, and are increased by seed or

division. Many species. A. Fischeri (syn. A.

autumnale) (Fischer's), blue ; 3-A feet. A. lycoc-

tonum (wolfs bane aconite), yellow ; 4 feet.

A. Napellus (common), dark blue ; 4 feet. A. N.

album, white ; 4 feet. A. variegatum (variegated-

flowered), blue and white ; 4 feet.

Adenophoka.— Pretty campanula-like plants for

sunny and dryish positions in light soil. A.

denticulata, H feet; dark blue. A. liliifolia,

light blue
; 1| feet. Seed or division.

Alsteomeria.—Splendid border plants for deep rich

soil, well-drained. Plant 1 foot deep or sow seeds

in position. Cover in winter with litter. Full

sun. Division in spring or seeds. A. aurantiaca

(orange), orange ; 2 to 4 feet. A. haemantha

(Chilian), various ; 2 to 3 feet. A. pulchella

(syn. psittacina), dark red or green ; 2 to 4 feet.

Althaea rosea (Common Hollyhock).—Single plants

or groups of this well-known biennial are very

effective. Cuttings or seed.

Anchusa italica (Italian Alkanet).— Blue, 3 to 4

feet. Biennial in most gardens. Seed or divi-

sion.

Anemone (Windflower).—Very beautiful and valuable

flowers. A. alba (white windflower), white

;

6 to 12 inches. A. japonica (Japan windflower),

red ; 2 to 3h feet. A. j. alba or Honorine Jobert,

white. A.'^fj. elegans, rose. Whirlwind, semi-

double white. Coupe d'argent, double white;

Beaute Parfaite ; Couronne virginale. Lord

Ardilaun and Lady Ardilaun are superior
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varieties. Good soil. Sun or shade. Division or

root cuttings.

Antherictjm.—Beautiful plants, flowering in June.

A. Liliago (St. Bernard's lily), white ; feet.

A. Liliastrum major (syn. Paradisia and Czackia

Liliastrum major), Great St. Bruno's Lily,

white; 1 to l\ feet. Sandy loam. Sun. Divi-

sion or seed.

Asclepias (Milkweed, Silkweed).—Very ornamental

plants with umbels of attractive flowers. A.

incarnata (Swamp milkweed), rosy-purple ; 3 feet.

Good soil, in moist and sunny position. Division

or seeds. A. tuberosa (butterfly weed), orange-

red ; 2 feet. Warm, dry soil. Division or seeds.

Aster (Starwort, Michaelmas Daisy).—Valuable and

very beautiful plants, among which are many
species and varieties indispensable to the garden.

See separate list.

Astilbe.—Pretty spirsea-like plants generally pre-

ferring moisture. A. astilboides, white ; 2 feet.

A. a. floribunda, superior variety. A. chinensis,

white and rose or purple ; 2 feet. A. japonica

(spiraea or hoteia), white ; 2 feet. A. rivularis,

white ; 3 feet. A. Thunbergi, white ; 3 feet.

Division. Good soil, sun or shade.

Astrantia (Masterwort). — Useful for cutting, but

dull in colour and ineffective in garden. A.

helleborifolia, pink ; 2 feet. A. major, dull pink ;

2 feet. Division or seed. Any soil or position.

Balsamita (Costmary).—B. grandiflora ; a singular,

rayless, yellow composite ; 3 feet. Sun. Divi-

sion. Apt to die out unless divided occasionally.

Good soil.

Bocconia cordata (Plume Poppy.)—Handsome plant,

sometimes 8 or 9 feet high, with plumes of whitish

flowers. Good soil. Division.

Buphthalmum (Telekia).—Useful yellow composites.

B. speciosum is rather too coarse for good positions.

B. salicifolium, 2 feet. B. speciosum, 6 feet.

Good soil. Sun. Division.

Campanula (Bellflower, Harebell).—Among the most

valuable of the plants of the season, and giving

considerable variety. Too numerous to detail.

C. barbata (bearded), blue ; 2 feet. C. csespitosa

(tufted), blue or white ; 4 inches. C. carpatica

(Carpathian), blue ; 9 to 12 inches. C. c. alba,

white. C. c. pelviformis, blue. C. c. turbinata,

blue. C. garganica (Gargano), blue ; 6 inches.

C. g. hirsuta, blue. C. glomerata (clustered), blue
;

1 foot. C. grandis (great), blue or white; 2 feet.

C. Hendersoni, blue
; 1| feet. C. lactiflora, pale

blue ; 4 feet. C. latifolia, blue ; 3 to 4 feet. C. 1.

macrantha, purple blue ; 3 to 4 feet. C. 1. mac-

rantha alba, white ; 3 to 4 feet. C. 1. Van
Houttei, 2 to 3 feet. C. persicifolia in variety

(peach-leaved b.), 2 to 3 feet; blue or white.

Among the best are C. persicifolia fl. pi., blue.

C. p. alba fl. pi. C. p. grandiflora, blue. C. p.

grandiflora alba, white. C. portensehlagiana

(Portenschlag's), blue ; 9 inches. C. pulla (dark-

coloured), blue ; 6 inches. C. G. F. Wilson

Fig. 125. Campanula macrostsla.

(Wilson's), deep blue ; 6 to 9 inches. C. pusilla

(dwarf), blue or white ; 4 inches. C. pyrami-

dalis (pyramidal), blue or white ; 4 to 6 feet.

C. macrostyla, so named from its prominent style

;

purplish mauve, veined, dwarf (Fig. 125). Seed

or division. Almost any soil.

Centatjrea (Knapweed, Perennial Cornflower).

—

Effective border flcwers, the varieties of C.

inontana being also prized for cutting. C. Baby-
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lonica (Babylonian), yollow ; 6 to 10 feet. C.

glastiiolia (wood-leaved), yellow ; 3 feet. C.

macrocephala (large-headed), yellow; 4 to ~j

feet. C. montana (mountain), blue, white, red,

or sulphur ; li to 2 feet. All of easy growth in

ordinary soil. Division.

Chelone. — Pretty plants with long spikes. C.

lyoni, purple ; 3 to 4 feet. C. obliqua, purple
;

eet.

Chrysanthemum (Summer Flowering). — See

Florists' Flowers.

Chrysanthemum.—Useful for cutting. C. latifolium

(Broad-leaved), 3 to 4 feet; white. C. 1. "A 1,"

white ; 6 feet. C. maximum (Greatest), white

;

2 to 3 feet. Numerous varieties under name are

good. Elaine, filiferum, G. H. Sage, Maurice

Prichard, Margaret Marwood, Autocrat, F. C.

Moore, and others. All are of easy culture in

any soil. Sun. Division.

Cimicifuga (Bugwort).—Handsome border plants with

long spikes of small white flowers. C. japonica

(Japan), 5 feet. C. racemosa, 6 feet. C. dahurica,

5 feet. Good soil. Sun or partial shade. Division.

Clematis. — Non-climbing Clematis suitable for

flower borders are C. Davidiana, pale blue ; 4 feet.

C. integrifolia, blue ; 4 feet. C. recta, white
;

4 feet.

Coreopsis (Tickseed).— Graceful yellow composites

good for cutting. C. grandiflora (large- flowered

T.), 3 to 4 feet. C. lanceolata (Fig. 126), 3 to 4

feet. Light soil. Sun. Seed or division. Eenew

occasionally.

Dahlias.—These are very useful in the mixed border.

See Florists' Flowers.

Delphiniums.— The noble spikes of the improved

Perennial Larkspurs are very fine. For names of

select varieties see Florists' Flowers. The

annual larkspurs are also very effective. See

Annuals. D. cardinale, scarlet ; 3 feet. D. me-

dicaule, scarlet ; 2 feet. D. zalil (sulphureum),

yellow
; 3^ feet, are best treated as biennials.

Dianthus barbatus (Sweet William).—Well known

and often useful in the border. Various; 1\ feet;

biennials. For carnations and picotees (varieties

of D. caryophyllus) and pinks (D. plumarius) see

Florists' Flowers. Good dianthi will also be

found under Eock Plants.

Dictamnus (Bastard Dittany, Fraxinella). — Good

plants with long spikes of flowers. D. fraxi-

nella, purple. D. f. alba, white; \\ feet. D.

caucasicus, 1\ feet
;

purple. Seed or division.

Sun. Any soil, but stand drought well. Seed

germinates slowly if old.

Echinacea (Purple Cone-flower).— Handsome and

distinct-looking flower with cone-Uko centre and

purple rays. E. purpurea (syn. rudbeckia), 2 to

Fig. 126. CoBEOPSIS LANCEOLATA.

3 feet. Seed or division. Sun. Good soil.

Flowers about August.

Echinops (Globe Thistle). — Distinct-looking plants

with round thistle-like heads of flowers. E.

bannaticus (Hungarian), blue ; 3 to 4 feet. E.

L L 2
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sphaerocephalus albidus, whitish; 5 feet. Sun.

Any soil. Seed or division.

Epilobium (French Willow). —Pretty flowers, but

generally more suited for the wild garden than

the border. E. angustifoliurn (narrow-leaved),

crimson, and E. a. album, white; 1\ to 6 feet.

Moisture. Sun or shade. Division. Run
freely.

Eremurus.—Noble plants with long spikes of flowers.

Difficult to grow in many gardens. E. aurantiacus,

yellow ; 3 to 4 feet, is the hardiest. E. himalaicus,

white ; 4 to 8 feet, and E. robustus, lilac ; 8 to

10 feet, are the best. Seed. Good soil. Sun.

Shelter young growths from frost.

Erigeron (Eleabane).—Effective flowers. E. roylei,

4 to 8 inches
;

purple. E. speciosus, 3 feet

;

purple. Sun. Division or seed. Good soil.

Erodium Manescavi (Showy Heron's Bill).—Useful

border plant 2 feet high with red flowers. Divi-

sion or seed. Sun. Light soil.

Eryngium (Sea Holly, Eryngo).—Indispensable and

beautiful plants with spiny flowers. E. alpinum

(Alpine), blue ; 2h feet. E. amethystinum

(amethyst), blue; 2h to 3 feet. E. grandi-

florum (large-flowered), blue
; 1\ feet ; biennial.

E. Oliverianum (Oliver's), blue
; 2§ feet. E.

planum (flat-leaved), blue ; 2i to 3 feet.

Fraiycoa sonchifolia (Pink Maiden's Wreath).

—

Pretty plant
;
hardy in mild localities

;
pink

;

feet. Seed or division. Dry soil. Sun.

Fuskia (Plantain Lily).—Handsome-leaved plants,

with pretty flowers. F. lancifolia and varieties,

If feet. F. ovata, purple ; 3 feet. F. Sieboldiana

and varieties, purple or lilac ; 2 feet. F. sub-

cordata, white ; 2i feet. Partial shade. Good

soil. Division.

Gaillardia.—Showy border plants. G. grandiflora

,

\\ to 2 feet ; crimson and yellow. Named
hybrids are very beautiful. For these consult

nurserymen's lists.

Galega (Goat's Rue).—Useful for cutting. G. offi-

cinalis, lilac, and G. o. alba, white ; 4 feet. G.

orientalis, lilac ; 4 feet. Any soil. Seed or divi-

sion.

Galtonta (Hyacinthus) CANdicans.—Splendid hardy

bulbs, with tall spikes of drooping, pure white

flowers, 4 to 5 feet. Good soil, not too dry.

Plant in late autumn or spring.

Ge^tiana (Gentian).—Very beautiful and much-
admii-ed flowers. G. Andrewsi (Andrews'), blue

;

1 foot. G. asclepiadsea (Fig. 120) (asclepias-like),

blue, and G. a. alba, white; \\ to 2 feet. G. lutea

(yellow), yellow; 3 feet. G. septemfida cordifolia

(crested), blue ; 1 foot. Division or seed. Good

moist loam. Partial shade or sun.

Geranium (Crane's Bill).—Useful plants. G. endressi,

rose
; 1^ feet. G. ibericum, blue ; 2 feet. G.

pratense fl. pi., double blue; 2^ feet. Division.

Sun. Any soil.

Geum (Avens). — Useful for border or cutting.

G. chilcense plenum (double red), red; \\ feet.

G. hybridum, orange red ; 2 feet. Seed or divi-

sion. Any soil. Sun.

Gladiolus.—The brilliant flowers of the various

gladioli should be largely employed, and no

border is furnished without these in autumn.

Gypsophila paniculata (Panicled G.).— Elegant

plant with sprays of small white flowers, 3 to

5 feet. Seed. Light soil. Sun.

Helenium. — Handsome yellow composites. H.

autumnale grandiflorum (autumn), yellow; 5

feet. H. striatum (striped), orange and crimson

yellow ; b feet. H. Hoopesi (Hoopes'), yellow

;

2J feet. H. pumilum, yellow ; 2 feet. Good

soil. Division. Sun.

Helianthus (Sunflower).—Well-known perennials.

H. decapetalus (ten-petalled), sulphur yellow;

6 feet. H. multiflorus (many- flowered), yellow;

6 feet. Bouquet d'Or, double yellow ; 3 feet.

Soleil d'Or, double yellow ; 4 feet. H. m. plenus,

double yellow ; o feet. H. rigidus, yellow ; 4

r

Fig. 127. Sunflower (Helianthtjs) peopebly tied.
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feet. H. r. Miss Mellish, yellow ; 5 feet. H. r.

serni-plenus, yellow. Tie properly, as in Fig.

127, not in a bundle, as in Fig. 128.

Heliopsis l^evis (Smooth-leaved II.). — Effective

yellow composite; 4 to 5 feet. Division. Sun.

Good soil.

Hemerocallis (Day Lily).—Beautiful plants with

iris-like leaves. H. aurantiaca major (greater

orange-flowered), 2 feet. H. flava, yellow ; 2 feet.

H. fulva-variegata, orange ; 3 feet. Good soil.

Division. Sun.

Heuciiera.— See Eock Plants.

Inula.—Effective yellow composite flowers. I. glan-

dulosa (glandular), yellow ; 2 feet.

Irises.—Should be largely grown in beds and borders.

See Florists' Flowers.

Kniphofia (Tritoma) (Torch Lily).—Handsome plants,

requiring covering with dry litter in cold localities.

Plant crowns below surface. K. aloides (aloe-

like), in variety, red or yellow ; 4 to S feet.

K. Macowanii, orange red ; H to 2 feet. K.

Eooperi, red ; 5 feet. Seed or division in spring.

Dry in winter. Good soil. Sun or partial

shade. For varieties, consult nurserymen's

lists.

Fig. 128. Sunflower (Helianthus) badly tied.

Lathyrds
(
Everlasting Tea ). — See Climbing

Plants.

Liatris.—Pretty plants with purplish flowers in long

spikes. L. pyenostachya, 3 to 4 feet. Good soil.

Sun. Division.

Lilium.—For the various beautiful lilies and their

cultivation, see separate list.

Linaria (Toadflax). — Elegant flowers, some being

valuable for cutting. L. dalmatica (Dalmatian),

yellow ; 2 to 3 feet. L. purpurea (purple),

purple ; 2 feet. L. repens (creeping), alba, white;

l-i feet. L. vulgaris var. peloria, yellow; 1A

feet. Light soil. Sun. Seed or Division.

Linum (Flax).—Graceful or neat plants. L. flavum,

(yellow), yellow ; 1 foot. L. perenne (perennial),

blue ; 1 }f feet. Seed. Dryish soil. Sun.

Lobelia.—Handsome and effective plants. L. car-

dinalis, scarlet ; 2 feet. L. fulgens Queen

Victoria, and Fire-fly, scarlet ; 3 to 4 feet, are

very fine. L. Milleri, rich purple. L. syphilitica.

First four should be protected in winter. Good

soil. Division. Sun.

Lupinus (Lupins).—Showy plants. L. polyphyllus,

blue ; albus, white
;

bicolor, blue and white.

Good soil. Sun. Seed or division. Tree lupins

(L. arboreus) in variety, are very fine, but die

off. Eaise seedlings annually

Lychnis.—Very handsome and showy border plants.

L. alba (vespertina), 11. pi. (double white L.),

2i to 3 feet. L. chalcedonica fl. pi. (double

scarlet), 3 feet. L. coronaria (rose campion), in

variety. L. viscaria (splendous double German

catchfly), double red. L. Floscuculi (ragged

robin), fl. pi., and alba fl. pi. ; rose and white;

1 foot. L. Haageana, in variety; 1 foot. Double

varieties by division. Coronaria and Haageana,

from seed or cuttings. Dry soil. Sun.

Lysimachia.—Pretty border plant with drooping

spikes of flowers. L. clethroides (clethra-like),

white ; 2 to 3 feet. Division. Moist soil. Sim

or shade.

Lythrum.—Showy border plant with long-branched

spikes. L. salicaria roseum superbum (rosy

loosestrife), rose, 4 feet. Moist soil. Sun or

shade. Division.

Malva (Mallow).—Pretty border plants. M. moschata

(musk-scented), rose ; and M. m. alba, white

;

2 to 3 feet. Any soil. Sun. Seed or division.

Meconopsis (Himalayan Poppy).—Splendid plants,

with blue or yellow poppy-like flowers. M.

nepalensis, sulphur ; 4 feet. M. Wallichi, blue
;

4 feet. Moist soil and partial shade. Seed.

Mixidlus. —Well-known flowers, the varieties of

Cardinalis being less known than the more tender

species. M. cardinalis and varieties, scarlet, &c.
;

1 to 2 feet. M. cupreus, reddish brown (varies)

;
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6 to 1:2 inches. M. luteus, yellow ; 9 to 18 inches.

M. moschatus (common musk), yellow ; 6 niches.

Light soil. Seed. M. cupreus and varieties not

quite hardy.

Monarda (Bee Balm; Bergamot).—Showy flowers.

M. didyma, scarlet ; 3 feet. M. fistulosa mollis,

lilac ; 2 feet.

Montbretia.—Showy, bulbous, border-flowers, hardy

in most gardens, and indispensable in autumn.

There are many varieties, ranging from yellow to

glowing scarlet. For these consult catalogues.

Light soil. Sun. Division of clumps.

Morina (Whorl Flower).—M. longifolia, handsome

plant with thistle-like leaves and whorled spikes

of rose and white flowers. Baise from seed

occasionally. Any soil. Sun.

GEnothera (Evening Primrose).—Very beautiful

flowers. <F. biennis grandiflora, 4 to 6 feet

;

yellow. GE. osespitosa (tufted), white; trailer.

QE. fruticosa and CE. f. Youngei, yellow ; to 2^

feet. CE. speciosa, white ; 2 feet. CE. taraxaci-

folia (dandelion-leaved E. P.), white; trailer.

CE. missouriensis, yellow ; trailer. Seed or divi-

sion. Light soil.

P^eonia (Peony).—Splendid border flowers flowering

in June. For the varieties of P. albillora, which

are very beautiful, see Florists' Flowers.

Papaver (Poppy).—Brilliant flowers of great beauty.

For annual species see Annuals. P. nudicaule,

P. n. album and P. n. miniatum, yellow, white,

and orange red ; 1 foot. P. orientale (oriental),

orange and scarlet ; 3 feet. P. o. bracteatum,

scarlet ; 3 feet. Hybrids and seedlings in con-

siderable variety. P. pilosum, pilose P., orange
;

2\ feet. P. rupifragum, orange ; 2 feet. Any
soil. Sun. Seeds, root cuttings, or division.

Pentstemon.—Exceedingly beautiful and effective

flowers for beds or borders. P. barbatus (bearded),

scarlet ; 4 to 5 feet. P. gentianoides, see

Florists' Flowers; very beautiful. P. glaber,

blue, purple, 6 to 12 inches. P. procerus

(whorled), blue ; 7 to 14 inches. Seed, cuttings

and division. Good soil. Sun.

Phlomis (Jerusalem Sage). —Distinct, but rather

coarse-looking plant. P. tuberosa, purple ; 3

feet ; and P. viscosa (Russelliana), yellow ; 3 to

o feet. Division. Any soil. Sun or half shade.

Phlox.—The best of the newer Phloxes should be

grown in every garden. See Florists' Flowers.
Platycodon (Balloon-Flower).—Choice and beauti-

ful campanula - like flowers. P. grandiflorum

(large-flowered), blue ; 2 to 3 feet. P. g. album,
white

; 2 feet. There are also semi-double varie-

ties. P. g. Mariesii, blue ; 6 to 12 inches. Seed,,

cuttings of young shoots in bottom heat in spring..

Barely divide well. Good soil. Partial shade.

Polemonium (Greek Valerian ; Jacob's Ladder).

—

P. cooruleum, blue or white
; \\ feet. P. c. fol.-

varieg., pretty-leaved. P. Biehardsoni (Richard-

son's), blue
;

2|- feet. Any soil. Seeds (except

P. c. variegatum) and division. Sun or shade.

Polygonum (Knotweed).—Neat but not showy

plants. P. affine (Indian), rosy-pink ; 6 to 10

inches ; moist soil. P. vaccinifolium (rock),

rose
;

trailing. Moist soil. The taller knot-

weeds are more adapted for the shrubbery or

wild garden than the border.

Potentilla (Cinquefoil).—Pleasing plants, the best

for borders being the double and single hybrids,

for which see Florists' Flowers. P. alchemil-

loides, white ; 6 to 9 inches. P. aurea ambigna,

yellow ; 6 inches. P. fruticosa (shrubby), yellow;

2 to 5 feet. Good soil. Sun. Seeds or division.

Primula Poissoni (Poisson's Primrose). —Very

beautiful primula with rose-purple flowers ; 1 to-

3 feet. Moist, peaty soil. Seed or division. Sun.

Prunella grandiflora (Great-flowered Self-Heal).—

Useful plant for near front of border, purple

;

6 to 9 inches. P. g. rubra ; red ; 6 to 9 inches.

Pyrethrum.—Single and double flowers of great

beauty and usefulness. See Florists' Flowers.

Bcdbeckia (Cone-Flower).—Showy plants. For B.

purpurea, see " Echinacea." The best is R.

speciosa, orange with nearly black cone ; 2 to 2i

feet. Rich soil, well-drained but not too dry.

Sun. Division.

Salvia (Sage).—Useful labiate plants. S. argentea,

purple, silvery foliage; 3 to 4 feet. S. patens,

blue (half-hardy) ; 3 to 4 feet. S. officinalis,

tricolor blue, variegated fol. Good soil. Sun.

Seeds or cuttings.

Saxieraga. See Rock Plants.

Scabiosa (Scabious).—S. caucasica is a very beautiful

flower, valued for cutting
;

hlac-blue, 1J to 3 feet..

S. c. alba, white ; S. c. amocna, deeper hlac-blue.

Ordinary soil. Sun. Seed or division.

Sedum.—See Rock Plants.

Sempervivum.—See Rock Plants.

Senecio (Groundsel).—S. doronicum is a useful and

showy perennial. Bright yellow, 1 to 3 feet. Divi-

sion or seed. Any soil. Sun or partial shade.

Sidalcea.—-Pretty plants with mallow-like flowers..

S. Candida (silvery), white ; 2 feet. S. malvse-

flora (mallow-flowered), rose ; 2h feet. S. m
listeri, a superior variety, 3 feet. Division or

seed. Any soil. Sun or partial shade.
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Solidago (Golden Bod).—Nearly all too coarse for

the border. S. virgaurea nana (dwarf), yellow ;

1 foot is the most suitable. Division. Any soil.

Sun or shade.

Spir.tca (Meadow-sweet).—Very beautiful and in-

valuable plants with plumes or corymbs of

flowers. For shrubby species, see Siirubs.

S. aruncus (goat's-beard), white ; 3 to 5 feet.

S. astilboides, white ; 2 feet. S. Kamtschatica

(gigantea), white ; 8 to 10 feet. S. filipendula

fl. pi. (double dropwort), white ; 1 to 2 feet.

S. lobata (queen of the prairie), 2 to 3 feet, rose

carmine. S. palinata, rosy-crimson ; 2 to 4 feet.

S. p. alba, white. S. ulmaria, aureo-variegata,

useful fol. plant, 2 feet. S. venusta, rosy-

crimson ; 3 feet. Division. Light, moist soil.

Sun or shade.

Statice (Sea-Lavender).—Graceful-looking plants

when in flower. S. latifolium (broad-leaved),

blue; 2 to 3 feet. S. limonium alba (white),

white ; 9 to IS inches. S. tartarica (tartarian),

red; 9 to 12 inches. There are many other

hardy, half-hardy, and annual species. Seed or

division. Dryish sod. Sun.

Thermorsis.—Rather showy plants, with lupine-like

flowers. Troublesome on account of their running

habit in borders. 2 to 3 feet high. T. montana

and T. fabacea have yellow flowers. Good soil.

Sun. Seed.

Tradescantia.—Old-fashioned flowers, of consider-

able beauty. T. virginica, 1 to 2J feet, has

several varieties, double and single red and blue,

single white, and pale blue. Any soil, but prefer

moisture. Division in spring. Sun or shade.

Tricyrtis.—Curious Japanese plant, not showy but

interesting. T. macropoda, whitish purple

;

\\ to 3 feet. Good sod. Sun. Division.

Trifolium (Trefod). — Some of the clovers are

interesting, on account of the variety they give

to the border. T. alpinum, red ; 3 to 6 inches
;

and T, pannonicum, creamy white ; \\ to 2A

feet high, may be grown in any soil in a sunny

position.

Veratrum.—Conspicuous but not showy plants, with

remarkably beautiful foliage in spring, and tall

pinnacles of flowers. V. album (white), whitish
;

3 to 6 feet. V. nigrum (black), blackish purple
;

3 to 4 feet. V. viride (green), green ; 3 to 6 feet.

Rich soil, in half-shady position. Division.

Verbascum (Mullein). — Handsome and effective

plants. V. Chaixi (Chaix's), yellow ; 5 feet. V.

cupreum (copper), copper ; 3 to 6 feet. V. nigrum

(black-rooted), yellow ; 4 to 5 feet. V. nigrum

album (white black-rooted), white; 3 to 5 feet

V. olympicum (Mount Olympus), yellow ; 6 to S

feet. (Biennial.) Seed or division of perennial

species. Sun or half-shade. Good sod.

Veroxica.—A large genus, of well-known habit. For

shrubby species see Shrubs. V. Candida (white-

leaved), blue ; li- feet. V. corymbosa, blue
;

- feet. V. longifolia (long - leaved), alba, V.

longifolia rosea, pink long-leaved, and V. 1. sub-

sessilis, blue, 2 to 3 feet. V. spicata (spiked) and

V. s. alba, blue and white ; 2 feet. V. fceucrium,

2 feet ; blue. V. virginica, blue. See also Rock
Plants. Seed or division. Any soil. Sun or

shade.

Viola. See Florists' Flowers and Rock Plants.

Waldsteinia. Neat yellow flowers in June. Trail-

ing habit. W. fragarioides, W. geoides and W.
trifolia (Fig. 129). Light sod. Sun or partial

shade. Division.

XEROrHYLLDM ASPIIODELOIDES (Asphodel-like). —
Very beautiful plant with narrow leaves and

racemes of white flowers ; to 4 feet. Light

sod. Seed. Partial shade.

Fig. 129. Waldsteinia trifolia.
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AUTUMN FLOWERS.

September to November.

At this period of the year much depends upon the weather experienced, as pro-

longing or otherwise the flowering of many plants. Should the season be a mild and

open one, the flowering of many of those named in the preceding list will be con-

tinued into September and October. Some of the flowers which are given below bloom

earlier, but are included now, as being in good condition in average years during

September. Asters or Starworts, of which a separate list is given, should be largely

employed in mixed borders for late bloom. Dahlias, as well as annuals and chrys-

anthemums, will also be found of very great value, so long as frost keeps away.

Lilies, gladioli, Galtonia candicans, Meadow Saffrons (Colchicums), and autumn-flowering

crocuses should also be largely grown. The very late bloomers should have a sheltered

position, so that they ma}7 not be destroyed by the first frosts. The selection is neces-

sarily a short one, the list of asters being appended, and chrysanthemums given

elsewhere.

selections.

Acanthus (Bear's Breech).—Noble plants, flowering

early, but continuing often long in flower. A.

longifolius, reddish, early ; 5 feet. A. mollis,

white or rose, early ; 4 feet. A. spinosus spino-

sissimus, flesh, 3^ feet, is the latest bloomer.

Warm situation in light, rich soil.

Boltonia (Aster- like Boltonia).—Interesting, but in-

ferior to many of the starworts ; lilac ; 2 feet.

Any soil. Sun. Division.

Ceratostigma plumbaginoides (syn. Plumbago Lar-

pentce), Larpent's Leadwort.—Pretty late-flower-

ing plant, requiring dry soil and sunny position.

Blue ; 1 foot. Division.

Chrysanthemum.— The earlier and mid-season

" Florists' " varieties of C. sinense should be

largely grown. See Florists' Flowers. C.

uliginosurn (Great Ox-eye Daisy), 6 to 8 feet

;

white. 0. maximum, 3 to 4 feet. C. leucan-

themum, 2 to 3 feet, large single white. Any
soil. Sun. Division.

Doronicum plantagineum excelsum (tall plantain-

like Leopard's Bane).—Yellow ; 4 feet. A second

bloom of this plant. Division. Good soil. Sun

at this season.

Gaillardia.—See Summer List.

Galega.—See Summer List.

Helenium and Helianthus.—See Summer List.

Kniphofia.—See preceding list.

Lobelia cardinalis, &c.—See Summer List.

Pyrethrums.—These should flower again, if cut

down after earlier bloom.

Saxifraga Fortunei (Fortune's Eockfoil).—Inter-

esting late-flowering rockfoil, requiring sunny

position and shelter from early frosts. Division.

Light soil.

Sedum spectabile (Showy Stonecrop).—Rosy purple;

1| to 2 feet. Effective plant, with spreading

cymes of flowers. Sun. Any soil. Division.

Senecio pulcher (Pretty Ragweed).—Pretty plant,

with fleshy leaves and fine purple flowers.

Flowers late. \h feet. Warm position. Good

soil.

Silene Schafta (Autumn Catchfly).—Neat for front

of borders. Sometimes flowers into September.

Purple-rose ; 6 inches. Any soil. Sun or shade.

Division or seed.

Tricyrtis.—Curious late-flowering plants. T. hirta,

whitish purple; \\ feet. Division. Any soil.

Sun.

Zauschnerta californica (Californian Fuchsia).

—

Late. Not to be depended upon to flower in any

but warm localities. Scarlet ; 1 foot. Light

soil. Sun. Division.
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Perennial Asters, Starworts, or Michaelmas Daisies.

These are truly invaluable, flowering over a long period. The selection given is

compiled from among the best and most useful varieties, but new ones are being con-

stantly added. Catalogues should be obtained from nurserymen making a special

feature of these plants. The starworts succeed

in any soil or situation, and are increased

by division in spring.

Selection of Twelve Early Varieties of

Asters, flowering from July to end of August

and later.—The heights vary in different

localities and soils. Acris dracunculoides,

lilac, 3^ feet ; amellus bessarabicus, deep

violet, 2 feet
;

cordifolius, mauve, 2\ feet

;

corymbosus, white, \\ feet ; lasvis Arcturus,

rosy lilac, 4 feet
;

novi-belgii leevigatus,

rose, 2 J feet
;

novi-belgii Purity, white,

5 feet
;
paniculatus laxus, lilac-blue, 3 feet

;

ptarmicoides, white, 2 feet
;
puniceus luci-

dulus, blue, 5 feet
;
pyrena3us, blue, 2 feet

;

Shorti, bright lilac, 3| feet. With the

exception of A. ptarmicoides all these re-

ceived the XXX (first class) mark of the

Eoyal Horticultural Society's Committee.

Selection of later Asters, beginning about

September, and some continuing into Decem-

ber. All awarded XXX marks.—Coombe-

Fishacre, flesh, 3 feet; cordifolius albulus,

grey-white, 4 feet; cordifolius Photograph,

lavender, 3 J feet; lsevis, blue, 4| feet;

lsevis Harvardi, rosy, 5 feet; lanceolata,

white, 5 feet
;
Lindleyanus nanus, lilac,

feet
;

multiflorus, white, 4 feet
;
novas-anglim ruber, crimson, 5 feet

;
novee-anglise

pulchellus (Fig. 130), deep violet, 4 feet; novi-belgii Ella, mauve, 4 feet; novi-belgii'

John Wood, white, 4 feet; n.-b. Leda, deep blue, 3| feet; n.-b. Nancy, pale blue,

vol. 1. m m

Fig 1

. 130. Astee Novje- Anglle pulchellus.
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4 feet ; n.-b. Pleiad, rose, 1£ feet
;
paniculatus W. J. Grant, mauve, 3^ feet

;
puniceus

pulcherrimus, blush white, 5 feet
;

Thomsoni, pale blue, 2 feet ; versicolor Themis,

white to rose, 2| feet ; vimineus nanus, white, 1\ feet.

Selection of latest Asters, beginning about October. All awarded XXX marks.

—

Diffusus Datschii, small crimson, 1\ fee^ d. horizontalis, red and white, small, 2| feet

;

ericoides, white, 2J feet; grandifiorus, violet, 2| feet; lsevis Calliope, mauve, 4| feet;

novi-belgii Archer Hind, blue ; n.-b. Autumn Glory ; n.-b. Juno, purple blue, 4§ feet '>

n.-b. Maia, rosy-lilac, 4 feet ; n.-b. superbus, mauve, Tradescantii, white, small,

4 feet
;
turbinellus, violet, 3| feet.

SELECT BORDER FLOWERS.

The following short lists are intended to be supplementary to the descriptive

selections, and to be of service to those requiring only a few plants or having special

objects in view. Those marked (*) are recommended for small gardens, and those

marked (f) for still smaller collections.

Flowers for Winter and Early Spring—December to March.

Anemone

t*apennina

blanda

t*Arabis alpina

Aubrietia

t*Hendersoni

t*Leichtlmi

t*Chionodoxa (see Bulbs)

f*Crocus (see Bulbs)

Doronicum

caucasicum

t'Doronicum plantagineum

Fritillaria (see Bulbs)

t*Galanthus (see Bulbs)

Helleborus

t*niger maximus

*orientalis in variety

Hepatica

triloba ccerulea

*frubra fl. pi.

angulosa

Myosotis dissitiflora

t*Narcissus (see Bulbs)

Orobus vernus

Primula

*tvulgaris

*talba fl. pi.

*lilacina 11. pi.

*sulphurea fl. pi.

*tdenticulata

rosea

*Sanguinaria canadensis

Scilla (see Bulbs)

Spring

t*Adonis vernalis

*Alyssum saxatile eompactum

Anemone

*eoionaria in variety

i'ulgens

*nemorosa alba fl. pi.

*tnemorosa coerulescens

t*sylvestris

AntiiTbinum majus

Aquilegia coerulea

*chrysantha

t*vulgaris in variety

and Early Summer—April

*Arnebia eehioides

t*Bellis perennis fl. pi.

t*Chrysogonum virginianum

f *Convallaria majalis

Corydalis nobilis

Dicentra eximia

fspectabilis

Dodecatheon

*fintegrifoliurn

*Meadia in variety

Epimedium

*alpinum

and May.

*Epimedium pinnatum

*Geum montanum

Iberis

*tcorresefolia

*sempervirens fl. pi.

*flris (see Florists' Flowers)

t*Lithospermum prostratum

t*Narcissus in variety

*t?seonia (see Florists' Flowers)

Phlox

t*subulata atropurpurea

*Nelsoni
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t 'Polyanthus in variety

*Primula Sieboldi in variety

Banunculus

*famplexicaulis

*aconitifolius fl. pi.

*Saponaria ocymoides

t*Saxifraga (see Eock Plants)

*Scilla campanulata

t'Thalictrum aquilegifolium

*Tiarella cordifolia

Trillium

t*grandiflorum

'sessile

Trollius

*asiaticus

'fFortunei fl. pi.

f 'Tulips (see Bulbs)

Veronica prostrata

f'Viola (see Florists' Flowers)

Summer—June to End op August.

Achillea

'millefolium rubra

*"The Pearl"

Aconitum

*Fischeri

'fvariegatum

Alstromeria

*aurantiaca

'pulcholla

Anemone

*japonica

*felegans

*Coupe d'argent

*fLady Ardilaun

*Lord Ardilaun

Anthemis tinctoria

*var. Kelwayi

*pallida

t'Anthericum liliastrum major

Asclepias tuberosa

t*Aster

'alpinus

(For others see Selection

of Asters)

*Bocconia cordata

Bupthalmum salicifolium

Campanula

carpatica

*alba

t*pelviformis

*turbinata

*glomerata

*alba

*grandis

*tlatifolia macrantha

*persicifolia alba fl. pi.

*fgrandiflora

*fG. F. Wilson

*tpumila alba

'pyramidalis

Centaurea

*glastifolia

ruthenica

Centaurea macrocephala

*montana alba

*rubra

Chrysanthemum

"fmaximum

*tsinense, early vars.

(See Florists' Flowers)

'fCimicifuga dahurica

Coreopsis

*fgrandiflora

lanceolata

f *Dahlias (see Florists' Flowers)

t*Delphinium ,, ,,

Dianthus barbatus

*fcaryoph.yllus (carnations in

var.)

deltoides

*fplumarius (garden pink in

var.)

Dictamnus

*caucasicus

*fraxinella

fraxinella alba

Echinops

'ruthenicus

Erodium

*Manescavi

Eryngium

*amethystiuum

*falpinum

Bourgati

"fOhverianum

"planum

Funkia

*lancifolia variegata

ovata

"fSieboldiana

*subcordata

Gaillardia

*grandiflora

*hybrida in var.

'tGaltonia candicans (see Bulbs)

'Geranium balkanuni

M M 2

"Geranium ibericum

'pratonse fl. pi.

Gentiana

*fasclepiadea

*septemfida cordifolia

Geum
*tchilense grandifl. pi.

chilense miniatum

*montanum var. Ileldreichi

'fGladiolus (early flowering)

Gypsophila

*tpaniculata

prostrata

Helenium

*autumnale grandiflorum

*fstriatum

*tpumilum

Helianthus

*tmultiflorus maximus

'Bouquet d'Or

*Soleil d'Or

rigidus

*var. semi-plenus

*tvar. Miss Mellish

Hemerocallis

*faurantiaca major

*flava

*fulva fol. var.

minor

Inula

'glandulosa

oculus Christi

t'Irises

vars. of albicans, &c. (see

Florists' Flowers)

Kniphofia (Tritoma)

*aloides (Uvaria) in variety

corallina

*fMacowanii

*fRooperi

Lathyrus

*tgrandifloru3

latifolius in variety
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Lathyrus Drummondi

Liatris

elegans

*tpycnostachya

Linaria

*dalmatica

*pallida

*tvulgaris var. peloria

Lupimis polyphyllus

*albus

*bicolor

Lychnis

t*Chalcedonica fl. pi.

*Haageana hybrida

*vespertina fl. pi.

*f*Viscaria splendens fl. pi.

Malva

moschata alba

Meconopsis

*nepalensis

*WaUichi

Mimulus

*cardinalis

cupreus

* Jeffreyanus

'hybrids of lnteus, &c.

Monarda

*didyma

flstulosa

Morina

*longifolia

CEnothera

biennis grandiflora

(Lainarckiana)

*c;espitosa

•ffrutieosa Fraseri

Youngei

"fmissouriensis

Pteonia

*falbiflora in variety (see

Florists' Flowers)

Papaver

*fnudicaule in variety

*orientale in variety

*torientale bracteatum

pilosum

*rupiiragum

Pentstemon

*fbarbatus

glaber

*fhybrid (see Florists'

Flowers)

*fPhlox (see Florists' Flowers)

Physahs

*Alkekengi

*|Franchetti

Physostegia

*virginiana

*alba

Platycodon

"grandiflorum in variety

including *fMariesii

Polygonum

affine

vaceinifolium

Potentilla

*talchemilloides

*fhybrids (see Florists'

Flowers)

Prunella

grandiflora alba

*frubra

'fPyrethrum (see Florists'

Flowers)

Rudbeekia

californica

Rudbeekia laciniata

*fspeciosa

Scabiosa

*fcaucasica

*alba

ochroleuca

*+Sedum (see Rock Plants)

*tSempervivum (see Rock Plants)

Sidalcea

*candida

* frnalvteflora var. Listeri

Solidago

virgaurea nana

Spiraja

*aruncus

*astilboides

*palmata

*talba

Statice

'tlatifolia

Thalictrum

*faquilegifolium

*minus and vars.

Verbascum cupreum

Chaixii

*nigrum

*fvar. album

*olympicum

Veronica

Candida

*corymbosa

*gentianoides variegata

*longifolia alba

*rosea

*fsubsessilis

*fspicata

*virginica

*tViola (see Florists' Flowers)

Flowers for Autumn—September to November.

In addition to those given below many of the flowers in the Summer List will be in

flower.

*Achill ea.

eupatorium

Aconituni

*tFischeri

"fAnemone

japonica in var.

*tAsters (see special list of these)

'Boltonia

asteroides

*+Ceratostigma

plumbaginoides

* Chrysanthemum

leucanthemum

*fsinense (see Florists'

Flowers)

*fDahlias (see Florists' Flowers)

*tDoronicum plantagineum ex-

I *tErigeron glaucus [celsum

*fGaillardia in variety

Galega

officinalis

*alba

*fGladiolus (see Bulbs)

Helenium

*Helenium autumnale grandiflorurn

•(striatum

*Helianthus giganteus and others



TALL AND DWARF PLANTS. zbq

Inula Hookeri

Linaria purpurea

Lobelia
#cardinalis

*fLobelia cardinalis

Saxifraga Fortunei

*tSedum spectabile

*fSenecio pulcber

' Firefly "fSilene Schafta

Tricyrtis

hirta

SPECIAL LIST OF HARDY PLANTS.

Some plants are remarkable for statelincss in character, and are adaptable to certain

positions. Others are dwarf and compact, suitable for edgings. Still others are

notable for leaf colouration, while several have elegant green leaves, more or less suitable

for association as " greenery " with various cut flowers, though, as a rule, flowers are

seen to the best advantage with the foliage of the plants that produced them.

Plants of Vigorous Growth and Distinct Character.

Acanthus in variety.

Astilbe in variety.

Arundo donax.

Banibusa (Bamboo) in variety.

Bocconia cordata.

Carduus in variety.

Centaurea babylonica ; c. mi

cephala.

Cnicus in variety.

Crambe in variety.

Cynara Scolymus.

Dipsacus.

Ecbinops in variety.

Ferula in variety.

Gunnera manicata, and scabra.

Heliantlius in variety.

Heracleum in variety.

Kniphofia in variety.

Ligularia macrophylla.

Mulgedium Plurnieri.

Petasites vulgaris.

Polygonatum.

Polygonum in variety.

Rhaponticum pulehrum.

Rheum in variety.

Rudbeckia, the taller species.

Saxifraga peltata.

Silphium in variety.

Silybum marianum.

Spirfea in variety.

Thalictrum flavum.

Veratrum in variety.

Verbascum in variety.

Vernonia.

Yucca in variety.

PLANTS FOR EDGINGS TO BORDERS.

Many of the plants included in the selections for rockwork are suitable for this

purpose, but for convenience a few which have been successfully used by the writer are

named. They should be allowed to grow over the stones, if stones are used, and form

irregular mounds. A great improvement will be effected if the plants are permitted

to reach the margin of the path, so as to break the monotony of the straight line.

Actena in variety.

Acantholimon glumaceum.

Ajuga reptans variegata ; r. pur-

purea.

Antennaria dioica ; tomentosa.

Arabis albida ; lucida variegata.

Armeria rnaritima alba and

laucheana.

Artemisia rupestris.

Aubrietia in variety.

Bcllis in variety.
;

[and varieties.

Campanula. The dwarf species

SELECTIONS.

Cerastium in variety.

Dianthus in variety.

Erysimum pulchellum.

Gentiana acaulis.

Gypsophila repens.

Iberis in variety.

Iris. Dwarf species such as

pumila.

Lithosperrnuni prostratum

.

Lysimachia nummularia aurea.

Omphalodes verna.

Phlox, subulata varieties.

Phuopsis (crucianella) stylosa.

Potentilla alchemilloides, aurea,

ambigua, tridentata.

Saponaria ocymoides.

Saxifraga. Nearly all.

Sedum. Nearly all.

Sempervivum. Nearly all.

Silene. Many species.

Tunica saxifraga.

Veronica nummularifolia, repens

and other dwarf kinds.

Violas.
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PLANTS WITH COLOURED OR SILVERY FOLIAGE.

These must be very carefully used in a garden, or a bizarre effect will be produced.

It may be observed that plants with variegated foliage generally flower less freely than

those with leaves of the normal colour.

SELECTIONS.

Achillea Clavennse, argentea.

Acorus gramineus variegatus.

Ajuga reptans variegata, purpurea.

Antennaria tomentosa.

Arabis lucida variegata.

Barbarea vulgaris variegata.

Bellis perennis aucubaefolia.

Carduus eriophorus, marianus.

Centaurea dealbata.

Cerastium tomentosum.

Convallaria majalis variegata.

Euphorbia myrsinites.

Funkia in variety.

Glechoma hederacea variegata.

Hernerocallis fulva, fol. var.

Heuchera Bichardsoni.

Hoteia japonica variegata

Iris i'cetidissinia variegata. Pseudo-

acorus variegata.

Lamiurn album variegatum.

Lilium candidum variegatum.

Linaria cymbalaria variegata.

Lychnis coronaria. Flos Jovis.

Lysimachia uummularia aurea.

Melissa officinalis variegata.

Mentha rotundiiolia variegata.

Onojxjrdon in variety.

Othonnopsis cheii'ifolia.

Pulmonaria officinalis.

Salvia argentea.

Santolina incana.

Saxifraga granulata variegata, um-

brosa variegata, and the en-

crusted varieties.

Scabiosa Webbiana.

Scrophularia nodosa variegata.

Sedum dasyphyllum.

Sieboldi variegatum.

Sempervivum, arachnoideuin, Lag-

ged.

Powelli, violaceum and others.

Sjiiraea Ulmaria variegata.

Stachys lanata.

Symphytum officinale variegatum.

Verbascum.

,, olympicum, pulveru-

lentum, and others.

Veronica Candida, gentianoides

variegata.

There are also a number of beautiful variegated grasses and bamboos.

ELEGANT-LEAVED PLANTS FOR THE GARDEN AND CUTTING.

Achillea in variety.

Anemone coronaria.

Aquilegia.

Asparagus tenuifolius.

Athamanta Matthioli.

Centaurea dealbata.

Coreopsis verticillata.

Corydalis lutea. Scouleri.

Dicentra exirnia, formosa.

Erodium Manescavi, trichomanae-

folium.

Ferula Ferulago.

Geranium in variety.

Helleborus foetidus.

Hoteia (spiraea) japonica.

Isopyrum thalictroides.

Meum athamanticum.

Molopospermum cicutarium.

Polemonium cceruleum.

Pyrethrum in variety.

Spiraea in variety.

Tanacetum vulgare crispum.

Thalictium aquilegifolium, minus.

FLOWERS FOR CUTTING.

The number of border plants which produce flowers well adapted for cutting is

practically unlimited, and many that are omitted from the following list can be usefully

employed in addition. It will be found, however, that it includes flowers suitable for

various purposes, such as bouquets, table aud house decoration, and buttonholes. It is

desirable that there should be a border set apart for growing a considerable number of

the flowers required for cutting, so as to avoid interference with the beauty of the

flower garden. Borders for this purpose may be formed in the kitchen garden or
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other suitable place, and masses of the various plants required may be grown

together. Where spikes or flowers of exceptional size are required, the stems or flowers

must be well thinned, and high culture should be practised. Flowers are best cut either

early in the morning or late in the evening, but, if gathered during sunshine, they

should be placed in water as they are severed from the plants. They should not be

packed when the petals are wet, and a large number last much longer in beauty if cut

before quite opened.

SELECTIONS.

In addition to the undernamed biennials and perennials, annuals will afford an almost inexhaustible supply

in the summer and autumn months.

Achillea millefolium rubra, red.

ptarmica fi. pi., white.

AgapanthusminorMooreanus, blue.

Alstromeria in variety.

Anemone coronaria in variety

;

hortensis, h. fulgens, japonica

in variety
;
narcissinora, white

;

rivularis, sylvestris, white.

Anthemis tinctoria Kelwayi, yellow

;

t. pallida, white.

Antirrhinum majus in variety.

Aquilegia. All the species and

varieties.

Arabis albida, white.

Armeria plantaginea, pink.

Asperula hexaphylla, white.

Asphodelus albus, fistulosus.

Aster in variety. Especially use-

ful in autumn.

Astilbe rivularis, white. Thun-

bergi, white.

Astrantia in variety, pinkish.

Barbarea vulgaris fl. pi., yellow.

Bellis perennis (Daisies) in variety.

Bocconia cordata, cream.

Boltonia asteroides, pink.

Bulbinella Hookeri (Anthericum),

yellow.

Bupthalmum salicifolium, yellow.

Campanula in variety.

Cardamine pratensis 11. pi., rotundi-

folia.

Carduus acanthoides.

Centaurea in variety. Varieties of

montana especially.

Centranthus ruber, red.

Cephalaria tatarica, pale yellow.

Cheiranthus in variety.

Chrysanthemum in variety.

Cimicifuga racemosa, white.

Clematis in variety.

Cnicus in variety.

Convallaria majalis, white.

*

Coreopsis in variety, yellow.

Cypripedium. Hardy varieties.

Dahlia in variety.

Delphinium in variety.

Dianthus in variety, including

Carnations and Pinks.

Dictamnus in variety.

Dipsacus fullonum.

Dodecatheon in variety.

Doronicum in variety.

Dracocephalum in variety.

Echinacea purpurea, purple.

Echinops in variety.

Erigeron in variety
;

speciosus

superbus.

Eryngium in variety.

Francoa appendiculata, sonchifolia.

Funkia in variety.

Gaillardia in variety.

Galega officinalis, blue ; o. alba,

white.

Gaura Lindheimeri, jiinkish.

Gentiana asclepiadea, blue.

Geranium in variety.

Geum in variety.

Gillenia trifoliata.

Gypsophila paniculata, white.

Helenium in variety, yellow.

Helianthus in variety. These fade

quickly

.

Helleborus in variety.

Hemerocallis in variety.

Hesperis matronalis.

Heuchera sanguinea, crimson.

Iberis in variety. I. sempervirens

fl. pi.

Iris in variety. Cut in bud.

Isopyrum thalictroides.

Kniphofia in variety.

Lathyrus in variety.

Liatris pyenostachya and others.

Linaria dalmatica
; vulgaris var.

peloria.

Lily of the Valley (Convallaria).

Lobelia cardinalis and varieties.

Lychnis alba (Vespertina) fl. pi.,

white. Chalcedonica fl. pi.,

scarlet ; coronaria various. Vis-

caria splendens plena, crimson.

Monarda didyma, scarlet.

Oenothera, fruticosa Fraseri, or

Youngei.

Orchis. Hardy varieties.

Pseonia in variety.

Papaver in variety. Cut before

opening.

Petasites fragrans, pink, early.

Phlox in variety.

Physalis Alkekengi. Franchetti.

Physostegia virginiana
; v. alba.

Platycodon in variety.

Polygonum in variety.

Potentilla in variety.

Primula in variety, including prim-

roses and polyanthuses.

Prunella grandiflora rubra.

Kanun cuius aconitifolius fl. pi. and

others.
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encrusted section.

Scabiosa caucasica.

Sedum. A few of the taller varie-

Eoses in variety.

Salvia in variety.

Saxifraga in variety. Principally teri.

Sph'Dea in variety.

Statice in variety.

Thalictrum in variety.

Senecio pulcher.

Sidalcea Candida ; malvseflora Lis-

Tiarella cordifolia.

Tradescantia in variety.

Veratrum album
;
nigrum.

Verbascum nigrum album.

Veronica in variety.

Viola in variety.

ties.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF CUT HARDY FLOWERS.

A well-filled garden of hardy border flowers will for many months in the year

supply all the requirements of a household in the way of cut flowers ; but in order

that they may be used to the best advantage the aid of some of the many beautiful

grasses and sedges should be sought. Nor need the flowers used be all of

perennial habit, or of true herbaceous character. As the use of annuals, shrubs,

and bulbous plants was advocated in the arrangement of the borders, so many of them

may be employed in a cut state for room decoration.

Very beautiful hand and table bouquets may be formed of hardy flowers, and for

decorative effect in large vases nothing can surpass some of the taller kinds, if cut with

long stems. In small glasses many are most beautiful, and the foliage of several plants

is so graceful that it lends itself to the most charming decorative effects.

For winter decoration a considerable number of flowers will be found very useful,

such as the statices, eryngiums, echinops, Gypsophila paniculata, and some of the

thistles, when dried, coming in well with the ornamental grasses and reeds. The fruits

of such plants as Iris foetidissima, Physalis Alkekengi, and P. Franchetti may also be

mentioned as illustrative of the usefulness of the border plants for preserving for orna-

ment in winter.

It is difficult to give instructions regarding the arrangements most desirable. These

must be left to individual taste, but in all there should be an absence of formality, and

an effort to show to the best advantage, consistent with the design, the character of the

flower. This is especially necessary with some of the taller and more effective kinds,

such as the echinops or Bocconia cordata, which lose their beauty when cut with short

stems and crowded together in bunches.

Various contrivances have been devised for preventing the overcrowding of

flowers and foliage, also for producing a good effect with a limited number (see

Fig. 131). Smith's dome-shaped holders are good for the purpose, placed in plates, as

shown in Fig. 132.

Among other flowers, it may be said, by way of suggestion, that a few single
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pyrethrums loosely arranged in small glasses, with a little of their own foliage and a

bud or two, are exceedingly graceful, and look infinitely better than a large bunch of

Fig. 131. Arranging Flowers and Foliage.

the same flowers massed together and unrelieved by foliage. Those who have tried

the art of floral decoration as practised in Japan, where a branch of a flowering shrub

or tree is employed with an effect much superior to more elaborate designs, will be

Fig. 132. Flower- Holders foe arranging as above.

able to turn to good account many border flowers not usually employed. A spike, or

two or three blooms, will often please much better than a large number.

VOL. I. N N
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Where light and graceful flowers are required to add elegance to arrangements

there are no kinds better than Gypsophila paniculata, Asperula hexaphylla, Thalictrum

aquilegifolium, or some of the numerous elegant annuals. Among these border

flowers, there are also many which have elegant foliage of the greatest assistance in

arranging flowers. Such leaves or sprays as those of the pyrethrums, thalictrums,

aquilegias, some of the achilleas, or the spireeas, may be mentioned as associating

excellently with cut flowers.

There are some flowers whose beauty is greatly destroyed by the absence of suitable

foliage when they are placed in glasses or vases. It sometimes happens that they are

bulbous plants producing so few leaves that depriving them of these would weaken

the bulb for another season. In this case, it is necessary to provide a substitute of

suitable appearance. Galtonia candicans, for instance, is greatly improved by rising

above leaves similar in character to its own, and those of some of the kniphofias or

irises may be used. The kniphofias are also much improved by the addition of a few

of their own leaves.

Among the most useful adjuncts to the effect of border flowers, when used for deco-

ration, are the grasses and sedges. Without their use, much of the charm of many

flowers is lost. Take a bunch of the brilliant poppies, and put them in a dish by them-

selves, and then add a few spikes of some of the elegant native or exotic grasses, and

the contrast will show how valuable these flowering grasses and sedges are for this

purpose. Where there is space some of these should be grown in the garden, but

dwellers in the country will find enough and to spare by the hedgerows or roadsides

or in the ditches to furnish all they require.

It hardly seems necessary to say anything on the arrangement of colours. Some

very beautiful effects are produced by the use of one colour only, or even of one flower.

Contrasts are less desirable than harmonies. Those who study their flowers in the

garden will have little difficulty in arranging them for decoration or for bouquets.

Generally speaking, red or pink flowers do not harmonize with lilac or purple

ones, but the warmer colours, such as scarlet, crimson, pink, orange, and yellow, are

easily arranged to give a pleasing effect. Blue is a favourite colour among flowers, but

there are few real blues, and creamy whites or pale yellows will be found to go better

with these than pure whites and deep orange yellows.

For spring considerable reliance must be placed on bulbs. Snowdrops, daffodils,

tulips, and anemones may be named, with scillas and white arabis or Cardamine
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rotundifolia and doronicums. For summer there is an almost unlimited choice, including

roses and carnations, and in autumn the Japan anemones, gladioli, sunflowers,

dahlias, and heleniums may be named, while the Michaelmas daisies are a host in

themselves, and prolong the supply until far into winter.

It may be as well to remark that phloxes and sunflowers are not very lasting in

water, unless cut with short stems, or rather deeply immersed in water. Pentstemons

also droop quickly, but some experiments in the way of splitting up the stems of some

of these flowers may perhaps prove of value. Christmas and Lenten Eoses should have

the stems split a little up or scraped, so as to enable them to absorb more moisture.

The field for the exercise of individual taste and ingenuity of arrangement is almost

boundless, and the variety at command among the border flowers will prevent that

monotony which makes even the most graceful arrangement become wearisome in time,

if frequently repeated.

For reviving flowers that are in a flaccid state nearly hot water is better than cold,

and the leaves should be removed from those parts of the stems of plants that are placed

in water.

PLANTS FOE COOL SHADED SITUATIONS.

While, as has been already said, there are few flowering plants that will do well

under the dense shade and drip of trees, there are many which will thrive and flower in

cool and shaded situations such as are to be found in many gardens. Even under

trees, however, the winter Aconite, the hardy species of cyclamens, asperulas, foxgloves,

some of the campanulas, dentarias, epilobiums, funkias, hypericums, lily of the valley,

Lychnis vespertina, lysimachias, the London Pride class of saxifrages, and thalictrums

may succeed, should the shade not be too dense
;
although a collection of choice hardy

ferns would give more satisfaction. For ordinary cool and shady spots we give the

following.

SELECTION.

Acanthus in variety, 3 to 5 ft.

Aconitums , , 3 to 5 ft.

Actseas ,, lj to 3 ft.

Anemones ,, 4 ins. to 2 ft.

Aquilegias ,, 1 to 3 ft.

Asclepias tuberosa, 1 ft.

Asperula odorata, 6 ins.

,, hexaphylla, 1^ ft.

Asphodelus ramosus.

Asters, early varieties, 6 ins. to 6 ft.

Astilbes in variety, 1 to 5 ft.

Astrantias ,, 1 to 2 ft.

Auriculas, alpine varieties, 6 ins.

Betonica grandiflora, \\ ft.

Bupthalmurn salicifolium, 2 ft.

Campanulas, many kinds.

Clematis integrifolia, 2 to 4 ft.

Convallaria majalis (Lily of the

Valley).

Corydalis, in variety, 6 ins. to 2 ft.

N N 2

Cyclamens neapolitanum and coum.

Delphiniums, in variety, 2 to 9 ft.

Dentarias ,, 1 to 1J ft.

Dicentras ,, 6 to 24 ins.

Digitalis
,

,

Dodecatheons ,, C to 18 ins.

Doronicum caucasicum, 9 ins.

Doronicum plantagineum, 2 to 3 ft.

Epilobiums, 3 ft.

Epimediums in variety, 6 to 12 ins.
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Eranthis hyemalis ("WinterAconite),

6 ins.

Eryngium alpinum, 2 ft.

Eritillarias in variety, 6 ins. to

1| ft.

Funkias in variety.

Galanthus (Snowdrops) in variety.

Geranium balkanum, 2 ft.

,, pratense fl. pi., 2i ft.

Geums in variety, 1 to \\ ft.

Helianthus multiflorus maximus,

6 to 8 ft.

Heucheras in variety, 9 to 18 ins.

Hyacinths ,,

Hypericums ,, 6 ins. to 2 ft.

Leucoiums ,, 6 to 18 ins.

Liliums, many do well in shade.

Lupinus in variety, 2 to 3 ft.

Lychnis vespertina fl. pi., 2 ft.

Lysimachias in variety.

Meconopsis in variety, 2 to 6 ft.

Mimulus cardinalis, 2 ft.

,
, moschatus

Monardas in variety, 2 to 2| ft.

Myosotis dissitiflora and sylvatica.

Narcissi in variety.

(Enotheras, the tall kinds.

Omphalodes verna.

Physostegias in variety, 2 ft.

Polygonum alpinum, \\ ft.

Primulas, including primroses and

polyanthuses.

Rudbeckias in variety.

Sanguinaria canadensis, 9 ins.

Saxifragas, nearly all except For-

tunei.

Scillas in variety (see Bulbs).

Sedum spectabile and a few others.

Smilacina bifolia, 1 ft.

Spiraeas in variety, 1 to 8 ft.

Thalictrums in variety, 9 ins. to

6 ft.

Tiarella cordifolia, 9 ins.

Tradescantias in variety, 1 to \\ ft.

Trilliums

Trolliuses

Tulips

Veratrums

Veronicas

Vincas

6 to 18 ins.

1 to 2i ft.

3 to 5 ft.

6 ins. to 4 ft.

trailing.

Violas, including violets and pansies.

Descriptions of the majority of those will be found in the selections for the various

seasons. Amongst annuals and tender bedding plants that succeed in most shady yet

open situations, are alyssums, candytufts, godetias, asters, stocks, begonias, calceolarias,

and fuchsias.

PLANTS FOE HOT, SUNNY POSITIONS.

Difficulty is sometimes experienced in furnishing hot and sunny parts of the garden

with suitable flowers. There are many which will thrive in such positions, and the

following list will be helpful to those at a loss to know what to grow.

Alstromerias in variety, 2 to 3 ft.

Alyssum saxatile compactum, 9 ins.

Arabis alpina, 6 ins.

Antirrhinum majus, various.

Arnebia echioides, 9 ins.

Aubrietias in variety, 6 ins.

Calochorti in variety, 1 to \\ ft.

Campanulas, dwarf vars. if roots

are between stones.

Ceratostigma plumbaginoides, 1 ft.

SELECTION.

Dianthus. Varieties of D. plurnarius

and other species.

Dictamnus in variety, \\ to 3 ft.

Echinops ruthenicus, 2^ ft.

Eryngiums in variety, 9 ins. to 2^ ft.

Geraniums, several varieties, 6 ins.

to 2 ft.

Helianthemums, 6 ins. See Rock

Plants.

Irises. Many of these do well.

6 ins. to 3 ft.

Lithospermum prostratum, 6 ins.

Lychnis Haageana hybrida, 1 ft.

(Enothera caespitosa, 6 ins.

Othonnopsis cheirifolia, 1^ ft.

Saxifragas. Encrusted section, 6ins.

to 2 ft.

Sedums. All the species, 3 ins. to

1 ft.

Sempervivums. All the species.

Tigridias in variety, 1^ to 2 ft.

Annuals and bedding plants which usually grow well and flower freely in hot

situations, are eschscholtzias, petunias, tropseolums, ice plants (Mesembryanthemum

crystalinum), portulacas, also gazanias, and varieties of zonale and ivy-leaved

pelargoniums.
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PERENNIAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS EASILY RAISED FROM SEEDS.

"While nearly all flowering plants may be raised from seeds, there are few persons

who have either the time or the convenience for this. There are also many plants

which either germinate so slowly or are so long in arriving at a flowering stage, that

raising these from seed cannot be recommended to any one not an enthusiast in such

work. The undernamed usually germinate quickly, and are as easily raised as any

hardy annual. Many strains of the various florists' flowers are now of such good quality

that high-class varieties can be raised from a packet of seeds. Biennials, i.e., plants

which bloom the year after the one in which the seeds are sown (if in good time),

and then usually die, are marked. % Directions for sowing appear on page 241.

SELECTION.

Alyssum saxatile. Galegas. GDnotheras, Jbiennis Lamarckiana.

Anemone coronaria varieties. Geraniums. Ononis rotundii'olia.

JAntirrhinums. Geums. Orobus.

Aquilegias. Gypsophila paniculata. Papavers.

Arabis. Heleniums. Pentstemons.

Aubrietias. Helianthemums. Phloxes.

Campanulas. JHeracleums. Phuopsis.

Carnations. } Hollyhocks. Physostegias.

|Carduus. Hutchinsia alpina. Potentillas.

Centaureas. Inulas. Primulas.

Chelones. Irises. Seeds germinate slowly. Pyrethrums.

JCnicus. Lathyrus. Rudbeckias.

Coreopsis. . Linarias. Saponarias.

Delphiniums. Linums. Scabiosas.

Dianthus, Jbarbatus, and others. JLunarias (Honesty). Sidalceas.

^Digitalis. Lupinus. Silenes.

JDipsacus. Lychnis. JSilybum marianum.

Echinops

.

Malvas. Statices.

Erigerons. \ Michauxia. Tunicas.

Eryngiums. Mimulus. Verbascums.

Erysimums. Morina longifolia. Veronicas.

Ferulas. JMyosotis. Violas, including Pansies.

Gaillardias. Oenotheras
;
perennial species. ^Wallflowers.

HARDY ANNUALS.

It is almost impossible to overestimate the value of annuals in maintaining and

prolonging the beauty of the flower borders or in the supply of cut flowers. In

conjunction with perennials and biennials they are invaluable. They fill up blanks

caused by the passing away of the earlier flowers, and for carpeting the spaces between

other plants they are much appreciated. Some are also of striking effect and, with the

exercise of taste, may be employed in such a way as to add greatly to the beauty of the
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garden. For cutting purposes there are few flowers to equal some of them, and, if

prevented from seeding, a succession can be obtained over a long time. The half-hardy

annuals, many of which are of the highest beauty, may be planted in the mixed border.

These will be found under the heading of Bedding Plants.

Some of the hardy annuals may be sown in pans or boxes to be planted out later, but

they generally make more vigorous plants if sown where they are to flower, thinning

them when of sufficient size. Much of the disappointment experienced with annuals

is due to the want of attention to this. In the case of some it is almost impossible to

thin too severely, but this depends upon the habit of the plant. The ground should

be made rich and friable, and the seeds covered with fine soil.

From March to June is the best season for sowing hardy annuals to bloom in summer

and autumn; in August and September for flowering in spring (see page 194). Many

half-hardy annuals may be treated as hardy ones by sowing in the border at the end of

April or beginning of May. The heights given are only approximative.

List of Hardy Annuals.

Erysimum Peroffskianuni, orange, \\ ft.

Eschscholtzias (Californian Poppy), various, 1 ft.

Gilias in variety, i to 2 ft.

Glaucium tricolor, scarlet, black, and yellow, 1 ft.

Godetias in variety, \ to 2 ft.

Gypsophila muralis, rose, 1 ft.

Cram.be pinnatifida, white, 4 ft.

Delphiniums. The annual Larkspurs in variety, 1 to

Clarkias in variety, white, crimson, purple, &c, 1 to 2 ft.

Collinsias in variety, white, blue, &c, 1 to ft.

Convolvulus tricolor (minor), various, 1 to 1^ ft.

Cosmidium Bui'iidgeanum, crimson purple and yellow,

Adonis autumnalis, crimson, 2 ft.

Alyssum maritimum, white, 1 ft.

Amberboa (Sweet Sultan), various, H ft.

Argemone grandiflora, white, 2 ft.

Bartonia aurea, yellow, 2 ft.

Calandrinia speciosa, crimson, i ft.

Calendula ofHcinabs Meteor, yellow, 1 ft.

Calliopsis in variety, 3'ellow, &c, 1 to 2 ft.

Campanula attica, purple or white, G ins.

Centranthus macrosiphon, rose, ft.

Chrysanthemum coronarium, yellow or white, 2£ ft.

3 ft.

lift.

carinatum (tricolor), various, 2\ ft.

inodorum plenissimum, white, lg ft.

segetum grandiflorum, yellow, 1 ft.

Helianthus (Annual Sunflower), 3 to 9 ft.

Hibiscus africanus, sulphur and black, \\ ft.

Hymenoxys californica, yellow, 1 ft.

Iberis (Candytuft) umbellata in variety, 1 ft.

Ionopsidium acaule, white or violet, 2 to 6 ins.

Kaulfussia amelloides, purple, 6 ins.

Lasthenia californica, yellow, 1 ft.

Lathyrus odoratus (Sweet Pea), various.

Lavatera trimestris, rose or white, 4 ft.

Leptosiphons in variety, 6 ins.

Limnanthes Douglasi, yellow and white, 6 ins.

Linarias in variety, 6 ins. to 1 ft.

Linum grandiflorum, red, \\ ft.

Lupinus in variety, 1 to 4 ft.

Malcolmia maritima (Virginian Stock), various, 9 ins.

Malope grandiflora, crimson purple, 3 ft.

Matthiola (Stock) in variety, 1 to 'i\ ft.

Nemesias in variety, 1 ft.

Nemophilas in variety, trailers.

Nigellas in variety, purple and white, 1 ft.

Nolana atriplicifolia, blue, white, and yellow, trailer.

Oxyura chrysanthemoides, yellow, 1 ft.

Papavers (Poppy) in variety, 1 to 3 ft.

Phacelias in variety, 1 ft.

Polygonum orientale (Persicaria), rose purple, 3 ft.

Reseda odorata (Mignonette).

Sanvitalia procumbens, yellow and black, 6 ins.

Saponaria calabrica, rose or white, 6 ins.
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Scabiosa'atropurpurea, various, \\ to 3 ft.

Schizanthus pinnatus in variety, 1^ ft.

Schizopetalon Walkeri, white, scented at night, 1 ft.

Silene'pendula in variety, \ to 1 ft.

Specularia speculum, blue or white, 9 ins.

Tropreolums (Nasturtiums) in variety.

Veronica glauca, blue, 6 ins.

Viscaria oculata in variety, 1 ft.

Whitlavia grandiflora, violet and white, 1 ft.

Xeranthemum annuum (Everlastings), 1£ to 2 ft.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES.

Not only do ornamental grasses serve to add variety and elegance to flower borders

dining the summer, but, if properly treated, they are even more valuable for vase and

house decoration. Ladies have also utilised some of them for trimming ball dresses, but

Fig. 133. COIX LACHEYMA. Fig. 134. Ebagbostis elegans.

novel as this form of ornamentation may be, it must be borne in mind that dried

grasses are highly inflammable, and a ball dress containing them may prove a source of

danger to the wearer.

The majority of grasses are annuals, and the seed can be bought in single packets or

made up into collections of twelve or twenty-four species. It may be sown early

Fie1

. 135. Hordeum jubatum. Fig. 13G. Stipa pennata.

in April in the open where the plants are to attain maturity, arranging them according

to their respective heights (see accompanying table), and also being particular to avoid

thick sowing. If grown principally for drying purposes, a position may be assigned
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them in the kitchen garden, a warm border being suitable. In this case the seeds may-

be sown in shallow drills one foot or more apart. The soil should be moderately rich,

and if at all dry when the drills are open, moisten these prior to sowing. Sow thinly,

and cover with half an inch of fine soil. In cold districts the plan of sowing the seeds

during April in pans or boxes in gentle heat, duly hardening and planting the

seedlings in small patches where they are to flower, answers well. Subjoined is a list of

the most popular ornamental grasses :

—

Selection of Grasses.

ANNUALS.

Name. Popular Name. Habitat. Height.

Agrostis elegans Cloud Grass Eussia 1 foot

,, nebulosa
j >

l\ feet

,, pulchella
)

»

Eussia 6 to 12 inches

Anthoxanthum gracile Vernal Grass Britain 9 inches

Avena sterilis Animated Oats Barbary 1J to 2 feet

Briza maxima Quaking Grass S. Europe 1 foot

,, minor Little Quaking Grass England 8 inches

Brizopyrum siculum Spike Grass Unknown 9 inches

Bromus brizfeformis Brorne Grass 1 foot

Chloris barbata Windmill Grass India > >

,, elegans Mexico > >

Chrysurus aurea Golden-spiked Grass S. Europe 6 inches

Coix lachryma (Fig. 133) .

.

Job's Tears India 1| to 2 feet

Eragrostis elegans (Fig. 134) Love Grass Temperate Eegions 1 foot

Hordeum jubatum (Fig. 135) Squirrel-tail Grass N. America H feet

Lagurus ovatus Hare's-tail Grass S. Europe

PEEENNIALS.

Arundo conspicua Silvery Eeed Grass New Zealand 4 to 6 feet

Elymus arenarius Lyme Grass Northern Eegions 1 foot

Eriantbus Bavennae Woolly-Beard Grass S. Europe 1£ feet

Gynerium argenteum Pampas Grass Temperate S. America 4 to 6 feet

Panicum altissimum Tall Witch Grass W. Indies 3 to 4 feet

, ,
capillare Old Witch Grass N. America li to 2 feet

Pennisetum latifolia .

.

Monte Video 6 to 8 feet

,, longistylum Abyssinia 1 to If feet

Stipa pennata (Pig. 136) Feather Grass Britain 2 feet

The hardier perennial species, or those which belong to the temperate and cold

regions, can be left out all the winter, but the more delicate, notably the pennisetums

and erianthus, should be lifted in the autumn, packing the clumps in boxes of good soil,

and wintering in a greenhouse temperature. These will be available for division
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and planting out in the spring. Pennisetum longistylum, though classed as a perennial,

is more often treated as an annual, and is an effective summer bedding plant.

Ornamental grasses associate well with everlasting flowers, such as helichrysums,

which are raised in exactly the same way as stocks and asters (see page 200), and dried

the same as the grasses. Such combinations render rooms cheerful during the winter

when fresh flowers cannot always be obtained. The small illustrations, supplied by

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, show how elegant these grasses are.

Drying Grasses.—A certain amount of judgment must be exercised in cutting and

drying grasses for winter use. Directly the inflorescence is expanded, neither before nor

many days after, they should be cut with long stems, and laid thinly on sheets of paper

in a cool dry room. All will not be ready at one time, and if any are cut prematurely

they will shrivel ; if cut when wet, they will probably become discoloured, while if left

till the seed is ripe, this will drop, and much of the beauty of the grasses be lost

accordingly.

BULBS FOB SUMMEB AND AUTUMN.

Spring bulbs are treated in another part of this work (page 199), but there is a

considerable number of others, flowering at a later season, which are of the highest

value in the decoration of the flower garden. Lilies are spoken of by themselves
; but

the judicious use of those named in the following selections will give the garden

varied beauty and greater interest from early summer until the coming of winter.

SELECTIONS.

Allium.—The varieties of the Allium are very-

numerous ; such as the following come in well

among other flowers. A. acuminatum, rose, 1 ft.

;

Moly, yellow, 1 ft., June; pulchellum, purple,

9 ins., July
;
pulchellum flavum, yellow, 9 ins.,

July; descendens, purple, August. Any soil or

position. Plant in autumn, 5 or 6 inches deep,

and leave them undisturbed during the winter.

Brodlea.—Beautiful bulbous plants. May and June.

Well-drained light soil, and south border. Capitata,

violet, 2 ft. ; c. alba, white ; *coccinea, scarlet,

2 to 3 ft.
;
grandiflora, violet, 9 ins. ; *Howelli,

porcelain, \\ ft. ; *ixioides, yellow, 1 ft.
;
laxa,

blue, 1 to 2 ft. Plant in autumn, 4 inches deep.

Calocuortus (Mariposa Lily).—Lovely plants of the

most refined beauty, 4 ins. to 3 ft., June and July.

Plant from the end of September to November,

VOL. I.

3 inches deep, in raised, sunny border of light soil.

Cover with reeds or other dry litter until February

or March. The following are among the easiest

to grow. *Pulchellus, yellow
; lilacinus, purple

;

luteus, yellow and red
; *splendens, lilac ; venustus

in variety ; *the Eldorado strain in variety. When
the foliage has become yellow, lift the bulbs.

Colchicum (Meadow Saffron).—Valuable autumn

flowering bulbs
;
good soil. Varieties numerous,

4 to 12 ins.. *Autumnale album plenum, white;

*plenum, purple ; roseuni plenum, rose
;
byzan-

themum, rose
;
Bornmulleri, pale purple ; *Sib-

thorpi, purple and white; *speciosum rubrum,

ruby crimson
;

variegatum, purple and white.

Plant early in August, 4 to 6 inches deep.

Crinum.—Noble bulbous plants, requiring a warm

sunny and sheltered position with plenty of
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moisture in summer. Keep the crowns at least

6 inches below the surface. Flower in late sum-

mer. Among the hardiest are capense, pink, 2 to

4 ft.
;

capense album, white
;

Powelli, pink

;

Powell i album.

Crocus.—Beautiful little autumn flowering species

;

sunny position in light soil. Hadriaticus, white
;

*iridiflorus, rich purple
;

*longiflorus, purple

;

*pulchellus, pearl blue
;
Salzmanni, lilac

;
*specio-

sus, blue
;
*zonatus, rose lilac.

Ctclamex (Sow Bread
;
Bleeding Nun).—The little

C. neapolitanum, with beautifully zoned leaves

and white or purplish flowers, should be grown

near the front of the border in half shade, 3 to 6

ins. ; flowers in autumn.

*Galtonia.—An indispensable hardy bulb with pure

white drooping bells in autumn on stems 3 to 6

feet high
; good soil. G. candicans is better than

G. princeps.

Gladiolus.—The exquisite varieties of G. gandavensis

should be largely grown ; also the nanceianus

and Lemoinei hybrids with the early flowering

varieties such as Colvillei, nanus, and others. *G.

byzantinus and *G. segetus may be grown as

hardy perennials without annual lifting, which

shoidd be followed with the others.

"Leucoium.—For autumn flowering the exquisite

L. autumnale shoidd have a good place in the

front of a choice border in light soil; 9 ins.,

white and rose.

*Montbretia.—A valuable flower for border decoration

or cutting. Good soil, not too dry, sun ; divide

frequently; colours range from pure yellow to

bright red, 2 to 2 % ft. There are now many

varieties, but the following are good. Pottsi,

scarlet ; aurea, yellow ; Etoile de Feu, scarlet

;

Golden Sheaf, yellow ; Phare, scarlet and yellow.

Schizostylis Coccinea—A pretty plant with habit of

Gladiolus, crimson ; 2 to 3 feet. It flowers too

late for many gardens ; rich, moist soil.

Sterjntbergia.—Pretty bulbous plants with yellow

crocus-like flowers in autumn; 6 ins. Do not

bloom in many gardens, and require a warm, sunny

position. Lutea, yellow
;
macrantha, yellow.

Tigridia.—Showy, half-hardy bulbs, valuable among

border flowers ; 1 foot. Plant in spring in good

soil with sunny exposure. The following are

desirable. Pavonia conchiilora, yellow, scarlet

spots
;

grandiflora alba, white, ruby spots ; im-

maculata alba, white ; lilacea, lilac, white and

purple
;
rosea, rose ; rubra, yellow, scarlet spots

;

violacea, 9 ins., rosy purple and white. Lift after

flowering.

Zephyranthes .—Beautiful bulbous flowers flowering

about July. The hardiest is Z. Atamasco, white
;

9 ins., moist soil.

In warm gardens Ixias, Morphixias, Sparaxis, Tritonias and Babianas, may be

planted from October to January, 3 inches deep in light soil, and covered with litter

until spring. They flower variously from June until August. For names see

catalogues.

HARDY LILIES.

The garden without lilies is indeed incomplete, and it is possible to select from

among the many liliums now obtainable some suitable for almost any position in which

other border flowers will grow. Lilies have a wide range of colouring, from the pure

white of the Madonna Lily to the almost black of the Dalmatian Martagon. Nothing

can surpass the beauty of Lilium auratum—although it is seldom long-lived in the

border ; and in stature there is much variety, from the dwarf L. Thunbergianum, Prince

of Orange, only about six inches high, to the great spikes of L. giganteum, towering as

high as ten, or even fourteen, feet. Several are of the easiest cultivation, and succeed

perfectly among herbaceous plants. Where many spring and early summer flowers are

grown, the lily should be largely planted, as it will, in the later months, beautify the
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borders occupied by the earlier flowers which have passed away. For late flowering

the varieties of L. speciosum, of which the so-called "species
1

' Hcnryi (Fig. 137) is

said by some authorities to belong, arc exceedingly valuable.

Lilies vary in their requirements ; but it may be said that they succeed best when

planted in deeply worked soil, where the mid-day sun does not shine fully upon them,

and where the roots of trees or other plants will not deprive them of the necessary

moisture. For convenience

the list which follows, which

comprises only some of the

easiest to grow, is numbered

—

1. Those which grow in

good garden soil with the

addition of loam, if light, and

leaf-mould, if heavy.

2. These require deep

friable loam, with leaf soil

and sand added, if of a clayey

nature.

3. These should have

moisture, and the addition of,

say, three-parts ofpeat and one

of sand to the ordinary soil.

The ground ought to be

well dug, the sub-soil broken

up and enriched, and a little

sandy peat put at the base of the bulb ; half an inch of sand all over the latter will be

found beneficial.

Fiff. 137. Lilium Henkyi.

Selection of Liliums.

2 auratum and varieties, white, yellow, and red,

3 to 7 ft.

1 Batemanni, apricot, 3 ft.

2 Browni, white and brown, 3 to 4 feet.

3 candidum, white, 3 to 5 ft.

*1 canadense (Fig. 138) and varieties, yellow to red,

2 to 4 ft.

*1 chalcedonicum, scarlet, 2| to 4 ft.

1 concolor, scarlet, 1 ft.

*1 croceum, orange, 2 to 3\ ft.

*1 excelsum, Nankeen yellow, 4 to 5 ft.

2 giganteurn, white, 9 to 14 ft.

3 Grayi, red spotted purple, 3 to 4 ft.

1 Hansoni, yellow, 3 to 4 ft.

*1 Henryi, orange-yellow, 4 to 6 ft. (Fig. 137).

2 Huniboldti, yellow, spotted purple, 5 ft.

o o 2
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Fig-. 13S. LlLUTM CANADEXSE.

2 Krameri, pink, 2 ft.

1 longiflorum in variety, white, 1 to 3 ft.

1 martagon, purple, \\ to 4 ft.

*2 ,, album, white.

*2 ,, dalmaticum catani, black.

3 pardalinum in variety, orange and spotted,

4 to 6 ft.

1 pomponium, scarlet, 2 to 3 ft.

*1 speciosum in variety, 2 to A\ ft. Good

varieties are

—

*speeiosum album Krfetzeri, white.

,, novum, white.

,, macranthum, deep rose.

,, Melpomene, crimson purple.

,, roseum superbum,white and rose.

3 superbum, orange crimson, 6 to 9 ft.

2 Szovitzianum, citron and black, 3 to 5 ft.

*1 Thunbergianum, numerous varieties, 6 in.

to 2 ft. Atrosanguineum, Alice Wilson,

Beautiful Star, Beauty, Horsmanni,

marmoratum aureum, Prince of Orange,

Van Houttei, and Wallacei.

1 tigrinum Fortunei giganteum, orange

scarlet, 6 ft.

*1 tigrinum splendens, orange scarlet, 6 ft.

1 umbellatum incomparabile, dark scarlet,

2 ft.

1 umbellatum Sappho, light orange and red,

2 ft.

*1 umbellatum Cloth of Gold, golden yellow,

2 ft.

Those marked are the most easily grown and good for small gardens. Krameri

and Humboldti are difficult to establish ; auratum is cheap, and easily replaced if lost.



THE ORIGIN OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS

i S many readers of these pages may have no clear conception of the origin of

" Florists' Flowers," or even of the meaning of such terms as " Genus,"

"Species," and " Variety," it may be well here, as briefly as possible, to endeavour to

explain their significance in popular, rather than in scientific, language.

It may be true, as a great authority states, that there is "no real difference between

genus, species, and variety, except in degree "
;

yet, if they cannot be defined exactly,

these degrees are so well marked as to make the words expressing them useful, and

even necessary, as terms of reference amongst growers of plants.

Genus.—A group or assemblage of kindred plants which resemble each other so

clearly in structure and characteristics that there is little or no difficulty in recognising

their relationship. For example, a number of roses, single or double, wild or culti-

vated, form one genus—the genus Rosa. All the chrysanthemums, single or double,

annual or perennial, wild or cultivated, from the ox-eyed daisy of spring, the corn

marigold of summer and the French marguerite, to the glorious autumn flowers that

we owe to China and Japan—all form but one genus—the genus Chrysanthemum. It is

the same with dahlias, fuchsias, liliums, poppies, and others far too numerous to be

mentioned here, the different species and varieties of each composing in the aggregate

the genus in each case.

Species.—The separate individuals forming the natural sections or divisions of

which the group or genus is composed. Thus Chrysanthemum leucanthemum (ox-eyed

daisy), C. segetum (corn marigold), C. frutescens (French marguerite or Paris daisy),

as well as C. indicum or sinense (the originator of our beautiful autumn chrysanthemums)

are separate individuals, which, with others, form the genus to which they belong.

Thus it will be seen that species are natural plants originally wild, in their native

habitats, and like the dandelions and daisies in our fields, remain, under natural con-

ditions, practically the same from generation to generation, though millions are grown

from scattered seeds, the result of self-fertilisation.

But—and here comes an important proviso—if "species" are grown under the

influence of some departure from natural conditions, such as removal to, and high culti-
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vation in, gardens, they are prone to change
;
seedlings from them, the result of cross-

fertilisation, change still more ; and these divergencies from the originals are called

"varieties " of the species.

Varieties.—The most numerous of all plant representatives and the most change-

ful in their nature. All flowers raised from seeds that differ from those flowers which

produced such seeds, either in woodland, field, or garden, are "varieties" and not

species. The change is effected mainly by pollen agency—fertilisation.* This is the

golden key that opens to us a new paradise of wondrous and illimitable beauty. (See

Mr. Burbidge's elucidations and examples, page 21 et seq.)

Some plants occasionally produce varieties not only from seed but also by what is

called " sporting " ; that is to say, the plant, from some unknown cause, quite unex-

pectedly puts forth a branch which has flowers unlike all its other and ordinary flowers,

and, generally speaking, if buds or cuttings are taken from this branch, the plants

secured will fix or perpetuate the variation. These "sports" when "fixed," although

really only extensions of the original plant, are nevertheless accorded the same rank as

"varieties" from seed. Many beautiful chrysanthemums and some roses have origi-

nated from sports.

Plants raised from seeds or sports are in most cases capable of being perpetuated and

increased in their integrity by cuttings, offsets or layers, also some by budding and

grafting. Plants produced by any of these means are extensions of the parents and

retain all their characteristics ; but plants raised from seeds are new births, and when

influenced by the pollen of other varieties, unfold flowers varying in colour, form,

and size, to an extent which no one can exactly foresee.

But, though this is the case, the intelligent florist, who has a definite object in view,

can, by the wise selection of flowers for cross-fertilisation, produce others varying in

the direction he wishes
;
and, having set up an ideal, he can compel, as it were, plants

to march towards it, and in the end, if he do not realise it with exactitude, may possibly

obtain results which even exceed his expectations. It is by judgment, skill, and per-

severance in cross-fertilisation and selection that the most beautiful of the florists'

flowers have been obtained, which will be referred to in subsequent pages.

But, before dealing with them, another word may be said on divisional nomen-

clature. For purposes of exhibiting and in common parlance, the words "kinds" and

" sorts " are often employed in a way leading to confusion, which ought to be pre-

* When the pollen is transferred from a flower of the same species, the process is called " cross-fertilisation,

"

but when from a flower of a different species, it is called " hybridisation."
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vented. The word "kind," used in connection with exhibiting flowers, is nearly-

identical with the word "genus," which, as explained above, itself consists of a group

of different species and varieties. The word " sort," when used in a similar way, is

identical with " variety," and therefore ought not to be used at all. Thus " kind "

would clearly mean a rose, a lily, a chrysanthemum; while "sorts " would mean all or

any varieties of these " kinds "—all sorts (varieties) of roses, all sorts of phloxes, or the

varieties of any other genus of plants.

Now, it is very important for framers of schedules, exhibitors and judges, to clearly

understand this relative significance of the words " kinds " and " sorts "
: for if a prize

be offered for, say, " twelve bunches of flowers, 'distinct,' or 'distinct varieties/" an

exhibitor would be within the terms of the schedule if he set up any twelve bunches

whatsoever, so long as no two of them were alike ; even if they comprised twelve

varieties of pinks, or of roses, or of any other kind of flower. But (and a very important

"but" it is) if the prize be offered for twelve "distinct kinds," only one example of

each genus may be staged, but this example may be either any original species of the

genus, or any variety of any species of it, but no two representatives may be taken

from the same genus. If a mixture of colour variations be allowed in a bunch, such as

Sweet Peas, Poppies, or any other flowers, it must be expressly so stated in schedules.

It may be well also to state for the information of the inexperienced in such

matters, that the generic and specific names of plants are written in Latin, so that the

plants referred to may be recognised by botanists in various countries. It may be

sufficient for Englishmen to refer to the wild rose of our hedgerows as the Dog Eose, its

English name, but in order that all the world may comprehend a reference to the

species it must be accorded its universally known name Rosa canina ; and similarly our

fragrant sweet briar must also have its wider appellation, Rosa ruhiginosa. " Varieties,"

on the other hand, obtained from seed by florists should receive popular names in the

language of the countries in which they have been raised, as Marechal Niel Eose, Mrs.

Pollock "Geranium" (Pelargonium), Mrs. Heal Begonia, Edwin Molyneux Chrys-

anthemum, and so on, and thus all kinds of florists' flowers either are or ought to be

invested with popular names
;
attaching Latin names to them invites confusion.

DEFINITION OF FLOEISTS' FLOWEES.

Flowers which have been obtained from seed, the result of judicious fertilisation

and careful selection by florists, and the varieties so raised, capable of increase by
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offsets, layers, tubers, cuttings, or by any other methods independently of seeds, and

moreover the different varieties of the several kinds thus established, must be sufficiently

numerous, distinct, and beautiful to form large named collections. To put the matter

concisely, "Florists' Flowers" are those raised or originated from seed in the garden

by the " Florist " or cultivator.

Thus florists' flowers are essentially flowers of art—the result, largely, of human

skill, stimulated by devotion in raising and selecting them with painstaking care.

They are the products of human intelligence, and this raising of new flowers, an

American writer has said, " having in mind an ideal form, is man's nearest approach

to the Creator in his dealings with the organic world ; and has been the greatest

force in the wonderful upbuilding of our cultivated flora."
*

SCOPE OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

A narrow or a broad view may be taken of the flowers which may be appropriately

treated as florists' varieties. In a popular work of this kind the broad view will be

taken. The circumscribed view is to place in this category only about a dozen long-

established kinds, practically hardy. The patrons of these, of which the auricula,

carnation, and tulip may be cited as examples, cultivate their favourites within the

most rigid ideas of the points that constitute a true or perfect flower. It is impossible

to speak in terms too high of the devotion and skill of these whole-hearted florists, who

thus establish varieties embodying the highest types of beauty, and it has long been

the custom to append the names of the raisers to varieties of permanent value, as in the

case of auriculas and the most refined carnations, but not to varieties for decorative

purposes, as these are usually soon superseded.

The varieties of some well-known and generally recognised florists' flowers are

so numerous and beautiful, and also regarded as so important by a large number of their

patrons and admirers, that national societies have been established for stimulating raisers

and cultivators to excel in their production ; also for gaining more adherents, as true

lovers of flowers in the highest possible state of development desire that others shall

love them too.

There are not less than eight national floral societies, each devoted to the improve-

ment and extended culture of a particular kind of flower, in this country—a greater

* H. Bailey, Cornell University, in "The Survival of the Unlike."
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number than can be found in any other nation. These organisations include the

Auricula and Primula
;
Chrysanthemum ; Carnation and Picotee ; Pink ; Dahlia

;
Pansy

and Yiola ; Eose ; and the Tulip Society. The aggregate membership of these societies

amounts to many thousands.

But there are other groups of flowers which have been raised or originated from

seed in the garden, and which are therefore fully entitled to be placed in the category

of "Florists' Flowers." As such they will be treated in the following pages, whether

the kinds be hardy or tender, or whether grown mainly for home decoration or purposes

of exhibition. Methods of raising and increasing the plants will be described, and

lists of varieties given, when this can be usefully done, while, in some cases at least,

reference will be made to species from which the Ararieties originated.

AMARYLLIS (HIPPEASTRUM).

So firmly has the name Amaryllis become attached to another genus of plants of

the same order that it seems desirable to give precedence here to the wrong name, for

the purpose of emphasising the right one, as applied to the gorgeous florists' flowers

under notice. If treated under the correct name alone (Hippeastrum), many persons

would not know even to what kind of flowers reference was being made, but the men-

tion of the more familiar name will guide them to a tolerably clear impression.

Hippeastrums have flowers similar in character to Amaryllises, but as a rule the former

are much larger and more varied in colour. Bearing in mind that florists' flowers are

those which have been raised by the process of hybridisation and cross fertilisation, as

conducted by florists, in contradistinction to "collecting' 7 them either as so-called

" species " or chance seedling varieties, at home or abroad, we at once find that Hip-

peastrums are florists' flowers and Amaryllises are not. Further, it may be stated that

all so-called Amaryllises which produce such a striking effect under glass during the

spring and summer months are Hippeastrums, there is not an amaryllis amongst them.

What is the difference ? Amaryllis Belladonna is the only species now placed in

the genus Amaryllis by Hooker and Bentham. It is a South African plant, and was

brought to this country from the Cape of Good Hope in 1712 ; and the bulbs deeply

planted at the foot of south walls in England, remain from year to year, flowering

without leaves in the autumn ;
flower stems solid.

Hippeastrums, of which familiar species are aulicum, pardinum, reticulatum, with

various others, are all South American plants, requiring artificial heat, and although the

VOL. I. P P
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leaves die away before winter, when the bulbs are kept dry new leaves appear with

the flowers from March till June, according to the desire of cultivators who have the

means of forcing at command, but April is the chief month for Hippeastrums, which

moreover have hollow, not solid flower stems. After flowering the foliage strengthens

and becomes more developed.

The evolution of the present innumerable varieties as florists' flowers may be briefly

traced. The first hybrid is said to have been raised by a nurseryman named Johnson,

who fertilised H. vittatum, introduced from Peru, with pollen from H. regium, or

Mexican Lily, and the new variety so obtained was named Johnsoni ; but other species

played a more important part in recent years, in the production of the magnificent

varieties of to-day.

IIippeastrum aulicum {long called Amaryllis aulica), introduced from Brazil in

1810, of strong growth, nearly evergreen, producing crimson scarlet flowers in the

autumn, was one of the parents, fertilised with H. vittatum, of an improved strain

produced by Messrs. Garaway and Son, Bristol, about fifty years ago.

II. PARDiNUM, introduced by Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Limited, from Peru about

18G7, crossed with some of the best of the Garaway hybrids by the late E. S. Holford,

Esq., Westonbirt, Gloucestershire, resulted in a rich and varied collection, of which the

variety Belona is a type. His son, Captain Holford, with his gardener, Mr. Chapman,

have effected still further improvements. The beautiful variety, Dr. Masters, resulted

from the use of pollen from pardinum.

H. Leopoldi, another of Messrs Veitch's introductions, also from Peru in 1867, has

had great effect, and to this large and symmetrical flower we are mainly indebted for the

present grand race ; it only produced two dull reddish flowers on a scape or stem, but

by intercrossing with Empress of India and others we now have four to six flowers of

the most brilliant and diversified colours imaginable, ranging from crimson, crimson

scarlet, orange scarlet, pure white, white striped, and rose pink.

H. reticulatum, introduced from Brazil, is the forerunner of a fine race of autumn

and winter flowering varieties. The crossing of this species with the other section, has

resulted in the progeny named Mrs. Garfield and Mrs. Lee, raised by Messrs. "Williams &

Son, of Holloway ; also Autumn Beauty and Lady Mayoress, raised by the Messrs. Yeitch

at Chelsea.

Very few flowers have risen so high in public favour amongst affluent amateurs and pro-

fessional gardeners as Hippeastrums have done during the past 12 to 15 years; and those
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persons who have had the pleasure of seeing them exhibited at the Eoyal Horticultural

Society's meetings in the spring, must have been struck with the marvellous improve-

ments made in those splendid flowers, both in size, form, and colour. Every year

brings out fresh surprises, and wonder is incited as to what next the hybridist will

place before the Floral Committees of that useful society.

During the months of March, April, and May, it has become one of the floral sights

of London to pay a visit to the "Amaryllis" (Hippeastrum) House (Fig. 139), in the

nurseries of Messrs. James Yeitch & Sons, Limited, at Chelsea, where there can be seen

thousands of blooms which, when at their best in the different shades of colours, present

Fig. 139. Hippeastrums. (Large bloom one-third natural size.)

a veritable blaze of beauty. There visitors can see the work of the hybridist, and

note the rapid strides made with those flowers from a comparatively few species to

an almost bewildering number of infinitely grander varieties. Messrs. Williams, of

Holloway, Paul and Sons, Cheshunt, and others have also been working to improve

them.

Now in order to produce such and further improvements, the hybridist must have

the material wherewith to set to work, and to do this he must look about him for the

right species and improved varieties for that purpose. He must also have an object in

view before he commences operations, and see if he require size, form or colour, or an

p p 2
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increased number of flowers on a stem. All these desiderata can be obtained by the

potency of well-selected and judiciously applied pollen.

Persons who are commencing to grow Hippeastrums for the first time, should pro-

cure a dozen or two which are not very expensive. If these grow and flower well,

obtain a few choicer varieties before commencing to hybridise ; then may still better be

expected, while there is no small amount of interest in waiting and watching new seed-

lings open for the first time. It takes three years from the time of sowing seeds for the

bulbs to become large enough for flowering.

Seeds should be sown about a month or six weeks after they are ripe, in a tem-

perature of 60° to G5°. As soon as the seedlings are large enough to be handled, four

small plants should be placed round the sides of 3|-inch pots, using a mixture of

loam, leaf mould, and a dash of silver sand. After they have made sufficient growth,

place them singly into small pots, and grow the plants in a genial temperature of

€0° to 70° till they require larger pots. The plants must not be dried off whilst young,

but kept growing winter and summer. During the months of July, August, and

September, expose those which have flowered to all the sun possible, gradually reduce

and eventually cease watering, to ripen the bulbs, and dry the foliage. In the autumn,

store them in the pots in a dry place, with a temperature of 50°. Some of them will

begin to show flower about Christmas time ; as they do so, place them in a little more

heat, give weak liquid manure, increasing the strength and quantity as the scapes

become stronger and foliage extends.

Hippeastrums thrive and flower under different treatment, according to the circum-

stances of the grower. If a little bottom heat is at command, and the pots and bulbs

can be plunged in old tan or decayed leaf mould, then pot in January, if the flowers

are required about Easter ; if wanted later, pot accordingly. Shake off all the old soil,

clean any decayed matter from the bulbs, then repot in a good mixture of two-thirds

fibrous loam and one-third decayed cow manure, with a little leaf mould and silver

sand added. The mixture is improved by being stored in a heap three or four months

before using ; have the pots well drained and the soil pressed down firmly.

After potting, the bulbs require the most careful attention as to watering. This is

perhaps the most important point in successful culture ; small pots in comparison

with the size of the bulbs, are also most important essentials to healthy growth. A
space of an inch or a little more all round between the flowering bulb and the pot is

sufficient.
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More bulbs are injured and killed from excess of water when starting than from any

other cause. Water must be sparingly given until the flower stems are two or three

inches high, and the foliage begins to grow vigorously. Then give more water, and

as the flowers approach expansion, give still more.

When the plants are in flower, a slight shading should be used to protect the

blooms from the sun's rays, and during the growing season a similar shading is bene-

ficial during bright and hot weather.

After flowering, grow the plants rapidly in a temperature of 60° to 65° at night

with a natural increase in the daytime until July, then reduce and give more air and

water, but allow them all the sun possible to well ripen the bulbs for the following

season. In the absence of bottom heat, do not pot until after the plants have

ceased flowering, but treat them exactly as the three-years-old seedlings. This is

the best plan where a succession of bloom may be desired for several months and the

plants are required for house decoration.

The bulbs can be grown in any ordinary vinery or other houses with a temperature

of 60° to 65°. During the resting period any dry place with the temperature from

45° to 50° will suit them. Their value as decorative plants can scarcely be over-

estimated
;
they can be used in so many ways, and if the stems are cut and placed in

water, the flowers will remain fresh for several days in rooms ; even the ordinary seed-

lings look well when used for decoration mixed with other plants and flowers or by

themselves. The following varieties are very showy and distinct :

—

SELECTION.

Empress of India.—Very free
;

bright orange

scarlet ; whitish eye.

Dr. Masters.—Bright carmine scarlet, shaded with

dark crimson.

Cleopatra.—A rose-shaded variety, whitish rays.

Star of India.—Scarlet crimson, greenish rays.

Thetis.— Reddish orange crimson, greenish-white star.

Virginalis.—Creamy white, slightly veined with rose.

Johnsoni.—Robust old variety, reddish orange tips.

Duke of Albany.—Brilliant scarlet, whitish star.

Pauline.—Light scarlet, feathered white.

Morning Star.—Rich crimson scarlet, white band.

Fairy Queen.—Creamy white, crimson scarlet veins.

Olivia.—French white, veined rosy scarlet.

ANEMONE.

The anemone in its various species is one of the most valuable of our hardy garden

flowers. It varies much in habit of growth, in colouring, and in the period in which

it blooms.

It is, however, to the early flowering species, principally A. coronaria, that the
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florist has directed the attention and skill which have resulted in the beautiful and

brilliant flowers we now possess.

For three hundred years the anemone has been cultivated in our gardens, and

although the old type of florist who grew it is practically extinct, the flower is a

greater favourite than ever. Coming from the Levant, it has brought with it the vivid

colouring which seems more appropriate to sunnier skies than ours ; and it also com-

prises the most delicate shades acceptable to all who can appreciate the quiet beauty of

soft colouring. In beds, lines and masses, it is very attractive.

As has been said, the florist who grew the anemone as a florists' flower, and looked

upon any blooms not meeting the requirements of his code of beauty as unworthy of

retention, is, for the present, almost extinct. The double flowers which were his

pride are less sought after, the present taste being more in favour of single and semi-

double blooms ; but a turn in the tide may come and fresh interest be taken in these

flowers, which, we cannot but admit, are of great beauty. For many years the best of

the double anemones came from Holland and France, but until a comparatively recent

period, many superb flowers were raised in England ; and there is no reason why this

country should not again take up with success the raising of the rosette-like forms of

florists' anemones.

The properties of a good single anemone are given as follows :—The stem strong,

elastic, and erect, not less than 9 inches high ; the flower at least two inches and a half

in diameter, consisting of large, substantial, well-rounded petals, at first horizontally

extended, and then turning a little upwards, so as to form a broad, shallow cup ; the

colour clear and distinct when diversified in the same flower, or brilliant and striking if

it is only of one colour.

A double anemone should have the outer petals quite flat, the second series a little

shorter, the third shorter still, and so on until the centre is quite full, when the whole

should form a rather flat hemisphere. Every double flower should be of one full colour.

According to some florists, the beauty and contrast is considerably increased when both

the exterior and interior petals are regularly marked with alternate blue and white or

pink and white stripes, which in the broad petals should not extend quite to the

margin.

There are many very beautiful flowers of great value for garden effect and for

cutting purposes which do not approach these standards, but are of greater use than if

they did so. The " St. Brigid" strain, raised in Ireland, may be cited as one of excep-
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tional merit, although coming short of the standards already quoted ; the brilliant

Aldborough Anemone [see index for coloured plate] is another.

The ideal soil for the anemone is a friable

yet gritty loam, vegetable or cow manure

being incorporated with it. The position

should be a sheltered one in a fairly sunny

part of the garden. The best times for

planting are about the middle of October and

the end of January, the former period giving

better plants and flowers, which, however,

require protection during some seasons from

frost.

In planting in beds an experienced culti-

vator recommends that these should be 3 feet

4 inches wide, and that the prepared soil be

at least 15 inches deep. The bed must not

be too wet when the tubers are planted, and

the surface should be made level and marked

in lines across.

Eight roots are allowed in a row, and

have the drills in which the tubers are to be placed 2 inches deep. The crowns of the

tubers are not easily distinguished, but should be placed upwards. They form little

knobs often lighter in colour, and sometimes with faint lines converging to a central

point (see Fig. 141). Sometimes the remains of the old

roots form a guide in planting, as the part on which they

are seen may be placed beneath. When neither crowns nor

roots can be distinguished, the tubers may be placed on what

seem to be their sides. Cover the bed with about 2 inches

of partially-decayed leaves ; which may be removed after the

foliage appears, a top-dressing of well-decomposed manure

and leaf-mould being substituted. Should the weather be

dry when the plants are growing, give copious supplies of

water occasionally in the evening. The flower-buds may be thinned if exceptionally

fine blooms are required, and the beds shaded when the plants are in flower in order

Fig1

. 140. Double Anemone.

Fig. 141. Anemone Tubee.
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to prolong their beauty. This is most desirable with the later-planted ones, which

should flower in June ; the others being about a month earlier, will flower much sooner,

but, unless the season prove very mild, not so perfectly. "When the leaves have

must be carefully dried and stored in a dry room.

The anemone is propagated by dividing the tubers and by means of seed. Dividing

the tuber into too many pieces weakens the plants, although each portion of tuber

possessing a crown will grow. Seedlings may be raised by sowing as soon as the seeds

are gathered, or the following March or early April, in beds of light soil, the seeds being

freely mixed with sand in order to separate them. Old seed will not germinate. A
slight covering of soil should be placed over them, and the young plants will appear

in a month or less. The beds must be well watered in dry weather, and the following

April many will show their first flowers. Those which make moderate-sized roots

the first season after flowering may be lifted and treated as recommended for old

plants.

Seeds may also be sown in pans or boxes in a frame or cold greenhouse in spring,

and the seedlings pricked out afterwards. Tor producing double flowers the seeds

should be saved from semi-double flowers. If sown early in spring the St. Brigid and

Aldborough Anemones will flower in autumn and winter, and if desired the tubers may

be left in the ground from year to year.

Tubers can be purchased at a very low rate, and for ordinary garden purposes

anemones may be placed in beds or lines by themselves or among other border flowers.

For this purpose they may be planted either in autumn or spring, and will give good

flowers, the single and semi-double forms being preferable to the double ones for this

purpose. For early flowering, anemones may also be grown in frames or in pots in a cold

greenhouse. At present double poppy Anemones are seldom offered under name, but the

following are good.

withered the tubers should be lifted, choosing dry weather for the operation. They

Selection of Double Anemones.

Ceres, white.

Hamlet, lilac.

Jeannette, red striped.

King of Scarlets, scarlet.

L'Eclaii', scarlet.

Leverrier, purple.

King of the Blues, blue.

Eosette, white and red.

Sir J. Paxton, violet.

Lord Palmerston, dark blue.

Chapeau de Cardinal, red striped.

The Bride, double white.

Selection of Single Anemones.

The Bride, white.

Eembrandt, blue.

Aart Admiral, scarlet.

Garfield, vermilion.

Von Moltke, lilac.

Potgieter, red variegated.
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Chrysanthemum-Flowered Anemones.

(These are attractive double flowers, and well worthy of cultivation.)

Eose de Nice, rose.

Eose tendre, pink.

Gloire de Nantes, blue.

Etoile de Bretagne, lilac rose.

Eosine, rose shaded.

Meteor, carmine and white.

For garden effect and affording flowers for cutting, A. fulgens, included by botanists

with A. hortensis, is extremely valuable, its dazzling scarlet blooms being very effective.

The other varieties of A. hortensis, frequently offered as stellata, are also pretty, and may

be grown as recommended for the poppy Anemone.

They are grown extensively by market gardeners, and

the bunches of brilliant flowers find ready sale.

ANTIEEHINUM.

Antirrhinum majus, or the common snapdragon, is

a very old favourite, and as popular now as ever it was.

Deservedly so too, as it is one of those easily-grown

border plants that rarely fails to do well in all weather,

neither great heat, drought, nor the other extreme pre-

venting a good display. Naturally the best results

attend high culture, and if spikes for exhibition purposes

are desired, intelligent treatment must be accorded.

Advanced florists do not attach great importance to

this flower, doubtless owing to the ease with which the

plants can be grown and new varieties raised ; there-

fore the points of a good flower are seldom, if ever,

mentioned. According to Glenny's views, and these

still hold good, "the plant should be dwarf, the flowers

abundant, the mouth wide, and the more the inner surface turns up to hide the tube

the better. The tube should be clear and pure if white, and if any other colour must

be bright ; and the mouth and all the inner surface should be of a different colour,

forming a contrast with the tube. The petal should lap over the indentations, so as

not to show them; the texture of the tube should be like wax or enamel; the inside

surface which laps over should be velvety. When the flower is striped or spotted,

the marking should be well defined in all its variations, and the colour, whatever it

may be, dense. The flowers should form spikes of six or seven blooms, close but not in

vol. i. a Q

Fig. 142. Antieehtnttm .
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each other's way; and the footstalks ought to be strong and elastic to keep them from

hanging down at the stem, which they will if the footstalks are weak."

Varieties are numerous, but are principally grown without names. As described

and shown on pp. 20G and 215, antirrhinums may be raised from seeds sown early in

the autumn, in pans or boxes, in preference to sowing in the spring, though thousands

of seedlings are raised under glass in February and March ; and established varieties

are also better increased by cuttings inserted in sandy soil in a cold frame in September

or October than in heat in spring, for though these emit roots quickly, the plants are

less sturdy than those raised under cooler conditions.

Naturally, only the cutting-raised plants can be depended upon to come true to name,

seed saved from a collection of plants giving a great variety of colours; but if "rogues,"

or inferior forms, are weeded out directly they flower, the strain will not degenerate,

but rather improve. Autumn-raised seedlings may be wintered in cold frames, pits, or

on a cool greenhouse shelf, as also may plants rooted from cuttings in boxes or pans

;

those inserted in beds in frames remaining there till the spring.

In April or early in May, transfer to the beds where the plants are desired to

flower. Plant 15 to 18 inches asunder in moderately rich well-prepared soil. Mulch

early, and place light stakes to the flower spikes before they become crooked or break

down. The timely removal of the first flower spikes after they have ceased to be

ornamental, will lead to the production of numerous side spikes and a display of flowers

till late in the year.

Though very few persons grow named collections of antirrhinums, those who

desire to do so may commence with the following varieties:—

Aglaia.

Agnes.

Brightness.

Ceres.

Charming.

Distinction.

George McLeod.

Grand Cross.

Hendersoni.

John McLaren.

Sensation.

Snowflake.

The Moor.

Venus.

William Menzies.

THE AUEICULA.

Gradually, through some three hundred years of special culture, the Auricula has

developed properties and powers, of which small signs, or none at all, appear among the

wild species of Primula Auricula, from which it has been elaborated. It is also far

removed from those types of the plant sometimes seen yet in garden beds and borders.

Where, however, historical links in its past are lost, the "florists' Auricula" will
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occasionally repeat its own story to the diligent raiser of its seedlings, in the course of

his efforts at still further improvements. Endowed with powers of infinite variability

from seed, even the highest and most difficult types of the Auricula will now and then

produce seedlings that revert to the aboriginal yellows and purples of its mountain

ancestry ; others will reveal, at their petal edges, some tips and touches of that wonder-

ful unbroken ring of emerald green, pearly grey, or snowy white, that is now the most

distinct and beautiful feature on the face of the flower.

"With all its gain in properties of form and colour, the Auricula has lost nothing of

its native hardiness. During its winter rest, no possible degree of frost in England will

harm it ; and the only reason why we then afford it dry protection under glass—with-

out any artificial heat—is because such is the nearest equivalent we have to the natural

shelter of unmelted snows. Certainly under glass our Auriculas have a freer access to

light and air ; but as the habit of the cultivated plant is usually less deciduous than

that of wild forms, the gain on light and air is welcome where there is foliage that

requires it.

Auriculas are generally grown in cold frames, but better still in a low span-roofed

house, preferably with north to south run, and with every facility for free ventilation,

but no internal means for artificial heat. This plant will simply not submit nor respond

to any "forcing." The foliage would be drawn, and recover with difficulty; while the

flowers, if they opened at all, would do so before their natural size, substance, and

colourings were developed. Frames have the advantage of being movable to a north

aspect for the summer and autumn, and to a southern one for winter and spring—

a

change that admirably suits a plant delighting in a cool position, and a genial one for

its spring growth and flowering period. If kept in a house of sunny aspect all the

year round, the plants will require much more attention through the summer, with

respect to shading, watering, and warfare against insect pests. The combination of

frames and house would be perfect.

Though a hardy perennial, the Auricula is of limited duration as regards any single

plant, which usually enjoys a few years of vigour and then declines. The identity of a

variety can only be preserved by the younger plants that from time to time may be

given off as offsets. Hence a collection, to be in good maintenance, should always

contain a goodly number of these young plants to fill the vacancies occurring in the

course of accidents and nature.

During the year, Auriculas have two periods of marked though differing rest : one

a ft 2
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in midwinter, in a close-fitting habit of a few short thick leaves ; the other at midsummer,

in foliage very abundant, large and loose.

At both the vernal and autumnal equinoxes the plants are in great activity—the

winter leaves replaced by the beautiful foliage that graces and supports the flowers

;

and these leaves, as summer wanes, replaced in their turn by the autumn growth, that

continues fresh until, once more, the short hardy winter rosettes of leaves are left alone.

In every change of raiment, leaves should be removed when dead.

By the end of January, the plants have started into growth, if not frost-bound, the

stimulus of lengthening daylight being more to them than rising temperature. So long,

however, as they are frozen in the pots, they should be kept shaded from any sunshine,

which can only distress foliage while the " water is cut off at the main." In February,

the leaf growth increases quickly, and still more rapidly in March, when the flower-

stems begin to show, and many of them to rise, while a few early sorts (chiefly of the

self-coloured class) will come into bloom, and there will be a succession, reaching its

height about mid April, till the early part of May. Some will attempt to flower again

in autumn, but the buds should be rubbed off when on about 2|-inch stems. Autumn

blooms are never in good character, and prevent the plant from making up a good heart

for the spring.

Nearly every strong plant will produce more buds (often 30 and even more) than

can be equally good and correct flowers ; and on the principle of grape thinning, a

moderate number, each one well developed, is more effective and distinct than a confused

mass of crowded and crushed-up flowers. A head of from 7 or 9 to 14 flowers are as

many as an Auricula will finish well, even if as many are in the full character of the

variety. Thinning should be done gradually, as the buds show colour, or the whole

head may be checked. Innermost buds are the weakest in character, and sometimes

the largest are misformed. The work requires patience and judgment.

Most varieties can support their own flower-stems, but as these are often set at

various angles, it is better to secure them all pretty upright, both on the score of

neatness and to avoid the danger of a touch, or a drop from the water-can, upon

the delicate mealed and velvety surfaces of the damageable flowers. For this reason

the busy bee is an abomination, which is generally at this season an inconsiderate

queenly " bumble," whose heavy touch will irremediably scratch and blur an Auricula

flower.

When the bloom is over, all heads should (if not set for seed) be broken off, not
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short, nor into the plant, but just below the flower-stalks, so that the stem may ripen

like a straw, and not damp down into the heart, where it works fatal mischief.

Increase and Propagation.

Only, of course, by raising seedlings can an increase in the number of varieties of

the Auricula be effected. Plants of existing varieties are increased in number by two

methods of propagation:— (1) The removal of offsets or side growths, commonly;

(2) Taking off the tops, and rooting them, when the plants are slow in producing

offsets.

On the raising of new varieties, the master florist of the Auricula world (Eev. F. D.

Horner) has written as follows :

—

" To any one beginning to raise seedlings of the classical Auricula, is hereby offered

the friendly advice, to be severe enough in judgment of his own seedlings, comparing

them with nothing lower than the highest known types, and wherever these are not

ideally perfect, to work for that which is not yet attained. Many a flower, admittedly

not of first-class quality, has vanished from the muster-roll, although its raiser's name

was great.

" The only exception deserving commutation of sentence should arise from the

appearance of some striking new feature, that might be, at first, but suggestively

and shyly manifested, as in the beautiful pink selfs, quite a recent break in colour

among this richly endowed class. There are only two or three varieties yet, in which

the pink is firmly established, and these are not of shades so lovely as many of those

that fade
;
but, without doubt, a perfect development lies possible in the future. The

same lovely pink has also appeared once (with me) in a white-edged seedling. The

flowers while young are a dream of beauty, with tube of rich gold, paste of snowy meal,

peach blossom, pink body colour, and rich white mealed edge. But the pink is not

steadfast.

" At present (1897) all our best-edged Auriculas have a body colour of rich velvety

black, valued because of its truth and constancy. Other colours, such as crimson,

scarlet, chocolate, violet blue, and brown, will come out rich and steadfast upon the

selfs. But, so far, where such colours have been forecast upon the green, grey, and

white-edged flowers, they have not been true to one distinct shade; and however

pretty this may be, and is, in other flowers, it certainly does not so well become this

type of the Auricula, as a depth of one rich colour.
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" It maybe interesting, from a retrospect of more than thirty years with the Auricula

and its seedlings, to state, briefly, what progress is perceptible in the amenity of the

flower to improvements.

" It bore the character of being obstinate, almost unmovable. Other florists*

flowers might come and go, and their name lists change ; but the Auricula stood

alone, and above all this—"A gem of purest ray serene," the Auricula remained, so

to say, "a fixed star." If a new gem did at rare intervals appear, it was regarded as

but the exception that proved the rule, a thing not given to every one to accomplish,,

merely because he chose to try !

" It certainly did, in my own case, take some years to strike into a vein of improve-

ment; ten, before I raised a correct self. Then, at a bound came "Heroine," with every

gift in petal form and zone proportions, and only weak at times through the extreme

delicacy of her colour, which requires great care to develop in its true dark shade.

Her form and properties of paste and tube have been the foundation of all my best selfs,

in which, however, her colour has been much surpassed {e.g., "Midnight," in the

coloured illustration, for which see index, is a daughter of hers).

" First-class selfs, a type of seemingly so simple and single beauty, are still as

difficult to raise as any of the more complex " edges."

" All these wT
ill give quantities of self-coloured flowers among their seedlings. But

it remains true that an "edged" flower does not know what a good self ought to be;

and curious that with all their superiority in substance of petals, they should give us

the most flimsy and erratic of selfs among their seedlings.

" A very cheering point, now plainly visible, is that the distinct character of the

different edges is certainly more fixed. Especially has this proved true in green edges,

always the class most beloved, and the one in which very few were strictly " pure," i.e.
f

without a touch of meal upon the emerald green of the edge.

" The lovely bridal white edges also appear more " settled," while the intermediate

grey edge, to which is open the freedom to be more or less mealed, and yet be within

the bounds of its character, has so far been the one class in which the fewest fine new

varieties, comparatively, have appeared.

" The raising of seedlings will be found most delightful to any one who truly loves

this spring flower. They will pass before him in a long-drawn procession of forms and

faces ever new and changing. In the Auricula, the foliage shares with the flower the

difference between one variety and another to such an extent that the plants are
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intensely interesting and distinctive, even when not in flower, and the infinite variety

in forms of leafage, with the plentiful charm of white meal in varying densities upon

it, give the Auricula a beauty which is peculiarly its own.

" Seedlings add to a collection an element of freshness and expectation that has all

the joy of hope in it. As a plant that is very often of exceeding slow powers of

propagation, so much so that it may be a matter of years before a variety can come into

circulation, it is worth while to meet this difficulty half-way by seeking wayside

comfort and consolation in one's own good things."

Fig. 143. Auricula Pkofagation.

a, Plant with offset
; 6, offset removed ; c, cutting for insertion from d, which shows resulting growths.

Seed.—Where this is desired, the flowers should be fertilised while very young,

as soon as ever the anthers display dry pollen, which is always before the flower is much

expanded. In many cases they will never develop further after impregnation, and this

is a good sign under the circumstances.

The seed is ripe in July, the capsule of the seed vessel opening at the top. Seed

may be sown as soon as ripe, or not until the spring. It should simply lie on the

surface of its seed bed, in pans or boxes perfectly drained, and filled with 2 or 3 inches

of the potting compost, with a sheet of glass over the whole.
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Auricula seed is of very irregular germination, a succession of seedlings appearing-

from between three weeks to the second year after sowing.

Seedlings.—The majority of these flower in the second year of their age, and are

a long time in a very small state. They require watching with care during infancy
;

should be pricked out when in rough leaf, and afterwards according to their growth,

which varies much. Moss on the seed pans, and among small seedlings, is an annoy-

ance, and should be kept down, while young, by sprayings of fresh lime water, till it is

destroyed.

Offsets.—These are fit to take off as soon as they have a heel of their own.

They may or may not be rooted ; but if not, they will strike in a bold, rough compost,

abounding in coarse white sand. Insert them round the pot edge, with glass over

them till they root. This covering should be tilted to admit air, and decaying leaves

should be removed.

Cuttings.—Tops taken off old plants, if it is desirable to increase the stock as

rapidly as possible, may be treated similarly to offsets. Side growths usually follow

the decapitation, and these, when strong enough, can be made into cuttings in turn.

The illustrations (Fig. 143) will be elucidatory.

Snails and slugs would work great havoc on the bodies of small seedlings, young

foliage of offsets, and among the buds and flowers of the Auricula, which they utterly

ruin. Even if there are none in the house, pilgrims of this tribe, attracted by the

scent of the flowers, may arrive any night. So the nightly watch should be kept on

through the blooming season.

Cultivation.

The Auricula is not really a difficult plant to grow, but, with dog-like perception, it

soon knows who is really fond of it, and only declines to stay with those who have no

regard for it, except, perhaps, when in flower.

Here shall follow brief notes on the different points that truly are of import in its-

successful culture.

Shading.—If the plants are grown the year round in a southern aspect, they will

peremptorily require shading from all bright sun from early in March to early October.

The coolest, best, most durable, and well-known means, is that formed of a series of

long, thin, narrow laths, linked together, with a j-inch space between each, admitting

light and even sunshine, but in such an everchanging play of narrow rays that the

chequered light is grateful, not distressing. These rolls of laths will as effectively keep-
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out cold as heat, and so should be let down over the glass on frosty nights of March

and April. For, though the plant itself is hardy, yet its buds and flowers are inexpres-

sibly tender, and alike impatient of severe cold and high heat, both of which have one

effect, that of checking the opening blossoms.

"Watering.—No hard-and-fast line of " when " and " how much " can be laid down.

It depends on atmospheric conditions, retentive powers of the soil, porosity of pots, and

largely upon the extent of evaporative leaf surfaces on the plant. The plants will

naturally require more a good deal between March and October than between November

and February. But for the sake of the roots, which are never at rest on the Auricula,

and which are highly provided with "root hairs" that live unusually long on these

plants, the soil should never be too dry to keep all these delicate vital organs in health.

The soil may be kept quite nicely moist all the year round, provided that no water is

ever allowed to lodge in the heart of a plant, especially if dormant.

Ventilation.—This cannot be too full and free. The plants should feel practically

in the open air. The only exception is when frosty or cutting winds prevail, and

during that difficult spring weather when the sun is bright and the wind bitter. In

that case the shading should be let down and the ventilators open only on the roof, or

in the best way to avoid cold draughts catching the plants.

Eepotting.—This has ever been regarded as the most particular annual operation

in the Auricula year. There are two chief customary periods for it ; both are safe and

sound. One is as the plants pass out of bloom in May, the other when they begin their

autumnal growth in August. A plant carrying seed had better not be disturbed till the

seed vessels ripen in July. But at any time that a plant seems to be going wrong, it

should be turned out of the pot, have its roots and stem inspected, diseased parts cleanly

cut away, and be repotted, generally into a smaller pot. Young plants should be given

more pot room accordingly as they grow to require it.

Compost.—Probably no plant has had so many mixtures prescribed for it, or had

more nostrums played off upon it. With the exception of rank manures, chalk and

peat, many mixtures of cool, sweet, porous ingredients suit it well. The compost may

safely consist of fibrous loam, rather "fresh" than "rotten," and of medium to heavy

nature
;
leaf-mould, flaky and free from mycelial threads of fungus, and white sand as

rough as can be got—no sand so good as the crystalline large grained white, from the

wear and tear of the " millstone grit " formation. One-half of the loam, not riddled

fine, and one-quarter each of the leaf-mould and the sand, is a compost in which the

VOL. I. RR
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Auricula will grow and last in health. It is perfectly contented without any "well-

rotted manure "
; but if a beginner cannot "be happy till he gets it," he might halve

the leaf-mould allowance with this venerable ingredient. If I used it I should also use

more sand, and choose old droppings from a cow pasture.

Pots.—These never need exceed a width of 3 to 4J inches. Depth is more useful

than width. Auricula roots are long and strong, and are always found most vigorous

and branched among an abundance of sharp clean crocks, and round the sides of the

pot. They are the roots as of a fissure-loving plant, revelling in root room accessible to

air, and quickly passing moisture.

Potting.—This should be decidedly firm—crocks abundant, clean, and covered

with a layer of moss to keep them clear of soil. Have the compost pleasantly moist

and friable, and do not water newly-potted plants for some days. It is better for a

time to keep the soil from drying by giving less ventilation for a week or so. Each

plant must previously have had all inactive or decayed roots cut off, and the under-

ground stem shortened back to its most active root power. This usually means leaving

only the last twelve months' growth of stem, and may be from f to 1\ inches below the

leafy neck. The object is to encourage root production up to the base of the foliage,

and to virtually keep the plant always young. Arrange the roots carefully around and

down a cone of soil in the pot. Shelter the plants from wind and sun, and until they

have fresh root-hold, water as little as may be, short of distressing them.

Pests.—These must be cleared off at any cost, and before they gain any headway.

First and foremost is greenfly
;
large breeding " queens '' of them may hatch from eggs

laid on the underside of the leaves of the winter foliage, and to destroy this leading

generation will save trouble for some time after. Nothing is safer and more complete

for any attack on insect pests of the Auricula than the vapour of " XL." It has a check

action even on the "woolly aphis " of this plant, an insect mostly subterranean, attaching

itself to the roots, without any effect on the general health of the plant. It will, how-

ever, also ascend to the neck above ground, where with its waterproof wool coat it

seems to cut off new young roots from any access to stimulants of moisture, and from

such positions it must be dislodged. Here, after fumes of "XL," the "wool" loses its

texture, and the insect dies, but takes much more killing than the common aphis.

Thrips, both the black and the yellow, may come during spells of hot dry weather, and

are most rapidly destructive. They are shy of cool situations, and their dislike is one of

the advantages of a north aspect for Auriculas in the summer. "XL" is a most
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delightfully sudden death for them. If a plant has its central young leaves drawn

together by a faint greyish web, this is the work of a small dark maggot, which, if left

alone, will bore down and eat out the entire heart of the plant. It must be carefully

hunted for and drawn out. Eed spider is only possible through culpable neglect of

ventilation, shade, and moisture.

Description and Properties.

In the classical Auricula, there are four typical divisions or classes, founded on the

characteristic differences of the " edge," or outermost zone of colour on the disc of the

corolla. This ring of colour is either a bright clear green, or the green is "frosted"

over with a light deposit of white meal, or completely hidden as under a snowfall.

This outermost ring is called "the edge," and determines the class of a variety, which

is a " green edge," " grey edge," or "white edge," according to the absence or depth of

the meal upon it. The remaining class consists of varieties on which the green or mealy

edge is totally absent. Its space is taken by a continuation of what is called the "body

colour," and the flower is called "Self-edged," and briefly "a Self."

There are four concentric circles on the disc of the flower. The centre one is the

outline of the tube or throat, which should be of a rich yellow, circular, of good

substance, and rising well to the level of the expanded corolla. The mouth of the tube

should be furnished with bold anthers set on short stamens round it, while the pistil,

with its stigma, must on no account whatever appear on a level with or above the

stamens. If it does, the flower is " pin-eyed," and hopelessly disqualified for classical

honours. This rule may seem hard-and-fast, but it secures to us much the prettier,

gentler, and more expressive variations in the eye of the flower.

Next in order, on the face of the "pip " is laid a circle of snowy farina or meal,

technically called " the paste." This must be smooth, dense, circular, free from all

cracks and blemishes, and not cut into by the segments of the petals.

Beyond the circle of the paste lies a zone known as the "body" or "ground"

colour, sharp cut and circular on its inner edge, but picturesquely ending in sharp

flashes towards the circumference. The body colour in edged flowers is generally pure

black, and its texture very velvety, a superb contrast to the snowy paste and the

emerald-green edge. This lies outside of all, and is a leading loveliness, and the body

colour should not break through it.

Paste and tube are constant-standing features in all the classes, but the "Self"

r r 2
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varieties carry their ground colour through from paste to petal outline, while the

"edges" add their respective characteristic zone—last, and not least. For proportions

of these zones it may be said that no one circle should seem to encroach upon the

area due to another, and that approximately they should be of about equal widths,

allowance being made for the Selfs in which' two zone-breadths are occupied by one

dense, rich, and highly-variable colour—of one shade only in any one variety.

There is another division of show Auriculas known as " Alpines," separately

exhibited, and differing from the edged classes in having no meal whatever upon the

flower. They have a golden tube, surrounded by a circle of rich yellow, and then a

body colour very richly shaded in some colour, generally of crimson and purple, of

which the lighter tints are towards the petal edges. Weaker, as yet, is their sister

class, where the centre is pale creamy yellow, and the ground colours of deep to bright

purple. Two beautiful new varieties, A. R. Brown and Nellie Martin, raised by

Mr. Phillips of Bracknell, were certificated in 1895 and 1896. Lists of established

varieties will be appended.

Standard Exhibition Vakieties.

The list of these, judging by those now shown, is not large, as regards the number

of those "in commerce." Most exhibitors confine their collections to quantities of what

can still win best at the National Auricula Shows. First are appended the names of

such varieties as are most in evidence there, and that are generally accessible to

" intending purchasers." Then follow some gems of the future, to be obtained when

in commerce.

Current Exhibition Varieties obtainable in Commerce (Mr. Horner's Selection).

Green-edged.

Rev. F. D. Horner

(Simonite).

Colonel Taylor (Leigh)

(scarce).

Abbe Liszt (Douglas).

Lovely Ann (Oliver).

Grey-edged.

George Lightbody

(Headly).

Lancashire Hero (Lanca-

shire).

Alexander Meiklejohn

(Kay).

Dinham (Collier) (scarce).

White-edged.

Acme (Read).

Heatherbell (Simonite).

John Simonite (Walker)

(scarce).

Eeliance (Mellor)..

Mi'S.Dodwell (Woodhead).

Selfs.
"

Heroine (Horner).

Mrs. Potts (Barlow).

Black Bess (Woodhead).

Pizarro (Campbell).

Buttercup (Horner).

Lord Lome (Campbell).

Auriculas of the Future.

The subjoined list of seedlings show Auriculas proved but not yet in circulation,

may be regarded as representing the highest types of beauty yet obtained in their
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sections, and will carry the names of their distinguished raisers, Eev. F. D. Horner

and Mr. B. Simonite, the cutler-florist of Sheffield, far into futurity.

Auricula—Seedlings. (Proved, but not in Circulation.)

Green-edged.

Shirley Hibberd (Simon-

ite).

Green Linnet (Simonite).

Chloe (Simonite).

Dr. F. E. Horner (Horner).

Eev.Cecil Dalton(Horner).

Eev. Godfrey Horner

(Horner).

Grey-edged.

Bull's Eye (Horner).

Gray Linnet (Horner)

Sprite (Horner).

Agathos (Horner).

Greyhound (Horner).

Dawn (Horner).

Wliite-edged.

Magpie (Horner).

Minnie Horner (Horner).

Miranda (Horner).

Snowflake (Horner).

Amy Eobsart (Simonite).

The Bride (Simonite).

Selfs.

Favourite (Horner).

Midnight (Horner).

Iolanthe (Horner).

Melanie (Horner).

Eaven (Simonite).

Flamingo (Simonite).

Alpine Auriculas in Commerce (Mr. Douglas's Selection).

Ada Hardwidge.

Comet.

Edith.

Frederick Copeland.

Mrs. Harry Turner.

King of the Belgians.

Evelyn Phillips.

Mrs. Martin Smith.

Mrs. Gorton.

Mrs. Ball.

Miss Moon.

Pallas.

Sunrise.

Toujours Gaie.

Dean Hole.

Diadem.

Easter Gem.

Emperor Frederick.

Lady Howard de Walden.

Florrie Henwood.

Love Bird.

Mrs. Martin.

Nellie Hibberd.

Unique.

William Coomber.

Mungo McGeorge.

Mrs. Dodwell.

Alpine Auriculas (Mr. Phillips' Selection).

Dreadnought.

Chastity.

New Colour.

Clara.

Mrs. Harry Turner.

Countess.

Fredk. Knighton.

Dandy.

Jno. Berwick.

BEGONIAS (tuberous-rooted).

No flowers that are grown in our gardens and greenhouses are more justly entitled

to the distinction of " Florists' Flowers " than are the splendid varieties of the tuberous-

rooted section of the great Begonia family. They are the direct result of the florist's

skill. Thirty years ago there were only two or three small tuberous begonias in this

country bearing what would now be regarded as insignificant flowers
;
yet from this

small beginning, and three or four subsequent introductions, the present magnificent

varieties have been produced, and a brilliant floral revolution effected during the present

generation. The manner in which this was accomplished is succinctly explained on

pages 22, 23, and 27, and it only remains to add that the doubling of the flowers has

been brought about in the same gradual, painstaking way, the original of the series, a

most insignificant sportive flower, giving only a faint indication of the massive blooms,

brilliant and pure, that were to follow, and which no one anticipated twenty years ago.

With regard to the features that constitute a good flower it must be understood that
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great size is not of itself a recommendation, but the male bloom ought to be moderately

large, of good substance, nearly or quite in the form of a circle, with petals and sepals

almost uniform in length, breadth, and outline.

The blooms vary in size from three to nine inches. An example is shown one-

Fig. 144. Double Begonia Picotee.

third natural size on page 28. In colour they are most diversified. There are pure

white, rose, pink, scarlet, yellow, orange, vermilion, and crimson varieties, but as in the

case of the Chrysanthemum, Dahlia, and Eose, no blue or purple begonias.

The ideal double flower resembles a double camellia of the old alba plena type,

and those more like hollyhocks may be regarded as coarse and less attractive in appear-
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ance. The colour range is, as in the singles, very great, and new combinations are

forthcoming every season. In at least one instance, the pink, instead of suffusing the

petals, has collected at the edge, the variety, one of Mr. Laing's, being appropriately

named Picotee. (See Fig. 144.)

A perfect upright-growing plant for exhibition is indicated in the rules for judging,

formulated by the Eoyal Horticultural Society, as follows :

—

Maximum number of points or marks of merit 7, allotted as under :

—

" (a) Number, quality, and size of blooms in proportion to size of plant, 2 points.

(b) Distinctness and clearness of colour, 1 point, (c) Abundance of healthy foliage,

1 point, (d) Form of flower, 1 point, (e) Erect flower-stems, 1 point."

Yery different in habit, however, are some varieties. Instead of the stems being

upright they droop in the most graceful manner, and as two or three whorls of double

and semi-double flowers are produced on slender pendent stems, such plants are very

beautiful when well grown in baskets suspended from the roof, or elevated on pedestals

in the greenhouse, conservatory, or room.

Cultural Details.

These begonias are raised by sowing seeds, and increased by cuttings of young

growths in summer, and by division of the tubers in the spring, as set forth on page 206.

Eaising from seeds will also be found fully treated on pages 215 and 216. Young

plants, if kept in a semi-starved state in small pots for a few weeks, at a time when they

ought to be growing strongly, are practically spoilt for the rest of the season. When

comparatively small they may be more easily kept in a thriving condition in boxes of

light rich soil than in small pots, and from these boxes they should be transferred,

before they overcrowd each other, to their flowering pots, which may be from 6 inches

to 8 inches in diameter.

High temperatures are ruinous, and till the end of May the plants may be kept

growing healthily in a warm greenhouse, the temperature of which seldom exceeds 60°

or falls much below 45°. The finest blooms are obtained from plants standing during

the summer in a light, airy greenhouse, not allowing them to flower till within a month

of the date they ought to be at their best. It is these young plants that will produce

the best blooms.

After October the tuberous begonia ceases to be ornamental, and the plants ought

then to have less water, gradually drying them off. Clear away the decayed tops, and
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store the pots on their sides under a greenhouse stage, or in other cool dry places where

frost will not reach them. If space is limited, shake the tubers nearly free of soil and

store in boxes in a cool, dark, but frost-proof place.

The following season these young tubers will be found very suitable for the produc-

tion of specimen plants. April is early enough to start them into active growth.

Instead of placing the tubers singly in pots only just large enough to hold them, with

the contingent risks of some failing to start well, of others becoming diseased, and of the

rest being stunted in growth before receiving a shift, substitute boxes, and a compost of

equal parts of loam and leaf soil with sharp sand added, placing the tubers two or three

inches apart. Start them in a warm greenhouse, pit, or frame, and before the roots

become matted or the tops crowded, transfer to their flowering pots ; these must be

large enough to hold the roots comfortably, and for this shift the compost may consist of

two parts good fibrous loam to one part each of leaf soil and decayed manure, with sharp

sand, and, if the loam is heavy, charcoal added. Pot firmly rather than lightly, and

transfer the plants to either a light greenhouse stage or a roomy pit, arranging them on

a moist base, not on dry open lattice-work staging. Keep them close for a week, then

admit air freely.

Cool treatment leads to the production of the finest foliage and flowers. Shade from

strong sunshine, support with light stakes and allow the plants ample room to develop,

quite free from each other. Newly potted plants must be watered carefully, but when

the soil is well occupied with roots, apply water copiously, and always before the soil

gets so dry as to crumble freely. Avoid using strong artificial manures, as these are

liable to damage the tender stems, but weak soot water or other clear well-diluted liquid

manure may be applied with advantage after the plants have commenced flowering. The

tubers may be kept for several years, but the best results attend the practice of con-

stantly raising young plants, throwing away the oldest of the tubers unless they happen

to be of extra choice varieties, when they should be split up freely in the spring after

growth has commenced.

Seed Saving.—Single flowering varieties produce seed freely, but unless sound

judgment is exercised in the selection of varieties for cross-fertilising, the progeny is apt

to degenerate, or inferior varieties to predominate. Double varieties are more difficult

to fertilise and produce seed. They fail in this respect when growing strongly, and the

best way out of the difficulty is to starve the plants during August and to fertilise the

flowers then.
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Diseases and Insect Pests.—Begonias are not greatly liable to be attacked by either

diseases or insect pests of any kind. If the tubers are started in boxes as advised, few

will be lost by the disease of a fungoid nature which sometimes attacks the shoots

on newly started plants in pots, while green fly and thrips can easily be kept under by

an occasional fumigation with tobacco smoke or by the vapour from nicotine.

Varieties.—Their name is legion. Large numbers of novelties are constantly forth-

coming, these gradually superseding the older varieties. Each specialist has lists quite

different from those issued by other firms, and no good purpose would be served in

giving selections that could not be procured without endless trouble and which would

also soon be out of date. Buyers would do well to order their seeds and tubers from

reliable firms and to be guided by them in their selections.

CALCEOLARIAS.

What florists have accomplished in the improvements of this beautiful greenhouse

flower is graphically depicted on page 29. The genus is divided into two sections,

the herbaceous and shrubby. Both are suitable for pot culture and for greenhouse

and conservatory decoration, but it is the herbaceous section that is the more popular

for the last-named purpose. Out of such old species as C. amplexicaulis, arachnoidea,

corymbosa, integrifolia and purpurea, florists have succeeded in evolving numerous

beautiful varieties with bolder foliage, strong stems and compact heads of large, well-

formed, brilliantly coloured flowers. A few good additions have also been made to the

shrubby section.

Herbaceous Section.—The characteristics of a good calceolaria are

—

(a) plants of

compact habit with ample dark green foliage; (b) flower stems stout, carrying dense trusses

just above the foliage; (c) flowers regular in outline, well inflated, with a smooth surface,

for each of which properties two points or marks of merit should be allowed when

judging, the maximum number, seven points, being awarded when the colouring of the

flowers is also distinctly good. The larger the flower the better, always provided it is

of good form and the colour bright and clear, the spots, if any, not running into each

other or feathering into the ground colour.

Cultural Details.

Herbaceous calceolarias can be propagated by division of the plants after flower-

ing or by cuttings of the sucker growths, but these methods of increase are rarely

vol. 1. 8 s
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attempted now, while the custom of attaching names to varieties has practically become

obsolete. When it is desired to increase any particular variety, the flower stems should

be cut as soon as the blooms fade, and the plants grown either in pots or planted out

in a cool, moist, shaded position outdoors, then strong suckers will soon be produced.

The present method of providing gorgeous displays of calceolarias is to treat the

plants as biennials, that is, raising them from seed one year for flowering the next, and

then throwing the plants away. A packet of seed from a reliable source will not only

give hundreds of plants, but also beautiful varieties, only very few being inferior if the

seed is saved from a "good strain." Moreover, plants can be had from one sowing that

will flower from the beginning of May till the end of June, and therefore sowing early

and frequently, at intervals, is a mistake.

A point to be remembered in raising and growing these plants is that they are most

impatient of heat. Plants raised early in summer usually become stunted and fall a

prey to insects. The first or second week in August is a good time for sowing, and cold

frames or hand-lights in a cool, damp, shady spot, on the north side of a high wall, is

the best position for the pans after the seeds are sown.

It is of the greatest importance that the soil in the pans be kept constantly moist

without the necessity for frequently watering it, also that worms be excluded from the

soil and slugs from the seedlings. Either distribute salt or newly slaked lime on the

intended site, and on this spread a good layer of ashes for the frame or hand-light. For

the seeds prepare either well-drained deep pans or G-inch pots, by filling with a mixture

of fine sandy loam and leaf soil free from insects or grubs, making this rather firm, also

perfectly level and smooth. Give a gentle yet thorough watering, and in the course of

four or five hours afterwards, distribute the seeds evenly and thinly on the surface, very

lightly covering with fine sand, and press down again. Cover each pan or pot with a

square of glass and paper to darken it, and close the lights or sashes. The seed will

germinate the most surely if the soil is kept uniformly moist without having to resort

to watering it, and hence the wisdom of keeping the ashes moist on which the pans or

pots are placed. If they must be raised above the ashes to keep out the worms, stand

the pots in saucers of water. Still, if by chance the soil show signs of dryness, hold the

pots in a pail of water till the moisture rises to the surface, and the very minute seeds

will not be disturbed.

Directly the seedlings appear, remove the paper shading, also lightly tilt the squares

of glass during the nights only at first. A few days later the glass may be dispensed
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with and a little air admitted to the frame or hand-lights. The tiny seedlings are liable

to damp off, especially if crowded or watered in a reckless manner. On the first signs

of damping, lift out small patches of plants with the point of a label and replant just as

they are in pans of fresh soil, keeping them in a close frame or hand-light till large

enough to divide for transplanting. "Where there are no signs of damping, they must

be pricked out long before they are large enough to be moved with the fingers. Insert

them from 1 to 2 inches apart in pans or boxes filled with a mixture of sandy

loam and leaf soil lightly

surfaced with sand. Give

a gentle watering and keep

the frame to which the

young plants are returned

somewhat close, shading

them from bright sunshine.

When the plants nearly

touch each other, place

them singly in 3-inch pots,

and arrange them near the

glass in a frame, keeping

this close for a week, after-

wards admitting air more

freely for promoting sturdy

growth. The more forward

may be shifted into 5-inch

pots before the winter, but

the majority may be kept

in the smaller size. Late in October, remove the plants to a shelf in a cool greenhouse

or to a position near the glass in a low plant pit from which frost can be excluded.

Excessive heat or dry surroundings are most injurious and sometimes fatal to calceola-

rias ; a temperature ranging from 40° to 50°, slightly lower rather than higher, is

suitable, and the plants must not suffer from dryness at the roots or in the atmosphere.

Late in January or before the pots become crowded with roots, some of the more

forward of the plants may need more root room. Those in 5-inch pots would require

to be moved into others two or three sizes larger, later and smaller into G-inch pots.

s s 2
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Neglecting to do this at the proper time, before the roots become firmly matted, is the

cause of many failures—sickly, yellow-looking plants and small premature flowers. For

these later shifts a compost of three parts of sound fibrous loam to one each of leaf soil

and dried and crushed cow manure, with sharp sand added, is suitable, but if the loam

is heavy or close in texture, small charcoal should also be used freely. For the larger

shifts break the loam up roughly, making it finer for the smaller pots.

When too large for the cool shelves, arrange the plants on a light greenhouse stage

covered either with ashes or moss kept damp, as rising moisture is essential. They

also succeed in shallow pits and frames. Over-watering must be guarded against

immediately after potting, but directly the roots take freely to the fresh soil, water

must be given copiously, as often as it is required, and always before the leaves

become flaccid. When the pots and soil are fairly occupied with roots, pale clear soot

water will invigorate the plants. The illustration on the preceding page (Fig. 145)

represents a well-grown herbaceous calceolaria.

Plants for flowering early in May are best in comparatively small pots, but later and

larger plants for exhibition may be topped for producing more growths and flower

stems, and some of these plants ought to be large enough for a final shift into 9-inch

pots. Every care should be taken of the weakly plants, as it frequently happens that

these prove to be the best varieties so far as quality of bloom is concerned. A light

airy greenhouse is the best position in which to flower calceolarias, and if shaded from

bright sunshine the flowering season will be considerably prolonged.

Shrubby Section.

Well-grown plants of the best of the shrubby varieties are the most attractive

during April and May, but can be had in flower much later, or be flowered a second

time in one season. They are raised from cuttings, which should be rooted earlier than

is advised in the case of those used for summer bedding (see page 207). Towards

the end of August select short flowerless shoots, prepare in the usual way, and at once

insert in sandy soil under hand-lights set on the shady side of a wall or fence. They

may also be rooted in boxes in a cold frame. Pinch out the growing points, and a week

later place the plants singly in 3-inch pots, returning them to the frame
;
top a second

time, and when they are starting, shift the plants into 5-inch pots. If large specimens are

desired, top the growths once more, and before the plants become root-bound, shift

into 8-inch pots, in which they ought to flower grandly. They may be wintered in pits
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or frames, but can be more regularly attended to, watering and feeding with liquid

manure, in a cool greenhouse. Later plants may be rooted in October, and young

shoots, not very sappy, also root freely in gentle heat during the spring. A few

good shrubby calceolarias will be found in amplexicaulis, lemon yellow hybrid ; Golden

Gem, yellow; Game's Yellow, deep yellow; Souvenir, yellow hybrid; Sparkler, crimson

and gold ; General Havelock, crimson scarlet
;
Sultan, dark crimson

;
Victoria, dark

maroon.

Diseases and Insect Pests.

Calceolarias are liable to collapse somewhat suddenly and from causes difficult to

discover. It is at the beginning of the flowering period that the failure takes place, and

this may be attributed to an earlier loss of roots. If the old ball of soil containing the

roots is in a semi-dry state when the final shift is given, or if allowed to become very

dry before the roots have time to spread freely into the new soil, it is a difficult matter

to remoisten them, many of the roots perishing accordingly. The attempt to revive

the plants after flagging has indicated want of moisture, usually ends in soddening the

new soil, and that means failure. Newly potted plants ought, then, to be very carefully

watered, the old soil being kept uniformly moist without saturating the new, and the

plants should be kept somewhat close and shaded for a time and lightly sprayed with

clear water occasionally ; this prevents rapid loss of moisture by the leaves. Faulty

treatment is mainly responsible for this so-called " disease." The green aphis is very

apt to infest calceolarias, and throughout the plant's career this pest must be kept in

subjection, by gentle fumigations with tobacco, or by vapourising with other nicotine

preparations. The most successful growers of calceolarias rarely destroy insects,

because they take care to fumigate lightly and periodically to prevent their appearance,

the most effectual and also the most economical method that can be adopted.

CANNAS.

Cannas have long been grown for the boldness and beauty of their leaves, masses of

them proving highly effective in the flower garden during the summer. These old

favourites also produce flower spikes more or less freely, but, as a rule, the individual

flowers are comparatively insignificant. The new large flowering hybrids raised by

Mons. Crozy and other florists are remarkable alike for their sturdy habit of growth, and

for the size, form, and beautiful colouration of the flowers. These approach gladioli in size
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and form, while the colours are of the brightest shades of scarlet, crimson, and yellow.

Several flowers are expanded at one time on a spike which is constantly increasing in

height ; fresh growths are also produced, and thus, under suitable cultural conditions,

Cannas may now be had flowering nearly all the year round. The plants vary con-

siderably in height, or from 2 feet to 4 feet, and the foliage likewise differs, some of

the varieties having purple, and

others green, or bronzy leaves

in various shades. As yet no

rules have been formulated for

judging Cannas, but of so much

value are the new hybrids that

it is hoped horticultural societies

will recognise their merits by

offering special prizes both for

plants and cut spikes of their

brilliant flowers.

Cultural Details.

A good variety of hybrid

Cannas may be raised from seed,

but the choicer named varieties

are increased by division of roots

just when new growths are

forming in the spring. The

popular name of the Canna

("Indian Shot") is derived

from the extreme hardness of

the pea-like seeds. These are

soaked in very warm water for several hours till they become soft, and then sown

at once in a warm house or frame in the spring. Both seedlings and divided crowns

are placed in separate pots and grown in a temperature of 55° to 65° in a light position,

for insuring sturdy growth. Allowing the plants to remain in small pots till seriously

root-bound is a mistake to be avoided. They must be transferred to larger pots before

any such check is received, and from which they may never recover. The growth

146. Sutton's Large-flowering Dwarf Canna.
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should be steady and uninterrupted, and the plants in due time shifted into 8-inch

pots, a suitable size in which to flower single-stemmed plants, similar to those grown by

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Eeading, who oblige with the illustration (Fig. 146).

If the old plants have been given less water after flowering and rested in a green-

house, as they should be for six or eight weeks, the dead tops may be cut off, and

enough water applied to moisten the soil. Re-start them in gentle heat, and directly

fresh growths are showing shake the clumps nearly free of the old soil, cut away dead

roots and shorten any old ones that are alive. The crowns may then be divided,

•or the clump can be left entire with a view to having large specimens. These clumps

may be placed in pots a size larger than those from which they were removed, and

no further shift will be needed ; or they may be placed in pots only just large enough

to hold the roots and transferred to larger pots directly they require it. A compost of

two parts of fibrous loam roughly broken up, to one each of either peat or leaf soil, and

good flaky manure, with sand and potsherds added, suits Cannas well.

Give the plants the benefit of gentle heat till they are well established, but all

through the summer they make excellent progress and flower grandly, in either an airy

greenhouse or quite in the open. When colder weather arrives and throughout the

winter gentle heat is again requisite, also a very light position. "When first re-potted,

water must be applied sparingly, only giving sufficient to keep the soil perceptibly

moist ; but when the roots are well established in the new soil, large quantities are

needed, also abundance of liquid manure when the pots are filled with roots. Dryness

then, or lack of support, results in yellow leaves and spoiled plants.

Young single-stemmed plants are found the most serviceable for grouping, con-

servatory, and house decoration, and these also flower later in the season than do older

plants with crowded growths.

Twenty-four Good-named Varieties.

Alphonse Bouvier.—Deep crimson, dwarf habit.

*Antoine Crozy.—Bright crimson, massive, medium
growth.

Antoine Barton.—Yellow, spotted crimson, dwarf.

Baron de Hirsch.—Yellow, spotted crimson, dwarf.

*Cheshunt Yellow.—Pure yellow, dwarf.

Comte de Bouchard.—Yellow, spotted red, medium.
*Doyen J. Sisley.—Clear magenta, purplish leaves.

*Egandale.—Bich crimson, dwarf.

Eugene Mezard.—Scarlet, purplish leaves.

Felix Crousse.—Scarlet, yellow, and crimson,

dwarf.

Geoffrey St. Hilaire.—Rich scarlet, medium.

*Iridiflora Ehmanni.—Brilliant crimson, tall.

*Italia.—Scarlet, streaked yellow, glaucous leaves, tall.

*Jtjles Chretien.—Rosy red, medium.

*Kaiser William.—Bed and yellow, medium.

Konigin Charlotte.—Bed, margined yellow, dwarf.

Legionaires.—Bright scarlet, purple leaves, tall.

*Madame Crozy.—Scarlet and yellow, dwarf.
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Maurice Kivtere.—Amaranth red, purplish leaves,

tall.

M. J. Goos.—Purple and red, medium.

*Otto Mann.—Carnation red, medium.

Paul Bert.—Orange scarlet, purple leaves, dwarf.

Picturata.—Yellow, spotted carmine, tall

*President Carnot.—Carmine and ^purple, purple

leaves, medium.

* Selection of Twelve Varieties.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.

Combining, as these plants do, at least three good properties—hardiness, beauty, and

fragrance—there is no wonder at their having been favourites in our gardens for genera-

tions. Carnations were the gillyflowers of the old masters in floriculture, and were

grown and written about more than three hundred years ago, the grand old author

Parkinson (15GT—1656) observing, " The single in every woman's garden, the double

possessed by few." Dianthus caryophyllus is supposed to be the progenitor of the

flowers under notice, a native plant, with single flesh-coloured blooms, though other

species of the genus have probably not been without influence in the ennoblement of

the varieties as we know them to-day. But though these delightful flowers have been

in cultivation so long, they are right in the front rank of modern favourites, and among

hardy summer flowers approach the rose in popularity : not, it must be admitted, as

Florists' Flowers of the most refined beauty, but rather as border flowers for general

decorative purposes. From the true florist's point of view, not a few of the varieties

now being raised and honoured do not represent advance but retrogression
;
they, how-

ever, meet the desire of thousands who grow them, and make them happier by their

possession.

Many, if not most, of the decorative carnations, which are now so extensively culti-

vated, are what are known as Selfs, the whole flower consisting of one colour, though

there are exceptions. Varieties of this useful section are being added to in ever-increas-

ing numbers yearly until the lists are almost becoming too formidable. There is no

such increase in the parti-coloured flowers of the refined type, so much prized by old

and true florists. These varieties consequently possess more permanent value, and to

them are usually attached the raisers' names.

There are no strict and clearly defined points of merit formulated for decorative

or border carnations, picotees, and pinks, for the guidance of exhibitors and judges

;

but there are for the advanced Florists' varieties, and exhibitors of the blooms must,

to be successful, follow much the same lines as were laid down by former generations

of florists, and which will be summarised in due course.
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Classification of Carnations.

Florists' carnations are divided into classes as follows :—(1) Scarlet Bizarres

;

(2) Crimson Bizarres; (3) Pink and Purple Bizarres; (4) Purple Plakes; (5) Scarlet

Flakes
; (6) Eose Flakes ; and (7) Selfs. We will first give a few points that are

applicable to all, and then take each class separately.

The stem of the plant ought to be

stout, and support the flowers erectly.

The flower should be from 2^ to 3

inches in diameter, the guard, or lower

petals, not less than six in number,

these rising half an inch above the

calyx before they reflex, and must be

broad, thick, and smooth on the out-

side. The inner petals should not be

overcrowded (the removal of any that

are superfluous or malformed being

permissible), each layer smaller than

those below it; and in a perfect flower

there would be five or six layers regu-

larly disposed, and graduallybecoming

fuller in the centre. The illustration

shows the markings of a carnation;

for those of a picotee see page 327.

The strict florist is particular as

to the edges of the petals, which

must not be notched or serrated.

The ground colour should be pure

white, without specks of any kind;

the stripes of colour clear, bright, and distinct—not running into each other—and

the stronger the contrast any two afford the better. The calyx, or pod, ought to

be long and large, to enable the flower to open without bursting it, though it cannot

be denied that in the case of many of the best varieties the calyx requires to be tied or

strengthened with an elastic band near the centre, opening the upper part of the

calyx down to this. Descriptions of the above classes follow.

VOL. I. XT

Fig. 147. A Bizarre Carnation.
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Scarlet Bizarres.—Always first on the list and an attractive class. The colours

constituting a scarlet bizarre should be bright scarlet, with stripes of maroon and white

on each petal.

Crimson Bizarres.—In this class the flowers are striped and flaked with bright

purplish crimson with a white ground.

Pink and Purple Bizarres.—The colours in this class are pink, purple, and white.

Purple Flakes.—The flowers in this instance are flaked or striped with purple

shades on a white ground, and the purer the white the greater the estimation in which

the variety is held. There must not be a break or blotch in the stripes.

Scarlet Flakes.—Scarlet stripes on a white ground are the colours required in

this class.

Eose Flakes.—An attractive class, petals with a white ground prettily striped with

delicate rosy pink shades.

Seles.—When the flowers run into a single colour they are termed Selfs, and it is to

this section, as previously indicated, that the popular border carnations belong. In this

class again, varieties that are liable to burst their calyces ought to be discarded, as there

are plenty available that are not weak in this respect.

Propagation.

Carnations are increased by layers, cuttings, and seeds. The first-named method

from choice, as by this means, sturdy, bushy plants are obtained with few or no losses,

whereas many cuttings fail, and those that do root are slower in attaining a service-

able size. Seedlings cannot be depended upon to come true to name, many single

flowering varieties invariably resulting; but it is principally among seedlings that

novelties are found.

Layering.—The practice with experts is to layer all the "grass " or young growths

possible from the middle of June to the second week in August. The earlier the layers

are rooted, detached from the parent plant, and either planted out or placed in small

pots, the stronger the plants become before the winter sets in. Especially is June layer-

ing to be commended in the case of border carnations, or those to be planted in August,

where they are to flower the following season. Planting out the old pot plants (show

carnations are usually flowered in 8-inch pots under glass) into temporary beds of well-

prepared soil directly after flowering, simplifies the operation of layering, but many

growers do not resort to this practice. Instead of this, fully 1 inch of the surface soil in
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the pots is removed, replacing this with a mixture of equal parts of fresh loam and leaf

soil with sharp sand added. The selected growths or those hest placed for the purpose

(see a and b, Fig. 148) are divested of their lower leaves, and the stems then cut through

a joint, leaving a tongue as shown at a. This is done by placing a sharp knife under

the most convenient joint, cutting upwards, or by thrusting a small thin penknife

above the joint and drawing it downward and outward. This is the quicker way in

the hands of expert operators. The layer with its open slit and tongue is then pegged

down firmly into the soil, and if kept uniformly moist, roots soon form. In the course

Fig. 148. Propagating Carnations and Picotees.

a, Layer with tongue
; b, inserted ; c and d, growths for cuttings and slips (/ and g) ;

e, rooted

and detached layer.

of five or six weeks the layers will be well rooted, and can be detached, as shown at e.

When detached from the parent plant, the strongest of them may either be placed singly

in 2| to 3|-inch pots or be planted in beds, arranging those in pots in a cold frame, kept

close for a few days, till the young plants start growing, then admitting air freely.

Cuttings.—These may be taken and inserted in June and July, short side-growths

not conveniently disposed for layering being suitable. If only 3 to 4 inches long

(see d and g\ slip them off the stem, insert, and little further preparation is

needed. If longer, shorten just below the third joint, trim off the lower leaves

T T 2
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and split the base of the cutting with a knife as shown at /. Have in readiness

for them well-drained 5 or 6-inch pots, filled with the compost recommended for

layering, making this firm and surfacing with sharp sand ; then insert five or six cuttings

round the sides, fixing them firmly. A frame on a nearly exhausted hot-bed is a good

place for rooting carnation cuttings, and in this they ought to be kept somewhat close,

shaded from bright sunshine and watered whenever the soil gives signs of becoming

dry. After they are rooted admit light and air freely, subsequent treatment being

similar to that advised for layered plants.

Seeds.—Carnations are very easily raised from seeds, and well-grown plants afford

large quantities of single and double flowers for cutting for house and vase decoration.

New varieties of value are raised from home-saved seeds obtained by artificially fertilising

the flowers, judgment being exercised in the selection of parents suitable for the

purpose (see pages 29 to 34). Once fertilising is not enough, it must be a daily

proceeding for about a week.

April is the best month to sow seeds, as then there is sufficient natural warmth,

which is preferable to artificial heat, to start the seeds strongly and quickly. Sow

in pans of sandy soil, covering lightly and placing in a close hand-light frame or pit.

Cover the pans with squares of glass, shade heavily, keep the soil uniformly moist and

admit more light and air directly the seedlings appear. Sturdy seedlings thus raised

are placed singly in 2^-inch pots and kept in frames till strongly established, then either

transferred to larger pots or planted out for flowering.

Growing for Exhibition.

As already stated, pot culture is usually resorted to for producing blooms of the

highest quality for winning prizes, as the plants are then under control and can be

sheltered from winds and rains. Comparatively few plants are shown in pots, perfect

blooms being sought for showing in a cut state.

The plants are kept clean and healthy in cold frames during the winter, and trans-

ferred to the final pots early in the spring. A suitable mixture consists of three parts

of the best fibrous loam, carefully freed of wire worms, to one each of leaf soil and dried

cow manure made fine, adding fine mortar rubbish, a sprinkling of bone dust and
{

sharp

sand, prepared some time before wanted, and in a pleasantly damp state when used, not

wet, as firm potting is imperative.

Towards the end of March and during the first fortnight in April is the time to shift
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the plants into their flowering pots. For the more robust single plants, and pairs

generally, 8-inch pots are suitable, a size or two smaller answering for the rest. All

must be clean and well drained. Turn out the plants, remove any soil not occupied by

roots, and repot firmly, allowing a little space for top-dressing later on. Arrange the

plants on beds of ashes or strips of wood (to keep out worms) where they can be

sheltered from heavy rains by glazed lights whenever necessary. Give clear water

sparingly at first, more copiously as the roots increase and growth extends, affording

weak, clear liquid manure after the flower stems have developed. Only one flower

stem is allowed on each plant, supported with a neat stake. Top dress, after staking,

with a mixture of well-decayed manure and leaf soil.

If show blooms are desired severe disbudding must be resorted to. The central

or crown bud is retained and one or two starting three or four joints lower down,

all the rest removed. In the case of robust plants, four or five buds may be left till it

is seen which of them promises to open the best, when the rest must be pinched off.

When flowering plants are to be shown, six or seven buds may be left on each stem.

A light, airy greenhouse, where the plants can be shaded from strong sunshine, is

the best place to flower Carnations in, and in these thrips and green fly, which are apt

to be troublesome, can best be kept under. Failing a greenhouse, a framework

supporting strong cotton netting or canvas on rollers will prove of service in protecting

the flowers. Bees should be excluded where possible, their action materially shortening

the duration of the flowers. Place an elastic band round the buds before the calyx

splits and the bloom is spoilt.

Carnations in Beds.

For affording cut blooms in large quantities or for making an effective display with

a minimum amount of trouble, culture in beds is to be preferred. All the varieties

named in the selection of Selfs or border Carnations can be successfully wintered in the

open during most years, but any extra choice or delicate varieties should be kept in

small pots under glass, protecting from severe frost only till early in April, when they

ought to be planted where they are to flower. This is the best plan to follow in cold,

damp districts. The grandest display follows upon autumn planting. In either case

well prepare the sites. A properly-drained position and a moderately-strong loamy soil

are essentials. Mix with this soil a liberal dressing of decayed manure, also a light

surfacing of soot and bone meal. If the position is naturally hot and dry a layer of

cow-yard manure should be placed between the top spit and sub -soil.
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Plant firmly, a foot or more apart, in slightly raised beds. If this is done early in

August grand plants will form before wintry weather sets in—an important point to

secure. Any put out late should have the soil made firm about them, after having been

loosened by frost. In the spring support the flower stems with neat stakes and green

carpet thread, avoiding bundling them up together—a common but most unwise

proceeding. Not being wanted for show, no thinning of buds is necessary, though

disbudding greatly improves the quality of blooms that may be required for a special

purpose. A long succession of flowers is produced by these healthy young plants.

Scarlet Bizarres,

Admiral Curzon (Easom).

Alfred (Dodwell).

Edward Adams (Dodwell).

Fred (Dodwell).

Joseph Grassland (Simonite).

Robert Houlgrave (Barlow).

Robert Lord (Dodwell).

Squire Potts (Dodwell).

Tom Power (Dodwell).

Bizarres.

Arline (Lord).

Bruce Findlay (Lord).

Edward Rowan (Dodwell).

Harrison Weir (Dodwell).

Homer (Douglas).

John Haiiand (Dixon).

J. S. Hedderley (Dodwell).

Patriot (Martin Smith).

Phoebe (Martin Smith).

Virgil (Douglas).

William Wardell (Dodwell).

Pink and Purple Bizarres.

Autocrat (Douglas).

Harmony (Douglas).

Niobe (Douglas).

Sarah Payne (Ward).

William Skerving (Gorton).

Purple Flakes.

Agricola (Douglas).

Charles Henwood (Douglas).

Florence Nightingale (Sealey).

James Douglas (Simonite).

Mayor of Nottingham (Taylor).

Mrs. Douglas (Dixon).

Squire Whitbourn (Dodwell).

Selection of Carnations.

Scarlet Flakes.

Alisemond (Douglas).

Cannell, jun. (Dodwell).

Gregorius (Douglas).

Henry Cannell (Dodwell).

John Ball (Dodwell).

Matador (Abercombie).

Miss C. Grahame (Martin Smith).

Robert Cannell (Dodwell).

Sportsman (Hedderley).

Rose Flakes.

John Keet (Whitehead).

Lady Mary Currie (Douglas).

Rob Roy (Gorton).

Mrs. Rowan (Dodwell).

Rose of Stapleford (Headley).

Rosa Mundi (Douglas).

Sybil (Holmes).

Thalia (Douglas).

Tim Bobbin (Gorton).

Troubadour' (Douglas).

William ofWykeham (Douglas).

Selfs.

*Mrs. Eric Hambro, white.

Lady Ridley, white.

Miss Ellen Terry, white.

Mrs. W. P. Milner, white.

Mrs. Muir, white.

Snowdon, white.

*Her Grace, blush.

The Governor, blush.

Seagull, blush.

*Waterwitch, blush.

Nabob, orange buff.

The Hunter, apricot.

Mrs. Reynolds Hole, apricot.

*Winifred, deep apricot.

* Limited selection of varieties.

*The Pasha, apricot.

*Grappley Gem, apricot yellow.

Germania, yellow.

*Miss Audrey Campbell, yellow.

"Corunna, yellow.

*Pride of Great Britain, yellow.

Exile, rose.

Duchess of Teck, rose.

*Ketton Rose, rose.

Lady Gwendoline, rose.

Mary Morris, rose.

Queen of Bedders, rose.

Sadek, deep rose.

*Countess of Paris, pink.

Alice, pink.

Midas, pink.

Dazzle, scarlet.

Paradox, scarlet.

Danger, scarlet.

*King of Scarlets, scarlet.

*Hayes, scarlet.

*King Arthur, crimson.

Mephisto, crimson.

Uriah Pike, crimson.
»

Aline Newman, red.

*Mrs. Louise Jameson, red.

Fancies.

George Cruikshank.

Mogul.

The Dey.

President Carnot.

Dorothy.

Stadtrath Bail.

Mrs. Seymour Bouverie.

Terra Cotta.

Colonial Beauty.

Mrs. Alfred Tate.
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PICOTEES.

These differ from Carnations only so far as the markings of the flowers are concerned.

The Carnation has the marks on its petals from the centre to the edge, and through the

edge in flakes or stripes of colour (as shown on page 321), whereas the Picotee has its

coloured mark in the form of a ring on the outer edge of its petal, as represented in

Fig. 149. The flowers should be of the same size as the Carnation, and have smooth-

edged, well-rounded petals; the colour, whether

light or heavy, uniformly disposed on the margin.

Picotees are divided into seven classes, or (1)

red, heavy-edged; (2) red, light-edged
; (3) rose,

heavy-edged
; (4) rose, light-edged

; (5) purple,

heavy-edged
;
(G) purple, light-edged

; (7) yellow

grounds, without any distinction as to the breadth

of the edge of colour. Fancy Carnations and

Picotees include varieties that by reason of the

arrangement of their colours cannot be admitted

in any of the other recognised classes. If the

ground colour of a Carnation or Picotee disap-

pear, the variety is said to have " sported,"

while if the white ground of a Picotee change

to pink, that is also a case of sporting. All such are classed as fancies and find many

admirers.

Heavy-edged flowers should have a pure white ground, without spot or bar, and

the edges of colour be heavy, even and distinct. In the case of light-edged flowers,

there is a thin "wire" of colour on the margin of each petal and no other marking;

medium-edged flowers are also admitted in this class. The Picotee is cultivated in

exactly the same manner as described for Carnations, and it only remains now to indi-

cate meritorious varieties.

Fig. 149. Picotee.

Selection of Picotees.

Heavy red-edged.

Brunette (Kirkland).

Countess of Wilton (Holland).

Dr. Abercrombie (Fellowes).

Dr. Epps (raiser unknown).

Ganymede (Douglas).

J. B. Bryant (Ingram).

Mary Dodwell (Anstiss).

Ne Plus Ultra (Lakin).

John Smith (Bower).

Princess of Wales (Fellowes).

Light red-edged.

Mrs. Gorton (Simonite).

Ada Mary (Smith).

Thomas Williams (Flowdy).

Mrs. Bower (Bower).

Princess Mary (Fellowes).
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Eobert Scott (Flowdy).

Miss Turner (Taylor).

Violet Douglas (Simonite).

Heavy purple-edged.

Admiration (Turner).

Gertrude (Dodwell).

Mrs. A. Chancellor (Turner).

Muriel (Hewett).

Norfolk Beauty (Fellowes).

Eev. J. B. Carnm (Fellowes).

Zerlina (Lord).

Picco (Jackson).

Jessie (Turner).

Light purple-edged

.

Alice (Lord).

Ann Lord (Lord).

Baroness Biu'dett Coutts (Payne).

Clara Penson (Williams).

Hero (Dodwell).

Her Majesty (Addis).

Mary (Simonite).

Mildred (Dodwell).

Minnie (Lord).

Nymph (Lord).

Princess of Wales (Kirkland)

.

Mrs. Langtry (Fellowes).

Sylvia (Douglas).

Heavy rose and scarlet-edged.

Constance Heron (Fellowes).

Daisy (Dodwell).

Edith D'Ombrain (Turner).

Little Phil (Dodwell).

Mrs. Lord (Lord).

Mrs. Paine (Fellowes).

Mrs. Sharp (Sharp).

Fanny Helen (Lord).

Eoyal Visit (Abercrombie).

Light rose and scarlet-edged.

Dorothy (Fellowes).

Ethel (Fellowes).

Evelyn (Fellowes).

Lady Holniesdale (Schofield).

Madame Corbin (Fellowes).

Mrs. Alcroft (Turner).

Mrs. Fisher (Taylor).

Mrs. Fordham (Turner).

Mrs. Eudd (Eudd).

Nellie (Eudd).

Favourite (Liddington).

Yellow ground.

Agnes Chambers (Douglas).

Annie Douglas (Douglas).

Cowslip (Martin Smith).

Countess of Jersey (Douglas).

Eldorado (Martin Smith).

Florrie Henwood (Douglas).

Golden Eagle (Martin Smith).

Ladas (Douglas).

Mr. Nigel (Douglas).

Mrs. Eobert Sydenham (Douglas).

Mrs. Gooden (Douglas).

Mrs. Whitbourn (Douglas).

Voltaire (Martin Smith).

Xerxes (Martin Smith).

PINKS.

What are termed show Pinks are very beautiful, and seeing that greenhouses are

not required in their cultivation they can be grown by the great majority of amateurs
;

and, like Carnations and Picotees, Pinks succeed as well as any other hardy plants in

town and country gardens.

The following are the characteristics of a perfect or show Pink :—Flower full and

double; petals stout, broad, and "rose-edged," that is to say smooth at the edges, the

outside tier being the widest and not less than 2\ inches in diameter, the inner petals

gradually narrowing, without confusion, to the centre, and which should be full and

globular. The ground colour should be pure white, while the lacing or circular stripe

ought to have an edge of white outside it, and at the base of the petals there ought to

be another body of colour similar to the lacing, this forming an eye. Pinks are com-

monly divided into two classes—show and decorative—the latter comprising those grown

in quantity for affording unlimited supplies of cut flowers, most of which are selfs or of

one colour only. Show Pinks are represented in Pig. 150.

Peopagation.—Pinks may be raised from seeds, by layering, also from slips and

pipings. The young side growths form the best cuttings ; these should be slipped off

the old stems when about 2 to 21 inches long, the ends trimmed and lower leaves
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removed. Firmly inserted in June, 2 inches apart either in well-drained boxes or in

a shallow bed of sandy, loamy soil under a hand-light, or in a frame, at the foot of a

north wall or fence they speedily emit roots. They will also do so in cool, shaded

positions without a covering of glass. Pipings are the growths of Pinks sharply pulled

out of their sockets, and have neither a joint

at the base, like cuttings, nor a heel like slips

(see / and g, page 323). Pink pipings root

the most surely on a very mild or nearly

exhausted hot-bed, kept closed and shaded

during the daytime for a week or ten days,

but exposed on still, dewy nights ; and when

rooted gradually expose to the full sunshine.

All young pinks, however raised, ought to be

ready for planting in August to be firmly

established before winter. Seed should be

sown in March or April as advised in the

case of Carnations, and the young seedlings be

similarly treated.

Cultural Details.—Prepare the ground

in the same thorough manner as recommended

for Carnations and Picotees. They succeed

well in slightly raised, 4 feet wide beds.

Carefully move and plant firmly, at least 6

inches apart
;
again making the soil firm after

frosts have loosened it. A winter mulching

of leaf soil or decayed manure acts beneficially.

A close look-out must be kept for slugs and

other enemies to Pinks. If a winter mulching

is not given apply one in the spring. Plower

stems will develop late in May and should each be loosely tied to a light stake 15 to

18 inches in length. Weak stems should only carry one bloom, the side buds being

early and carefully removed, but comparatively strong stems may be allowed to develop

two or three blooms. Protect the flowers from sunshine and rain with a framework

supporting a covering of oiled canvas or cotton blinds.

vol. i. u u

Figr. 150. Show Pinks.
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In the case of decorative varieties the only difference in the treatment is to allow

the plants more room by planting at least 9 inches asunder, as they are expected to

spread and flower abundantly for two or three seasons, but the young or one-year-old

plants produce the finest blooms for exhibition. Pinks are liable to burst their calyces,

and these, where considered needful, may be strengthened by elastic bands placed

round the middle of the buds. In some instances it is found necessary to cut open or

ease the calyx with sharp scissors on the side opposite to that where it promises to

burst.

Selections.—Show Pinks.*

Amy Kobsart.

Allan Kerr.

Angus Paul.

Bertram.

Boiard,

Captain Holmes.

Dr. Masters.

Duke of Edinburgh.

Emerald.

Empress of India.

Exquisite.

Galopin.

George Brown.

Godfrey Hooper.

Malcolm Dunn.

Henry Hooper.

Jobn Ball.

Lady Craven.

Lord Bosebery.

Minnie Mildred.

Mrs. J. Downie.

Mrs. W. Pearse.

Picturata.

Princess of Wales.

Bosy Morn.

Bubens.

Shirley Hibberd.

Snowflake

Tbe Bectoi.

William Paul.

Decorative Pinks.

Ascot.

Anne Boleyn.

Clifton White.

Cowley White.

Derby Day.

Ernest Ladhams.

Her Majesty.

Lord Lyons.

Mrs. Lakin.

Mrs. Moore.

Mrs. Pettifer.

Mrs. Sinkins.

Snowball.

Welsh.

Diseases and Insect Pests.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks, are all liable to diseases of a fungoid nature,

aggravated in some instances by undue dampness. The best remedy known to us is

strong milk-like lime water, syringing the affected plants with this, leaving it on till it

falls away. Green fly or aphides and thrips are the most troublesome on plants under

glass, and may be subdued, or, what is better, prevented by timely fumigation. Syringe

open-air plants affected by either pest, with a well-diluted decoction of soft soap and

tobacco water. Wireworms are destructive enemies of the plants. They may be

caught in pieces of carrot buried in the soil and withdrawn frequently.

The selections of Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks are given on the authority of Mr. James Douglas,

Bookham, Surrey.
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Beyond all comparison the most stately and imposing of all autumn and winter

flowers, as in diversity of colour and massiveness, chrysanthemums are unequalled in

their season. They are cultivated by an enormous and ever-increasing number of

persons, not in the country alone, but in near proximity to towns.

Chrysanthemum societies are established nearly all over the kingdom, and have

in the aggregate, no doubt, ten thousand members, while the National Chrysanthemum

Society is the largest special floral society in the world. The November shows are

attended by dense throngs of admiring visitors
;
huge trade establishments have

been founded for meeting the demand for plants, and scores of acres of ground

have been covered with glass for the preparation of flowers for sale in a cut state

in our markets.

The literature pertaining to the chrysanthemum is voluminous, as represented in

scientific and practical treatises, the instructive catalogues of the National Chrysan-

themum Society, and illustrated descriptive lists of florists in which varieties are

represented up-to-date yearly. Thousands of pounds are invested in chrysanthemums

annually, and hundreds of persons are dependent on the plants and their require-

ments as a means of livelihood. In a word, the crysanthemum would seem to have

become a necessity of life in our flower-loving kingdom.

The first European seedlings are said to have been obtained in France in 1826,

and Mr. "Wheeler, of Oxford, was the first English raiser, flowering seedlings in 1832.

Many were soon after raised in Jersey also, and notably by Mr. John Salter, who

established a nursery at Versailles in 1838, for the purpose of ripening seed. One of

his greatest triumphs was raising the variety Queen of England in 1847, and it still

ranks among the best in its section.

In 1845 Mr. Fortune introduced from China two miniature flowered varieties,

" Chusan Daisy" and "minimum." From this dainty pair seedlings of various colours

were raised in France. In England these were popularly known as " Liliputians "
; but

the name was superseded by the French " Pompon," derived from a fancied resemblance

of the round compact blooms to the knobs on the soldiers' caps.

Once more Mr. Fortune enriched the "Western world by introducing from Japan,

in 1861, seven varieties, so different from the ideals of our florists, by grotesqueness in

form, that they were at first more ridiculed than admired, and were also late in flowering.

XI TJ 2
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They possessed, however, richness in colour, and on this account found a few friends.

Eesponding to cultivation the once-despised seven displayed features which could not

he overlooked. Seedlings were raised from them and "sports" obtained, giving in

turn birth to others, and these, plus further introductions from the East, have resulted in

the magnificent assemblage of varieties which have captivated the public more than any

other flowers have done during the present generation.

The first chrysanthemum show is said to have been held at Norwich in 1830 ; shows

were also held at Birmingham and Swansea in 1836—those were presumably exhibi-

tions of plants; and the first competitive show of " cut blooms" was held at Stoke

Newington in 184G. Thus the Stoke Newington Society was the pioneer in encouraging

the production of blooms of the highest excellence, and it is also the parent of the

National Chrysanthemum Society, which was brought into existence largely by the

labours of the late Mr. William Holmes, of Hackney, its title having been adopted on

the proposal of Mr. Henry Cannell, of Swanley.

Characteristics of Good Chrysanthemum Blooms.

Incurved
(
Chinese) Section.—When fully expanded and dressed the blooms should

be of globular form. The meritorious features are : Depth with breadth and firmness

;

smoothness with symmetry ; freshness with purity of colour and brightness. Defects :

A hollow or prominent eye ; breadth with flatness or looseness
;
roughness or uneven-

ness of outline
; staleness and dinginess.

Eeflexed
(
Chinese) Section.—This group is the forerunner of the incurved section,

the majority of the plants being of the same vigorous, free-branching habit of growth,

the flowers reflexing instead of incurving. Most of the blooms are comparatively small,

but are valuable on account of their richness of colouring. The merits of a good flower

are : Size with symmetry ; freshness and brightness
;
perfect imbrication of the florets.

Defects : Florets curled at the edges or tips, and dulness of colour.

Japanese Section.—There are more variations of form in this section than in any

other, and the characteristics are necessarily less easy to define. As a general rule the

merits are : Diameter of each bloom in proportion with the depth
;
elegance of outline

;

brilliancy in colour with freshness to the extremity of the florets. Defects: Coarse-

ness accompanying size ; lack of fulness ; dulness and staleness.

Japanese Incurved.—It has been found necessary by some societies to form a

subdivision of boldly incurving Japanese varieties, this comprising all that are
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sufficiently incurved to form a globular-shaped bloom. These varieties are also

admissible in the general Japanese classes when not specifically excluded. Their

merits and defects are practically the same as in the preceding class. The blooms must

not be firm like the Chinese incurved.

Hairy Japanese.—These belong principally to the Japanese incurved group, but are

sometimes shown in separate classes. They differ from the rest in having a covering of

short glandular hairs on the reverse of the florets, imparting a peculiar feathery or

bristly appearance. Merits and defects as above.

Chinese Anemone-Flowered.—These, in common with reflexed varieties, are not so

popular among growers for exhibition as formerly, but are well worthy of retention and

good cultivation. The flowers have two distinct sets of florets, one quilled, forming the

cushion (centre or disc), the other flat, more or less horizontally arranged, and termed

the border or ray florets. The chief merits in an exhibition bloom are deepness and

symmetry of cushion
;
ray florets broad, flat, and equal in length ; colouration fresh and

clear. Defects : Deformity of cushion
;
ray florets imperfect ; staleness.

Japanese Anemone-Flowered.—In this instance the blooms are less formal, and by

many considered more beautiful than their prim Chinese congeners. Unless specially

excluded, these largely preponderate in prize stands of twelve or more anemone-

flowered chrysanthemums, their size, fantastic forms, and delicate colouration giving

them the preference in the estimation of many growers. In these blooms the merits

are cushion prominent, with ray florets unequal in length and fresh to the tips. The

chief defects are deficiency in cushion and colour
;
ray florets faulty and shrunken.

Pompons.—These afford a pleasing contrast to the incurved and Japanese sections,

and are alike attractive and serviceable. The plants are of a dwarf, compact habit of

growth and free-flowering, while the blooms are small, somewhat flat, or nearly globular,

averaging 1\ inches in diameter, neat, compact, and formed of short, flat-fluted or

quilled florets, all of one character. The chief merits are fulness with symmetry of

outline
;

brightness and clearness of colour
;

foliage clean and healthy. Defects

:

Irregularity of outline and deficiency of colouration.

Pompon Anemone-Flowered.—These in their habit of growth resemble the ordinary

pompons, and the flowers are miniature forms of the large anemone-flowered chrysan-

themum. The blooms should have a prominent centre or disc of quilled florets, and the

ray or guard florets well developed and regularly arranged.

Single Chrysanthemums.—Of late years single-flowering varieties have received
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more attention than formerly, and are becoming popular. Classes are provided for them

at the leading shows. Single chrysanthemums may be of any size, but must not contain

more than a double row of ray florets, nor disc florets of sufficient length to form a

raised cushion, as in the case of anemone-flowered varieties. The florets, whether

stout and rigid or long and drooping, should be arranged sufficiently close together to

form a dense fringe. Points of merit insisted upon are lightness with elegance of

outline ; freshness and clearness of colour. Defects : Coarseness and excess of florets

;

florets incurving ; staleness and dulness with confusion of disc.

Cultueal Details.

Propagation.—Chrysanthemums are principally raised from cuttings, seed sowing

being resorted to only with a view to obtaining new varieties. Opinions vary as to the

best time to commence inserting cuttings, but no mistake will be made by starting with

the later flowering varieties at the end of November, and continuing with them,

according as the cuttings are fit, throughout December. The mid-season varieties, which

can easily be flowered during the first fortnight in November, may be rooted late in

December and throughout January ; while those which are disposed to flower in October,

but are wanted to be at their best in November, may be propagated during January

and February.

The best cuttings are stout sucker growths that protrude through the soil. Shoots

obtained from the hard stems are inferior and often furnished with a flower bud (see

Fig. 151 a). If the better cuttings are not available just when wanted they must be

waited for and taken when ready, even if the month of March is reached. Give

preference to growths that push up well away from the stems, leaving them till 3 to 4

inches long, and duly shorten to a joint as shown at b in the illustration. They strike

the most quickly round the sides of 4-inch pots (d), but succeed well inserted singly

in thumb pots (e). The pots must be clean, well drained and firmly filled with a

mixture of two parts of sifted loam and one part leaf soil with sharp sand added,,

facing the surface with pure sand. Four cuttings at the most may be placed in each

4-inch pot, and they must rest on a firm base made with a blunt dibber, affixing them

firmly. The sturdiest plants are obtained singly in small pots.

Strong heat is not advisable, as it weakens the cuttings and plants. The cuttings

must be kept fresh
;
every hour during which they flag is so much time taken from th&

rooting. Handlights are suitable for the purpose, but plain boxes, 9 inches deep>,
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•covered with, close-fitting squares of glass, answer quite as well. Place these in a light

position in a house where the temperature ranges from 40° to 50°, and arrange the pots

in them, affording just sufficient "shade to prevent the leaves drooping. Moisture will

collect on the glass, which must be dried every morning. Keep the soil uniformly

moist, and directly roots form, admit air, slightly at first, then increasingly, thus pre-

Fig. 151. Propagating Chrysanthemums.

a, Bad cutting
;

b, good cutting
;

c, seedling (page 350) ;
d, crowded and spindled cuttings

;

e, cutting properly inserted.

paring the plants for a greenhouse shelf. They are liable to flag if suddenly transferred

from a close to an exposed position. Those slow in rooting must be separated from the

more advanced and kept close longer.

Plants in their Earlier Stages.

It is of the greatest importance that newly-rooted plants be kept as sturdy as pos-
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sible. They will become drawn if subjected to much artificial heat, and enfeebled if

allowed to become root-bound. Those four in a pot ought to be divided before the

roots become matted together. Many of them will be ready for potting singly during,

the first fortnight in February, some still earlier. Those in thumb pots may be shifted

into the 4-inch size, using the same soil mixture recommended for cuttings, pressing it

down rather firmly, and arranging the plants on a bed of ashes near the glass in a pit or

Fig. 152. Young Chetsanthemtjms.

a, Spindled (kept too long in cutting pot, d, Fig. 151) ; b, sturdy plant (shifted at the right time from e, Fig. 151)-

frame where gentle heat can be maintained. Keep the plants moderately close, water

sparingly, and afford extra protection when a severe frost is imminent. When well

rooted in the fresh soil, give water more freely and remove the plants to a cold frame or

shallow pit, still affording ample protection from frosts.

The next shift may be given either late in March or during April, according to the

condition of the plants. If long kept in a root-bound state, they become tall and-
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"wiry," as shown at a, Fig. 152, from which state they seldom recover, whereas they

ought to be sturdy, as in b. For this shift into perfectly clean 6 -inch pots, use a

compost of two parts of fibrous loam, one part leaf soil, half a part of partially decayed

horse-manure, and sharp sand. Drain the pots, protect the drainage, and pack the new

soil as firmly as that containing the roots, which must not be disturbed. Eeturn the

plants to frames or shallow pits, which keep close for two or three days. Spray

the plants occasionally during the early part of clear days, and give a gentle yet

thorough watering four or five days after re-potting. Directly the plants appear to

have recovered from the slight check caused by shifting, admit abundance of air in the

day-time and a little on mild nights, but protect from frosts. As the sun gains power,

more water will be required, taking care that the leaves never droop by want of it.

Towards the end of April, the more forward will need additional room and must have

abundance of air. If they can be protected from frosts and screened from cold winds

by a framework and thick cotton blinds, the strong plants may be placed out of doors

on a bed of coarse ashes, more room being then allowed for the smaller and later still

under glass.

Final Potting.—This work may be commenced about the middle of May, and if

the more backward plants are finished by the middle of June, they ought to do well.

Varieties delicate in constitution may be flowered in 9-inch pots, the more robust

in the 10-inch size. A very rich compost is not desirable, as this is liable to promote

too soft growth at the outset. The objects in view are (1) the production of an

abundance of roots in soil containing enough food to sustain sturdy growth, and (2) the

formation of leaves of a durable, disease-resisting character.

A suitable compost may be provided by mixing three parts of the best brown fibrous

loam roughly broken up and the finer portions discarded, one each of leaf soil and

horse-droppings, sweetened as for a mushroom bed, and half a part of crushed mortar

rubbish. To every bushel of the compost, add a 6-inch potful each of soot and bone-

meal, also a sprinkling of wood ashes and sharp sand, the whole to be thoroughly in-

corporated. When the loam is deficient in fibre and liable to run together, there is

the greater need to use mortar rubbish and more leaf soil, with a sprinkling of charcoal

for keeping the compost porous and sweet. Experts prepare their potting soil several

weeks before using it, and also take care to keep it somewhat dry. If in a wet state

when used, ramming it down hard excludes the air. It ought to be made very firm,

to induce a multitude of root-fibres, yet sufficiently porous for the free passage of

VOL. i. xx
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water and the consequent admission of air which follows. In no other way can healthy

growth within the soil and above it be produced.

The plants must be shifted before the roots coil closely and firmly round the

pots, and the soil containing them must be moist but not wet. If clean pots were

previously used, not a fibre will be left behind in their removal, but if they were

dirty inside, several roots may be torn away. Mortar rubbish over the crocks is

good as drainage, but avoid using broken bones, for some of these do much more harm

than good. Cover the drainage with some of the most fibrous of the compost and

set the plant on a small firm mound, exactly in the centre of the pot, spreading the roots

loosened from the crocks evenly all round. Apply the fresh soil in layers and make it

quite firm with a heavy flattened "potting stick." Finish off neatly and firmly, leav-

ing the full depth of the rim of the pot or more, for watering purposes. Affix a stake

at once, long enough to support the plant up to the first natural break. The stem must

be made secure against winds and crookedness.

The positions assigned the plants ought to be sheltered from cold and rough winds.

At the same time it is possible to choose a too cosy site, in which the growth may

be too soft and weak to be satisfactory. Mildew is more liable to be troublesome in

low, damp positions, than on a higher and more exposed site. Arrange the plants

according to their known habit of growth, in double or single lines so as not to shade

each other. "Worms must be kept out of the soil by setting the pots on boards, or a

thick bed of coarse ashes ; into which, however, the roots must not pass through the

drainage. "Water ought not to be needed for three days or so after re-potting, but the

soil and roots must not be allowed to become so dry as to cause nagging of the leaves.

Several light syringings for arresting evaporation, are preferable to making the new soil

sour by an excess of water. The water supply must increase with the extension

of roots and the evaporating surfaces of the ever-increasing number of leaves. Those

who judge the most accurately as to when to give and when to withhold water, are the

best growers of chrysanthemums.

Timing the Buds.

The most successful exhibitors of chrysanthemum blooms are not necessarily those

who grow the larger number of plants, and it is a mistake to have more than can be pro-

perly attended to. Success is more a question of studying the habits and characteristics

of the varieties, and paying strict attention to "timing the buds." The object is to
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have the blooms in their best condition on the dates they are required, and not either

sooner or later. It is therefore important to take careful note of the peculiarities of

each new variety that may be tried; such as the times of natural breaks, or sub-

division of leading growths.

Plants grown with a single stem for producing the grandest blooms are kept free

of side shoots. A natural check to the elongation of the stem will probably occur before

June or as late as July. A flower bud (a) forms in the point, and from immediately

below it spring four axillary shoots (see Fig. 153, b and c c c c). This is the "first

crown " bud. It may not be necessary to remove it, though it often has to be done in

the case of precocious varieties. The re-

resulting shoots are then retained, but may

have to be reduced in number. Nothing

is gained by reducing them to one only.

Three growths and blooms may be regarded

as a good average, leaving a lesser number

on comparatively late and feeble plants, or

naturally small bloomed varieties.

Supposing a bud forms in June or July
;

this, if " set," by the removal of the sur-

rounding growths, would probably develop

a coarse and too early bloom. The bud is

therefore removed with all but the best-

placed of the shoots mentioned. The

reserved growths will in turn show buds

during the second or third week in August; these, the coveted "second crown" buds,

are usually set, that is to say, the side shoots are carefully removed as shown except one

(b, Pig. 153), and this is only retained for a few days for supporting the bud; but should

the flower bud fail, the shoot is allowed to extend for a later bloom, as, indeed, it some-

times is, whether the August bud fails or not. This later bud may be a " Terminal,"

that is, have other buds (not shoots) clustering round it. "Crown" buds are not

surrounded by other flower buds, but by wood growths, and such buds produce large

blooms; "Terminal" buds, neat, and often better coloured examples. The illustrations

which follow will be elucidatory in these references. It is of the first importance not

to injure in any degree the bud, or its stem that is retained, in the process of securing it.

x x 2

Fig. 153. Setting Chrysanthemum Buds.

a, " Crown " bud; b, nursing shoot
; c, c, c, axillary

growths removed for strengthening the bloom.
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Even if different varieties of chrysanthemums showed buds at the same time,

allowance would have to be made for the longer time taken to develop by some than by

others. Localities likewise affect the time of flowering, and have to be considered

accordingly. The one cardinal point to be remembered is, that the buds of early

flowering varieties must be taken late, those of late flowering varieties early, for having

expanded blooms of all at the same time.

Stopping.

This well-known cultivator's term means topping the growths. Varieties differ so

much in their habit and time of flowering that some must be retarded and others

advanced. This is done by topping the plants

instead of allowing them to break naturally. If

the earlier flowering varieties, of which Pallanza

(Japanese), and Prince Alfred (Incurved) may be

taken as familiar examples, were allowed to break

naturally, the "crown " buds might be too early,

while if the "terminals " were taken the blooms

would not be large enough for exhibition. By

topping the plants on or about April 26th, it

would be possible to "take" or set "second crown"

buds late in August and have the best blooms

(in most localities) during the first fortnight in

November. The first "crown buds" in the case

of the Queen of England family seldom prove

satisfactory, and the large, perfectly - formed

flowers seen at exhibitions mostly result from

"second crown" buds. In order to have these,

and also the Princess of Teck family, at their best early in November, some, if not all,

the young plants should be topped from the 12th to the 20th of April, while that

fine variety, Mrs. E. C. Kingston, ought to be topped earlier, or about March 25th.

Some of the naturally late-flowering Japanese come good from "first crown" buds.

Among these varieties are Robert Owen, Lord Brooke, Dorothy Seward, and Beaute

Touloussaine. These, then, may be topped as late as the third week in April or first

week in May, with a likelihood of the buds showing at the right time for " taking," or,

Fig. 154. "Terminal" Bud (d).

e, e, Side buds, removed for strengthening

the bloom.
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say, about August 15th in the south. Other late-flowering varieties, including Golden

Gate, Etoile de Lyon, Mrs. J. Shrimpton, Madame Carnot, and Mrs. W. H. Lees, are

not, as a rule, presentable from the "first crown" bud, but if topped on about April

10th, the "second crown" bud ought to be secured, by the timely removal of axillary

growths, about August 25th. In the case of the more precocious varieties, such as

Viviand Morel and its sports, which are apt to show buds much earlier than is desirable,

extra good cuttings should be selected and rooted during January ; and if a portion of

Fig. 155. Growths and Blooms of Chrysanthemums.

References.—o, Eesult of not disbudding terminal (W. H. Lincoln)
;

b, effect of disbudding
;

c, natural break

(Madame Paul Lacroix) ; d, July break ; e, bloom, second crown bud " taken " in August
; /, topped plant (March)

of C. H. Curtis
; g, July break ; h, h, blooms from second crown buds ; i, bloom from terminal bud (crown bud

r emoved at g)

.

the plants be grown without topping and the rest topped in March, "second crown"

buds ought to be plentiful about August 30th, when they may safely be taken.

Training.

E ach shoot ought to be secured early to a light stake ; taller stakes will be needed

subsequently—one to each growth. Eor this purpose bamboos are suitable and last

several seasons. A few stout uprights, with one or two wires strained from them, are
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needed for fastening the bamboos, as all the growths can then be neatly secured against

injury by rough winds.

Attend closely to the removing of superfluous side shoots, and keep the leading

growths properly fastened to the stakes, as some are very brittle and liable to be broken

by winds and birds. Disbudding can be the most safely and expeditiously accomplished

in the morning, as then the growths are crisp, the plants becoming a little flaccid under

the influence of hot sun. A delay of three or four days in removing lateral shoots has

the effect of retarding some buds. Gradual disbudding is preferable to the removal of

many growths at the same time, as this last mistake may cause some buds to turn

"blind " and be worthless.

Housing the Plants.

The precise time for removing chrysanthemums from the open air and arranging

them under glass must be governed by circumstances. In some localities it is not safe

to leave the plants out after September 20th, in a few not so long, but in districts not

liable to be visited by early frosts and gales, the first week in October is usually soon

enough for placing the majority of plants under cover of some kind. Exceptions must

always be made in favour of any varieties which expand early, as if these are left out

after the buds show colour, damping of the florets will be the inevitable result.

Light, airy structures, span-roofed from choice, are needed for show chrysanthe-

mums. When they are much shaded by peach-trees, grape vines, or climbers, the

plants are apt to become spindly. At the same time provision should be made for

affording light shade during the prevalence of bright sunshine. Overheating of the

blooms, followed by a possibly cold night, predisposes them to damping, by which many

are ruined. Arrange the plants according to their respective heights, not crowding

them closely together, as this may mean the early loss of much good foliage. The later-

flowering plants may be accelerated, if desired, by according them the warmest end of

the house, and all ought to be kept at least one foot from the glass. Incurved varieties

are sometimes detached from the stakes and loosely secured to roof-wires, and the blooms

hanging down are supposed to " fill up " better and also keep longer in a fresh state.

Ventilate freely but avoid admitting sharp currents of air, as this chills the plants

and favours the spread of mildew. Provide sufficient fire-heat to insure the requisite

circulation of warm dry air, and the top ventilators ought to be left open to the extent

of an inch or two on mild nights. Temperatures may range from 45° to 55°, but an

occasional drop to 40° on frosty nights will do no harm. Higher temperatures may
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be necessary for forwarding some of the varieties, but the less forcing the chrysanthe-

mum is subjected to the better, as much heat impairs the colours of all but white

varieties. Any blooms too early will retain their freshness longer if the plants are

placed in cool, dry, darkened rooms. Lumps of newly slaked lime are of service in

absorbing atmospheric moisture in a damp room, and may be the means of preventing

decay of the blooms. If a few odd blooms only are too forward, cut them with long

stems, which insert in bottles of water in a dark room. Cut off a short portion of the

stem every morning, and change the water occasionally. Some flowers have been kept

in water in a light, dry greenhouse till seeds have ripened, and from one of such seeds

the variety James Salter was raised.

"Watering, Feeding, and Top-dressing.

Not till the plants have exhausted much of the fertility contained in the soil they

are rooting in, ought feeding to be commenced. If from any unavoidable cause

they have to be kept in the smaller pots longer than is good for them, substitute clear

soot-water for ordinary water occasionally, ceasing this after the final shift has been

given. Newly potted plants, we repeat, must be most carefully watered, the aim being

to maintain the old ball of soil and roots uniformly moist without saturating and

souring the fresh. When the plants are well established in their flowering pots,

they require much more water than formerly. They ought to be examined every

day, twice or thrice on hot sunny days, not watering till the soil is approaching dryness,

but always giving sufficient for some to pass through the drainage. No liquid manure

ought to be given while the plants are growing strongly. Apply weak soot-water if

they show signs of requiring a little assistance, in July. Top-dressings composed of

equal parts of coarse fibrous loam and horse- droppings, with a dash of soot and super-

phosphate of lime, are given by some growers early in August, and under judicious

watering, much good results from the increased root activity thus incited. The reverse

may be the case if those who attend to the watering are guided by the appearance

of the top soil only.

WTien the buds commence swelling, feeding must also commence systematically, and

be proceeded with intelligently. Too much manure, notably strong applications of

nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia, kill many of the root fibres ; or failing that

calamity, the development of the blooms is so forced that they cannot resist damp so

long as they would do if less flimsy in character. Clear soot-water, obtained by
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placing a bushel of soot in a canvas bag and sinking this in a tub of water, about a

week before it is wanted for use, is a safe and excellent manure. The tub may be

replenished with water two or three times before substituting fresh soot for the

stale, and at each watering use enough of the solution to make the water the colour of

fairly strong tea. Soot water may be varied with nitrate of soda, occasionally, with

advantage. If one pound of nitrate of soda is dissolved in a gallon of water, half a pint

of the solution is ample for use in two gallons of water. Two applications of this

are sufficient after the plants are housed. If farmyard or other liquid manure be

used either before or after housing the plants, let this be as clear as possible : anything

that clogs the surface of the soil is injurious.

Syringing the plants with soft water, and occasionally with clear, thin soot-water

is a detail the importance of which is frequently lost sight of. On hot, bright summer

days much moisture is evaporated by the foliage, which might be retained by sprayings

with the aid of either syringe or hose. The timid need fear no ill results, such as

scalding, from this practice ; on the contrary, it freshens the plants surprisingly.

Syringing is not advisable very late in the evening, nor during dull weather, and

should seldom be attempted after housing the plants, though it may benefit them

the first week should dry, hot days ensue.

Showing Cut Blooms.

Boards, on which cut blooms are shown, have been enlarged of late years, in con-

sequence of the increased size of the blooms now so extensively grown. Various

attempts have also been made to break away from the formal methods of staging, but

with no substantial result. By the introduction of improved adjustable cups and tubes,

the flatness, at one time painfully evident, is no longer observable, and it is possible

to so arrange the stands that each bloom can be seen in its full beauty. Boards to hold

a dozen blooms of Japanese varieties, allowing a space of 7 inches for every bloom,

would be 28 inches by 21 inches; while for the incurved, reflexed, and anemone-

flowered sections, the boards may be 24 inches by 18 inches, and the holes 6 inches

apart. The boards should have adjustable legs, those at the back being 6 inches and

those in front 3 inches long. Boards are painted dark green in colour, and finished

with a coat of varnish. Tubes, 3 to 4 inches long, for holding water, and cups, with

funnel-shaped tops, for the blooms, are made of zinc. In the old style, the cups were

simply dropped into the holes in the boards, but in the Springthorpe and other
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inventions, a flange is screwed to the board, and the tube which fits in this can be

raised and lowered at will. The cups can also be raised and lowered, and it is possible

to raise the back rows to a height of 6 inches or more from the stand. If the middle row

is arranged 4 inches lower, and the front row not more than 2 inches above the board, a

good slope is given. Eor the Japanese section the top of the cups should be fully

3 inches in diameter, but somewhat smaller for the incurved varieties. The largest or

deepest blooms should be disposed in the back row, and the rest graduated to the front,

Fig. 156. Exhibiting Japanese Chrysanthemums. (From the " Gardener's Magazine.''')

arranging them so that the colours are effectively displayed, and the board presents

a uniformly well-covered appearance.

Dressing the Blooms.

If incurved blooms were shown exactly as they grew, they would, in many cases,

stand a poor chance of winning prizes against more perfectly finished examples. Dressing

or regulating the florets is needed for displaying the blooms to the best advantage.

VOL. I. Y T
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Dressing should commence when the blooms are about half open. "Where the florets

collect in bunches, they ought to be carefully eased with smooth ivory tweezers or

something that will answer the same purpose. Three or four days before a bloom is

ready and is wanted for a show, draw out confused central and other faulty florets, and

those that are well developed will then be able to close up in the centre. When cut,

place each bloom in the cup it is to be shown in, and finish any further regulation that

may be needed, so that all the florets overlap each other neatly and meet tightly in

the centre. A camel's hair brush is also of service in freeing incurved blooms of

dust, and driving any florets to the centre, from which they may have fallen in a

journey. Quilled florets should be drawn out of reflexed flowers, and those protruding

from the cushion of an anemone-flowered variety ought also to be taken out.

Pompons are similarly treated, showing these in bunches of three, with clear stems and

foliage.

Even some of the Japanese section may be improved by the removal of imperfect

or misplaced florets, others being either drawn towards the centre, or the bloom held

downwards and gently shaken till the centre is closed up. Treat incurved Japanese

similarly to the Chinese incurved.

Judging Chrysanthemum Blooms.

Unless judged by points, it is impossible to properly award the prizes in a well-

contested class. So nearly equal in merit are many of the competing stands at the

larger exhibitions, that it is doubtful if even ordinary point judging does full justice, and

the plan of dividing the points into four parts or marks is therefore to be commended.

For instance, 6 points may not be enough to award to a bloom, and 7 prove too many,

that number having already been given to a bloom a shade better. The case is fairly

met by giving or 6| points. This method is not nearly so cumbersome as at first

sight it appears to be. The figures are quickly jotted down and adding up gives the total,

showing which stands are first, second, third, and fourth.

Instead of entering the points of each bloom separately, experienced judges enter

them in triplets, commencing at the end of a stand thus : back row bloom, 6J ;
middle,

5f ;
front, 5 (mentally); entry, 17^; or for a stand of 12 blooms, 4 entries only; for

24 blooms, 8 entries; and for a stand of 48 blooms, 16 entries. Total entries 28, as

against 78 by entering each bloom separately. Thus a great amount of time is saved in

a large show.
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Specimen Plants.

At most shows, good prizes are offered for trained specimens, apart from ordinary

conservatory plants. Specimens from 4 to 6 feet in diameter, carrying from 100 to 200

well-formed blooms, require from first to last the closest attention, and one day's

neglect may undo the work of months.

It is usually stipulated that specimen plants must be grown with a single clear stem.

More than one plant in a pot, and also any specimens of which sucker growths form

part, are liable to be disqualified. The start may either be made with cuttings or " cut-

back plants." If with cuttings, select those with no trace of a flower-bud in the

centre, also reject any that are gross and sappy. This should be done early in

November, inserting them singly in small pots (see p. 335). When well rooted transfer

to a light shelf in a warm greenhouse and before the plants become root-bound give a

small shift, using a compost, both at this time and each succeeding potting, the same as

recommended for the plants that are to produce exhibition blooms. "When rooted in

the fresh soil and the plants are 3 or 4 inches high, pinch out the extreme tip, and when

side growths show plainly shift the plants into 6-inch pots. Let them have a position

near the roof in a light, moderately warm greenhouse, and when the shoots are 3 to 4

inches long, top lightly a second time. They must be kept growing steadily and

strongly, avoiding either high or low temperatures.

Early in March, or as soon as roots protrude through the drainage, shift the

plants into 8-inch pots, using a stronger compost (p. 337) this time, and making it firm.

From the greenhouse they may be moved to a pit late in March or early in April,

where, height permitting, they should be stood on inverted pots. Ventilate freely

when this can be done without admitting a rush of cold air to the plants, and afford

protection from late frosts.

During the second or third week in May, give the final shift, employing 10-inch

pots for the less robust, and a size larger for the rest. Attend well to the drainage

and pot firmly. Keep the plants somewhat close for a week in a pit or frames, watering

carefully and syringing on clear days. When the plants recover from the check

given in repotting and are growing strongly, ventilate freely both by night as well as

day, drawing the sashes off whenever the weather permits this to be done with safety.

Early in June the plants may be arranged in a sunny, sheltered spot in the open on

either double strips of boards or coarse ashes, into which they must not be allowed to

t t 2
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root or much harm will result. Pinch out the points of the young shoots as these

become long enough, but ceasing before the end of the month (June).

Training has now to commence if the specimens are to assume a globular form.

In this case two light stakes should be passed across each other over the centre of

the pots, and long enough to support a moderately strong wire hoop about 3 feet in

diameter. From this hoop lighter wires can be passed and attached to a stake standing

18 inches (3 feet if pyramids are desired) out of the centre of the pot. Over this

trellis lightly and thinly distribute the shoots, and top them the last time about the third

week in June. The final training should be done before housing the plants, or in Sep-

tember, taking good care to have the points of the shoots evenly distributed. On no

account defer the final tying down till within a month or less of the date of the show

,

as in this case neither the blooms nor the foliage have time to right themselves properly.

Each bloom should be supported with light green stakes, and the "painfully neat"

appearance sometimes complained of in trained plants, will be obviated by raising

the blooms from 6 to 12 inches above the trellis. Only one bloom should be grown

on each shoot, any more being prevented by disbudding.

A light airy structure where the plants can have ample room, is needed to flower

them in. Any too forward may be retarded in comparatively low temperatures, and

gentle heat can be safely applied to those varieties that require advancing.

Trained specimens are also, as before indicated, formed out of " cut-backs." These

are plants which have produced show blooms the season previously. They are cut

down to within G inches of the soil, and those that push forth strong, fiowerless

growths from the stems are the best for the purpose. Before they are far advanced

in growth, turn the plants out of their pots, reduce the old balls of soil and roots con-

siderably, and repot into the 6-inch size. Grow them in a cool greenhouse or pit, top

the shoots, shift into larger pots (the 12-inch size is not too large) and train much as

advised in the case of those plants raised from cuttings.

Trained standards are not so often seen as of old, but prizes are still offered for

them at some of the leading shows. They may either be formed out of early rooted

young plants, or from cut-backs. If the start is made with the former, do not top them

till they are 2 feet to 30 inches high—according to the height the standards are to be

grown. Eemove any side shoots that form, so as to have a clear stem, but treat the

head in the matter of topping and training similarly to the dwarf trained plants, support-

ing the wire hoop with three long stakes. Potting and other details are the same
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as with the other trained plants. All must receive the same careful attention in

syringing, watering, and feeding as advised in the case of plants to produce exhibition

blooms. The clear stems of a portion of the plants that have produced show blooms

may be shortened to a length of 30 inches, or rather less, and those that break well

will then be suitable for growing and training as standards, treating them in much the

same way as recommended for dwarf cut-backs.

Bush Plants.—Handsome specimens which would not offend on account of undue

formality in training, can be grown either from early-struck cuttings or from cut-backs,

treating them very similarly to the dwarf trained specimens with this material differ-

ence, that each shoot resulting from the late June topping shall receive a single light

stake, arranging the growths without depression, so that all the blooms are uniformly

disposed in a full rounded form. Hints on the preparation of plants for room decora-

tion will follow in due course under " Commercial Floriculture."

Plants for Grouping.

Groups are frequently arranged in the semi-circular form, and for the centres some

of the taller untopped plants, grown to produce large blooms, are of good service.

Next to these may be arranged a series of plants dwarfed by topping in March or April.

At one time the plan of cutting back strong, single-stemmed plants was more practised

than it is now. Those who would like to give this plan a trial should proceed on these

lines. The plants to be operated upon ought to be in G-inch pots, and well furnished

with leaves down to the soil. Commence by cutting back the latest flowering varieties

on or about June 1st, following a week later with the mid-season varieties, finishing

with the earlier flowering sorts a week later still. The stems may be left of various

lengths, cutting down some to within 3 inches, some to 6 inches and the rest to

9 inches of the pots. Thin the resulting shoots to two, or at the most three, on

each plant, and soon after give the final shift into 8-inch or 9-inch pots. Duly

support with stakes, and the buds will show during the second and third weeks in

August, when they ought to be "taken," with every prospect of developing into fine

blooms. In the north, cutting back may be practised in May.

The tops of these strong young plants cut off in June may be placed singly in small

pots and rooted in a close frame. If given one shift the majority may be made to

produce a fine bloom, from 6 inches to 2 feet from the pots, and if the foliage be good

these plants will be found of the greatest service for arranging in the fronts of groups,
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especially where nothing but chrysanthemums may be used ; also for general decorative

purposes.

Dwarf plants may also be obtained by inserting cuttings of low-growing varieties

in March or April. Top the plants when growing freely, and, after the resulting

breaks, establish in 6-inch or 7-inch pots. When it is seen which buds give promise

of the best blooms, remove the others. In most instances, the bud that first shows

may be taken, and the outcome should be neat plants, furnished with good foliage

down to the pots, and surmounted with handsome blooms. All plants used for group-

ing must be staked, as, unless this is done, the blooms do not show to advantage, and

are liable to be damaged in transit.

Chrysanthemums from Seed.

Chrysanthemums are easily raised from seed, but, owing to the perfection to which

the different sections have attained, valuable novelties among seedlings are few in

number. Hundreds of seedling plants may be flowered in a season, and not more than

two or three among them prove of any commercial value. Continental and American

saved seed may be bought and sown with a chance of something acceptable resulting.

The best results, however, attend the practice of sowing home-saved seed, obtained

by crossing varieties in the manner indicated on pages 24, 29—31. Large show

blooms should not be selected for seed-saving, but rather the small flowers produced

by semi-starved plants. Artificial fertilisation ought to be carried out on the same

blooms daily for a week. Keep the plants in a warm, dry position, or in near

proximity to hot-water pipes, and fumigate occasionally, or insect pests may ruin the

flowers before the seed has a chance to mature. Finally, harvest the flower-heads in

pans or saucers on the hot-water pipes, and clean the seeds directly they shatter

freely.

Early in March sow thinly in pans, cover with squares of glass, and place in a

moist, brisk heat. The seeds will germinate in a few days. Gradually expose the

seedlings to light and air, and before they become spindly place them on a shelf

near the glass in a warm greenhouse. "When large enough (c, page 335), place singly

in thumb pots, subsequent treatment being the same as accorded to plants raised

from cuttings. After the seedlings have flowered, throw away all that are inferior to-

existing varieties, giving only the very best a second trial.
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Chrysanthemum " Sports."

When a branch of a plant of any variety gives a bloom or blooms differing in

colour from the parent, the departure is called a " sport." In this way many of

our best novelties originate. For instance, Charles Davis, terra-cotta, was a sport from

Viviand Morel, pink ; C. J. Warren, primrose yellow, sported from Madame Carnot,

white
;
Empress of India, pure white, was a sport from Queen of England, blush

;

Golden Empress of India was a sport from the white Empress of India, and dozens

more could be cited. When a sport worthy of perpetuating is seen, the growth

on which it occurs may either be cut up into short lengths, and these rooted in

gentle heat, or what is safer, affixing the plant on its side so that the whole stem of

the sport can be layered by pegging it down into rich loamy soil. If the plants

resulting prove when flowering to be still quite distinct from the parent, a new and, it

may be, valuable variety, has been added to the list. Sometimes these freaks of nature

cannot be "fixed," the plants reverting to the colour of the parent.

Parasitic and Insect Pests.

Mildew is the worst scourge that chrysanthemum growers have to contend with.

On some varieties it is liable to show itself early in the summer, and unless promptly

checked spreads rapidly, and ruins the plants. Mildew specifics are sold by most horti-

cultural sundries men, but the following remedy may be home-made :—Place 1^ lbs. of

flowers of sulphur and 2 ozs. of newly-slaked lime in 6 quarts of water, and boil down

to 3 quarts. Let the sediment settle, then strain the solution through muslin, and

store in a bottle for future use. One wine-glass, or 2 ozs., measured with the aid of an

8 oz. medicine bottle, is sufficient for mixing with 4 gallons of water. Syringe the

affected plants with the mixture, thoroughly wetting the under sides of the leaves as

often as necessary, and in particular syringe all the plants with it just before housing,

as a preventive of further attacks.

Aphides and Thrips are frequently troublesome during the summer, when they

must be got rid of by syringing with soot-water, varied, if need be, with well-diluted

tobacco-water. After housing, an occasional gentle fumigation with tobacco, or, better

still, by generating nicotine fumes with the aid of a vaporiser, will keep down many

enemies, which it is much better to prevent than destroy.

Earwigs and Caterpillars are not so easy to combat, and these appear to be
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always with us through the summer and autumn. They prey upon the buds, and

afterwards are apt to disfigure what would otherwise have been perfect blooms.

Earwigs may be trapped in small flower-pots filled with dry moss, but, all things

considered, hunting for and capturing them at night and crushing caterpillars at any

time, are the simplest and surest methods to pursue in most cases.

Weevils.—A large brown weevil is sometimes troublesome by eating the tender

leaves. It is a night feeder and can only be caught by the aid of artificial light. A
very minute species is often much more destructive by piercing the tips of the shoots,

causing them to bend over. Though a day visitant, it can only be seen by watchful

eyes. On the first appearance of mischief, syringe the plants and dust them while wet

with tobacco powder, continuing the practice to prevent further depredations.

Damping.—Some of the causes of damping, or premature decay of the blooms, have

been already alluded to. The best preventives are timely housing, avoidance of a too

free use of forcing manures, shading from strong sunshine, drawing down the roof

blinds on clear nights, to check radiation, and thus prevent the condensation of mois-

ture on the flowers, and maintaining a diy, genial atmosphere.

Yarieties of Chrysanthemums.

Each year new varieties are introduced, and the best of these gain distinctive

marks, or certificates of merit, and each season should see a corresponding number of

varieties eliminated from catalogues and private lists. (Selections will follow in Yol. II.)
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Augustine's College, Canterbury.

THE APOCALYPSE.
The Late Rev. WM. MILLIGAN, D.D., Professor of

Biblical Criticism, University of Aberdeen.

And a Complete Vocabulary of Subjects and Proper Names, Natural Historv, &c, Illustrative of
Biblical Chronology, History, and Geography, with the Light shed on the Text by

the Bevised Version of the Holy Scriptures and Recent Travellers.

By THE Rev. ARTHUR WESTCOTT, M.A., Formerly Divinity Lecturer, St. Augustine's Missionary College, Canterbury

AND THE Rev. JOHN WAIT, D.D., MinUter of Anderston Parish, Glasgow.

'

'

rFHE NEW ILLUSTRATED BIBLE " is intended to supply another want very generally felt.

-L Many persons are anxious in the present day to know how much reliable light has been thrown
by Modern Criticism upon the origin and character of the various Books of the Old and New Testaments.
What they desire is to have some brief statement as to the positions which have now been reached on
such questions by scholars distinguished by sobriety of judgment as well as by the extent of their

learning. " THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BIBLE," therefore, contains Introductions to the

Books and groups of Books in the Bible, written by students of the first rank, which convey in a
succinct and popular form such an exhibition of the matters under consideration as will enable any Bible

reader to gain a clear conception of the general merits of each question and to form an honest and trust-

worthy conclusion.

CONDITIONS OF PUBLICATION.
The Work is published in 45 Parts at 2s. each, or in 15 Divisions at 6s. each. Each Part at 2s. contains

32 pages of Illustrated Letterpress and One Steel Engraving. Each Division at 6s. contains 96 pages of
Letterpress and Three Steel Engravings.

The whole Work contains 46 Steel Engravings and about 500 fine Engravings on Wood.
The size of the Work is Imperial Quarto, printed on fine paper, specially made.
NO ORDER WILL BE RECEIVED FOR LESS THAN THE ENTIRE SET.

The issue is confined to Subscribers, and supplied by the Publishers' Agents only.

LONDON : J. S. VIRTUE & CO., Limited, 294, CITY ROAD.



SOLD TO SUBSCRIBERS ONLY.

In Thirty Parts, at zs. each ; or in Six Volumes, at 15s. each.

THE PICTORIAL

HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.
NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION

By JAMES TAYLOR, M.A., D.D., F.R.S. A.Edin.

ILLUSTRATED WITH SUPERIOR ENGRAVINGS ON STEEL

FROM DRAWINGS BY EMINENT ARTISTS.

" The true history of a nation is not of its wars but of its households. 1 '—Ruskin.

'THE history of a country should be the history of its inhabitants, and not a mere record of battles,

court intrigues, and diplomatic treaties. A description of the manners and customs, industrial

pursuits, and amusements of the mass of the people ought to be much more interesting and instructive

than a record of the follies and crimes or even of the warlike exploits of their rulers. The early Scottish

historians, however, devoted their attention mainly to fabulous narratives of the reigns of a long bead-roll

of apocryphal sovereigns, while the works of their successors aie occupied with spirited sketches of

character and picturesque descriptions of clan feuds and border forays, court revolutions, and ecclesiastical

conflicts, intermingled with philosophical disquisitions characterised by great learning and critical acumen
;

but the history ol the people of Scotland has been to a great extent overlooked. Materials for such a
history have accumulated in great abundance. The numerous works belonging to olden times which
have been rescued from oblivion by the Bannatyne, Maitland, Spalding, and other kindred Societies, the

volumes issued by the English Record Commission, and the mass of correspondence, public and private,

deposited in our national lepositories, and now thrown open to the public, have placed within reach of the
historian the most ample means lor enabling him to describe the pursuits, habits, literature, and religious

opinions of our forefathers. It is noteworthy, also, that Scottish historians have, with only one or two
exceptions, confined their attention to comparatively brief periods of the history of their country. Even
Tytler's great work comprises a period of only three centuries and a half, from the reign of Alexander III.

in 1242 to the Union of the Crowns in 1603 ;
while, without encroaching on the domain of mere tradi-

tionary fable, we may now re'y upon an authentic historv ot nine hundred \eais.

Impressed by these considerations, the Publishers, thirty years ago, issued a work intended to form a

history of the people as well as of the kingdom of Scotland, in which due prominence was given not
only to public events, civil and military, but also to the condition of the people, their national industry

and manners and customs. The preparation of the work was undertaken by Dr. Taylor, assisted by
several eminent Scottish prolesscrs, who possessed a thorough knowledge of the subjects entrusted to

them. The unprecedented sale of the historv, not only in the United Kingdom, but in the British Colonies
and America, afforded a gratifying proof that it had supplied a desideratum in our national literature.

Since the woik was hist issued, great additional light has been thrown upon many interesting portions

of our national annals by the publica'ion, under the charge of the Lord Clerk Registrar, of the Accounts
of the Royal Chamberlains and Treasurers and the records of the Privy Council of Scotland, and by the
laborious researches of Dr. Reeves and Dr. Skene into the constitution of the Celtic Church, and the

tenure of land under the early Scottish kings. A considerable number of valuable works have also been
printed for private circulation under the editorship ol Dr. William Fraser, containing an account of great

historical families of Scotland, with selections from their letters and other documents preserved in their

archives, which furnish most interesting information respecting the habits of the nobles and the condition

ot the people. The Publishers have therefoie resolved to issue a new and enlarged edition of the Pictorial

History, embodying the information thus brought to light, and continuing the narrative down to the
present day. The last volume, which is entirely new, will contain sketches of the agriculture and of the
trade and commerce of Scotland duiing the last century; the manners, customs, and amusements of the
people ; extinct Scottish chaiacters ; the disruption of the Scottish Church, and the national system of
education.

The Work will be copiously illustrated with appropriate engravings of scenes rendered famous by
great historical events, portraits of eminent men, fac-similes of seals and coats-of-arms, &c.

CONDITIONS OF PUBLICATION-

The Work will be issued in Thirty Parts, at 2s. each ; or in Six Volumes, at 15s. each.

Each Part will contain Eighty pages of Letterpress and Ten Steel Plates.

The size of the Work will be Demv Quarto.

NO ORDER WILL BE RECEIVED FOR LESS THAN THE ENTIRE SET.

LONDON : J. S. VIRTUE & CO., Limited, CITY ROAD and IVY LANE.



In Four Volumes, rloth gilt, at 12s, 6d. each; or in Twenty Parts at 2s. each.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK
BY

OSCAR BROWNING, M.A.,
FELLOW OF KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, AND UNIVERSITY LECTURER;

AND FELLOW OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED

HISTORY OF ENGLAND
PROM THE EARLIEST TIMES

TO

gubilec of (JJueen Victoria.

THIS work is designed as a family and general History of England, written in

a popular style. Every fact or incident of importance in the Social, Political,

and Religious life of the English people, from the earliest times to the present

day, will be chronicled, and full advantage will be taken of the discoveries of

modern scholarship. Whilst sufficiently erudite to be of service to the student,

the entertaining and narrative form in which it is written will attract and interest the

general reader.

It is divided into three parts, the first ending with the Accession of Henry VII.,

the second with the Revolution of 1 688, and the third with the events of our own
time. A sketch of the rise and development of the English constitution will be
given at the end of the first part, and a short history of English literature at the

end of the second part.

In the selection of the wood engravings, of which there are several hundred in

the text, care has been taken that they should be of real assistance to the reader.

They consist principally of Portraits of Notable Personages, views of Historic

Castles and places of interest, Costumes and Coins from contemporary drawings,

Maps, and Plans ; the chief events in English history will also be fully illustrated

by careful artists. In addition to the wood engravings there is a series of Portraits

of the Kings and Queens of England, engraved on steel.

By the publication of calendars of state papers and other works by the Master

of the Rolls, the knowledge of English history, especially of the early periods, has

been revolutionised during the last thirty years. It is hoped that by the publication

of the present work the results thus obtained may be brought within the reach of all

classes of the English people.

CONDITIONS OF PUBLICATION.

The Work will be completed in Twenty Parts at zs. each ; or in Four Volumes, cloth gilt, at
\zs. bd. each.

Each Part will contain Sixty-four pages of Letterpress, profusely illustrated by Engravings on
Wood, and Two Engravings on Steel ; and each Volume will contain about Three Hundred and
Twenty pages of illustrated Letterpress, and Ten Engravings on Steel.

The size of the Work is Imperial 8vo, and it will onlv be sold to Subscribers.
NO ORDER WILL BE RECEIVED FOR LESS THAN THE ENTIRE SET.

EONDON: J. S. VIRTUE & CO., ElMITED, 294, ClTY ROAD AND IVY LANE.










